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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

Northern District of California

Todd S. Glassey, In Pro Se,
Michcal E. M~N_~il, Jn ProS~~--·---·············
Plaintijf(s)

v.

Microsemi Inc et AI
Defendanl(s)
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)
)
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)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.

CV-14-3629-EDL

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION

To: (Defendant's name and address)
The Internet Society (including but not limited to its lETF operations group), C/0 Corporation Service Company,
1090 Vermont Ave NW, Washington DC, 20005

A lawsuit has been tiled against you.
Within 21 days after service ofthis summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or60 days if you
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ.
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)- you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiffor plaintiffs attorney,
whose name and address are:
Todd S. Glassey, 305 McGaffigan Mill Road, Boulder Creek CA, 95006 and Michael E. McNeil, PO Box 640,
FELTON CA 95018-0640

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint.
You also must file your answer or motion with the court.

CLERK OF COURT

Date:
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
(San Francisco Division)
TODD S. GLASSEY, In Pro Se
305 McGaffigan Mill Road
Boulder Creek, California 95006
And
MICHAEL E. MCNEIL, In ProSe
PO Box 640
Felton CA 95018-0640

Plaintiff,
vs.
MicroSemi Inc; The IETF and ISOC, and
the US Government and Industry
partners (including but not limited to
Apple, Cisco, eBay /Paypal, Google,
Juniper Networks, Microsoft, NetFlix,
and Oracle), USPTO AW Peter Chen Esq,
and two individuals (Mark Hastings and
Erik VanDer Kaay) as "NAMED DOES"
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-14-3629-EDL
JUDGE E. D. LaPorte, Courtroom E,
15th Floor USDC San Francisco

COMPLAINT
Sherman Act violation, Fourth, Fifth,
Seventh and Fourteenth Amendment
Violations; Foreign Antitrust Act
violation; RICO Act claims against
Microsemi and IETF; Copyright Fraud
(IETF); Patent Infringement (IETF et
Al.); Tortuous Interference; Assorted
Patent (Fiduciary) Frauds;
Illegal use of FISA Act provisions in
those violations by Defendant USG
Jury Demand Endorsed Hereon

For this Complaint, Plaintiff Todd S. Glassey and Michael E McNeil state as
follows:

Defendants, Does, Patents, and Settlement List
1.

Plaintiffs are individuals who were, for all times relevant hereto, residents

of Santa Cruz County, California.

2.

Defendant Microsemi, Inc. ("Microsemi"), is, on information and belief,

a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in Aliso Viejo California. This
under Bivens includes the "unknown Officers and those controlling the operations of the
Defendant Microsemi" as individuals under the Bivens precedent 1•
3.

Defendant Symmetricom, Inc. ("Symmetricom"), was, on information

and belief, a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in Irvine
California.
4·

Defendant Symmetricom did; on information and belief, acquire the assets

and liabilities of Datum, Inc. ("Datum"), in

2002

through a Merger creating a new

Symmetricom Corroboration as the successor to Datum.

s.

Defendant Erik VanDer Kaay ("EVDK") is by information and belief the

CEO and Chairman of the Board of the Datum Corp (the umbrella Corp holding the
Business units of Datum and its acquired companies);
6.

Defendant Datum did, on information and belief, acquire the assets and

liabilities of Digital Delivery, Inc. in or about July 1999.
7·

Defendant Digital Delivery Inc ("DDI'') 1s a Massachusetts based

corporation which Plaintiffs retained for Patent Agency legal representation;
8.

Defendant Mark Hastings (''Hastings") is by information and belief the

President and Founder of DDI and later was made the President of the BanCom
(Bandwidth Compression) division of Datum Inc;
9·

Both Defendants, Hastings and Van Der Kaay are direct signatories to

Glassey and McNeil contract documents with both corporations and both names

1

(Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971))
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appearing on the DDI settlement and Van Der Kaay's on the TTI Settlement as well
herein;
10.

Defendant Microsemi ("Microsemi") is, on information and belief, the

successor in interest for any liabilities of Symmetricom, Datum and DDI to Plaintiffs. AE
such any use of the predecessor name for Microsemi is only intended to indicate the
time frame for the action or claim in this ongoing fraud and Sherman Act Violation.
11.

The Defendant Internet Engineering Task Force ("IETF") is on

information and belief,

a Industry-Wide Technology Standards Collective and is

operated under the banner and law of the US as a subdivision of the Washington DC
Corporation called "The Internet Society".
12.

The Internet Society ("ISOC") operates the IETF is as the world's Global

Standards Organization for the Internet and it is the IETF who has produced the
majority of the network standards that applications which infringe on the rights here
were written from.
a. This definition of the IETF includes their management under Bivens
and membership in the entire IETF as a whole and in several particular
groups including but not limited to the IETF Intellectual Property
Rights Working Group (IPR), IETF GeoSpatial Controls
Working Group (GeoPriv), the IETF or Generic Network
Working Group (IETF@IETF.ORG) where everyone talks about

everything and time-related ones in both PKIX WG (the PKI working
group areas) and those pertaining to other protocols like Secure DNS
(DNSSEC) which uses the Infringing IP extensively as just one of

many examples of IETF infringements;
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13.

The Defendant Internet Society ("ISOC" - www.isoc.org) itself includes

such other child-organizations as the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers ("ICANN") and the American Registry for Internet Numbers ("ARIN") and
its foreign instances.
14.

Because of the ISOC and IETF dependence on Computers runmng

"Infringing Networking Drivers and Applications" ("INDA") the ISOC as wen as the
IETF, the ARIN, the ICANN, and all other operating infrastructure itself are named
collectively as members of the ISOC Family herein;
15.

And that this matter pertains as such to the ISOC all of its many arms and

their publications as wen as all electronic events performed online by them since the
Cease and Desist Order was served on ISOC and its IETF operating unit through their
IETF IPR Filing Process in

2004

(their method of service); As such that the IETF and

ISOC are named actual defendants to the matter herein;

The following Parties are NAMED AS DOES in accordance with
provisions of the BIVENS 2 ruling
16.

The Defendant "United States Government" ("USG") from Legislative to

Administrative branches, because of its dependence on Computers running "INDA" is
named as a Defendant DOE and since the full scope of the names therein are unknown
to the Plaintiffs at this time this naming convention meets the strict DOES limitations
for the US District Court';

2

Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388 ( 1971 ),
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17.

Further the following Federal Agencies and Roles are known but the

parties filling those roles are unknown at this time and so they are also identified
directly as DOES in this matter;
a. The US Department of Commerce ("DoC") and its three key
subdivisions (US PTO - Patent and Trademark Office, US NTIA National Telecommunications Infrastructure Administration, and USNIST- The US National Institute of Standards and Technology and in
particular its Information Technology Laboratory (NISTITL)) are entities ofthe United States Government;

b. Defendant Peter Chen Esq, under Bivens is named as an actual
defendant and not a DOE although he now is employed by USPTO, and
so is named both under their naming as a DOE and as a real person;
Additionally we name Defendant Peter Chen's Lawfirm at the time of
the alleged acts herein of Lathem Watkins LLP as a DOE based on
Bivens standing for the parties within the firm actually involved (a
matter which Discovery will properly disclose);
c. The US Department of Energy as a consumer in operating the US
Smart Grid and various other research projects which make it an
infringer;
d. The US Department of Transportation and the US FAA Flight
Tracking and Messaging Systems using infringing technologies
nationally herein;
e. The US Treasury as a consumer of the infringed properties and the
oversight provider for its agencies the SEC as well as the IRS;
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f. The US Department of Defense ("DoD");
1.

Any

and

all

parties

(Boeing,

Macdonald/Douglas,

Lockheed Corp, General Atomics, et AI)

building or

selling Drones or components thereof to the US Government;
n. Any and all parties building selling or transporting Ballistic
Sensor Fused or Controlled Munitions or Munitions
Delivery Systems including but not limited to those ballistic

devices used to place objects into low and medium orbital
tracks;
g. The US Intelligence Community (all agencies and those attached
therein).
h. The Office of the President of the United States of America
("POTUS") and the operations of the Whitehouse Webserver
itself;
i. The Honorable Mr. Jerry Brown, the Governor of the State of
California and the State of California itself under 42 U.S.C. §
1983 and its provisions for Civil Litigation against a State under the

Enforcement Act oj1871 and other statutes;

Industry Members of the IETF and ISOC
18.

The following are named members of the IETF who all either both use and

operate within the IETF itself a formal presence and who both use these controlled
Intellectual Properties controlled under the "TTl and DDI Settlement Documents"
inside their products and corporate operations both; They include but are not limited to
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a. Apple Corp, A Delaware Corporation including all of its external and
foreign corporations or assets;
b. Cisco Corp, A Delaware Corporation including all of its external and
foreign corporations or assets;
c. eBay and Paypal, each a Delaware Corporation including all of its
external and foreign corporations or assets;
d. Google, A Delaware Corporation including all of its external and
foreign corporations or assets; and all of its sub-division and freestanding corporations operated outside of the Google brand;
e. Juniper Networks; A Delaware Corporation including aU of its
external and foreign corporations or assets;
f. Microsoft Corporation a Delaware Corporation and all of its freestanding business units and external corporate assets;
g. and Oracle Corp, A Delaware Corporation including all of its
external and foreign corporations or assets;
h. Additionally there is one other DOE to name as a corporation;. That
being The Thales Group ("Thales") (a Delaware Corporation) the
landed US Base of the larger Defense Systems contactor "The Thales
Group" of Cedex France, and its eSecurity Division, A Delaware
Corporation called

"E-Security, Inc" (nee "nCipher Inc" of

Cambridge England).
1.

The eSecurity Division of the Thales Group US operations is located in
the State of Florida; and claims against Thales Group and in particular
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to the eSecurity Division pertain to its use of TTl Settlement lP and
breach of the TTl Settlement through its partner Microsemi;

PATENTS

19. US6370629 ('"629") the US patent filed in Plaintiffs behalf by Mark Hastings of
DDl, EP-0-997-8o8A3, the Abandoned instance of the US6370629 filed in
the EU, BR9904979 the abandoned instance of '629 filed on Plaintiffs behalf
in the Nation of Brazil; CA2287596 is the abandoned filing of US6370629 in
the Nation of Canada, as 2000163379 is the number of the '629 filing in
Japan, and finally the South Mrican filing ZA1999/06799
20. US6393126 (aka "3126" also known as US 20020056042 A1) "a System and
methods for generating trusted and authenticatable time stamps for
electronic documents" ("'3126"), the US patent filed by EVDK showing himself as
inventor of IP "he licensed limited derivative uses of from Master Designs for
the TTl" belonging to Plaintiff Glassey; Likewise CA2398415 (CAi2398415
A1) is the unauthorized filing of US6393126 in the Nation of Canada, it
exists in the EU (EP 1279287 A1) and was expanded by re-filing as the US
20020056042 At WO patent application which did issue;

SETILEMENT AGREEMENTS

21. DDI Settlement - pertains to the Pre-paid legal service agreement with
DDI (the Co-Inventor Agreement) and Datum's limited use of the patents'
protected

IP while its continuing role as Fiduciary persists. The Settlement
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Agreement is the other half of the Co-Inventor Agreement Document Pair that is
described in detail in the Co-Inventor Agreement.

22. Til Settlement (''Til") - pertains to the Datum use of the Glassey
TrustedTiming Infrastructure and its limited use of the IP in the United
States and State of California legal requirements therein.

23. Co-Inventor Agreement- The PrePaid Legal Service Agreement and Patent
Assignment Documents (self explanatory)- the original Co-Inventor Agreement
to was used to create a patent filing, which became the shared use patent
US63709629 ·with DDI and its successors as the permanent fiduciaries in
charge and responsible for the costs in those actions.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

19.

This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this suit pursuant

because of a number of issues the first of which is that this matter pertains to 28 USC §
1338 because the matters in it relate to patents, International filing of patents and
copyright infringements; It also relates to Sherman Act and rulings from the US
Supreme Court (MGM Studios v Grokster) and other key rulings which State Courts do
not have the authority to apply in this matter.
20.

This subject matter pertains to the use of the US Foreign Intelligence

Service Act to create a set of "Impossible hurdles" for Plaintiffs to cross to bring this into
Federal Court which would stop anyone retaining private counsel through the service of
a FISAAct Warrant or National Security Letter in the matter herein;
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21.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the remaining claims at

issue in this suit pursuant to is supplemental jurisdiction as codified by 28 USC § 1367
because they form part of the same case and controversy as those claims relating to
patents and their infringement through licensing issued via copyright in Global Network
Standards for the use of these intellectual properties.
22.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over this matter because the Plaintiffs

reside in this judicial district and a substantial portion of the events below took place in
this district.
23.

Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) because

a substantial part of the acts or omissions giving rise to the claims at issue in this
dispute occurred in this district.
24.

Additionally under the construct of Subject Matter Jurisdiction,

because this case uniquely involves both US and a number of both legally and illegally
filed International Patents it is both a Sherman Act and the Foreign Antitrust Act with
their provisions which now control large parts of the US National Critical Infrastructure
this case can only be heard before the US District Court since no State Court has
authority to issue Orders against the US Government for patent and international
antitrust matters.
25.

Finally under Jurisdiction, this matter asks the US District Court a unique

and novel question of Federal Law "as to whether Patent Protections in an issued Patent
can be set aside by a copyrighted Network Technology Standard under the Defendant
IETF's claim that 'Copyright Section 107 Exemptions also allows them to infringe on
patent protections on software products they designed the very uses for themselves"'.
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26.

The assertion of this litigation is that this is a statement which on its face

directly violates the US Supreme Court ruling in MGM Studios v Grockster while they
(the IETF)

continue to publish under their own copyright against their use of the

technology, a license we allege is "intended to cloud or make impossible to enforce any

Software patent protections globally against those IP's used without
authorization in those standards" and on which they the IETF have since made the
world's computers dependent.
27.

This question is amplified by the commentary that the IETF in fact uses

this same Intellectual Property in the form of programs inside its infrastructure without
authorization daily to operate the IETF's computers, and that this was done after
codifying it into the global standards for all Local Area Networking today.
28.

The question posited on the court by this suit is now that this was formally

done to the Plaintiffs IP's andre-licensing enforcement rights by Defendants Microsemi
and IETF and their third-party infringers, the question therein before this court is "what
are Plaintiffs' recourse herein?".

STATEMENT OF OPERATIVE FACTS
29.

This Complaint is being brought in the United States District Court

because there are multiple issues in dispute between multiple parties including the US
Government and a Global Standards Organization which require the Court to construe
the claims of certain US Patents and a set of alleged frauds therein at the Fiduciary level,
the relationship of those Patents to US Copyrights when a Global Standards Agency
takes that IP and weaves it into the process descriptions of their networking protocols.
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30.

And finally the effect under MGM Studios v Grokster and other precedents

pertaining to Intellectual Property protections what the recourse is against the
Standards Agency and their Membership for these actions which force anyone
implementing programs that meet that standard to infringe.
31.

And additionally for their (the Standards Agency and its parent the ISOC)

use of those infringing programs in their own operations.
32.

The allegation of the claims is that because the IETF further encoded those

protected methods from a US or Foreign Patent into their Standard, this makes anyone
using that standard equally culpable for their actions as third-parties to the alleged
conversion of private property this suit alleges.

The Complaint

33.

This complaint is based on the complaint, supporting evidence exhibits,

declarations and memorandums of points and authorities, precedent law, US national
IP Policy, and is fully supported by the US Government mandatory requirements per

the TRIPS/PCT treaty agreements.
34.

Additionally aspects of this matter pertain to "a set of alleged frauds which

the primary defendant Microsemi committed with in concert with the Global Standards
Organization IETF (the Internet Society) to prevent Glassey and McNeil's enforcement
demands previously that the IETF and everything it produced since 2004 is based on an
active infringement in its operations" and they cease and desist any use of the IP. As
such a subsidiary claim against all of the online networking standards produced is
included as well.
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Defendant IETF and their use

35.

The Defendant IETF (The Internet Engineering Task Force) is a global

standards organization who operates their infrastructure across the Internet as part of
their charter so they use all of the standards they create in the form of programs and
infrastructure inside their frameworks. The IETF is an operating unit of the Internet
Society and they bear full financial responsibility for its operations and these alleged
frauds herein we assert.
36.

The IETF has no authorization to use the IP for its own uses and because

of that it "likewise cannot publish across its framework anything which infringes
because it cannot use that IP inside its own framework".
37·

This then is the Catch-22 the IETF has created. They can no-longer

operate without infringing the Phase-II Technology Licensing Rights the Plaintiffs are
the sole owners of because it is inside the machines they created the standards for.
38.

To summarize the claims against IETF and ISOC: The unauthorized use of

the Patent-Protected Intellectual Properties is then alleged in both 1) the IETF operating
infrastructure and then 2) as direct additions to their documents themselves as the
"methods and processes of the protocols they are standardizing"; We further state that
this has already been done for a number of the World's Internet Standards such that it
created three billion daily infringers; the net-effect is this single Patent now controls (or
there are claims for) most all online commerce globally and the loss amounts respective
of that include but are not limited to the direct infringements "for any and all Local area
and Internet Application Systems" in use globally today.
39·

The functional result is that everyone using the Local Area Networking

Protocols outside the Internet is also an infringer of those same IP rights;
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40.

That because of the alleged fraud inside the very standards process itself,

an action which could have been stopped by defendant Microsemi as far back as

2004

when the first "Acknowledgement of Glassey and McNeil rights requests were submitted
to then 'Symmetricom Corp' as the predecessor to Microsemi", both the IETF (and its
membership) and Microsemi equally bear responsibility under the precedents set in
MGM Studios v Grokster and others, and are liable herein for any and all damages
resulting from their collective and individual actions.

Microsemi blocked verification of all of Plaintiffs verification requests
41.

Rather than perform its role under the contract Symmetricom Staff

refused to confirm or even respond to the parties we requested they confirm the
settlement and our rights to.

2013/2014
42.

Breaches
Finally that to Transfer the Settlement Agreement and the Role of

Fiduciary codified in it that (see CONTRACTS/DDI-Settlement) Microsemi must
formally and publicly assert its liability or no such transfer occurs. Microsemi has
refused all communication and demands it agree to the terms of the Contract as the
Settlement Agreement requires and that has created a new cause of action in this matter
in 2014 which tolls the statutes on all other acts in this matter as well.
43.

As such it is in breach of the Settlement Agreement as well currently

supporting these claims.
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HISTORY: Previous Litigation

44·

Prior to the filing of this Complaint in this Court, the Plaintiffs and

Symmetricom were parties to a California Superior Court suit captioned Michael E.
McNeil) et al. v Book (Symmetricom) et al., which was dismissed without prejudice to

any of the claims therein and proceeded as that Court's Case No. CV 165643 (the "State
Court Lawsuit").
45.

This filing is the transfer of that lawsuit to the Federal Jurisdiction in full

because the State Court Lawsuit could not continue to be prosecuted in California
Superior Court because, as that case developed, it became apparent that the California
itself as the State was conflicted as a major infringer and further the Superior Court
would be required to construe "US Patent and simultaneous copyright claims" which no
Federal Court has ruled in yet, and perform this ruling against parties in a number of
jurisdictions (*the IETF and its international members) to render any judgment on the
claims for relief Plaintiffs brought, and that the California State Court lacked the subject
matter jurisdiction to do so.
46.

Further since the Federal Government is the signatory to the TRIPS

agreement the international nature of the abandoned instances of US6370629 patents
filed in Japan, Brazil, Canada, South Africa and the EU are only actionable under the
TRIPS treaty in the US and only the US District Court has standing in an international
treaty.
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HISTORY: Plaintiffs' Relationship with Datum

47.

In or about October 1997, Plaintiff Glassey approached Datum through

Davey Briggs VP of Marketing for the Beverley Massachusetts division of Datum. The
purpose of the conversation was to retain Datum to "manufacture a component of the
time controls" for an email and document control gateway of Glassey's design. The
design was called the Trusted Timing Infrastructure and creates a set of evidence-totransaction models and the technology to implement them.
48.

Initially Datum said "no to building the high-end components of the

system" but was very interested in the component level Trusted Local Clock Module as a
potential mass-market addition to Datum's existing Board Level Timing Products so
they referred GLASSEY to the San Jose California division called BAN COM.
49·

At Bancom/Datum Glassey interfaced initially with Mitch Stone

("STONE") the VP of Marketing; Glassey's request to Datum if he was right would open

new end-user and OEM markets to Datum in the board level timing products area and
to further to that Stone opened detailed market analysis discussion between Plaintiff
Glassey and Datum, concerning whether Datum and Glassey might undertake broader
business efforts together; To allow free and open discussion about Glassey's IP Datum
and Glassey entered into a mutual nondisclosure agreement in November 1997 (the
"Datum NDA"). Mitch Stone processed that NDA.

so.

In the months following the execution of the Datum NDA, Glassey and

Datum (through Mitch Stone as the principal point of contact) had a variety of
conversations and did a variety of industry analysis efforts to determine the total
potential of the market sector for this time-stamping evidence system; this effort
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included two road trips on which Glassey and Datum VP of Marketing Mitch Stone ran
the customer survey with exciting results.
51.

The next step was a meeting "with the division presidents of all of Datum

and a Board Meeting" which was to happen at a local trade show in Atlanta; to Attend
the meeting Glassey was flown out to present the total of the potential to the Board and
officers of the corporation for the Trusted Timing Infrastructure components he asked
them to build for him. The meeting produced full approval for the joint-development
effort.
52.

At this point Datum initiated aggressive discussions vvith Glassey about

product design of their systems and how his infrastructure could be used to advance
their existing BC635 GPS based timing card as a stand alone and clustered time service
module.
53·

This excited Datum CEO Erik Van Der Kaay (EVDK); EVDK

called

Glassey and told him the deal was on. He asked Glassey to both incorporate and bring in
at least one more engineering member for his team and promised both guaranteed
financing through a monthly payment process to let GMT just focus on the engineering
as well as longer term reseller status.
54·

To meet that demand, in early 1998 Plaintiff Glassey was joined in his

commercial efforts by Plaintiff McNeil in Glassey's new company known as GlasseyMcNeil Technologies or "GMT".
55.

To support Datum running Payroll for GMT on or about May 4, 1998,

Plaintiffs each executed a consulting agreement vvith Datum for the purpose of securing
certain technical consulting services (the "Datum Consulting Agreements"), true
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and correct copies of which are attached as Exhibits CONTRACTS:Glassey and Exhibits
CONTRACTS:McNeil hereto.
56.

The Datum Consulting Agreements were effective from May 4, 1998, to

July 4, 1998, and during that period Plaintiffs provided services to Datum exclusively
relating to market analysis to support Datum's developing e-commerce division.
57.

Upon the expiration of the Datum Consulting Agreements, Plaintiffs and

Datum agreed to continue to work together without further written agreements with the
understanding, based on the existing Datum NDA, that Plaintiffs would own any and all
intellectual property developed by them or shared by them during the term of the
continuing relationship and that Plaintiffs would be independent contractors for Datum.
58.

Among the tasks Plaintiffs agreed to take on as independent contractors

for Datum after July 4, 1998, were the identification of potential acquisition targets for
Datum as it sought to expand its e-commerce business.

HISTORY: Plaintiffs' Relationship With DDI

59.

From approximately December 1997 onward, Plaintiffs worked to develop

other relationships in the industry for the purpose of commercializing their time control
technologies.
6o.

One of the companies that Plaintiffs developed a relationship with was

Digital Delivery Inc ("DDI''). Glassey and DDI President Mark Hastings were talking
about adding some timing controls to DDI's product suites and so then entered into a
Non-Disclosure Agreement (Jun 1997) to further those discussions.
61.

Later but under the NDA Glassey disclosed the scope and design of his

GeoLocation Controls and Location Based Policy Services to Hastings as his new patent
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application; This conversation took place in the employee second floor lounge at
Westlaw Main with Westlaw Employee Ruven Schwartz Esq and Datum VP Mitch Stone
present. Hastings had accompanied Glassey and Stone to Westlaw to discuss time
services and Glassey's Trusted Timing Infrastructure with them as a product potential.
62.

Hastings was excited about the idea of using secure time and location

information (physical, logical or virtual) as a control aspect of a policy switch. This can
be used for many other key applications as well so he became very aggressive with
Glassey about getting these 'new features' patent protected and added to Confidential
Courier at all costs.
63.

One weekend in later August of 1997 Glassey was approached by DDI

president Mark Hastings about his (Hastings) acting as Glassey's Patent Agent for the
filing of the location based service patent. Glassey initially didnt trust the situation and
because Hastings was formally represented by Richards and Fish and they would be
representing Glassey before the PTO through Hastings it seemed believable.
64.

There were numerous discussions between Glassey and Hastings about

this including one key one where it was finally agreed that "with Richards and Fish as
counsel of record that Hastings could represent Glassey before the PTO".
65.

Under the NDA between Glassey and Hastings, the Plaintiffs turned over

the initial Intellectual Properties to the Agent (Hastings and DDI) for the creation of the
filing documents for the USPTO;
66.

At this Time DDI president Mark Hastings and his counsel from Richards

and Fish approached Glassey with a new plan. The "new plan" was that rather than
Hastings filing a new patent for Glassey which he would sublicense from Glassey he
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would file an amendment to the one he already had and Glassey would share the
enforcement rights against its IP through a subsidiary agreement;
67.

This was a 100% reversal of the roles under which the original agreement

was consummated. Because of this Glassey again was very uncomfortable about and
said no initially; it was only after a number of further conversations and Glassey's being
assured by Richards and Fish the patent would issue quickly Glassey agreed.
68.

Thus the amended instance of the Hastings "Confidential Courier" patent

('"992") was filed in 1998; Everything was fine initially although Glassey and McNeil
were concerned about how little of the original ((2 technology one could identify in the
filing but it was early in the process and the initial Examination was a year away or so
Glassey was told so we just waited.
69.

As part of his work with Datum Glassey had introduced Hastings to Datum

formally; In early 1999 things changed.
70.

Hastings immediately stopped answermg questions about the patent's

filing and in July in violation of the Co-Inventor "E Assignability Section Hastings
reassigned the patent to Datum and sold them Digital Delivery Inc taking a job replacing
the then incumbent president of the BANCOM Division of Datum where Glassey's work
was done.
71.

As to how he did that when Richards and Fish filed the patent originally

they omitted the agreement which said the assignment was only valid for one year (in
the Co-Inventor Agreement) from the filing and ifllproperly filed it as ASSIGNED
instead of CONDITIONALLY ASSIGNED.

This allowed Hastings to sign on the

reassignment without Plaintiffs Signature.

This was corrected with the attached

EXHIBITS: PTO-Correction-to-629 (USPTO correction to original filing status).
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72.

Thus the Federal Record for the original filing was finally corrected on

August 6th 2013 to reflect the original assignment as conditional;
Glassey's sole purpose for retaining DDI was to get a low cost guaranteed filing in half a
dozen jurisdictions and to get the patents issued as soon as possible. The new amended
instance of the original DDI patent was to be filed with U.S. Office and the foreign
instances agreed upon later (Brazil, EU, Japan, Canada, and South African) as the
Controlling Access Patent and DDI and Plaintiffs sought to formalize an agreement

which would allow for the most prompt filing of the application for the Controlling
Access Patent.

HISTORY: The 1998 Pre-paid Legal Services Contract ("The Co-Inventor
Agreement")

73.

To enable this global patent filing activity effective on or about October 26,

1998, Plaintiffs and DDI entered into a "pre-paid legal services" agreement known as the
Co-Inventor Agreement, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit: Co-Inventor-

Agreement.
74.

The Co-Inventor Agreement retains Hastings and his company Digital

Delivery Inc of Massachusetts ("DDI") to act as Plaintiffs' Patent Agent with full legal
control and power of attorney relative to the limited area of patent filings.
75·

According to Recital D of the Co-Inventor Agreement, its purpose was:
[T]o allow the Controlling Access Patent application to be
submitted as early as possible and prior to a definitive agreement
between the parties with respect to each party's rights to exploit the
Controlling Access Patent, the respective mutual and exclusive
rights to the underlying or derivative technology, methodology, or
other patentable subject matter contained or referenced in the
Controlling Access Patent, and the compensation to be paid by
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Digital to Glassey-McNeil for assignment of certain rights therein to
Digital.
76.

Recital A of the Co-Inventor Agreement commemorated DDI's ownership

of the Confidential Courier product and its underlying patent ('992 patent). This is very
important when considering how much of the underlying intellectual property from the
original patent went into the filing or amendments to US6370629, a number which
approaches zero in retrospect, meaning all of US6370629 is in fact PHASE-II
technology;
77.

Paragraph 1.C. of the Co-Inventor Agreement commemorated that

Plaintiffs developed and provided to the Controlling Access Patent application
geolocation Controls and Location Based Services known as "Phase II" a Term of Art
meaning a system providing both physical location information but also very accurate
time with phase matching data for aligning cryptographic heartbeats across a network
or distributed framework. One very powerful source (though only a single example) of
providing such time and location data is obviously the US Governments GPS sources.
78.

Thus "Phase-II" technologies provides for a new level of authentication

over the basic services Hastings had built into his existing patent. From the data model
perspective Phase-II technology represents an authentication schema concurrent with
industry standards in cryptography3
79.

Paragraph 2.A. of the Co-Inventor Agreement provided further that,

"[DDI] acknowledges that the Phase II technology is solely and exclusively the idea and
invention of [Plaintiffs]."
3

as an example we list one Phase II authentication schema description - "a cryptographic signing and
verification process with the transmittal of time and geographic positioning information that allows a
legally indemnifiable degree of trust to be established in the time and geographic positioning information
thus conveyed." but there are a number of others as well.
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80.

The Co-Inventor Agreement was designed to be a work-in-progress

agreement and was to be replaced in form by a larger agreement. One which codified
Plaintiffs' rights to the IP and their third party enforcement rights (any and all uses) for
the IP that they purchased the pre-paid legal services for.
81.

The Co-Inventor Agreement explicitly contemplated that a future

"definitive" agreement would be entered among the parties concerning the
compensation to be paid to Plaintiffs as well as the parties' mutual and exclusive rights
to the Controlling Access Patent within 365 days of the signing. At that time the
Provisional Access and use Rights to both the original filing and Hastings' 992 patent
became open.
82.

Finally the last possibility documented in the Co-Inventor Agreement was

a total failing on Hastings' part where both patents revert to shared by Plaintiffs as the
superior rights holder in third-party enforcement ofthe patent-protected IP.
83.

Two days after the Co-Inventor Agreement was executed, on October 29,

1998, the Controlling Access Patent Application (the "1998 Patent Application") was
filed with the US Patent and Trademark Office ("USPTO"), a copy of which is attached
as Exhibits:629-as-authorized hereto and in it McNeil and Hastings and his partner
were added to the patent filing so the final title includes all four parties, Glassey as the
principal inventor, McNeil as Glassey's senior Engineering Specialist, and Hastings and
Willets for their work in the previous patent. As it happens though Willets was never on
the original patent and as such shouldn't have been on the final filing as well. This then
is allegedly yet another misrepresentation from Hastings in the filing of US6370629.
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HISTORY: DATUM purchase of DDI violated the DDI/Glassey Contract "no
transfer" terms

84.

In violation of the IP transfer provision of the Co-Inventor Agreement

Datum and DDI consummated a merger on or about July 29, 1999, whereby DDI
became a wholly owned subsidiary of Datum upon which merger Datum became the
successor-in-interest to all of the rights and responsibilities contemplated by the CoInventor Agreement. As such Datum became the Fiduciary although Glassey and McNeil
were both very dissatisfied with the situation.
85.

Section Five (5) of the Co-Inventor Agreement protects the Role of

Fiduciary in what was called the Non-Assignability Clause; which was violated by
Defendants and documented in their July 8K (Exhibits: CONTRACTS:CO-Inventor
Agreement) report to the Securities and Exchange Commission of the Department of the
Treasury, US Government. The section is excerpted here for reference. The reference is
split across both Page 4 and Page five (5) continues with the text of section s.
What it clearly says is that the Patent Ownership and the Role of the

Patent Agent & Fiduciary here 'may not be assigned to any third party for
any reason without a release from Plaintiffs"'.
5. NONASSIGNABILITY

4
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Digital P<ltcnt Contr<lCt

The parties hereto have entered into this agreement in contemplation of personal
performance hereof by each other and intend that the rights granted and obligations
imposed hereunder not be extended to other entities without the other party's express
written consent, except that Glassey-McNeil may transfer their interests herein to a
corporation whose majority of voting shares are owned and controlled by them. This
Agreement shall be binding and shall inure to the benefit of the parties and to their heirs,
successors, and assigns.

No such release was ever asked for, contemplated by Plaintiffs or executed, and
Datum's solution was simply to immediately attack its new "client" and sue
GMT /Glassey and McNeil as individuals and withhold operating funds it as GMT's sole
customer at the time owed the company to force an extorted settlement as reported in
this complaint.

HISTORY: Robinson Letter

86.
Corp fired

Immediately after the prohibited purchase of Digital Delivery Inc,. Datum
Bancom

Division

President David Robinson

(see

Notice

Letter

Exhibits:ROBINSON LETTER were Robinson declares formally "Datum doesn't want
your IP" letter from Robinson) and replaced him with Defendant "Hastings" (Mark
Hastings).

HISTORY: The 1999 Settlements which Plaintiffs allege "were extorted from
Plaintiffs"

87.

In addition to Hastings coming on board as an officer of Datum two weeks

later in August 1999 Datum without warning filed a lawsuit against Glassey and McNeil
(''the dispute");
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88.

Datum, we allege "also as part of this 'covert plan to bankrupt and steal

GMT's assets"'

did fabricate claims and filed a California Superior Court Lawsuit

against GMT and Glassey and McNeil as individuals; and we assert in doing so violated
its role as the Fiduciary which it had to accept to move the patent to it as the "acquiring
of any fiduciary responsibility contract" in the US requires;
89.

this set of actions were a part of an Overall Plan we assert was created

inside Datum by CEO Erik Van Der Kaay and furthered directly by officers of Datum
and the Successors Symmetricom and Microsemi both.
go.

As part of its manipulating GMT into being forced to accept its terms for

settlement Datum froze all payments outstanding to Glassey and McNeil after they had
just had Glassey expend significant amounts of personal money developing "designed
market analysis and other marketing materials for them". The net effect was they as
GMT's sole customer at the time functionally drove GMT into insolvency to extort the
two settlement documents; as such they manipulated GMT and both Glassey and
McNeil personally to the edge of bankruptcy to extort the two settlement documents,
both of which they furthermore allegedly breached;
91.

Further because these denial-of-rights actions are still being performed

today in the new successor to the Contract, by their refusing to accept the role per the
terms of the contract for its transfer to a successor of Symmetricom, they have become
as culpable for the Damages as VanDer Kaay and Mark Hastings are for creating them
in the first place.
92.

Through this set of alleged set of actions by DATUM and Hastings/DDI ,

and with what turned out to be very bad legal advice from GMT-counsel Jason Book
Esq, both Glassey and McNeil were "financially manipulated and coerced into accepting
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the settlements that Datum Counsel John Cannon drafted, as such Datum was the sole
architect of the forms and their contents in the two settlement documents".
In all instances Book esq. advised Glassey and McNeil that they had no rights and would
need to take whatever settlement and scraps Datum was willing to throw to us.

HISTORY: Both Settlement Documents look almost identical

93.

John Cannon Esq, Datum's attorney at that time created two settlement

documents for this matter. One Settlement for Digital Delivery Inc and a second for the
Consulting Work and the IP under it which is the subject of US Patent 6393126 called
the TTI Settlement.
94.

Both documents used the same template and numbering forms and were

drafted by John Cannon Esq of Stadling Locca in Newport Beach California. Hence
sections 8.x of the TTI settlement are almost identical to those in the DDI settlement.

HISTORY: 1st Settlement- Controlling Access (DDI Patent Agent services)
Settlement

95·

The two separate settlement agreements were simultaneously signed in

late November 1999, one of which is at issue in this section of the lawsuit and is the socalled Controlling Access Settlement also known as the DDI Patent Rights
Settlement/management

agreement,

a

copy

of which

IS

attached

as

Exhibits:CONTRACTS-DDI-Settlement.
96.

The Controlling Access Settlement

is the specific document the Co-

Inventor Agreement says will replace it in regard to its patent filing efforts.
HISTORY: 2nd Settlement- Trusted Timing Infrastructure (tti) Settlement
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The second settlement, the TTl Settlement, is patterned after the first (DDI) settlement
as was intended to cover the uses of the limited parts of the Glassey TTl service
infrastructure that were the topic of the Settlement itself.

HISTORY: DDI Settlement Breach
97.

The Controlling Access Settlement was intended as a cap or umbrella for

other documents necessary to complete the deal and properly control the patents and
the roles for both parties, but served as the "definitive" agreement between Plaintiffs
and Datum concerning the initial compensation to be paid to Plaintiffs; it is very clear
about who ovvns which scope of technology but Plaintiffs would have to wait to see in
what form the final patent was issued. It is fully contemplated in 1998 by the CoInventor Agreement.
98.

Paragraph

2.2

of the Controlling Access Settlement defined the

"Controlling Access Patent" for purposes of that agreement to include the 1998 Patent
Application as well as foreign patents pending Filing Services under the Fiduciary Role
for the Patent Filing Agent herein.
99·

Paragraph

2.3

of the Controlling Access Settlement defined "Phase II

Technology" as:

The method of authentication, encryption and transmission of
datejtime and/ or location data for the purpose of linking together
two or more disparate electronic components, such that a trust
model is established between them. Such physical elements must
individually be capable of computational and cryptographic
functionality, but computationally may be isolated from one
another. Such electronic components must be physically secure,
and communicate with each other over communications channel(s)
which may themselves be insecure.
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100.

Phase II Technology included, and expanded, the technology identified as

GPS Phase II technology which had been identified as the property of Plaintiffs in the
Co-Inventor Agreement.
101.

Pursuant to Paragraph 3.2 of the Controlling Access Settlement, Plaintiffs

assigned "all rights, title, and interest" in the 1998 Patent Application and foreign
patents based thereon to Datum.
102.

However, Datum explicitly agreed in Paragraph 3.3 of the Controlling

Access Settlement that Plaintiffs, "mvn[] all rights, title and interest in the Phase II
Technology".
103.

Paragraph 3·3 of the Controlling Access Settlement granted Datum a

"perpetual, non-exclusive, irrevocable, assignable, sub-licensable, worldwide license for
use of the Phase II Technology and derivatives thereof, with rights to sublicense, in
connection with the limited scope of the DDI Confidential Courier product and its
derivatives".
104.

According to the foregoing provisions of the Controlling Access

Settlement, Plaintiffs had exclusive rights, title, and interest to Phase II Technology,
anywhere in the world, except for the limited rights which Datum had to use that Phase
II Technology which was identified in the 1998 Patent Application.
105.

Also according to the foregoing provisions of the Controlling Access

Settlement which granted all ownership rights in Phase II Technology to Plaintiffs,
subject to Datum's license, Datum had an obligation to protect and maintain any and all
patents relating to Phase II Technology to which it was assignee.
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106.

Paragraph 3.6 of the Controlling Access Settlement further clarified the

parties' intent that Plaintiffs would continue to have the right to commercialize Phase II
Technology.
107.

Specifically, Paragraph 3.6 memorialized that Plaintiffs agreed not to,

"make, use, or sell any products developed using or derived from the Phase II
Technology which also include the technology described in or covered by [Datum's
existing Confidential Courier patent]" which under the terms of the original Co-Inventor
Agreement was not jointly owned by both DDI and Plaintiffs in the agreement.
108.

The above clarifies that Plaintiffs retained all rights to make, use, and sell

new "Phase II" Technology which did not also include the technology described in or
encompassed by the patent covering the Confidential Courier product; but since that
patent (the '992 Patent) had already transited to a shared resource this provision of the
settlement was found to be moot and unenforceable.
109.

As of the effective date of the Controlling Access Settlement, the 1998

Application had been pending at the US Patent and Trademark Office ("PTO")
unchanged from its October 28, 1998, filing date.

HISTORY: The 2001 Controlling Access Patent Application Expansion
110.

After the parties executed the Controlling Access Settlement, Datum

continued the prosecution of the Controlling Access Patent but ran into disapproval of
the original expansion of Hastings' existing patent which was never communicated to
Plaintiffs as required under section 8.7 of the Controlling Access Settlement.
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111.

At no time following the execution of the Controlling Access Settlement

were Plaintiffs allowed to be involved in the prosecution of the Controlling Access
Patent.
112.

At no time following the execution of the Controlling Access Settlement

did Datum ever attempt to include Plaintiffs in the prosecution of the Controlling Access
Patent or advise them of the status of that prosecution.
113.

Following a rejection of the developing application for the Controlling

Access Patent once for anticipation and again for obviousness, Hastings under his role
as the Bancom Division President at Datum radically expanded the amount of Phase II
Technology in the independent claims pursued in the Controlling Access Patent
application in its response to office action dated August 20, 2001 (the

"2001

Patent

Application Rewrite"), a copy of which is attached as EXHIBITS:2001-REWRITE

hereto.
114.

Plaintiffs did not discover the scope and effect of the 2001 Patent

Application Revvrite until 2013.
115.

As a result of the 2001 Patent Application Revv-rite, each of the

independent claims Datum pursued in its application for the Controlling Access Patent
included vastly more of Plaintiffs' Phase II Technology than they had ever agreed to
license to Datum in the Controlling Access Settlement. This change is detailed in the
declaration pertaining to unauthorized changes in the Patent which is attached as
EXHIBITS:Patents-2001-rewrite hereto.
116.

The consequence of Datum's radical expansion of the amount of Phase II

Technology in the 2001 Patent Application Rewrite was twofold: first, it was sufficient
to convince the PTO to grant a notice of allowance of the application and paved the way
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for issuance of the patent; and second, it had the effect of subsuming what remained of
Plaintiffs' Phase II Technology into the issued Controlling Access Patent and foreclosed
them from seeking that patent themselves.
117.

The Controlling Access Patent ultimately issued as US Patent No.

6,370,629 (the "'629 Patent") on April 9, 2002, a copy of which is attached as

EXHIBITS: Conformed-Copy hereto.
118.

The '629 Patent will be in effect until October 29, 2018.

119.

The claims in the 2001 Application Rewrite numbered 12, 18, 21, 25, and

29 were issued verbatim as claims 11, 16, 19, 23, and 27 (respectively) in the '629 Patent.
120.

The 629 Patent contained a significant amount of Phase II Technology

which Symmetricom had never compensated Plaintiffs for and which Plaintiffs had free
reign to license to third parties.
121.

Datum, and on information and belief later Symmetricom, prosecuted

similar patents to the '629 Patent in other jurisdictions around the world.

HISTORY: Symmetricom's Repudiation Of Plaintiffs' Rights To Phase II
Technology
122. In the years following the issuance of the '629 Patent, Plaintiffs attempted

to license their Phase II Technology, as embodied in the '629 Patent, to various third
parties.
123.

Datum

(hereafter

referred

to

interchangeably

with

its

parent

Symmetricom) interfered with Plaintiffs' attempts to do so by refusing to acknowledge
the existence or validity of the Controlling Access Settlement until it produced a
countersigned copy for the first time in February 2013.
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124.

On information and belief, Symmetricom further interfered with Plaintiffs'

attempts to license their Phase II Technology by refusing to produce a countersigned
copy of the Controlling Access Settlement to Plaintiffs, including refusing to do so in
connection with the civil suits relating to the Controlling Access Settlement pending in
California Superior Court since 2009 up until the foregoing February 2013 date.
125.

These included their actions within the Global Standards Agency called the

IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) who was actively using the infringing IP inside
of the systems they were publishing their standards upon as well as including the same
infringing IP in the very standards themselves.
126.

On information and belief, Symmetricom allowed foreign patents which

covered Plaintiffs' Phase II Technology to lapse or become abandoned, despite having
the duty to maintain those patents and having knowledge that Plaintiffs relied on them
to do so. This constitutes a simple SHERMAN Act event and is clearly an Antitrust
action.

COUNT ONE
(Breach of Controlling Access Settlement by
2001 Patent Application Rewrite)
127.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out in full herein.

128.

In 1999, Plaintiffs and Microsemi entered into the Controlling Access

Settlement by which they contracted for Microsemi' s license to the portion of Plaintiffs'
Phase II Technology which was embodied in the 1998 Patent Application and which was
incorporated in Microsemi's Confidential Courier .and its derivatives product line.
129.

The Controlling Access Settlement is still in force and serves as the basis

for Microsemi's continuing claim to be the assignee of the '629 Patent.
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In

130.

2001

Microsemi breached the Controlling Access Settlement, and its

license to Phase-II Technology embodied therein, with its
the USPTO, which resulted in the

'629

2001

Application Rewrite to

Patent containing claims which read on portions

of Plaintiffs' Phase II Technology never contemplated to be so-included by the parties to
the Controlling Access Settlement and never licensed by Plaintiffs to Microsemi.
As a result of Microsemi's breach of the Controlling Access Settlement,

131.

Plaintiffs have been damaged in the amount of licenses they could have received from
the Phase II Technology described in the

2001

Application Rewrite, their expectancy

therefrom, and/ or their lost profits from the

2002

of the '629 Patent which will not expire until

2018.

issue date of the '629 through the life

COUNT TWO
(Breach of Controlling Access Settlement For
Failure to Protect Phase-II IP)
132.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.

133.

The Controlling Access Settlement contemplated that certain portions of

Plaintiffs' Phase II Technology would fall within the claims of Controlling Access Patent
and that Microsemi would serve as assignee of that patent.
134.

The Controlling Access Settlement also commemorated the fact that

Plaintiffs were the sole owners of all Phase-II Technology.
135.

As assignee to that Phase-II Technology which fell within the Controlling

Access Patent, Microsemi had a duty to protect and maintain all such Phase-II
Technology, including, without limitation, maintaining all domestic and foreign patent
rights thereto.
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136.

Microsemi (predecessor) had fulfilled that when in writing it asked

Plaintiffs for the patent filing release for South Africa; and in fact threatened litigation if
it was not produced for both-parties' use in a timely manner (two calendar weeks). No
other releases (for the EU, CA, BR, or JP filings) were requested and as such there is a
claim under the Sherman Act based therein here for Antitrust as the Fiduciary operating
in a Foreign Nation, and under the Foreign Antitrust Act's very stringent "connection to
commerce in the US" these filings, as foreign instances of US6370629 and the related
unauthorized filings of US6393126, bring this all together under the Sherman Act under
its

horizontal customer allocation and territorial allocation agreements, something the

Defendants acted in preventing the advancement of each of the foreign filings of US63 70629 as
well as the foreign unauthorized filings of US6393126 entail.
137.

Microsemi has breached its duty to maintain the Phase-II intellectual

property by allowing certain foreign patents covering Plaintiffs' Phase-II Technology to
lapse.
138.

As a result of Microsemi's breach of its duty to maintain the patents

covering the Phase-II Technology, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to be
determined at trial by the global inclusion of this protected IP into Internet and
Networking standards. As a result of this the entire world has become an infringer into
this IP and its controls.

COUNT THREE
{Unjust Enrichment - Microsemi)

139.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.
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140.

In 1999, Plaintiffs and Microsemi entered into the Controlling Access

Settlement by which they contracted for Microsemi's license to the portion of Plaintiffs'
Phase II Technology which was embodied in the 1998 Patent Application.
141.

In 2001 Microsemi submitted the 2001 Application Rewrite to the USPTO,

which resulted in the '629 Patent issuing containing claims which read on Phase II
Technology never contemplated by the parties to the Controlling Access Settlement and
never licensed to Microsemi by Plaintiffs.
142.

As a result of Microsemi's unilateral and unlawful expansion of the scope

of the Controlling Access Patent, and its status as assignee of that patent, Microsemi has
been unjustly enriched in the amount that it has benefitted in any way from the Phase-II
Technology not included in the 1998 Patent Application.

COUNT FOUR
(Tortuous Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage - Microsemi)
143.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.

144.

Plaintiffs are the sole owners of Phase-II Technology with the limited

exceptions of Microsemi' s license rights as delineated in the Controlling Access
Settlement.
145.

Microsemi, as the counterparty to the Controlling Access Settlement, had

actual knowledge of Plaintiffs' rights to all Phase-II Technology, subject to its limited
license rights.
146.

After issuance of the '629 Patent, Plaintiffs attempted to license rights to

their Phase-II Technology with prospective licensees.
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147.

On information and belief, Microsemi directly interfered with Plaintiffs'

attempts to obtain economic advantage from their Phase II Technology by advising
prospective licensees that Plaintiffs had no rights to any of the property embodied in the
'629 Patent, including all Phase-II Technology therein.
148.

Microsemi likewise repudiated the existence of the Controlling Access

Settlement to Plaintiffs and to third parties by, among other things, for thirteen (13)
years refusing to produce a fully-executed copy of that agreement (until February of
2013).
149.

Microsemi's direct and indirect actions were wrongful and done with the

intent to deprive Plaintiffs of their business expectancy with prospective licensees.
150.

As a result of Microsemi's tortuous interference with their prospective

license arrangements, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to be determined at
trial.
COUNT FIVE
(Declaratory Judgment- '629 Patent Contains Phase II Technology Not
Within 1998 Patent Application)
151.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.

152.

There is an actual controversy as to whether and to what extent the

unlicensed 2001 Application Rewrite for the '629 patent filing and the final '629 Patent
contain Phase-II Technology which was not contemplated by, or incorporated into, the
1998 Patent Application or the Controlling Access Settlement.
153.

This exposure of trade secret and NDA protected information in the

US6370629 patent filing constituted first-use inside the Patent Program and prevented

Plaintiffs from filing their own patents on the same material.
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154.

In regard to this claim Plaintiffs request the Court enter a declaratory

judgment based upon its construction of the claims of the 2001 Application Rewrite and
the '629 Patent and using its comparison of them with those in the 1998 Patent
Application to delineate with specificity the components of the claims of the 2001
Application Rewrite and the '629 Patent which read on Phase II Technology and are not
contained in the 1998 Patent Application.
155.

The purpose of this is to determine whether there is any relevant part of

the original patent as a part of '629 or whether it is all content pertaining to the Phase-II
IP designs and as such the entire patent is Plaintiffs property based on a allegation of a
discovered fraud in the original filing wherein "there isn't any of the IP in the final
patent which the Defendants assured Plaintiffs they were contributing to the
US6370629 filing", something that would eliminate any of the underlying reasons for
the original assignment to Hastings and his company DDI in the beginning of this
matter.
156.

If it is determined that there is none of the underlying Intellectual

Properties from the '992 Patent inside of '629, then the Court is asked to order the
immediate 'voiding' of both the Assignment for Management Agreement and the
Settlement Agreement therein.

COUNT SIX
(Tortuous Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage - Sherman
Act/Antitrust)
157.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.
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158.

Plaintiffs are the sole owners of Phase-II Technology with the limited

exceptions of Microsemi's license rights as delineated in the Controlling Access
Settlement.
159.

Defendants have a formal responsibility to protect the IP described in the

Settlements it controls for all parties. That specifically includes making sure the patents
are viable and unauthorized users are not using the IP or authorizing Copyrightable
Standards or Code implementing these standardized functions which will infringe on
Plaintiffs rights.
160.

As such Count Six involves

Defendant IETF, the Internet Engineering

Task Force and its parent organization the Internet Society (ISOC) for their use of
PHASE-II protected IP in many of their standards and now inside of the core drivers
which make up the foundation of the World's Internet.
161.

Microsemi's through its incarnations over the last decade and their direct

and indirect actions in its working with the Defendant IETF are a key part of their
tortuous interference.
162.

In its interfering with Plaintiffs rights, Microsemi refused to confirm the

US 6370629 controlled third-party enforcement rights to Defendant IETF which
Plaintiffs enjoyed per the settlement and in doing so (actively participating in the
standards process) they defrauded Plaintiffs by placing an IETF controlled copyright
onto Plaintiffs Intellectual Property as part of the standards practice by allowing IETF
to use Plaintiffs IP in the systems the standards are and were drafted on.
163.

As to how these are Sherman Act violations, these actions with the IETF

constituted market division or allocation schemes to prevent Plaintiffs from being able to
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enforce their rights herein and to enforce a global monopoly against the enforcement of
US6370629 in all nations.

164.

In addition to its performing this process, the IETF operates its entire

existence across a number of computers in a distributed network; In its doing this the
IETF has used the infringing IP products themselves inside its very operations in all of
its publications; additionally it has included instructions which force a third-party
implementing compliance with their design-set to infringe as well meaning anyone
implementing the standard as a product would infringe as well as their customers;
165.

Historically this was done by IETF with its partner Microsemi and US

Government in numerous of its standards despite continuous objection from Glassey
over its unauthorized use and the fact the Standards Org as a Consensus based
standards organization isn't doing research and cannot claim its doing anything other
than IP development for commercial users, and as such has no research exemption.
166.

Finally a question arises as to the "the Use of Copyright ss107 exemptions

to cover-up patent infringements by 'the party proselytizing the intentional
infringement' by forcing its use in their very work product the Internet Protocol
'standards documents"'; and
167.

As the second half of this same question, the allegation is that the IETF

itself is not a transparent standards process at all and is not comparable or have any real
oversight like ANSI or the IEEE and that as such it has become more of the Wild West
Show the JEDEC standards committee was found in the US Courts to be in the
RAMBUS Matters.

IETF Copyright ss107 Status and MGM v Grokster Standings
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168.

Additionally as part of Count Six the Court is asked to rule formally on

whether the IETF itself is a Research Organization under the Copyright 107 exemption.
The purpose of this is to make a determination as to whether the IETF's actions
constitute something farther than copyright frauds under MGM v Grokster. The
Supreme Court ruling in MGM Studios Inc v Grokster Ltd set a standard for any party
(in this case the IETF a global standards agency operated as a benevolent fraternal
org under the Tax Exempt Umbrella of the Internet Society Corporate Standing we

assert "to cover up its real purpose, to allow Silicon Valley companies and others to
manipulate global IP standards in their desire to end all patent support in any
technology venue".
169.

As such they (the IETF) are identical to GROKSTER as an agency

distributing IP controlled products under an external agreement and their actions fully
controlled by the Supreme Court ruling therein. (see MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd.,
545 U.S. 913 (2005) 4).

170.

The argument being that the IETF is identical to a P2P sharing service and

so is the Grokster-Role party in this matter and as such cannot even if they are a
research institution (which is highly doubtful since they maintain the Internet Research
Task Force (vvww.irtf.org), a separate org controlled under a separate set of rules and
practices) still qualify as a 107-enabled entity as a University could.
171.

As such the IETF publication of our their standards which contain our

Patent-protected Technologies constitutes a both a direct infringement in the
publication as well as an additional Copyright Infringement on the natural copyright

4

545 U.S. 913 (more) see also 125 S. Ct. 2764; 162 L. Ed. 2d 781; 2005 U.S. LEXIS 5212; 75
U.S.P.Q.2D (BNA) 1001; 33 MediaL. Rep. 1865; 18 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. S 547
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issued when the US Government issued the US patent controlling this material. That
second claim is tied to the actual copyright and the IETF's failure to enforce any of its
Intellectual Property process ruled contained in BCP79, its IP Standards Document;
172.

The principal claim is the IETF in refusing to enforce its ovvn rules and

practices and in not being a research institute or academic practice, and finally under its
blanket use of the infringing technology in its own infrastructure creates a naturaltrifecta of claims which exist under a number of standards from the Sherman Act to
theft of Trade Secrets and in the intentional damage to the IP in the abandonment's of
the patents filed in the EU, South Africa, Japan, Brazil, and Canada all support this fully,
that under Patent and US IP and Trade Secret Law, no extension of the research

exemption under the copyright provision exists for the IETF, and further
Copyright Exemptions cannot authorized the setting aside of US Patent Law under Title
35 so the IETF creating a written work about a technology cannot "in and of itself carry
any right to implement, use or do anything else with that Patent Protected IP, only
Patent Licensing satisfies that.

COUNT SEVEN
(Declaratory Judgment- Patent Fraud, Unauthorized Filing ofUS6393126)

173.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.

174.

Plaintiffs are the sole owners of Trusted Timing Infrastructure (TTI)

System Technology with the limited provisions of the three derivatives licensed to
Microsemi against three of the thirty-two components of the TTl itself.
175.

Further that these are licensed for US use only in the Settlement

Agreement since sections 8.1 and 8.3 restrict any and all disputes with the products or
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their use by any and all third parties including end users to the Courts and Laws of the
State of California.
176.

Microsemi as predecessor Datum filed a patent against "the entire Trusted

Timing Infrastructure IP library" listing Erik VanDer Kaay (US6393126) as the inventor
with several of his engineers including those directly involved in the alleged "standards
agency frauds" outlined previously in COUNT SIX.
177.

The Patent (US6393126) was issued in the US and in a number of other

countries and contains a number of controls and claims which overlap those which the
US6370629 patent was filed to protect, so the foreign instances of 6393126 control
many aspects that the Plaintiffs' rights under US6370629 which were filed in those same
nations were intended to. As such the promulgation of 6393126 into foreign filings is an
alleged fraud done to control key aspects of what the US6370629 is supposed to.
178.

Nothing in the Trusted Timing Infrastructure settlement contemplated

Microsemi filing a patent listing itself as the creator of the technology, something
blatantly false based on the settlement agreement alone. This claim is further fully
supported by the Toby Gellman appellate ruling.
179.

The amount of the TTl which the patent was issued against like the 2001

changes to '629 included large amounts of Glassey owned IP from the CertifiedTime Inc
Bankruptcy (01-54207-MM- San Jose). Additionally aspects and IP controlled by '629
was added to the '3126 patent without authorization to get it issued as well.
180.

We therefore seek an order to the USPTO to remove Erik VanDer Kaay's

name from this patent as well as the others and to replace them with Plaintiff Glassey
exclusively. Likewise there is no assignment of this patent to Microsemi corporation
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planned for or authorized in the settlement so we ask the Court to order the Patent
Office to reassign this patent with full rights therein to Plaintiffs;

COUNT EIGHT
(Declaratory Judgment -International transfer of Til Intellectual
Properties to set aside the Settlement Agreement, Unauthorized removal of
Til from US Courts' Jurisdiction)
181.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.

182.

Plaintiffs are the sole owners of Trusted Timing System Technology with

the limited provisions of the three components licensed for US use only in the
Settlement Agreement.
183.

Settlement Terms are permanent per section 3.15 and 8-4 of the DDI

Settlement contract and require continuous reporting on licensing, and further per
sections 8.1 that "any and all disputes for any and all users of the IP sublicensed in the
settlement do so in the courts and under the laws of the State of California" and that per
section 8.3 these terms are binding on all successors in any form (including but not
limited to end-users of the product and any intermediary distribution framework set up
to support them).
184.

Microsemi corp. at some point entered into a Joint Venture with a

Cambridge England company called nCipher based on an introduction Plaintiff Glassey
had made several years previous.
Microsemi transferred the protected IP of the TTl settlement to nCipher who
took it to England and then brought the product back into the US as an English
Copyright and Patent based Product under their name. This violated the terms of the
settlement agreement.
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COUNT NINE
(Declaratory Judgment -Mandatory Acceptance Requirements for transfer
of US6370629 to Microsemi)

185.

Plaintiffs restate the above as if set out fully herein.

186.

Per section 8.4 each party assuming a control role for the licensing must

notify the Plaintiffs of this within the 14 day period agreed to between Microsemi
Attorney John Cannon and Plaintiffs as documented in the Cannon South African
Patent Instance filing release letter.
187.

Plaintiffs request the court issue a declaratory judgment that Microsemi

breached this key term and strip Microsemi of the US6370629 patent awarding it in full
to Plaintiffs and damages therein as the court sees fit including fraud losses therein.

COUNT TEN
(Declaratory Judgment-Defendant US Government's use of FISA and
National Security Letters to cover up other actions and alleged frauds)
Governments Alleged Use of a National Security Letter in this matter

188.

Plaintiffs assert that this matter clearly has National Security implications

because this single set of IP rights controls all systems inside the Government as well all
commerce in the US today; and based on various refusals from the US DoJ and the
giving of a Judges position to Defendant PETER CHEN the specific attorney inside the
Lathem Watkins law firm we believe created the delaying tactic and withholding-thesettlement agreement from everyone, the Plaintiffs believe that the President of the
United States (POTUS) or some party working for the President issued a National
Security Letter (NSL) to the FISA Court and "that a warrant classifying this fraud loss
and the actions of both the Government Employees and those of the Industry Players
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herein" was issued in this matter to prevent Glassey and McNeil from getting proper
legal help in advancing these fraud claims, and as such this becomes a key civil rights
matter therein. That said letter may have even been served on California Judiciary
including the Judge in California who dismissed the review of the original contracts and
alleged frauds therein while continuing to operate the courts infrastructure on
infringing technology as well.
189.

This claim is substantiated by every attorney hired by Glassey to prosecute

this matter "refusing to answer the question 'as to whether they were contacted by
anyone in their State Bar, State Government, US Government or in particular the FISA
court in this matter"'.
190.

As such we request the USDC and this Court immediately reach out to the

FISA court and request formal verification of this matter and if said order exists issue a
further order "vacating any rulings in this matter by any other court".
191.

That the USDC also order the termination of that National Security Letter

if it does exist;
192.

The justification for this is that an Action denying Bill of Rights

protections against Court Access and Property Protection violates all of the FISA Court
Members Oath of Office as Judges of the US District Court and that an action on the
part of the FISA Court itself constituted both interference with a private citizens Seventh

Amendment access to competent legal services and the courts therein, and
through that a manipulation of the that citizens fifth amendment rights

codified in the Settlement or Co-inventor Agreements both.
193.

Further this final claim includes Named DOES named as USG (US

Government) and its former officers including Leon Panetta as an individual today, the
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follmving US Government agencies: National Security Council and the President of the
United State as an individual and in their respective roles in the US Government.

Summary and Additional Prayer for Relief not included in Counts

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs Michael E. McNeil and Todd S. Glassey request this
Court to enter judgment in their favor on all counts, especially count ten (10), and to
award the Plaintiffs damages as requested in specific Counts and cumulative damages
in an amount to be determined at trial against "the use of the unauthorized and patentprotected IP rights by IETF and all of its third-party Users as was done with MGM
Studios v Grokster herein including in all computing and network infrastructure
components (including but not limited to switches, routers, servers, and client platforms
including cellular and mobile computing (aka wireless/cellular) systems)"

m use

globally through the entire effective period of all patents cumulatively including those
abandoned today.
Additionally as part of this to
1.

award Plaintiffs specific declaratory relief to the effect that the 2001
Application Rewrite and the '629 Patent contain Phase-II Technology
which was not identified in the 1998 Patent Application,

2. award them relief in regard to their US3693126 damage claims, and
3. award the Plaintiffs damages against the US Government (POTUS, NSA,
National Security Council, DoJ, et Al.) for their alleged use of a NSL and
FISA warrant issued to GLASSEY Counsel's (from Hopkins Carley and
Berliner Cohen to Mahaney/Ertl) for the effect of this 'classifying the fraud
complaint under the FISA and National Security Act (as well as other
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legislation) to reduce or eliminate the effectiveness of Plaintiffs

Counsel in the matter herein;
4· award Plaintiffs
a. against the IETF and its parent the Internet Society uses in
operating the computers they publish virtually everything on and
through, as well as the key companies profiting from this as a class
including but not limited to Cisco, Google, Apple, Ebay, Paypal,
Oracle Microsoft, and
b. additionally under current US Public Policy to issue formal Court
Order to the IETF and Internet Society "that all of their standards
must come into immediate conformance with US DMCA provisions
and best practices of a Global Standards Org with regard to its IP
Management Practices" - meaning there must be a DMCA
compliant use and take down policy implemented in all existing
IETF standards; and
c. finally that this court order that the IETF Copyright of all preceding
documents is void by this alleged fraud and that by order of the
court "no matter what contractual agreement exists between the
authors and the IETF as to that IP's licensing", and to award
Plaintiffs any award to plaintiffs direct losses, treble damages as
authorized by the numerous fraud statutes this suit alleges were
violated and any other relief to which the Plaintiffs are entitled,
l

including but not limited to legal fees herein.
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d. Based also on the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment and other aspects of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments the denial of both the US Government and the State
of California has placed both entities in a position where they have
not only violated the Fifth Amendment by allowing the conversion
of the disputed properties, but in doing so they also under the
fourth Amendment functionally seized propertys by claiming this
Intellectual Property Right against US and Foreign Patents did not
exist, in doing so they have blocked access to the courts therein
under the Seventh and Fourteenth Amendments to the US
Constitution.

5

Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886)
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Respectfully submitted,
Todd S. Glassey, In ProSe
tglassey@earthlink.net
305 McGaffigan Mill Road
Boulder Creek CA 95006
Telephone: (408) 890-7321

Michael E. MeN eil, In Pro Se

Michael E. McNeil, In ProSe
PO Box 640
Felton CA 95018-0640

Jury Demand

Pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs demand a trial
by jury of all issues so triable.

Plaintiffs

Plaintiffs
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5

10

Background
This invention relates to controlling access to .
stored information.
Data distribution media, such as a CD-ROM, can store
a large number of files. The producer of the CD-ROM may
wish to control access by users to particular files, either
because they are confidential or because access is subject
to payment by the user.
Access may be controlled by requiring a user to
enter a password obtained from the CD-ROM producer.
Different passwords may unlock different files or different
subsets of files. The files may be cryptographically signed
and for added protection, may be encrypted. In the scheme
discussed in u.s. Patent 5,646,992, incorporated herein by
reference, each file is encrypted by the producer with a
unique key known only to the producer. The user receives
the encrypted items and, after his request for access is
processed by the producer, also receives decryption keys,
i.e. passwords, which are used to decrypt the respective
encrypted files. The passwords unlock only those files for
which access has been requested.
1

25

30

Summary
In general, in one aspect of the invention, the
invention features controlling access to stored information
by determining an actual geographic position where the
stored information is located based on signals received at a
receiver supplying reliable position information. The
actual geographic position is then compared with a
geographic region within which access to the stored
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information is authorized. The user is permitted access to
the stored information if the actual geographic position is
located within the authorized geographic region.
Embodiments of the invention include the following
5 features. The receiver that supplies the position
information can receive the position information from a
satellite-based location determination system or an inertial
navigation system. The information can be stored on a
computer-readable medium, such as a high-capacity disk. The
10
stored information includes files and each of these files
has an associated geographic region within which access is
permitted. The user has access to a specific file or files
if the actual geographic position is located within the
authorized geographic region for this file. The stored
15
information can be encrypted, and the user has access to the
decryption key only if the actual geographic position is
located within the authorized geographic region. The stored
information can also be divided into subsets of information
and wherein at least one the subsets has a different
authorized region from the other subsets. The association
20
of the files with the authorized geographic regions can be
stored as a policy file together with the stored
information.
In general, in another aspect, the invention
25
features determining an actual date or time at the location
of the stored information based on signals received at a
receiver supplying reliable time information. The actual
date or time is compared with a predetermined date or time
interval at which access to the stored information is
30 authorized. The user can access the stored information if
the actual date or time occurs within the authorized date or
time interval.
- 2 -
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In general, in another aspect, the invention
includes a receiver supplying reliable position information
for determining an actual geographic position where the
stored information is located. A computer receives the
5 position information with a geographic region within which
access to the stored information is authorized and permits
access to the stored information if the actual geographic
position is located within the authorized geographic region.
Embodiments of the invention include the following
10
features. The receiver includes a receiver encryption
mechanism for cryptographically signing the actual
geographic position with a receiver encryption key and
verifying the receiver signature with a receiver decryption
c
key before the actual geographic position is compared with
\0
the authorized geographic region.
~ 15
In general, in yet another aspect, the invention
'CO
ru
includes a reader with a corresponding receiver decryption
w
key for verifying the cryptographically signed actual
fU
position .
•
Embodiments of the invention include the following
features. The reader generates an initialization vector
providing a position offset which is transmitted to the
receiver and added to the actual geographic position. The
reader crytographically signs the position offset with a
reader encryption key. The receiver verifies the position
25
offset signature with a corresponding reader decryption key
before the position offset is added to the actual geographic
position.
In general, in another aspect, the invention
30
features forming a policy associating the information with
authorized geographic regions and authorized time intervals
and cryptographically signing the policy and the
information. The signed policy is stored together with the

+
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signed information. The user obtains from the producer a
password for unlocking the policy and obtains access to the
stored information if the actual geographic position and
actual time falls within the authorized geographic regions
5 and authorized time interval of the policy.
Among the advantages of the invention are one or
more of the following.
A producer of stored information can restrict use of
that information to designated geographic regions or can
10 exclude designated regions where use is not permitted. For
example, a service manual for an automobile stored on a
CD-ROM may contain differnt sections of information which
are applicable to corresponding specific countries and/or
regions. A user may be permitted to see only the portion of
15
the information which is applicable to his current
geographic location. Likewiese, access to a sensitive
corpoarte report may be limited to specific plant location.
Access to time-sensitive information may be denied before or
after a certain date or limited to a permitted period. By
associating information about authorized geographic regions
20
and time intervals with policy files stored on the CD-ROM
and accessed with a user password, the CD-ROM producer can
issue a new password to permit the user to access a
particular set of policy files, and therefore the
25
information authorized, for a corresponding region and
date/time.
Other advantages and features will become apparent
from the following description and from the claims.

30

Description
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a computer systemi
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a computer-based system
for controlling access to stored informationi
-

4 -
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FIGS. 3 through 5 are flow diagrams;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of cryptographic elements.
As seen in FIGS. 1 to 3, access to information which
is stored on a portable computer-readable CD-ROM which
serves as a data distribution media 35, may be controlled
based on an actual geographic position of a computer system
10 on which the information is to be accessed and the time
when it is to be accessed.
In computer system 10, a computer 20 is connected to
a keyboard 50, a mouse 60, a monitor 40, and a CD-ROM drive
30. A GPS receiver 70 serves as a source of reliable
position and time information. The receiver 70 is located
at the actual geographic position of the computer system 10
and receives signals 75 from orbiting GPS satellites 90
(only one shown}. The receiver 70 converts the received
signals 75 to geographic position data 71 to an accuracy of
several meters in longitude, latitude and height and to
date/time data 71 to an accuracy of microseconds. The data
71 are transmitted to the computer 20 via a device driver
72.
A receiver crypto-board 80 may contain a public-key

ru

..0
\0
OJ

25

30

certificate 81 signed by the producer and a corresponding
private key 82, as shown in FIG 6. The geographic position
and date/time data 71 may then be signed with the private
key 82 to authenticate the data.
The CD-ROM drive 30 may also include encryption and
signature capabilities (decoder 32) which may be implemented
either in hardware or in software. The decoder 32 includes
a crypto-board public-key certificate 83 which is identical
to certificate 81, a producer certificate 84 for
verification of the producer's identity, and a distribution
media policy decryption key 86 signed by the producer, as
shown in FIG. 6. The crypto-board certificate 83 verifies
- 5 -
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the signature of the crypto-board 80 signed with the private
key 82. The policy decryption key 86 decrypts the access
policy 155 stored on the CD-ROM 35.
The computer system 10 can have several levels of
5 security, such as Level 1 and Level 2, described in the
following examples.
In a system with Level 1 security, the receiver 70
communicates with the computer 20 via a conventional device
driver 72 and the CD-ROM drive 30 is a conventional CD-ROM.
10 Neither the receiver 70 nor the CD-ROM drive 30 have
additional encryption/decryption capabilities. For
increased security, the computer 20 in a Level 1 system can
be a 11 trusted 11 computer which can authenticate and/or
encrypt data. In a more secure, Level 2 system, the
'10 15 receiver 70 may include a crypto-board 80 and the CD-ROM
drive 30 may include a decoder 32. The Level 2 system is
ru
designed to provide data authenication and encrypted data
transmission between the receiver 70 and the decoder 32.
-1=
ru
The computer 20 can then be any commerical computer without
!I
data authentication and encryption.
Data entered via the keyboard 50 and mouse 60 may
include typical command and data input 130 entered via a
user interface 95 (provided by an application program 34}
and one or more passwords 130 that permit a user to gain
25
access to information stored on the data distribution media
35.
The CD-ROM 35 stores different types of information,
such as files with information 144, a list 150 of authorized
geographic regions, a list 154 of authorized date/time
30
intervals, one or more file decryption key files 146, one or
more policy files 152 and a signature 147 for the entire
CD-ROM 35. As seen in FIG. 3, the files 144, 146, 150, 152,
154 and 155 may be signed and encrypted.

c
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The files 144 may be grouped in subsets 141, 142 and
143. Files may belong to more than one subset. (In the
following discussion, the term file refers to both files and
subsets of files.) Each file 141, 142 and 143 may be
5 encrypted with a unique file encryption key 51 (E 1 , E2 , E3 ) •
The corresponding file decryption keys 52 (K1 , ~~ K3 ) are
stored on the CD-ROM 35 in the file decryption key file 146.
Additional information about the decryption keys and the
decryption key file are found in U.S. Patent 5,646,992.
10
Each file 141, 142 and 143 on the CD-ROM 35 is
associated with zero, one or more of the authorized
geographic regions stored in the list 150 of authorized
geographic regions. For example, a region may be bordered
by latitudes and longitudes corresponding to the extent of
15
the Empire State Building in New York City and an altitude
of between so and 60 meters, eo that the file associated
with that region can only be opened if the receiver 70 is
located in a certain office area inside the Empire State
Building.
Likewise, each file 141, 142 and 143 is associated
20
with zero, one or more of the authorized date/time intervals
stored in the list 154 of authorized date/time intervals.
Each GPS satellite 90 maintains an extremely
accurate clock. The receiver 70 receives the GPS clock
signals as part of signals 75, or a local atomic clock can
25
provide similar clock signals. The clock signals enable
control of access to the information based on the actual
time when access to the information is attempted. For
example, the producer can specify that access is to be
30 granted only . (1) before a predetermined date/time; {2) after
a predetermined date/time; or (3) only during a
predetermined date/time period.
- 7 -
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The producer can associate the files 141, 142 and
143 with specific items in the lists 150 and 154 via a
password 130 which the user enters via keyboard so. The
password 130 can be a user password valid for more than one
5
access, or can-be a one-time password. Alternately, the
producer can associate specific geographic region/date/time
information of lists 150 and 154 with the files 141, 142 and
143 via the policy files 152. A valid user password 130 may
unlock one or more policy files 152. If the user's actual
10 geographic position and the current date and time are within
the authorized geographic region and the authorized
date/time corresponding to the user password 150, then the
user can access the selected files via the user interface
95. The selected information is then displayed on output
15
device 40.
Table 1 shows, as an example, how five encrypted
files, A to F, stored on the CD-ROM 35 and associated with
corresponding authorized geographic regions and dates/times,
can be accessed. Each file is associated with one of four
20
different file decryption keys Kl to K4. Ll and L2 are two
different authorized geographic regions and Tl, T2 and T3
are three different authorized date/time intervals. The
·user who is in possession of the file decryption key Kl,
e.g., a password, can decrypt Manual A within the geographic
regions Ll and L3 at time Tl. The same user can also
25
decrypt Manual D at the same time Tl in regions L2 and L3,
but not within region Ll. Likewise, the user who has key K2
can decrypt Image B and Image E within the region L2, but
not at the same time. Drawing C can be decrypted with key
30 K3 at any location, but only at time T3, while the Business
Report F requires key K4 and can be decrypted at any time,
but only within the region Ll.

- 8 -
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Table 1
Encrypted
File

5

File
Decryption Key

Authorized
Geographic
Regions

Manual A

Kl

L1, L3

Image

K2

L2

K3

--

T3

Manual D

K1

L2, L3

Tl

Image E

K2

L2

T2

Report F.

K4

L1

--

B

Drawings

10

0
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~
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15

25

c

Authorized
Date/Time
Intervals
Tl
Tl, T3

As shown in FIG. 3, for purposes of cryptographic
signature with optional encryption, the producer selects
source files 144' to be written on the CD-ROM 35 and
specifies a list of authorized geographic regions 150' and a
list of authorized date and time intervals 154'. The
producer associates {as shown in Table 1) each file or
subset of files with zero, one or more geographic regions
150' and zero, one or more date/time intervals 154' and
stores this association in a policy file 152'. Each of the
files 144', 150', 152', 154' can be signed and encrypted in
steps 53, 340, 350 and 360 with corresponding encryption
keys 51, 345, 355 and 365, respectively. The corresponding
encrypted files 150, 152 and 154 are then stored together on
the CD-ROM 35 as a signed, encrypted region/time/file access
policy 155. Also stored on the CD-ROM 35 are, as mentioned
above, the signed/encrypted files 144, the signed/encrypted
symmetric file decryption key file 146 and the signature 147
used by the producer to sign the entire CD-ROM 35.
As seen in FIGS. 4 and 5, to gain access to the
signed/encrypted files 144, the user obtains a password 130
- 9 -
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(FIG. 2) from the producer (step 400), and enters the
password 130 via the keyboard SO (step 410). The password
130 is assumed to be a one-time password, although user
passwords valid for more than one session can also be used.
5
As seen in FIG. 4, the early portions of the process
flow for Level 1 and Level 2 are almost identical.
Step 420 checks the password 130 and the process
then executes either 440 (for Level 1, with no additional
security) or to 450 (for Level 2, with receiver/CO-ROM drive
10
security}, depending on the system configuration. Details
of steps 440 and 450 are shown in FIG. 5 and will now be
discussed.
As seen in FIG. 5, in process 440 the user password
0
130 is sent to the device driver 72 (step 510) . In response
\0
to the one-time password 130, the device driver 72 generates
""' 15
to
from the user's password 130 its own one-time password (step
ru
520) and verifies (step 530) that the user did indeed enter
a correct one-time password 130, thus authenticating the
user for the interactive session (step 532). Otherwise,
f
access is denied (step 535) .
Once the password 130 has authenticated the user,
the device driver 72 interrogates the receiver 70 for the
current position and date/time (step 540) . The device
driver 72 then compares the time and position data returned
by the receiver 70 with the policy 155 which applies to the
25
files 144 or a subset 141, 142 and 143 of files (step 460).
If the user is authorized to access the files 144, then the
data is unlocked, decrypted {step 470, FIG. 3) with
decryption keys 52 (step 480) and supplied to the user's
30
application program 34 (step 490) and displayed.
In a Level 2 system, the receiver 70 includes the
cryptographic receiver board 80, hereafter referred to as
11
Crypto-board". As mentioned before, crypto-board 80 can

w
+
ru

- 10 -
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sign and encrypt/decrypt messages. The CD-ROM drive 30
includes decoder 32 to decode the position data signed by
and received from the crypto-board 80.
As seen in FIG. 5, in process 450, the user's
5 password 130 is sent to the device driver 72, which accepts
the password 130 and passes it through unaltered to the
decoder 32 (step 550) . The driver 32 then internally
generates with the private key 86 its own one-time password
corresponding to the user's password (step 560) and verifies
(step 570) that the correct password 130 was communicated by
10
the device driver 72, thus authenticating the user for the
interactive session (step 572) . Otherwise, access is denied
(step 575) .
once the encryption circuit 32 has authenticated the
c
~ 15 user, the driver 32 interrogates the crypto-board 80 via the
j..L
device driver 72 for the current time and position
information from receiver 70 (step 580) . The decoder unit
30 provides the crypto-board 80 with a signed random or
,J:
other bit pattern to form an "initialization vector" {step
ru
590}, i.e., a position offset, which the device driver 72
passes through the crypto-board 80 along with the request
for the time and position (step 590) .
The crypto-board 80 responds by preparing a packet
according to a pre-established data format which includes
the current time and the actual geographic position in
25
latitude and longitude and altitude (step 600}. Also
included may be information identifying the satellites
transmitting the position data as well as other data
necessary for the computations. The crypto-board 80 also
30 stores the provided initialization vector at a known offset
within the packet and applies a cryptographic signature to
the contents of the packet .. The cryptographic signature can
be, for example, a message digest/hash of the packet data,

cc
ru

w

- 11 -
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co
w

ru
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plus an encryption of the message digest according to some
predetermined key, and may be symmetrical or asymmetrical,
depending on the key or certificate stored on the cryptoboard 80.
5
The crypto-board 80 then transmits (step 605) the
signed time/location packet to the device driver 72 which
relays the packet to the decoder 32/CD-ROM drive 30. The
decoder 32 compares the signature of the packet received
from the crypto-board 80 with a signature stored in the
10 decoder 32 (step 610) . If the signature verifies properly
(step 620), the initialization vector within the packet is
examined to determine if the initialization vector is indeed
the same initialization vector which the decoder 32 provided
to the crypto-board 80 in step 590. If this is the case,
15
then the packet received by the decoder 32 is recent and
genuine, and the time and position data are accepted as
valid.
Once the packet from the crypto-board BO is
authorized based on the signature and the initialization
vector, the decoder 32 compares the time and position data
received from the crypto-board 80 with the policy 155 which
applies to the files 144 or to a subset of files 144 {step
460}. If the user is authorized to access the files 144,
then the data is unlocked (step 470), decrypted with
decryption keys 52 (step 480) and supplied to the user's
25
application program 34 and displayed (step 490} •
Other embodiments are within the scope of the
following claims. For example, the GPS receiver need not be
located at the exact position of the data distribution media
30 reader but could be in a known location (such as a room
containing a control server providing computer service to a
local area network in a building) relative to the reader.

- 12 -
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The policy files 152' may also designate geographic
regions where access to certain files 144 is denied.
Control over access to files need not be limited to
the use of passwords provided by the producer and entered
via a keyboard. For example, certain biometric attributes,
such as facial features, finger prints and/or voice prints
may be substituted for or used in addition to passwords.
What is claimed is:
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ethod for controlling access to stored
information
prising:
dete
ning an actual geographic position where said
stored
ion is located based on signals received at a
receiver suppl ing reliable position information;
compar ng said actual geographic position with a
geographic re 'on within which access to said stored
information is authorized; and

9

permit ing access to said stored information if said
actual geogra ic position is located within said authorized
geographic

1

2.
The method of claim 1, wherein said receiver
comprises a GPS receiver.

2
1

w

2

ru

1

3.
The method of claim 1 1 wherein said information
is stored on a computer-readable medium.

.J:

•

2

1
2

1
2
3
4

5
6

4.
The method of claim 3, wherein said computerreadable medium is portable.
5.
The method of claim 3, wherein said computerreadable medium comprises a high-cap~city disk.
6.
The method of claim 1, wherein said stored
information comprises files and each of said files has an
associated geographic region within w~ch access is
permitted, and further permitting access to said file if
said actual geographic position is located within said
authorized geographic region for said file.
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7.
The method of claim 6r further comprising
denying access to said stored information if said actual
geographic position does not match said authorized
geographic region.
The method of claim 1, further comprising:
encrypting said stored information using an
encryption key; and
providing a decryption key which permits decryption
of said stored information if said actual geographic
position is located within said authorized geographic
region.
9.
The method of c
comprising:
cryptographically s'
geographic
position with a receiver e c
verifying the rece
r sign
a receiver
decryption key before the
geographic position is
compared with said autho ized geographic region.

II

~

c

1

ru

2

.lJ!J

3

OJ

4

\0

5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4

10. The method of claim 1, wherein said stored
information is divided into subsets of information and
wherein at least one the subsets has a different authorized
'
region from the other subsets, so that access is authorized
to the subset whose authorized geographic region is located
within the actual geographic position, but not to the
subsets whose authorized geographic region is not located
within the actual geographic position.
The method of claim 6, wherein said association
of the files with the authorized geographic regions is
stored as a policy file together with said stored
information.
- 15 -
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aratus for controlling access to stored
information c prising:
a rece ver supplying reliable position information
for determini g an actual geographic position where said
stored info
tion is located; and
uter for comparing said actual geographic
position with a geographic reg~on within which access to
said stored i formation is authorized,
said computer permits access to said stored
said actual geographic position is located
information
said

2
3

1 "

\~

~~

The apparatus of
receiver is a GPS receiver.

\\

claim~,

wherein said

w.-----;-------··
'-..,.

14.

~omprising

ru

4

a receiver enc
receiver encryption key for
actual geographic position .

c aim 12, the receiver fur~er
chanism providing _p
r~~~~graphically si~ng the

•

4

comprising a
ation wherein said
reader
reader comprises a receiver dec
verifying
said cryptographically
actual position.

1
2
3
4

16.
claim 15, wherein said reader
generates an initia 'zation vector providing a position
offset
t
emitted to the receiver and added to the
actual

1

2
3

1

15.

The apparatus of claim

The apparatus of claim 16, further comprising a
cryption mechanism providing a reader encryption
r cryptographically signing the position offset,
- 16 -
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wherein said position o
t signature is verified by the
responding reader decryption key before
offset is added to the actual geographic
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A method for controlling access to a subset of
to a larger set of files of stored
information c
rising:
ting a unique file encryption key with each
arger set of files and encrypting the files
using the ass ciated encryption keys;
associ ting each of the files from the larger set of
files
least one authorized geographic region within
o said stored information is authori~ed;
dete 'ning an actual geographic position where said
stored inform tion is located based on signals received at a
receiver supp ying reliable position information;
compar'ng said actual geographic position with said
authorized ge raphic region; and
provid'ng a file decryption key which authorizes
access to and permits decryption of said files belonging to
said subset o files, provided that the actual geographic
position is 1 cated within the authorized geographic region
for the files elonging to said subset of files.
which

~

19.

The method of cla' 18, wherein said
~~~iation of the files · h the. authorized geographic
3
regions is
policy comprising policy files
4
wherein
accessible with a user password
5
and authorize
the user password is valid, access to the
6
files list
in said policy file, if the actual geographic
7
positio which is located within the authorized geographic
8
associated with the files.
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11

70". The method of claim ~ wherein said policy is
stored with the stored information.

method for controlling access to stored
dete

ining an actual date or time at the location
of
information based on signals received at a
receiver supp ing reliable time information;
compar ng said actual date or time with a
predetermined ate or time interval at which access to said
stored informa ion is authorized; and
permitt'ng access to said stored information if said
actual date or time occurs within said authorized date or
interval.

--1
2

3

•

4

1
2
3
4

5

6
1

2
3
4

5

6

,q

The method of claim~, further comprising
denying -access to said stored information if said actual
date or time does not occur within said authorized date or
time interval.

~\

l~

~

J;t,

~-

The method of claim .z!, wherein said
information comprises files and each of said files has an
associated authorized date or time interval within which
access is permitted, and further permitting access to said
file if said actual date or time occurs within said
associated authorized date or time interval.
The method of claims
wherein said stored
information is divided into subsets of information and
wherein at least one of the subsets has a different
authorized date or time interval from the other subsets, so
that access is authorized to the subset whose authorized
date or time interval matches the actual date or time, but
- 18 -
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not to the subsets whose authorized date or time interval
does not match the actual date or time.

7
8

l;r]

~A method for controlling access

~~information

3
4
5
6

7
8

9

10

c

11

..0 12
Jol.

ru

w

13

w

14

.;;

15

ru

16
J.' 17
0 18
II

ru

\0 19
\0 20

co

~

~~
1
2

1

comprising:
forming a policy associating sa' information with
authorized geographic regions and
orized time intervals;
cryptographically signing aid policy and said
information;
storing said signed
together with said signed
information;
providing a pass ord for unlocking said policy; and
determining an actual geographic position where said
stored information
located based on signals received at a
reliable position information;

compar· g said actual geographic position and said
actual
ith said authorized geographic regions and
authorize time interval of said policy; and
rmitting access to said stored information if said
actual geographic position and actual time falls within said
auth ized geographic regions and authorized time interval
of
26. The method of ~! im 1, wherein said source of
reliable position and time is a Global Orbiting Navigational
Satellite System.
-27. The method of clai 1, wherein said source of
reliable position and time is a 'nertial navigation system.
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28. The method of clai 1, wherein said source of
reliable position and time is a' atelllite based location
determination system .

•
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CONTROLLING ACCESS TO STORED INFORMATION
Abstract
Access to stored information by a user is controlled
by comparing an actual geographic position and/or an actual
date/time with a geographic region and/or a date/time
interval within which access to the stored information is
authorized. The actual geographic position where the stored
information is located, and the actual date/time can be
determined, for example, based on signals received at a
receiver supplying reliable position and time information,
such as a GPS receiver. Access to the stored information is
authorized if the actual geographic position and/or
date/time falls within the authorized geographic region
and/or date/time interval. The position and date/time
information supplied by the receiver may be
cryptographically signed and encrypted.
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CONTROLUNG ACCESS TO STORED
INFORM-\TION BASEl> ON
GEOGRAI'HICAL LOCATION AND DATE
AND TIME

mining an actual geographic position where the stored
information is located. A computer receives the position
information with a geographic region within which access to
the stored information is authorized and permits access to
the stored information if the actual geographic position is
located within the authorized geographic region.
Embodiments of the invention include the following
features. The receiver includes a receiver encryption mechanism for cryptographically sigoing the actual geographic
position with a receiver encryption key and verifying the
receiver signature with a receiver decryption key before the
actual geographic position is compared with the authorized
geographic region.
In general, in yet another aspect, the invention includes a
reader with a corresponding receiver decryption key for
verifying the cryptographically signed actual position.
Embodiments of the invention include the following
features. The reader generates an initialization vector providing a position offset which is transmitted to the receiver
and added to the actual geographic position. The reader
crytographically signs the position offset with a reader
encryption key. The receiver verifies the position offset
signature with a corresponding reader decryption key before
the position offset is added to the actual geographic position.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features forming a policy associating the information with authorized
geographic regions and authorized time intervals and cryptographically sibrning the policy and the information. The
signed policy is stored together with the signed information.
The user obtains from the producer a password for unlocking the policy and obtains access to the stored information
if the actual geographic position and actual time falls within
the authorized geographic regions and authorized time interval of the policy.
Among the advantages of the invention are one or more
of the following.
A producer of stored information can restrict use of that
information to designated geographic regions or can exclude
designated regions where use is not permilled. For example,
a service manual for an automobile stored on a CD-ROM
may contain different sections of information which arc
applicable to corresponding specific countries and/or
regions. A user may be permitted to see only the portion of
the information which is applicable to his current geographic
location. Likewiese, access to a sensitive corpoarte report
may be limited to specific plant location. Access to timesensitive information may he denied before or after a certain
date or limited to a permitted period. By associating information about authorized geographic regions and time intervals with policy files stored on the CD-ROM and accessed
with a user password, the CD-ROM producer can issue a
new password to permit the user to access a particular set of
policy files, and therefore the information authorized, for a
corresponding region and date/time.
Other advantages and features will become apparent from
the following description and from the claims.

BACKGROUND
lbis invention relates to controlling access to stored
information.
Data distribution media, such as a CD-ROM, can store a
large number of files. 'lbc producer of the CD-ROM may 10
wish to control access by users to particular files, either
because they arc confidential or because access is subject to
payment by the user.
Access may be controlled by requiring a user to enter a
password obtained from the CD-ROM producer. Different 15
passwords may unlock different files or different subsets of
files. The files may be cryptographically signed and for
added protection, may be encrypted. In the scheme discussed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,646,992, incorporated herein by
reference, each file is encrypted by the producer with a 20
unique key known only to the producer. The user receives
the encrypted items and, after his request for access is
processed by the producer, also receives decryption keys,
i.e., passwords, which arc used to decrypt the respective
encrypted files. The passwords unlock only those files for 25
which access has been requested.
SUMMARY
In general, in one aspect of the invention, the invention
features controlling access to stored information by determining an actual geographic position where the stored
information is located based on signals received at a receiver
supplying reliable position information. The actual geographic position is then compared with a geographic region
within which access to the stored information is authorized.
The user is permitted access to the stored inform at ion if the
actual geographic position is located within tbe authorized
geographic region.
Embodiments of the invention include tbe following
features. The receiver that supplies the position information
can receive the position information from a satellite-based
location determination system or an inertial navigation system. '!be information can be stored on a computer-readable
medium, sucb as a high-capacity disk. The stored information includes files and each of these files bas an associated
geographic region within which access is permitted. The
user bas access to a specific file or files if the actual
geographic position is located within the authorized geographic region for this file. The stored information can be
encrypted, and the user has access to the decryption key only
if the actual geographic position is located within the
authorized geographic region. The stored information can
also be divided into subsets of information and wherein at
least one the subsets bas a different authorized region from
the other subsets. The association of the files with the
authorized geographic regions can be stored as a policy file
together with the stored information.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features determining an actual date or time at the location of the stored
information based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable lime information. The actual date or time is
compared with a predetermined date or time interval at
which access to the stored information is authorized. '1be
user can access the stored information if the actual date or
time occurs within the authorized date or time interval.
In general, in another aspect, the invention includes a
receiver supplying reliable position information for deter-

30
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DESCRIP'TION
60

Fl G. 1 is a perspective view of a computer system;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a computer-based system for
controlling access to stored information;
FIGS. 3 through 5 are flow diagrams;
Fl G. 6 is a block diagram of cryptographic clements.
65
As seen in FIGS. 1 to 3, access to information which is
stored on a portable computer-readable CD-ROM which
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serves as a data distribution media 35, may be controlled
ing file decryption keys 52 (K 1 , K 2 , K3 ) are stored on the
based on an actual geographic position of a computer system
CD-ROM 35 in the file decryption key file 146. Additional
10 on which the information is to be accessed and the time
information about the decryption keys and the decryption
when it is to be accessed.
key file are found in U.S. Pat. No. 5,646,992.
In computer system 10, a computer 20 is connected to a
Eacb file 141, 142 and 143 on the CD-ROM 35 is
keyboard 50, a mouse 60, a monitor 40, and a CD-ROM
associated with zero, one or more of tbe authorized geodrive 30. A GPS receiver 70 serves a<; a source of reliable
graphic regions stored in the list 150 of authorized geoposition and time information. The receiver 70 is located at
graphic regions. For example, a region may be bordered by
the actual geographic position of the computer system 10
latitudes and longitudes corresponding to the extent of the
and receives signals 75 from orbiting GPS satellites 90 (only 10 Empire State Building in New York City and an altitude of
one shown). The receiver 70 converts the received signals 75
between 50 and 60 meters, so that the file associated with
to geographic position data 71 to an accuracy of several
that region can only be opened if the receiver 70 is located
meters in longitude, latitude and height and to date/time data
in a certain office area inside the Empire State Building
71 to an accuracy of microseconds. The data 71 are transLikewise, each file 141, 142 and 143 is associated with
15
mitted to the computer 20 via a device driver 72.
zero, one or more of the authorized date/time intervals stored
A receiver crypto-board 80 may contain a public-key
in the list 154 of authorized date/time intervals.
certificate 81 signed by the producer and a corresponding
Each GPS satellite 90 maintains an extremely accurate
private key 82, a' shown in FIG. 6. The geographic position
clock. The receiver 70 receives the GPS clock signals as part
and date/time data 71 may then be signed with the private
20 of signals 75, or a local atomic clock can provide similar
key 82 to authenticate the data.
clock signals. The clock signals enable control of access to
The CD-ROM drive 30 may also include encryption and
the information based on the actual time when access to the
signature capabilities (decoder 32) which may be impleinformation is attempted. For example, tbe producer can
mented either in hardware or in software. The decoder 32
specify that access is to be granted only (1) before a
includes a crypto-board public-key certificate 83 which is
predetermined date/time; (2) after a predetermined date/
identical to certificate 81, a producer certificate 84 for 25
time; or (3) only during a predetermined date/time period.
verification of the producer's identity, and a distribution
The producer can associate the files 141,142 and 143 with
media policy decryption key 86 signed by the producer, as
specific items in the lists 150 and 154 via a password 130
shown in FIG. 6. The crypto-board certificate 83 verifies the
which the user enters via keyboard 50. The password 130
signature of the crypto-board 80 signed with the private key
30 can be a user password valid for more than one access, 'or
82. The policy decryption key 86 decrypts the access policy
can be a one-time password. Alternately, the producer can
155 stored on the CD-ROM 35.
associate specific geographic region/date/time information
The computer system 10 can have several levels of
of lists 150 and 154 with tbe files 141, 142 and 143 via the
security, such as Level 1 and Level 2, described in the
policy files 152. A valid user password 130 may unlock one
following examples.
35 or more policy files 152. If tbe user's actual geographic
In a system with Level 1 security, the receiver 70 composition and the current date and time are within the authomunicates with the computer 20 via a conventional device
rized geographic region and the authorized date/time corredriver 72 and the CD-ROM drive 30 is a conventional
sponding to the user password 150, then the user can access
CD-ROM. Neither the receiver 70 nor the CD-ROM drive
30 have additional encryption/decryption capabilities. For 40 tbe selected files via the user interface 95. The selected
information is then displayed on output device 40.
increased security, the computer 20 in a Levell system can
Table 1 shows, as an example, how five encrypted files, A
be a "trusted" computer which can authenticate and/or
to F, stored on the CD-ROM 35 and associated with correencrypt data. In a more secure, Level 2 system, the receiver
sponding authorized geographic regions and dates/times,
70 may include a crypto-board 80 and the CD-ROM drive 30
may include a decoder 32. The Level 2 system is designed 45 can be accessed. Each file is associated with one of four
different file decryption keys Kl to K4. L1 and l2 are two
to provide data authenication and encrypted data transmisdifferent authorized geographic regions and T1, T2 and T3
sion between the receiver 70 and the decoder 32. The
are three different authorized date/time intervals. The user
computer 20 can then be any commerical computer without
who is in possession of the file decryption key Kl, e.g., a
data authentication and encryption.
Data entered via the keyboard 50 and mouse 60 may 50 password, can decrypt Manual A \\cithin the geographic
regions L1 and L3 at time Tl. The same user can also
include typical command and data input 130 entered via a
decrypt Manual D at the same time T1 in regions L2 and L3,
user interface 95 (provided by an application program 34)
but not within region Ll. Likewise, the user who has key K2
and one or more passwords 130 that permit a user to gain
can decrypt Image B and Image E within the region L2, but
access to information stored on the data distribution media
not at the same time. Drawing C can be decrypted with key
35.
55
K3 at any location, but only at time T3, while tbe Business
The CD-ROM 35 stores different types of information,
Report F requires key K4 and can be decrypted at any time,
such as files with information 144, a list 150 of authorized
but only within the region Ll.
geographic regions, a list 154 of authorized date/time
intervals, one or more file decryption key files 146, one or
TABLE 1
more policy files 152 and a signature 147 for the entire 60
CD-ROM 35. As seen in FIG. 3, the files 144,146, 150, 152,
Authorized
Authorized
154 and 155 may be signed and encrypted.
Encrypted
Date!l-lllle
File
Geographic
File
Decryption Key
lntervals
The files 144 may he grouped in subset' 141, 142 and 143.
Regions
Files may belong to more than one subset. (In the following ·
Manual A
K1
Ll,L3
n
discussion, the term file refers to both files and subsets of 65 Image B
K2
L2
Tl, T3
files.) Each file 141, 142 and 143 may be encrypted with a
Drawings C
K3
T3
unique file encryption key 51 (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 ). The correspond-
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TABLE 1-continued
Authorized
File
Decryption Key

Geographic
Regions

Manual D

K1

Image E
Report F

K2

1_2, u
L2
Ll

Encrypted

File

K4

Authorized
Date/fime
Intervals

n
T2

As shown in FIG. 3, for purposes of cryptographic
signature with optional encryption, the producer selects
source files 144' to be written on the CD-ROM 35 and
specifics a ]jst of authorized geographic regions 150' and a
Jist of authorized date and time intervals 154'. The producer
associates (as shown in Table 1) each file or subset of files
with zero, one or more geographic regions 150' and zero, one
or more date/time intervals 154' and stores this association
in a policy file 152'. Each of the files 144', 150', 152', 154'
can be signed and encrypted in steps 53, 340, 350 and 360
with corresponding encryption keys 51, 345, 355 and 365,
respectively. The corresponding encrypted files 150, 152 and
154 are then stored together on the CD-ROM 35 as a signed,
encrypted region/time/file access policy 155. Also stored on
the CD-ROM 35 are, as mentioned above, the signed/
encrypted files 144, the signed/encrypted symmetric file
decryption key file 146 and the signature 147 used by the
producer to sign the entire CD-ROM 35.
As seen in FIGS. 4 and 5, to gain access to the signed/
encrypted files 144, the user obtains a password 130 (FIG.
2) from the producer (step 400), and enters the pa-;sword 130
via the keyboard 50 (step 410). The password 130 is
assumed to be a one-time password, although user passwords valid for more than one session can also be used.
As seen in FIG. 4, the early portions of the process flow
for Level 1 and Level 2 are almost identical.
Step 420 checks the password 130 and the process then
executes either 440 (for Levell, with no additional security)
or to 450 (for Level 2, with receiver/CO-ROM drive
security), depending on the system configuration. Details of
steps 440 and 450 are shown in FIG. 5 and will now be
discussed.
As seen in FIG. 5, in process 440 the user password 130
is sent to the device driver 72 (step 510). In response to the
one-time password 130, the device driver 72 generates from
the user's password 130 its own one-time password (step
520) and verifies (step 530) tbat tbe user did indeed enter a
correct one-time password 130, thus authenticating tbe user
for the interactive session (step 532). Otherwise, access is
denied (step 535).
Once the password 130 has authenticated the user, tbe
device driver 72 interrogates the receiver 70 for the current
position and date/time (step 540). The device driver 72 then
compares the time and position data returned by the receiver
70 with the policy 155 which applies to the files 144 or a
subset 141, 142 and 143 of files (step 460). If the user is
authorized to access the files 144, then the data is unlocked,
decrypted (step 470, FIG. 3) with decryption keys 52 (step
480) and supplied to the user's app]jcation program 34 (step
490) and displayed.
In a Level 2 system, the receiver 70 includes the cryptographic receiver board 80, hereafter referred to as "cryptoboard". As mentioned before, crypto-board 80 can sign and
encryptidecrypl messages. The CD-ROM drive 30 includes
decoder 32 to decode the position data signed by and
received from the crypto-board 80.

As seen in FIG. 5, in process 450, the user's password 130
is sent to the device driver 72, which accepts the password
130 and passes it through unaltered to the decoder 32 (step
550). The driver 32 then internally generates with the private
key 86 iL'i own one-time pa<>sword corresponding to the
user's password (step 560) and verifies (step 570) that tbe
correct password 130 was communicated by the device
driver 72, thus authenticating tne user for the interactive
session (step 572). Otherwise, access is denied (step 575).
JO
Once the encryption circuit 32 has authenticated the user,
the driver 32 interrogates tbe crypto-board 80 via the device
driver 72 for the current time and position information from
receiver 70 (step 580). Tbe decoder unit 30 provides the
crypto-board 80 with a signed random or other bit pattern to
15 form an "initialization vector" (step 590), i.e., a positioo
offset, which tbe device driver 72 passes through the cryptoboard 80 along \\.Jtb the request for the time and position
(step 590).
The crypto-board 80 responds by preparing a packet
20 according to a pre--established data format which includes
the current time and the actual geographic position io
latitude and longitude and altitude (step 600). Also included
may be informatioo identifying the satellites transmitting the
position data as well as other data necessary for the com25 putations. The crypto-board 80 also stores the provided
initialization vector at a known offset within the packet and
applies a cryptographic signature to the contents of the
packet. The cryptographic signature can be, for example, a
message digest/hash of the packet data, plus an encryption
30
of the message digest according to some predetermined key,
and may be symmetrical or asymmetrical, depending on the
key or certificate stored on the crypto-board 80.
The crypto-board 80 then transmits (step 605) the signed
time/location packet to the device driver 72 which relays the
35
packet to the decoder 32/CD-ROM drive 30. The decoder 32
compares the signature of the packet received from the
crypto-board 80 with a signature stored in the decoder 32
(step 610). If the signature verifies properly (step 620), the
initialization vector within the packet is examined to deter40 mine if the initialization vector is indeed the same initialization vector which tbe decoder 32 provided to the cryptoboard 80 in step 590. If this is the ca-;e, then the packet
received by the decoder 32 is recent and genuine, and the
time and position data are accepted as valid.
45
Once the packet from tbe crypto-board 80 is authorized
based on the signature and the initialization vector, the
decoder 32 compares the time and position data received
from the crypto-board 80 with the po]jcy 155 wbicb applies
to the files 144 or to a subset of files 144 (step 460). If the
50
user is authorized to access the files 144, then the data is
unlocked (step 470), decrypted with decryption keys 52
(step 41!0) and supplied to the user's application program 34
and displayed (step 490).
Other embodiments are within the scope of ~he following
55
claims. For example, the GPS receiver need not be located
at the exact position of the data distribution media reader but
could be in a known location (such as a room containing a
control server providing computer service to a local area
60 network in a building) relative to the reader.
The po]jcy files 152' may also designate geographic
regions where access to certain files 144 is denied.
Control over access to files need not be limited to the use
of passwords provided by the producer and entered \.Ja a
65 keyboard. For example, certain biometric attributes, such as
facial features, finger prints and/or voice prints may be
substituted for or used in addition to passwords.
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What is claimed is:
comprises a receiver decryption key for verifying the data
1. A method for controlling access to stored information
comprising said cryptographically signed actual position.
comprising:
14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein said reader
generates an initialization vector which is transmitted to the
dctcnnining an actual geographic position where said
receiver and included in the signed data.
stored information is located based on signals received
15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein said signed
at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
initialization vector is verified by the reader before said
cryptographically signing said actual geographic position
computer permits access to said stored information.
with a receiver encryption key;
16. A method for controlling access to a subset of files
verifying the signature of said actual geographic position;
determining that said actual geographic position is within 10 belonging to a larger set of files of stored information
comprising:
a geographic region within which access to said stored
associating a unique file encryption key v.':itb each file
information is authorized; and
from the larger set of files and encrypting the files using
permitting access to said stored information.
the associated encryption keys;
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said receiver comprises
15
associating each of the files from the larger set of files
a G PS receiver.
with at least one authorized geographic region within
3. The method of claim 1. wherein said information is
which access to said stored information is authorized;
stored on a computer-readable medium.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein said ccmputer-readable
determining an actual geographic position where said
medium is portable.
stored information is located based on signals received
20
5. The method of claim 3, wherein said ccmputer-readahle
at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
medium comprises a high-capacity disk.
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic
6. The method of claim 1, wherein said stored information
position at the receiver;
comprises files and each of said files bas an associated
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position;
geographic region within which access is permitted, and
25
comparing said actual geographic position with said
further permitting access to said file if said actual geographic
authorized geographic region; and
position is located within said authorized geographic region
providing a file decryption key which authorizes access to
for said file.
and permits decryption of said files belonging to said
7. The method of claim 6, further comprising denying
subset of files, provided that the actual geographic
access to said stored information if said actual geographic
30
position is located within the authorized geographic
position does not match said authorized geographic region.
region for the files belonging to said subset of files.
8. The method of claim 6, wherein said association of the
17. The method of claim 16, wherein said association of
files with the authorized geographic regions is stored as a
the files with the authorized geographic regions is stored as
policy file together with said stored information.
a policy comprising policy files wherein each policy file is
9. The method of claim 1, further ccmprising:
35 accessible with a user password and authorizes, if the user
encrypting said stored information using au encryption
password is valid, access to the files listed in said policy file,
key; and
if the actual geographic position is located within the
providing a decryption key which permits decryption of
authorized geographic region associated with the files.
said stored information if said actual geographic posi18. The method of claim 17, wherein said policy is stored
tion is located within said authorized geographic
40 with the stored information.
region.
19. A method for controlling access to stored information
10. The method of claim 1, wherein said stored informacomprising:
tion is divided into subsets of information and wherein at
determining an actual date or time at the location of said
least one the subsets has a different authorized region from
stored information based on signals received at a
the other subsets, so that access is authorized to the subset 45
receiver supplying reliable time information;
whose authorized geographic region is located within the
cryptographically signing at least the actual date or time
actual geographic position, but not to the subsets whose
at the receiver;
authorized geographic region is not located within the actual
geographic position.
verifying the signature of the actual elate or time;
11. Apparatus for controlling access to stored information 50
comparing said actual date or time with a predetermined
comprising:
date or time interval at which access to said stored
a receiver supplying reliable position information for
information is authorized; and
determining an actual geographic position where said
permitting access to said stored information if said actual
stored information is located, wherein the receiver
date or time occurs within said authorized date or time
comprises a receiver encryption mechanism providing ss
interval.
a receiver encryption key for cryptographically signing
20. The method of claim 19, further ccmprising denying
data ccmprising the actual geographic position; and
access to said stored information if said actual date or time
a computer for comparing said actual geographic position
does not occur within said authorized date or time interval.
with a geographic region within which access to said
21. The method of claim 19, wherein said information
stored information is authorized,
60 comprises files and each of said files has au associated
wherein said computer permits access to said stored
authorized date or time interval within which access is
information if said actual geographic position is located
permitted, and further permitting access to said file if said
within said authorized geographic region.
actwil date or time occurs within said associated authorized
12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein said receiver is a
date or time interval.
GPS receiver.
22. The method of claim 19, wherein said stored infor65
13. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising a reader
mation is divided into subsets of information and wherein at
for reading said stored information wherein said reader
least one of the subsets bas a different authorized date or
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time interval from the other subsets, so that access is
26. The method of claim 23, wherein position is deterauthorized to the subset whose authorized date or time
mined through a satellite based location determination sysinterval matches the actual date or time, but not to the
tem.
subsets whose authorized date or time interval does not
27. A method for controlling access to stored information,
match the actual date or time.
the method comprising:
23. A method for controlling access to stored information
(a) determining a position;
comprising:
(b) cryptograpbic~Uy signing data comprising at least a
forming a policy associating said information with authorepresentation of the position;
rized geographic regions and authorized time intervals;
cryptographically signing said policy and said informa- 10
(c) verifying the signature of the data comprising at least
tion;
a representation of the position;
storing said signed policy together with said signed in for(d) determining that access to the stored information is
rnation;
authorized at the position; and
providing a password for unlocking said policy;
15
(e) permitting access to the information based at least
determining an actual geographic position where said
upon (c) and (d).
stored information is located based on signals received
28. The method of claim 27, further comprising
at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
(f) providing the cryptographically signed data to an
determining an actual time;
information accessing device, wherein (c) and (e) are
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic 20
performed by the information accessing device.
position and the actual time at the receiver;
29. The method of claim 28, further comprising:
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position
(g) identifying a token;
and the actual time;
(b) incorporating the token in the data that is cryptocomparing said actual geographic position and said actual 25
graphically signed; and
time with said authorized geographic regions and
(i) verifying that the cryptographically signed data com·
authorized time interval of said policy; and
prises the token.
permitting access to said stored information if said actual
30. The method of claim 29, wherein (g) and (i) arc
geographic position and actual time falls within said
performed by the information accessing device.
authorized geographic regions and authorized time 30
31. The method of claim 29, wherein (a), (b), and (b) are
interval of said policy.
performed by a position determining device.
24. The method of claim 23, wherein position and time are
32. The method of claim 29, further comprising
determined through a Global Orbiting Navigational Satellite
(i) providing the token to the position determining device.
Svstem .
. 25. TI1e method of claim 23, wherein position is deter- 35
mined through an inertial navigation system.
*
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Please Amend Claims 1,
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1{,;5,
,_. ,.-18, 21, and 25;

Please Add New C1~4; and
Please Cancel Claims 9 and

.

l~bown in the following clean version of the entire set of

pending claims.
I.

rJ'

(Amended) A method for controlling access to stored information comprising:
determining an actual geographic position where said stored infonnation is

located based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
cryptographically signing said actual geographic position with a receiver
encryption key;
verifying the signature of said actual geographic position;
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detennining that said actual geographic position is within a geographic region

within which access to said stored information is authorized; and
permitting access to said stored information.

2.

e method of Claim 1, wherein said receiver comprises a GPS receiver.

3.

1, wherein said information is stored on a computer-

ethod of Claim 3, wherein said computer-readable medium is portable.

4.

of Claim 3, wherein said computer-readable medium comprises a

5.
high-capacity disk.

6.

of Claim 1, wherein said stored information comprises files and each
geographic region within which access is permitted, and further

pemtitting access to said file 1 said actual geographic position is located within said authorized
geographic region for said file.
7.

6, further comprising denying access to said stored

The method of

information if said actual geographic osition does not match said authorized geographic region.

8.

The method of Claim l,
enc:rypting said stored ·
providing a decryption key hich permits decryption of said stored information if

said actual geographic position is loc ed within said authorized geographic region.

9.

(Canceled)

10.

The method of Claim 1, wherein aid stored information is divided into subsets of

information and wherein at least one the subsets

a different authorized region from the other

subsets, so that access is authorized to the subset

ose authorized geographic region is located

within the actual geographic position, but not to the

sets whose authorized geographic region

is not located within the actual geographic position.
11.

The method of Claim 6, wherein said ass

---==~·c regions is stored as a

t1 -H-.

U'V

·ation of the files with the authorized

policy file together with s 'd stored infonnation.

{Amended) Apparatus for controlling access to stored information comprising:
a receiver supplying reliable position information for determining an actual

geographic position where said stored infonnation is located, wherein the receiver
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comprises a receiver encryption mechanism providing a receiver encryption key for
cryptographically signing data comprising the actual geographic position; and
a computer for comparing said actual geographic position with a geographic
region within which access to said stored information is authorized,
wherein said computer permits access to said stored information if said actual
geographic position is located within said authorized geographic region.

paratus of Claim 12, wherein said receiver is a GPS receiver.
(Twice Aniended) The apparatus of Claim -tT, further comprising a reader for
reading said stored information wherein said reader comprises a receiver decryption key for

r

verifying the data comprising said cryptographically signed actual position.
16.

(Pre

usly Amended) The apparatus of Claim 15, wherein said reader generates

an initialization vector
17.

·ch is transmitted to the receiver and included in the signed data.

(Previously

ended) The apparatus of Claim 16, wherein said signed
the reader before said computer permits access to said stored

information.

ll(t87 .

(Amended) A method for controlling access to a subset of files belonging to a

larger set of files of stored information comprising:
associating a unique file encryption key with each file from the larger set of files
and encrypting the files using the associated encryption keys;
associating each of the files from the larger set of files with at least one authorized
geographic region within which access to said stored information is authorized;

determining an actual geographic position where said stored information is

located based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic position at the receiver;
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position;
comparing said actual geographic position with said authorized geographic
region; and
providing a file decryption key which authorizes access to and permits decryption
of said files belonging to said subset of files, provided that the actual geographic position
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is located within the authorized geographic region for the files belonging to said subset of

.V"'~

files.
·ously Amended) The method of Claim 18, wherein said association of the

files with the authon

geographic regions is stored as a policy comprising policy files wherein

each policy file is

'ble with a user password and authorizes, if the user password is valid,
·d policy file, if the actual geographic position is located within the

access to the files listed in
authorized geographic region

20.

said policy is stored with the stored

information.
(Amended) A method for controlling access to stored information comprising:
determining an actual date or time at the location of said stored information based
on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable time information;
cryptographically signing at least the actual date or time at the receiver;
verifYing the signature of the actual date or time;
comparing said actual date or time with a predetermined date or time interval at
which access to said stored information is authorized; and
permitting access to said stored information if said actual date or time. occurs

within said authorized date or time interval.

·22.

The me od of Claim 21, further comprising denying access to said stored
te or time does not occur within said authorized date or time interval.

23.

The method o Claim 21, wherein said information comprises files and each of
date or time interval within which access is permitted, and
le if said actual date or time occurs within said associated

authorized date or time interval.
wherein said stored information is divided into subsets

24.
of information and wherein at least one

the subsets has a different authorized date or time

interval from the other subsets, so that

·s authorized to the subset whose authorized date or

l time interval matches the actual date or time, b

not to the subsets whose authorized date or time

(Twice Amended) A method for controlling access to stored information
comprising:
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forming a policy associating said information with authorized geographic regions
and authorized time intervals;
cryptographically signing said policy and said information;
storing said signed policy together with said signed information;
providing a password for unlocking said policy;
determining an actual geographic position where said stored information is
located based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
determining an actual time;
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic position and the actual
time at the receiver;
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position and the actual time;
comparing said actual geographic position and said actual time with said
authorized geographic regions and authorized time interval of said policy; and
permitting access to said stored information if said actual geographic position and
actual time falls within said authorized geographic regions and authorized time interval of

said policy.
26.

(Previously Amended) The method of Claim 25, wherein position and time are

determined through a Global Orbiting Navigational Satellite System.
27.

(Previously Amended) The method of Claim 25, wherein position is determined

through an inertial navigation system.

28.

(Previously Amended) The method of Claim 25, wherein position is determined

through a satellite based location determination system.
~1 ~

(New) A method for controlling access to stored information, the method

comprising:

(a) determining a position;
(b) cryptographically signing data comprising at least a representation of the
position;
(c) verifying the signature ofthe data comprising at least a representation of the
position;
(d) determining that access to the stored information is authorized at the position;
and
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(e) pennitting access to the information based at least upon (c) and (d).
The method of Claim*? further comprising
(f) providing the cryptographically signed data to an information accessing

device, wherein (c) and (e) are petformed by the information accessing device.

~

(New) The method of

Claim~ further comprising:

(g) identifying a token;
(h) incorporating the token in the data that is cryptographically signed; and

?J)

~

(i) verifying that the cryptographically signed data comprises the token.
(New) The method of Claim

informatirn accessing device.

.@.

and (i) are performed by the

a~

(New) The method of Claim-31,. wherein (a), (b), and (h) are performed by a

position determining device.

~

~ wherein (g)

(New) The method

ofCI~~er comprising

G) providing the token to the position determining device.

REMARKS

In the Office Action, Claims 1-7, 12, 13, and 21-23 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a)
as being unpatentable over Bates (U.S. 6,057,779).

Claims 10-11, 18-20, and 24-28 were

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Bates in view of Schipper (U.S.
5,987,136).
Claims 8, 9, and 14--17 were objected to as depending from a rejected clai.rn, but
otherwise were allowable.
Claim 1-8, 10-13, and lS-34 are pending in the present application after the above
amendments.
Discussion of the Cited Art

Bates discloses a secure cargo transportation system including a cargo container that can
be opened only in certain locations. The container is configured with a lock coupled to a global
positioning system receiver. The lock can be opened when the container is located within a

predetermined distance of a location coordinate. Bates also discloses a corresponding method for
controlling access to the cargo container based upon its position. Bates is directed to controlling
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Schipper discloses an apparatus for producing an image together with position
information for the image.
Applicants will treat all of the cited references as prior art for purposes of responding to
the outstanding Office Action, but reserve the right to swear behind one or more references at a

later date.
Responses to Rejections
In order to further the case toward allowance, Applicants have amended the independent
claims to incoxporate limitations that the Examiner has indicated would make the claims
allowable. Applicants, however, disagree with the Examiner's rejections of Claims 1-7, 10-13,
and 18-28 and reserves the right to pursue the rejected claims in a continuation application.

By focusing on specific references, claims and limitations, Applicants do not intend to
imply an agreement with the Examiner's assertions with respect

to other references, claims, and

limitations.

As to Claims 1-8 and 10..11
Independent Claim 1 has been amended to incorporate the limitations of Claim 9, which
the Examiner indicated was allowable. Accordingly, independent Claim 1 as well as Claims 2-8

and I 0-11 which depend therefrom should also be allowable.
As to Claims 12-13 and 15-17

Independent Claim 12 has been amended to incorporate the limitations of Claim 14,
which the Examiner indicated was allowable. Accordingly, independent Claim 12 as well as
Claims 13 and 15-17 which depend therefrom should also be allowable.

As to Claims 18-20
Independent Claim 18 has been amended to incorporate limitations similar to the
limitations added by Claim 9, which the Examiner indicated was allowable. Accordingly, Claim
18 now requires "cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic position at the receiver''
and ''verifying the signature of the actual geographic position." None of the references cited by
the Examiner disclose these limitations and Claim 18 should therefore be allowable. Claims 1920, which depend from Claim 18, should also be allowable.

As to Claims 21-24
Independent Claim 21 has been amended to incorporate limitations similar to the
limitations added by Claim 9, which the Examiner indicated was allowable, but directed to a date

-7-
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or time. Claim 21 now requires "cryptographically signing at least the actual date or time at the
receiver'' and ''verifying the signature of the actual date or time." None of the references cited by
the Examiner disclose these limitations and Claim 21 should therefore be allowable. Claims 2224, which depend from Claim 21, should also be allowable.

As to Claims 25-28
Independent Claim 25 has been amended to incorporate limitations similar to the
limitations added by Claim 9, which the Examiner indicated was allowable, but further including
a time.

Accordingly, Claim 25 now requires "cryptographically signing at least the actual

geographic position and the actual time at the receiver'' and ''verifying the signature of the actual
geographic position and the actual time." None of the references cited by the Examiner disclose

these limitations and Claim 25 should therefore be allowable. Claims 26-28, which depend from
Claim 25, should also be allowable.

As to New Claims 29-34
Independent Claim 29 requires "(b) cryptographically signing data comprising at least a
representation of the position" and "(c) verifying the signature of the data comprising at least a
representation of the position." None of the references cited by the Examiner disclose these
limitations and Claim 29 should therefore be allowable. Claims 30-34, which depend from
Claim 29, should also be allowable.
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CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing remarks, Applicants submit that the application is in condition
for allowance.

I~

however, issues remain which can potentially be resolved by· telephone, the

Examiner is invited to call the undersigned attorney of record at his direct dial number of (949)
721-6377.

Respectfully submitted,
KNOBBE, MARTENS, OLSON & BEAR, LLP

Dated:_-+~~~4~<Y
__

By:

Alo:«m~=
Registration No. 45,753
Attorney of Record
620 Newport Center Drive, Sixteenth Floor

Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 760-0404
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MARKED-UP VERSIONS OF AMENDMENTS TO THE APPLICATION
In tbe Claims

L

(Amended) A method for controlling access to stored information comprising:
determining an actual geographic position where said stored infonnation is

located based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
crvotographically signing said actual geographic position with a receiver
encD'I!tion key;
verifying the signature of said actual geographic position;
eemparisg determining that said actual geographic position is within a geographic

region within which access to said stored information is authorized; and
permitting access to said stored information if saie aet!W geegmphis pesitiea is
lae&tee witiHB said ayQterS8el geegaphie regiea.
2.

The method of Claim 1, wherein said receiver comprises a GPS receiver.

3.

The method of Claim 1, wherein said information is stored on a computer-

readable medium.
4.

The method of Claim 3, wherein said computer-readable medium is portable.

5.

The method of Claim 3, wherein said computer-readable medium comprises a

high-capacity disk.

6.

The method of Claim 1, wherein said stored information comprises files and each

of said files has an associated geographic region within which access is permitted, and further
permitting access to said file if said actual geographic position is located within said authorized
geographic region for said file.
7.

The method of Claim 6, further comprising denying access to said stored

information if said actual geographic position does not match said authorized geographic region.
8.

The method of Claim 1, further comprising:
encrypting said stored information using an encryption key; and
providing a decryption key which permits decryption of said stored information if

said actual geographic position is located within said authorized geographic region.

9.

(Canceled}
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10.

The method of Claim 1, wherein said stored information is divided into subsets of

information and wherein at least one the subsets has a different authorized region from the other
subsets, so that access is authorized to the subset whose authorized geographic region is located
within the actual geographic position, but not to the subsets whose authorized geographic region
is not located within the actual geographic position.

11.

The method of Claim 6, wherein said association of the files with the authorized

geographic regions is stored as a policy file together with said stored information.
12.

(Amended) Apparatus for controlling access to stored information comprising:

a receiver supplying reliable· position infomtation for determining an actual
geographic position where said stored information is located. wherein · the receiver
comprises a receiver encryption mechanism providing a receiver encryption key for
cnptographica]ly signing data comprising the actual geographic position; and

a computer for comparing said actual geographic position with a geographic
region within which access to said stored information is authorized,
wherein said computer permits access to said stored information if said actual

geographic position is located within said authorized geographic region.
13.

The apparatus of Claim 12, wherein said receiver is a GPS receiver.

14.

(Canceled)

15.

(Twice Amended) The apparatus of Claim

.J:4lb further comprising a reader for

reading said stored infomtation wherein said reader comprises a receiver decryption key for

verii}'ing the data comprising said cryptographically signed actual position.
16.

(Previously Amended) The apparatus of Claim 15, wherein said reader generates

an initialization vector which is transmitted to the receiver and included in the signed data.
17.

(Previously Amended) The apparatus of Claim 16. wherein said signed

initialization vector is verified by the reader before said computer permits access to said stored
information.
18.

{Amended) A method for controlling access to a subset of files belonging to a

lazger set of files of stored information comprising:

associating a unique file encryption key with each file from the larger set of files
and encrypting the files using the associated encryption keys;
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associating each of the files from the larger set of files with at least one authorized
geographic region within which access to said stored information is authorized;
determining an actual geographic position where said stored information is
located based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic position at the receiver;
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position;
comparing said actual geographic position with said authorized geographic
region; and .
providing a file decryption key which authorizes access to and permits decryption
of said files belonging to said subset of files, provided that the actual geographic position
is located within the authorized geographic region for the files belonging to said subset of
files.
19.

(Previously Amended) The method of Claim 18, wherein said association ofthe

files with the authorized geographic regions is stored as a policy comprising policy files wherein
each policy file is accessible with a user password and authorizes, if the user password is valid,
access to the files listed in said policy file, if the actual geographic position is located within the
authorized geographic region associated with the files.
20.

The method of Claim 19, wherein said policy is stored with the stored

information.
21.

(Amended) A method for controlling access to stored information comprising:
J

determining an actual date or time at the location of said stored information based
on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable time information;
cryptographicaUy signing at least the actual date or time at the receiver:
verifying the signature of the actual date or time;
comparing said actual date or time with a predetemrined date or time interval at
which access to said stored information is authorized; and
permitting access to said stored information if said actual date or time occurs
within said authorized date or time interval.
22.

The method of Claim 21, further comprising denying access to said stored

information if said actual date or time does not occur within said authorized date or time interval.
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23.

The method of Claim 21, wherein said information comprises files and each of

said files has an associated authorized date or time interval within which access is permitted, and

further permitting access to said file if said actual date or time occurs within said associated
authorized date or time interval.
24.

The method of Claims 21, wherein said stored information is divided into subsets

of information and wherein at least one of the subsets has a different authorized date or time

interval from the other subsets, so that access is authorized to the subset whose authorized date or
time interval matches the actual date or time, but not to the subsets whose authorized date or time
interval does not match the actual date or time.
25.

(Twice Amended) A method for controlling access to stored information

comprising:
forming a policy associating said information with authorized geographic regions
and authorized time intervals;
cryptographically signing said policy and said information;
storing said signed policy together with said signed information;
providing a password for unlocking said policy;
determining an actual geographic position where said stored iufonnation ts
located based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable position information;

determining an actual time;
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic position and the actual

time at the receiver;
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position and the actual time;
comparing said actual geographic position and said actual time with said
authorized geographic regions and authorized time interval of said policy; and
permitting access to said stored infonnation if said actual geographic position and

actual time falls within said auth<_>rized geographic regions and authorized time interval of
said policy.
26.

(Previously Amended) The method of Claim 25, wherein position and time are

determined through a Global Orbiting Navigational Satellite System.
27..

(Previously Amended) The method of Claim 25, wherein position is determined

through an inertial navigation system.
-13-
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28.

(Previously Amended) The method of Claim 25, wherein position is determined

through a satellite based location determin.ation system.
29.

(New) A method for controlling access to stored information, the method

comprising:
(a) determining a position;
· (b) cryptographically signing data comprising at least a representation of the

position;
(c) verifying the signature of the data comprising at least a representation of the

position;
(d) determining that access to the stored information is authorized at the position;
and
(e) permitting access to the information based at least upon (c) and (d).
30.

The method of Claim 29, further comprising
(f) providing the cryptographically signed data to an information accessing

device, wherein (c) and (e) are performed by the information accessing device.
31.

(New) The method of Claim 30, further comprising:
(g) identifying a token;
(h) incotpOrating the token in the data that is cryptographically signed; and
(i) verifying that the cryptographically signed data comprises the token.

32.

(New) The method of Claim 31, wherein (g) and (i) are performed by the

information accessing device.
33.

(New) The method of Claim 31, wherein (a), {b), and (h) are performed by a

position determining device.
34.

(New) The method of Claim 31, further comprising
(j) providing the token to the position detennining device.
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Patents de lnven~ "CONTROLE DE ACESSO A UMA
INFORMA<fAO ARMAZENADA" 0 acesso a uma mforma~o armazsnada
por um usuano e controlado comparando-se uma pos19ao geografica real e/ou
uma data I um tempo real com uma regll\o geografica e/ou urn mte!Valo de
dall! I tempo no qual o acesso ll'lfoonayAo armazenada esta autoozado A
posi9Ao geognHlca real onde a 1nforma9<1o armaze!'lada est!. locai~Zada e a
data I o tempo real podem ser determln21dos, por exemplo, baseado em stnaiS
recebidos em um receptor que sL!pre lnformay!o de flOSI¢<l e de \ernflO
confr.Wel, tal como urn receptor ck! GPS 0 acesso mfonna~o armazenada
e autonzado se a pos!Y<§o geografica real e/ou a data I o tempo ca1rem na
re~o geogratica eJou no mtervelo de data I rempo autonzado f>.. 1nfo~o
de pos1.y&o e de data I tempo supnd~ pelo receptor pede ser assmada de

(57) Resumo

a

a

forma cnptognifJCa e cnptografada

Relat6no Descnt1vo da Patente de lnvenyao para "CONTROLE

DE ACESSO A UMA IN FORMACAO ARMAZENADA".
Antecedentes
Esta mven9ao refere-se ao controle de acesso a uma lnforma5

<;ao armazenada
Me1os de d1stnbUJc;8o de dados, ta1s como CD-ROM, podem armazenar um grande numero de arqUJvos 0 produtor do CD~ROM pode dese]ar controlar o acesso pelos usucfmos a arqUJvos em particular, seJa parque eles s§o confldenclals ou porque o acesso esta SUJelto a urn pagamento

10

pelo usuano

0 acesso pods ser controlado requerendo-se que o usuimo entre com uma senha obt1da a part1r do produtor do CD-ROM Senhas dlferentes podem desbloquear arquwos dtferentes ou subconJuntos dtferentes
de arqUJvos Os arqu1vos podem ser ass~nados de forma cnptogr8f1ca e para

15

prote~o

ad1C1onal podem ser cnptografados No esquema dlscutJdo na Pa-

tente U S No 5 646 992, mcorporada aqUI como refer?mcta, cada arqutvo

e

cnptografado pelo produtor com uma chave un1ca conhec1da apenas pelo
produtor 0 usuano recebe os 1tens cnptografados e, ap6s sua requ1s19ao
para acesso ser processada pelo produtor, tambem recebe chaves de des-

20

cnptograf1a, 1sto

e,

senhas, as qua1s sao usadas para desencnptar os res-

pectJvos arqUivos cnptografados As senhas desbloquetam apenas aqueles
arqUJvos para os quars o acesso fot reqursrtado
Suman a
Em geral, em urn aspecto da 1nven<;ao, a 1nven~o caractenza
25

um controle de acesso a uma tnformayao armazenada determ1nando uma
pos1yao geogr8f1ca real onde a tnformac;ao armazenada esta localrzada, baseado em stnats receb1dos em um receptor que supre uma tnforma9ao de
pos1yao confravel A postc;ao geografica real

e ent~o

comparada com uma

a tnforma<;ao armazenada esta autonzaE perm1ttdo acesso do usuano a 1nforma~o armazenada se a post<;ao

reg1ao geograf1ca na qual o acesso
30

do

geografica real estlver Jocalrzada na reg1ao geograf1ca autonzada
As modalidades da 1nven98o mcluem os aspectos a segutr 0

.. ... . .. .
.... . ....... .......... .............. ..... .....
.. . ..... ... . .. .
..
... .. .. .... . .... . . .. .
2

receptor que supre a 1nformayao de pos1yilo pode receber a tnforma9ao de
posrt;:§o a part1r de um SIStema de determtnar;:.§o de localtzayao baseado em
satelrte ou de um s1stema de navega9ao rnerte A

1nforma~o

pode ser ar-

mazenada em urn meta que pode ser ltdo em computador, tal como um disco
5

de alta capac1dade A 1nforma<;ao armaz:enada rnclur arqurvos, e cada um
desses arqUJvos tern uma regtao geograf1ca assoc1ada na qual o acesso

e

perrmt1d0 0 usuC:mo tern acesso a um arqu1vo especiftco ou a arqutvos se a
posryao geograf1ca real estrver loca!Jzada na reg1ao geograf1ca autonzada
para este arqUJvo A mformat;:ao armazenada pode estar cnptografada, e o

10

usuano tern acesso

a chave de descnptografra apenas

se a pos1yao geo·

gn3fJca real est1ver locaiJzada na reg1ao geogn3fJca autorrzada A 1nformayao
armazenada tambem pode estar dJvtdJda em subconjuntos de rnformayao e
onde pelo menos um dos subconJuntos tern uma reg1ao autonzada d1ferente
dos outros subcon]untos A assoc1ayao dos arqutvos as reg16es geograf1cas
15

autonzadas pode ser armazenada como urn arqu1vo de politJca Juntamente
com a Jnformay§.o armazenada
Em gera!, em urn outre aspecto, a

~rwen9§.o

caractenza a

deter~

mtnayao de uma data au tempo real no local da 1nforma<;:ao armazenada
baseado em s1nats recebtdos em urn receptor supnndo uma 1nformayao de

20

e comparado com um rntervalo de
data au tempo predetermtnado no qual o acesso a rnformat;:ao armazenada
esta autonzado 0 usuarro pode ter acesso a mformayao armazenada se a
tempo confiavel A data ou o tempo real

data ou o tempo real ocorrer no tntervalo de data ou tempo autonzado
Em geral, em urn outro aspecto, a tnven9ao tnclut urn receptor
25

que supre rnformat;:ao de posr<;:ao contravel para determ1na<;:ao de uma pos1~
t;:ao geogn3frca real onde a 1nformayao armazenada esta local1zada Urn
computador recebe a Jnforma<;:ao de pos1yao com uma regrao geograf1ca na
qual o acesso

a tnformat;:ao armazenada esta autonzado,

e perm1te acesso

a rnformayao armazenada se a post9ao geografica real estrver local!zada na
30

regtao geograf1ca autorrzada As modaltdades da tnven<;:ao 1ncluem os

as~

pectos a segurr 0 receptor JnciU! urn mecan1smo de cnptografta de receptor
para asstnar de forma crrptografica a pos1yao geograf1ca real com uma cha-
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3

ve de cnptograf1a de receptor e venf1cando a ass1natura do receptor com
uma chave de descnptografta de receptor, antes da postc;ao geografica real
ser comparada com a postyao geogratica autonzada
Em geral, atnda em um outro aspecto, a tnvenyao rnc!UI um lertor
5

com uma chave de descnptografra de receptor para venfrcayao da pos1yao
real assrnada de forma crrptognafJca.
As modalldades da 1nvenyao mcluem os aspectos a segU/r A
le1tora gera urn vetor de lnJCiai!Za98o provendo urn deslocamento de poslcao, 0 qual

1o

e transmit/dO para 0

receptor 8 ad!C/Onado

a posryao geografica

autonzada. 0 lertor ass1na de forma cnptograf1ca o deslocamento de posJcao com uma chave de cnptograf1a de le1tora 0 receptor verifrca a

assinatu~

ra de deslocamento de pos1c;ao com uma chave de descnptograf1a de leJtora
correspondents, antes do deslocamento de postc;ao ser adiclonado

a posl-

yao geogn3ftca rea!

15

Em geral, em um outre aspecto, a rnvenc;ao caractenza a forma-

<;ao de uma politrca assocrando a mformayao as regroes geografrcas autonzadas e a rntervalos de tempo autonzado e assrna de forma cnptogn:lfrca a
polittca e a rnformayao A politrca assrnada

e armazenada JUntamente com a

rnformayao assrnada 0 usuano obtem do produtor uma senha para desblo-

20

quear a politrca e obtem acesso

a rnformacao armazenada se a pos1c;;ao ge-

ognaflca real e o tempo real cafrem nas regroes geografJcas autonzadas e
no rntervalo de tempo autonzado da po!it1ca
Dentre as vantagens da 1nvenyao estao uma ou mars das que se
seguem

25

Urn produtor de

tnforma~ao

armazenada pode restnng1r o uso

daquela mformayao a reg16es geograficas designadas au pede exclUir regtoes destgnadas onde

o uso

nao

e perm1trdo

Por exemplo, um manual de

servrc;os para um autom6vel armazenado em um CD-ROM pode conter sec;;oes d1ferentes de mforma<;:ao, as qua1s sao aplrcavers a paises e/ou regl30

oes especfficas correspondentes Pode ser permJtrdo que um usuarro VeJa
apenas a por9§o da rnformat;:ao a qual

e apl1cavel a sua !ocalrza9ao geogra-

fica atuar Da mesma forma, o acesso a um relat6no de corpora9ao del1cado
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4

pode ser hm1tado a urn local espedf1co na mstala<;ao 0 acesso a uma lnformayao dellcada quanta ao tempo pede ser negado antes ou depo1s de
uma certa data ou ltm1tado

a

urn periodo permll!do Pela assoctayao da ln-

formac;ao sabre as regu5es geograf1cas e os 1ntervalos de tempo autonzados

s

aos arqUivos de polft1ca armazenados no CD-ROM e acessados por uma
senha de usuano, o produtor do CD-ROM pode em1t1r uma nova senha, para,
permrtlr que o usuano acesse um conjunto em particular de arqurvos de pofftlca e, portanto, a

mforma~o

armazenada, para uma

reg1~10

e data I tempo

correspondentes
Outras vantagens e aspectos tornar-se-ao aparentes a partir da

10

descr~<;ao a segu1r

e das reiv!nd1ca9oes

Descnc?o
A FIG ~

e uma v1sta em perspecliva de um s1stema computac1o-

A FIG 2

e um d1agrama de blocos de um ststema baseado em

nal,
15

computador para controle do acesso

a 1nforma~o armazenada,

As FIG 3 a 5 sao fluxogramas,

e um diagrama de blocos de elementos cnptografJcos
Como vrsto nas FIG 1 a 3, o acesso a 1nforma~o a qual esta

A F!G 6

20

armazenada em um CD-ROM que pode ser l1do em computador portatlf, o
qual serve como urn me10 de dtstnbUJc;ao de dados 35, pode ser controlado
baseado em uma pos1yao geografica real de um Sistema computacional 10
no qual a informac;:ao deve ser acessada e o tempo em que ela deve ser
acessada

25

No s1stema computacional1 o, um computador 20

e conectado a

um teclado 50, urn mouse 60, um monrtor 40, e um dnve de CD-ROM 30
Um receptor de GPS 70 serve como uma fonte de 1nforma~o de pos1~o e
de tempo conf1avel 0 receptor 70 esta locahzado na posiyao geograf1ca
real do s1stema computacionaf 10 e recebe s!na1s 75 de um sate lite de GPS

30

em 6rbita 90 (sendo mostrado apenas um) 0 receptor 70 converte os s1na1s
75 receb1dos em dados de pos1c;:ao geografica 71 ate uma prec1sao de vanas metros de longitude, latitude e altura e em dados de data I tempo 71 ate

•

,
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uma prectsao de. microssegundos Os dados 71 sao transmtttdos para o
computador 20 vta urn controlador de dtspostttvo 72
Uma

cnpto~placa

de receptor 80 pode canter urn certtficado de

chave publtca 81 asstnado pelo produtor e uma chave pnvada correspon5

dente 82, como mostrado na FIG 6 Os dados de

post~o

geograftca e de

data I tempo 71 podem ent~o ser ass1nados com uma chave pnvada 82 para
autenttcar os dados
A umdade de CD-ROM 30 tambem pode mciUJr capactdades de
cnptografta e de asstnatura ( decodtftcador 32), as quats pod em ser tmple1o

mentadas em hardware ou em software 0 decodiftcador 32 tnclut urn certtficado de chave publtca de crtpto-placa 83, o qual

e tdemttco ao certtftcado

81, urn certtftcado de produtor 84, para vertftcayao da tdentrdade do produ-

tor, e uma chave de descnptografta de polit1ca de meta de dtstnbUiyao 86
ass1nada pelo produtor, como mostrado na FIG 6 0 certtftcado de cnpto-

15

placa 83 venftca a asstnatura da cnpto-placa 80 assmada com a chave prtvada 82 A chave de descnptografJa de polittca 86 desencnpta a polfttca de
acesso 155 armazenada no CD-ROM 35

0 s1stema computac1onal 10 pode ter vanos nive1s de seguran-

c;a, tats como Nivel 1 e Nfvel 2, descntos nos exemplos a segUir
20

Em um ststema com seguranga de Nfvel 1, o receptor 70 cornuntca-se com o computador 20 vta um controlador de dtspostttvo convenctonal 72 e o dnve de CO-ROM 30

e urn CO-ROM convenctona!

Nem o recep-

tor 70 nem o dnve de CO-ROM 30 tern capac1dades de cnptograf1a I descnptografta adlcJonats Para uma seguranya aumentada,
25

o computador 20

em um ststema de Nivel 1 pode ser urn computador "seguro", o qual pode
autenticar e/ou encriptar dados Em um ststema de N ivel 2 mats seguro, o
receptor 70 pode 1nclutr uma cnpto-placa 80 e o dnve de CD-ROM 30 pode
rnclwr um decodtftcador 32 0 ststema de Nfvel 2
autenttca~o

30

e proJetado

para prover

de dados e transmtssao de dados cnptografados entre o re-

'
ceptor 70 e o decodtftcador 32 0 computador 20 pode entao ser qualquer
computador convenctonal sem autentJcayao e cnptografia de dados

0 dados tntroduzrdos vta o teclado 50 e o mouse 60 podem

tn-
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6

cluir uma entrada de comando e dados tiprca 130 1ntroduzrda v1a uma interface com usuano 95 (provrda por urn programa apilcatrvo 34) e uma ou mats
senhas 130 que permrtem que um usuano tenha acesso a uma rnformayao
armazenada no mere de drstnburyao de dados 35
5

0 CD-ROM 35 armazena t1pos dlferentes de 1nformayao, tal
como arqUJvos com mformayao 144, uma llsta 150 de regH5es geognflfrcas
autonzadas, uma lista 154 de 1ntervalos de data I tempo autorrzados, urn ou
ma1s arqurvos de chave de descnptografra de arqurvo 146, urn au mars arqurvos de politrca 152 e uma assrnatura 147 para todo o CD-ROM 35 Como

10

vista na FIG 3, os arqurvos 144, 146, 150, 152, 154 e 155 podem ser assrnadas e cnptografados
Os arqurvos 144 podem ser agrupados em subconjuntos 141,

142 e 143 Os arqurvos podem pertencer a mars de urn subconjunto (Na
d1scussao a segurr, o termo arqu1vo refere-se a ambos arqUJvos e subcon-

15

JUntos ) Cada arqu1vo 141 , 142 e 143 pede ser cnptografado com uma umca
chave de cnptografra 51 (E1, E2 , E3) As chaves de descrrptograf1a de arqurvo correspondentes 52 (K 1, Kz, K.,) sao armazenados no CD-ROM 35 no arqurvo de chave de desencrrptayao de arqurvo 146 A 1nformayao ad1crona!
sabre as chaves de descnptografta

20

sao encontrados na Patente

e o arquivo de chave de descnptograf1a

U S No 5 646 992

Cada arqurvo 141, 142 e 143 no CD-ROM 35 esta assocJado a
zero, uma ou mars regr6es geogn3frcas autonzadas armazenadas na lrsta
150 de regt6es geograficas autonzadas Por exemplo, uma regrao pode ser
lrm1tada par lat1tudes e longitudes correspondentes
25

a extensao

do Emp1re

State 8UJidrng na CJdade de Nova York e a uma altrtude entre 50 e 60 metros, de modo que o arqurvo assocrado aquela reg1ao s6 possa ser aberto se
o receptor 70 estrver localizado em uma certa area de escnt6rro no mterror
do Empire State BurldJng
Da mesma forma, cada arqurvo 141, 142 e i43 esta assocmdo a

30

zero, urn au ma1s dos 1ntervaJos de data I tempo autonzados armazenados
na l!sta 154 de 1ntervalos de data I tempo autonzados
Cada satelrte de GPS 90 mantem um clock extremamente prec1-
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7
so 0 receptor 70 recebe os smaJs de clock de GPS como parte dos s1nars
75 ou um clock atomrco local pede prover s1ria1s de clock s1mrlares OssJ1

naJs de clock perm1tem um controle do acesso
tempo real em que o acesso
5

a rnfoqna~o

a mforma~o e tentado

baseado no

Por exemplol o produ-

tor pode espec1ficar que o acesso SeJa garanttdo apenas (1) antes de uma
data I um tempo predeterrmnadol (2) ap6s uma data I um tempo predetermrnadol ou (3) apenas durante um perlodo de data I tempo predetermrnado

0 produtor pede assoc1ar os arqurvos 141 142 e 143 a rtens
I

especff1cos nas llstas 150 e 154 vra uma senha 130 a qual o usuano rntro1

10

duz vra o teclado 50 A senha 130 pede ser uma senha de usurfmo vahda
per ma1s de um acessol ou pode ser uma senha para uma unrca vez Alternatrvamente, o produtor pode assoctar 1nforma9ao especffica de regrao geografica I data I tempo de ltstas 150 e 154 com os arqwvos 141, 142 e 143
vra os arqutvos de polit1ca 152 Uma senha de usuano valrda 130 pode des-

15

bloquear um au ma1s arqutvos de politrca 152 Sea pos11;ao geograf1ca real
do usuano e a data e o tempo atual estrverem na regrao geogratrca autonzada e na data I no tempo autonzado correspondents

a senha de usuano

150 entao, o usuano pode ter acesso aos arqutvos selec1onados vta a tn1

terface de usuano 95 A rnforma<;:ao selecronada
20

e entao exrbrda no dtsposr-

t1vo de saida 40
A Tabela 1 mostral como um exemplo, como cmco arqurvos
cnptografadosl A a F, armazenados no CD-ROM 35 e assocrados a regroes
geografrcas autorrzadas e datas I tempos correspondentes, podem ser
acessados Cada arqu1vo esta assoc1ado a uma de quatro chaves de des-

25

cnptografra de arqutvo dtferentes Ki a K4. L 1 e L2 sao as duas regtoes geografrcas autonzadas drferentes e T1 I T2 1 e T3 sao tres rntervalos de data I
tempo autonzados 0 usuarro que esta de posse da chave de descnptografra de arqutvo K1, por exemplo, uma senha, pode desencnptar o Manual A
nas regtoes geograficas L 1 e L3 no tempo T1 0 mesmo usuarro tambem

30

pode desencnptar o Manual D no mesmo tempo T1 nas reg16es L2 e L3,
mas nao na regtao L1 Da mesma forma, o usuano que tern a chave K2
pode desencnptar a lmagem B e a lmagem E na regrao L2, mas nao ao
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mesmo tempo 0 Desenho C pode ser descnptografado com a chave K3 em
qualquer Iugar, mas apenas no tempo T3, enquanto o Relat6no Comercral F
requer a chave K4 e pode ser descnptografado em qualquer tempo, mas
apenas na regrao L 1
Tabela 1

5
Arqurvo Cnpto-

Chave de Des-

Reg1<Ses GeognMr-

lntervalos de

grafado

crrptografra de

cas Autonzadas

Data I Tempo

Arqurvo

Autonzados

Manual A

K1

L1, L3

T1

lmagem B

K2

L2

T1, T3

Frguras C

K3

--

T3

Manual D

K1

L2, L3

T1

lmagem E

K2

L2

T2

Relat6no F

K4

L1

--

Como mostrado na FIG 3, para ftns de assrnatura cnptograftca
com cnptograf1a opc10nal, o produtor selec1ona arquivos fontes 144' a serem
escntos no CD-ROM 35 e especlftca uma hsta de regtoes geograftcas autov
nzadas 150' e uma l1sta de rntervalos de data e tempo autonzados 154' 0
10

produtor assocta (como mostrado na Tabela 1) cada arqurvo au subconJunto
de arqurvos com zero, uma ou mats regroes geografrcas 150' e zero, um au
mats rntervalos de data I tempo 154' e armazena esta

assocra~o

em urn

arqUJvo de po!1t1ca 152' Cada urn dos arqUJvos 144', 150', 152', 154' pode
ser assrnado e cnptografado nas etapas 53, 340, 350 e 360 com as chaves
15

de cnptografra correspondentes 51, 345, 355 e 365, respecttvamente Os
arqu1vos cnptografados correspondentes 150, 152 e 154 sao entao

armaze~

nados Juntos no CD-ROM 35 como uma polit1ca de acesso a reg1ao I tempo I
arqurvo cnptografado assrnado 155 Tambem sao armazenados no CD-ROM
35, como mencronado acrma, os arqurvos assJnados I cnptografados 144, o
20

. ...

..· : :

arqutvo de chave de arqurvo s1metnco assrnado I cnptografado 146 e a as~
srnatura 147 usada pelo produtor para assmar todo o CD-ROM 35
Como vrsto nas FIG 4 e 5, para se ter acesso aos arqutvos as-
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9
smados I cnptografados 144, o usuano obtem uma senha 130 (FIG 2) a
partir do produtor (etapa 400}, e rntroduz a senha 130 Via
(etapa 41 0)

E assumido que a senha

o teclado 50

130 seJa uma senha para uma un1ca

vez, embora as senhas de usuano validas por mais de uma sessao tambem

5

possam ser usadas
Como v1sto na FIG 4, as porc;;oes JniCials do fluxo de processo
para o Nivet 1 eo N(vet 3 sao quase 1dent1cas
A etapa 420 venf1ca a senha 130 e

o processo entao executa a

etapa 440 (para o Nivef 1, sem nenhuma seguranya adlclonal) au a 450
10

(para o Nfvel2, com seguranc;a de receptor I dnve de CD~ROM), dependendo da conf1gura~o do s1stema Os detalhes das etapas 440 e 450 sao mostradas na FIG 5 e serao discut1dos agora
Como v1sto na FIG 5, no processo 440, a senha de usuano 130

e enviada para o contro!ador de d!sposttivo 72 (etapa 510)
15

Em resposta

a

senha de uso unrco 130, o controlador de drspos1t1vo 72 gera a partir da senha de usuano 130 sua pr6pna senha de uso umco (etapa 520) e venfrca
(etapa 530) que o usuano de fato 1ntroduz1u uma senha de uso umco correto
130, desse modo autent1cando o usuano para a sessao rnteratrva (etapa
532) Caso contrano, a acesso·e negado (etapa 535)

20

Uma vez que a senha 130 tenha autentJcado o usuimo, o controlador de disposrtrvo 72 tnterroga o receptor 70 quanta

a posrc;ao e a data I

tempo atuars (etapa 540) 0 controlador de dlsposlttvo 72 entao compara os
dados de tempo e posrc;ao retomados peio receptor 70 com a polftica 155, a
quat se apl1ca aos arqUivos 144 ou a urn subconjunto 141, 142 e 143 des
25

arqu1vos (etapa 460) Se o usuano estrver autonzado a acessar os arqUivos
144, entao, o dado

e desbloqueado,

descnptografado (etapa 470, FIG 3)

com as chaves de descnptografia 52 (etapa 480) e supndo para o programa
aplrcativo de usuano 34 (etapa 490) e exrbrdo
Em um srstema de Nfvel 2, o receptor 70 inclur a placa de re30

ceptor cnptografrco 80, a part1r deste ponte refenda como a "cnpto-placa"
Como menc10nado antes, a cnpto-placa 80 pode asstnar e encnptar I desencnptar mensagens 0 dnve de CD-ROM 30 rnclu1 o decod1frcador 32
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10

para decodrfrcar os dados de

posr~o

assinados e recebrdos a partrr da

crrpto-placa80
Como vrsto na FIG 5, no processo 450, a senha de usuarro 130

e envrada para o controlador de drsposrttvo 72, o qual ace1ta a senha 130 e
5

a pas sa rnalterada para o decod1frcador 32 (etapa 550) 0 controlador 32
entao gera rnternamente com a chave pnvada 86 sua pr6pna senha de uso
untco correspondente

a senha de usuano (etapa 560) e venfica (etapa 570)

se a senha correta 130 for comunrcada pelo controlador de drsposrtrvo 72,
desse modo autentrcando o usuano para a sessao mteratrva (etapa 572)
10

Caso contrano, o acesso

e negado (etapa 575)

Uma vez que o crrcurto de cnptografra 32 tenha autent1cado o
usuarro, o controlador 32 rnterroga a cnpto-placa 80 vra o controlador de
drsposrtrvo 72 quanta ao tempo atual e

a rnforma~o de posit;ao do receptor

70 (etapa 580) A unrdade de decodrfrcador 30 prove a crrpto-placa 80 com
15

um padrao randomrco ou de outro bit assrnado para formar um "vetor de rnJcJaiJzac;ao" (etapa 590), rsto e, um deslocamento de posJt;:ao, o qual o controlador de disposttJvo 72 passa atraves da cnpto-placa 80 JUntamente com
a requ1s1yao pelo tempo e pela postyao (etapa 590)
A cnpto-placa 80 responde preparando um pacote de acordo

20

com um formate de dados preestabelecrdo, o qual mclu1 o tempo atual e a
posrr;ao geografrca real na latrtude

e

longitude e altitude (etapa 600) Tam-

bern pode ser rnclufda uma rnformat;:ao rdentrficando os satelrtes transmrtrndo os dados de posiyao, bem como outros dados necessanos para computayoes A cnpto-placa 80 tambem armazena o vetor de ln!CiaiJzayao prov1do
25

a um deslocamento conhecrdo no pacote, e aplrca uma assrnatura cnptografica ao conteudo do pacote A assmatura cnptografrca pode ser, por exemplo, uma mensagem de comptla98o I reedt~o do pacote de dados, ma1s
uma crrptografJa da comp1lat;:ao de mensagem, de acordo com alguma chave
predeterm1nada, e pode ser srmetnca ou assJmetnca, dependendo da chave

30

ou do certrficado armazenado na cnpto-placa 80
A cnpto-placa 80 entao transm1te (etapa 605) o pacote de tempo/local assrnado para o controlador de dJsposJtJvo 72, o qual env1a o pa-
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11
cote para o decodificador 32 I o dnve de CD-ROM 30 0 decodJf1cador 32
compara a assinatura do pacote receb1do da cnpto-placa 80 com uma ass1-_
natura armazenada no decodiftcador 32 (etapa 610) Se a assmatura for
venf1cada apropnadamente (etapa 620), o vetor de tnlcJallzayao no pacote e
5

exam1nado para se determ1nar se o vetor de lniCJaliza~ao

e de fato o mesmo

vetor de JnlcJaiJzagao o qual o decodlflcador 32 proveu para a cnptoftplaca
80 na etapa 590 Se este for o caso, entao o pacote receb1do pelo decodlflcador 32

e recente e genuine, e os dados de tempo e pos1yao sao ace1tos

como vaildos

10

Uma vez que o pacote da cnpto-placa 80 este]a autonzado, baseado na ass1natura e no vetor de lniCJallzayao, o decodiflcador 32 compara
as dados de tempo e pos1~0 receb1dos da cnpto-placa 80 com a polit1ca
155, a qual se aphca aos arqUJvos 144 au a um subconjunto de arqUJvos 144
(etapa 460) Se o usu~mo eshver autonzado a acessar os arqu1vos 144, en-

15

tao o dado e desbloqueado (etapa 470), descnptografado com as chaves de
descnptograf1a 52 (etapa 480) e supndo para o programa aplicat1vo do usuano 34 e ex1b1do (etapa 490)
Outras modahdades estao no escopo das retVIndJcat;,6es a segulr Par exemplo, o receptor de GPS nao prec1sa estar local1zado na posl-

20

<;ao exata do le1tor de me1os de distnbu1~o de dados, mas podena estar em
um local conhecJdo (tal como uma safa contendo um servrdor de controle
provendo serv190S computac1onals para uma rede de area local em um prediD) em rela<;:ao ao le1tor
Os arqurvos de polit1ca 152' tambem podem des1gnar reg16es

25

geografJcas onde o acesso a certos arqUJvos 144

e negado

0 centrale sabre acesso a arqu1vos nao prec1sa estar ltm1tado
ao'uso de senhas prov1das pelo produtor e rntroduz1das v1a um teclado Por
exemplo, certos atnbutos b1ometncos, ta1s como aspectos fac1a1s, 1mpress6es dJgltals e/ou rmpressoes vocals podem ser substttufdos ou usados
30

alem das senhas

,.

...!

~

REIVINDICAC6ES
Metodo para controie de acesso a rnforma<;ao annazenada,
que compreende·
determ1na<;ao de uma pos1gao geograf1ca real onde a refenda

5

1nformayao armazenada esta local!zada, baseado em s1nats receb1dos em
um receptor supnndo uma 1nformac;ao de pos1~o confiavel,
comparayao da refenda pos1<;8o geografica real com uma regrao
geografrca na qual o acesso

a refenda mformayao armazenada esta auton-

zado,e
permlssao de acesso

10

a refenda

mfonna<;ao armazenada

se a

refenda postr;ao geograf1ca real est1ver localtzada na refenda reg1ao geogra.fica autonzada

2 Metoda, de acordo com a reiVInd1cayao 1, onde o refendo receptor compreende um receptor de GPS

3. Metoda, de acordo com a rerv1ndlcayao 1, onde a refenda ln-

15
forma<;ao

e armazenada em um me10 que pode ser l1do em computador
4 Metoda, de acordo com a rerv1ndicar;ao 3, onde o refendo

me1o que pode ser lido em computador

e portat1l

5 Metoda, de acordo com a re1vrndtcayao 3, onde
20

6

refendo

me10 que pode ser lrdo em computador compreende um d1sco de alta capacrdade
6 Metoda, de acordo com a rervrndrcayao 1, onde a refenda rnformayao armazenada compreende arqurvos e cada um dos refendos arqurvos tem uma reg1ao geografica assoc1ada na qual o acesso e perm1tldo, e

25

atnda perrmt1ndo acesso ao refendo arqUivo se a refenda posr<;ao geografica real estrver local1zada na refenda reg1ao geograf1ca autonzada para o
refendo arqUJvo
7 Metoda, de acordo com
ende nagar

30

o acesso

a refenda

a reJvlndrca<;ao 6, que a1nda compre-

rnforma~o

980 geografica real nao se comb1nar

armazenada se

a refenda posr-

a refenda reg rae geografica autonzada

8 Metoda, de acordo com a relvlndlca~o 1, que amda compreen de

2

cnptografia da refenda mformayao armazenada usando-se uma
chave de cnptograf1a, e
prov1sao de uma chave de descnptograf1a a qual permite a descnptografia da refenda 1nformayao armazenada se a refenda pos1~0 geo5

graf1ca real est1ver locallzada na refenda reg1ao geografica autonzada
9 Metoda, de acordo com a relvlndlca~ao 1, que a1nda compreen de
ass1natura de forma cnptograf1ca da refenda pos1yao geograf1ca
real com uma chave de cnptograf1a de receptor, e
verif1cacao da ass1natura de receptor com uma chave de des-

10

cnptografta de receptor antes da

pos1~o

geogn3flca real ser comparada

com a refenda pos1yao geognM1ca real
1o Metoda, de acordo com a relvlnd1cacao 1, onde a refenda
1nformat;ao armazenada
15

e dJVIdJda em

subconJuntos de 1nformac;8o e onde

pelo menos urn dos subconJuntos tern uma reg1ao autonzada d1ferente dos
outros subconJuntos, de modo que o acesso se;a autonzado ao subconjunto
cuJa reg11il0 geografica autonzada este}a locallzada na postyao geograf1ca
real, mas nao aos subcon;untos cuJa reg1ao geografica autonzada nao esteJa
localizada na pos1r;ao geograf1ca real

20

11 Metoda, de acordo com a

relvlndlca~o 6, onde a refenda

assocra9Clo de arqUivos as regr6es geograficas autonzadas

e armazenada

como urn arqUIVO de polit1ca JUntamente com a refenda 1nforma~o armazenada

12 Aparelho para o centrale de acesso a 1nformayao armaze25

nada, que compreende
urn receptor que supre uma mforma9ao de pos1cao confiavel
para determina9ao de uma posr~o geognM1ca real onde a refenda mformac;:ao armazenada esta local1zada, e
um computador para comparar a refenda pos1<;ao geografrca

30

real com uma reg1ao geograf1ca na qual o acesso a refenda rnfonnayao armazenada esta autonzado,
onde

o refendo

computador permrte acesso a refenda 1nforma-
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3

yao armazenada se a refenda

pos19~o

geografica real esttver localtzada na

refenda regtao geograftca autonzada
13 Aparelho, de acordo com a re1vtndJca9ao 12, onde o refendo
receptor e um receptor de GPS
14 Aparelho, de acordo com a retvlndJcayao 12, onde o recep-

5

tor atnda compreende um mecan1smo de cnptografia de receptor provendo
uma chave de cnptograf1a de receptor para asstnar de forma cnptograf1ca a
refenda pos1yao geograf1ca real
15 Aparelho, de acordo com a reNJnd1cayao 14, que amda

10

compreende um lettor para \ettura da refenda mformayao armazenada, onde
o refendo le1tor compreende uma chave de descnptografta de receptor, para
venf1ca~o

da refenda pos19ao real assmada de forma cnptograf1ca

16 Aparelho, de acordo com a retvtndtcayao 15, onde o refendo
/e1tor gera um vetor de 1nJctallza9ao provendo um deslocamento de pos1yao

15

o qual e transm1t1do para o receptor e ad1C1onado

a pos1yao geograftca real

17 Aparelho, de acordo com a retvtndtcayao 16, que amda
compreende um mecan1smo de cnptograf1a de \e1tor provendo uma chave de
cnptografia de lettor para assmar de forma cnptograf1ca o deslocamento de
pos1yao, onde a refenda ass1natura de deslocamento de pos1gao

e venf1ca-

<

20

da pelo receptor com uma chave de descnptografra de letter correspondents, antes do deslocamento de pos1gao ser adrc1onado

a posJyao geograftca

real

i 8 Metoda para o controls de acesso a urn subcon]unto de arqulvos pertencentes a um conjunto de arqUivos ma1ores de 1nformayao ar25

mazenada, que compreende
assoc1a98o de uma un1ca chave de cnptograf1a de arqu1vo a
cada arqutvo do conJunto de arqUJvos mator e a cnptograf1a dos arqUivos
usando-se as c1laves de cnptograf1a assoc1adas,
assoc1a98o de cada um dos arqurvos de um conJunto de arqut-

30

vos maror a pelo menos uma reg1ao geograf1ca autonzada na qual o acesso

a refenda tnformac;ao armazenada esta autonzado,
determJnaifao de uma pos19ao geograftca real onde a refenda
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1nforma~o

armazenada esta locai1Zada baseado nos s1na1s receb1dos em

um receptor que supre uma 1nformayao de pos1c;:ao confn:lvet,
compara9flo da refenda pos1<;ao geograf1ca real com a refenda
reg1ao geograftca autonzada, e
5

prov!sl3o de uma chave de descnptograf1a de arqUJvo, a qual
autonza o acesso e perm1te a descnptografia dos refendos arqUivos pertencentes ao refendo subconjunto de arqUivos, desde que a pos1t;ao geograf1ca
real esteJa localizada na reg1ao geograf1ca autonzada para os arqu1vos pertencentes ao refendo subconjunto de arqUivos

19 Metoda, de acordo com a reJvlndlcayao 18, onde a refenda

10

assoc1ac;:ao dos arqurvos as reguSes geograf1cas autorizadas

e armazenada

como uma polit1ca compreendendo arqUivos de politrca, onde cada arqUivo
de politrca

e acessivel com uma senha de usuano e autonza, se a senha de

usuano for valtda, o acesso aos arqurvos lrstados no refendo arqutvo de po-

15

lltrca, se a pos1<;ao geograf1ca real estrver locallzada na reg1ao geografrca
autonzada assoc1ada aos arqurvos
20 Metoda, de acordo com a relvrnd1cayao 19, onde a refenda
pollt1ca esta armazenada com a 1nforma~o armazenada
21 Metoda para o centrale de acesso a uma 1nformayao arma-

20

zenada, que compreende
determrna<;ao de uma data ou um tempo real no local da referrda
1nformayao armazenada baseado em s1na1s recebrdos em um receptor que
supre uma rnforma<;ao de tempo confiavel,
comparayao da refenda data ou tempo real com um rnterva!o de

25

data ou tempo real predetermmado no qual o acesso

a refenda rnformayao

armazenada esta autonzado, e
permrssao de acesso a refenda 1nformayao armazenada se a
.refenda data ou o tempo real ocorrer no refendo rntervalo de data au tempo
autonzado
30

22 Metoda, de acordo com a rervmdrcayao 21, que arnda compreende negar o acesso

a refenda

rnformac;:ao armazenada se a refenda

data ou tempo real nao ocorrer no referrdo rntervalo de data ou tempo auto-
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nzado
retv1nd1ca~o

23 Metoda, de acordo com a

21, onde a refenda

rnformac;ao compreende arqwvos, e cada um dos refendos arqutvos tem um
intervale de data ou tempo autorizado assocrado no qual o acesso
5

e perml-

t1do, e a1nda perm1t1ndo acesso ao refendo arqwvo se a refenda data ou
tempo real ocorrer no refendo 1ntervalo de data au tempo autonzado associado
24 Metoda, de acordo com a
rnforma<;ao armazenada

10

e drv1d1da em

re1vrndJca9~0

21,a onde a referida

subconJuntos de rnforma9~0 e onde

pelo menos um dos subconJuntos tem um Intervale de data ou tempo autonzado dJferente dos outros subconjuntos, de modo que o acesso seJa autonzado ao subconjunto CUJO rntervalo de data ou tempo autonzado combJnarse

a data ou

ao tempo real, mas nao aos subconjuntos CUJO rntervalo de

data ou tempo autonzado nElO se combrnar

15

a data au ao tempo real

25 Metoda para controle de acesso a uma

1nforma9~0

armaze-

nada, que compreende
forma9ao de uma polft1ca assoc1ando a refenda

1nforma~o

nas

reg16es geograf1cas autonzadas e os mtervalos de tempo autonzados;
assrnatura de forma cnptografica da refenda polft1ca e da refen20

da 1nformac;ao,
armazenamento da refenda polft1ca assJnada Juntamente com a
referida mformac;ao assmada,
provtsao de uma senha para desbloquear a refenda politlca, e
determmayao de uma

25

pos1~o

geografica real onde a refenda

1nformavao armazenada esta localizada, baseado em sJnaJs receb1dos em
um receptor que supre uma

1nforma~o

de pos1yao conMvel,

determ1na<;ao de urn tempo real,
comparayao da refenda pos1yao geograf1ca real e do refendo
tempo real com as refendas reg1oes geograf1cas autonzadas e o 1ntervalo de
30

tempo autonzado da refenda polfttca, e
permrss~o

de acesso

a refenda

1nformar;.§o armazenada se a

refenda post<;:ao geografica rea! eo tempo real calrem nas refendas reg16es

•
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geografrcas autonzadas e no rntervalo de tempo autanzada da refenda polftrca
26 Metoda, de acarda com a rervrndrca<;ao 1, onde a fonte de
posr93o e tempo confiavers e um S1stema de Satelite de Navega<;ao de
5

6r-

brta Global
27 Metoda, de acordo com a rervrndrcayao 1, onde a refenda
fonte de pos1yao e tempo conf1ave1s e urn s1stema de navegayao rnerte
28 Metoda, de acordo com a rervmd1cat;ao 1, onde a refenda
fante de pos1t;ao e tempo cantrave1s e um srstema de deterTrHna<;aa de loca-

10

lizat;ao baseado em satt§l!te
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RESUMO
Patente de lnven<;ao "CONTROLE DE ACESSO A UMA INFORMA~AO
ARMAZENAOA".

0 acesso a uma tnformac;ao armazenada par urn usuano
5

e con-

trolado comparando-se uma pos1<;ao geograf1ca real e/ou uma data I urn
tempo real com uma regrao geografica e/ou um 1ntervalo de data I tempo no
qual o acesso

a informar;ao armazenada esta autonzado

A posit;ao geogn3-

flca real onde a 1nformar;ao armazenada esta local!zada e a data I o tempo
real podem ser determ1nados, por exemplo, baseado em S1na1s receb1dos
10

em um receptor que supre tnformar;ao de pos1yao e de tempo conflavel, tal
como um receptor de GPS 0 acesso

a 1nformac;ao armazenada e autonza-

do se a pos1yao geografica real e/ou a data I o tempo cafrem na regtao geograflca e/ou no 1ntervalo de data I tempo autonzado A 1nformar;ao de poslc;:ao e de data I tempo supnda pelo receptor pode ser assrnada de forma

15

cnptograf1ca e cnptografada
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controlled by a
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clock. Time stamps and certifications are signed by the issuing device using
public
key cryptography to enable subsequent authentication. The network operations
center
logs clock certifications and responds to requests for authentication of time
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Declaration pertaining to Modification of the Patent
(AKA the 2001 patent rewrite)

I, Todd S Glassey, declare the follo\\-ing under the US Perjury Statue and swear
that this information is true and correct and to those things I rely on information
and belief, they also are true and correct.
1.

The

2001

Patent Application Rewrite modified Claim

1

to insert

Phase II Technology as indicated below in bold and italics:
A method for controlling access to stored information
comprising:
Determining an actual geographic position where said stored
information is located based on signals received at a receiver
supplying reliable position information;
Cryptographically signing said actual geographic
position with a receiver encryption key;
Verifying the signature of said actual geographic
position;
Determining that said actual geographic position is within a
geographic region within which access to said stored
information is authorized; and
Permitting access to said stored information.
2.

The

2001

Patent Application Rewrite modified Claim

12

to insert

Phase II Technology as indicated below in bold and italics:
Apparatus for controlling access to stored information
comprising:
A receiver supplying reliable position information for
determining an actual geographic position where said stored
information is located, wherein the receiver comprises
a receiver encryption mechanism providing a
receiver encryption key for cryptographically

signing data comprising the actual geographic
position; and
A computer for comparing said actual geographic position
with a geographic region within which access to said stored
information is authorized,
Wherein said computer permits access to said stored
information if said actual geographic position is located
within said authorized geographic region.
3.

The

2001

Patent Application Rewrite modified Claim

18

to insert

Phase II Technology as indicated below in bold and italics:
A method for controlling access to a subset of files belonging
to a larger set of files of stored information comprising:
Associating a unique file encryption key with each file from
the larger set of files and encrypting the files using the
associated encryption keys;
Associating each of the files from the larger set of files with at
least one authorized geographic region within which access
to said stored information is authorized;
Determining an actual geographic position where said stored
information is located based on signals received at a receiver
supplying reliable position information;

Cryptographically signing at least the actual
geographic position at the receiver;
VerifYing the signature ofthe actual geographic
position;
Comparing said actual geographic position with said
authorized geographic region; and
Providing a file decryption key which authorizes access toad
n permits decryption of said files belonging to said subset of
files, provided that the actual geographic position is located
within the authorized geographic region for the files
belonging to said subset of files.

4·

The

2001

Patent Application Rewrite modified Claim

21

to insert

Phase II Technology as indicated below in bold and italics:
A method for controlling access to stored information
comprising:
Determining an actual date or time at the location of said
stored information based on signals received at a receiver
supplying reliable time information;

Cryptographically signing at least the actual date
or time at the receiver;
Verifying the signature of the actual date or time;
Comparing said actual date or time with a predetermined
date or time interval at which access to said stored
information is authorized; and
Permitting access to said stored information if said actual
date or time occurs within said authorized date or time
interval.

s.

The

2001

Patent Application Rewrite modified Claim

25

to insert

Phase II Technology as indicated below in bold and italics:
A method for controlling access to stored information
compnsmg:
Forming a policy associating said information with authorized
geographic regions and authorized time intervals;
Cryptographically signing said policy and said information;
Storing said signed policy together with said signed
information;
Providing a password for unlocking said policy;
Determining an actual geographic position where said stored
information is located based on signals received at a receiver
supplying reliable position information;
Determining an actual time;

Cryptographically signing at least the actual
geographic position and the actual time at the
receiver;
Verifying the signature of the actual geographic
position and the actual time;
Comparing said actual geographic position and said actual
time with said authorized geographic regions and authorized
time interval of said policy; and
Permitting access to said stored information if said actual
geographic position and actual time falls within said
authorized geographic regions and authorized time interval of
said policy.
6.

The 2001 Patent Application Rewrite included a new independent

Claim 29 which was entirely comprised of Phase II Technology:
A method for controlling access to stored information, the
method comprising:
(a)

Determining a position;

(b)

Cryptographically signing data comprising at least a
representation of the position;

(c)

Verifying the signature of the data comprising at least
a representation of the position;

(d)

Determining that access to the stored information is
authorized at the position;

(e)

Permitting access to the information based at least
upon (c) and (d).

None of the OFFICE ACTIONS were disclosed to GLASSEY or MCNEIL as
required under Section 8. 7 of the Settlement Agreement nor was any license to
re-write any of the claims or the addition of the final clai9m Authorized in any

form by Glassey or MeN eil under any aspect of the original or settlement
agreements;
This declaration is made under the US Perjury Statute as described in the
opening preamble.
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Abstract of JP2000163379
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To limit the use of
information to a specified geographic area by
determining the geographic position of stored
information to be arranged according to a signal
received by a receiver supplying position
information and controlling access to the stored
information. SOLUTION: A GPS receiver 70 is
arranged at the actual geographic position of a
computer system 10 and receives a signal 75
from a circulating GPS satellite 90. According to
the received data, the actual geometric position
of information stored in a portable computerreadable CD-ROM used as a data distribution
medium 35 is determined and the receiver 70
converts the received signal 75 geometric
position data of precision of several meters as to
the latitude and altitude and day/hour data 71 of
precision of microseconds. Then the data 71 are
passed through a device driver 72 to control
access to stored information on the data
distribution medium 35 through a CD-ROM drive
30.
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{54) CONTROL OVER ACCESS TO STORED INFORMATION
{57)Abstract:
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To limit the use ofinformation·to
a specified geographic area by determining the geographic
position of stored information to be arranged according to a
-~~
signal received by a receiver supplying position information
I
and controlling access to the stored information.
\
SOLUTION: A GPS receiver 70 is arranged at the actual
geographic position of a computer system 10 and receives a
signal 75 from a circulating GPS satellite 90. According to the
received data, the actual geometric position of information
\
stored in a portable computer-readable CD-ROM used as a
data distribution medium 35 is determined and the receiver 70
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Assembly, distribution, and use of digital information
Abstract
Hierarchically organized graphical representations of items and groups of the items of digital information
which are available to be ordered by a user are displayed. The user interactively explores the representations
and selects items or groups to be ordered, using a pointer. While the graphical representations are being
displayed, a list of items or groups which have been selected for inclusion in an order is also displayed.
Software is executed which automatically determines the configuration of the computer, and matches the
configuration with the stored configuration information prior to the user placing an order. A user may
automatically be given access to items in a later revision of the medium if the user had access to the items in
an earlier revision.
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Claims

What is claimed is:
1. A method for controlling access to a subset of items arbitrarily selected from among a larger set of items of
digital infom1ation, comprising
encrypting said items belonging to said set using encryption keys, each of said items belonging to said set
being encrypted using a corresponding one of said encryption keys, said corresponding one of said encryption
keys being unique among said encryption keys used for encrypting said items belonging to said set, and
providing a decryption key which permits decryption of said items belonging to said arbitrarily selected
subset of items.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein said encryption keys are associated with corresponding decryption keys,
and said method further comprises
encrypting said decryption keys using a single global encryption key,
said global decryption key being said decryption key which is independent of the composition of said
arbitrarily selected subset.
3. The method of claim 1 further comprising
generating a request for access to said items belonging to said subset,
incorporating in said request a request encryption key based on information unique to said request, said
request encryption key being associated with a corresponding request decryption key,
encrypting said global decryption key in accordance with said request encryption key, and
decrypting said global decryption key in accordance with said request decryption key.
4. The method of claim 3 wherein said request for access to said items comprises an order placed by a
computer.
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5. The method of claim 3 wherein said information unique to said request comprises information associated
with said computer.
6. The method of claim 3 wherein said information unique to said request is based on randomized data.
7. The method of claim 3 wherein said information unique to said request is based on a serial number of a
medium on which said digital information is stored.
8. The method of claim 1 wherein said encryption keys are associated with corresponding decryption keys,
and said method further comprising
recording said larger set of items on a high-capacity random access storage medium, and
recording said decryption keys on said medium.
9. The method of claim 8 further comprising encrypting said decryption keys prior to recording on said
medium.
10. A method for controlling access to a subset of items arbitrarily selected from among a larger set of items
of digital information, comprising
recording said larger set of items on a high-capacity storage medium, and
encrypting said items belonging to said set using encryption keys, each of said items belonging to said set
being encrypted using an encryption key which is unique among said items belonging to said set, said
encryption keys being associated with corresponding decryption keys, and
encrypting said decryption keys using a single global encryption key, said global encryption key being
associated with a corresponding global decryption key, said global decryption key permitting decryption of
said items belonging to said arbitrarily selected subset of items,
recording said decryption keys on said medium,
generating a request for access to said items belonging to said subset,
incorporating in said request a request encryption key based on information unique to said request, said
request encryption key being associated with a corresponding request decryption key,
encrypting said global decryption key in accordance with said request encryption key, and
decrypting said global decryption key in accordance with said request decryption key.
11. Apparatus for controlling access to a subset of items arbitrarily selected from among a larger set of items
of digital information, comprising
an encryption mechanism for encrypting said items belonging to said set using encryption keys, each of said
items belonging to said set being encrypted using an encryption key which is unique among said items
belonging to said set, and
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a decryption key provider for providing a decryption key permitting decryption of said items belonging to
said arbitrarily selected subset of items.
12. A method for restricting use of decryption keys which are provided to a user for the purpose of allowing
decryption of information stored on a high-capacity storage medium, comprising,
encrypting the respective decryption keys using respectively different encryption keys,
providing the decryption keys to the user, and
enabling the user to decrypt the respective decryption keys using the respective encryption keys.
13. The method of claim 12 wherein said encryption keys are generated based on information unique to a
computer on which sid information is to be used.
14. The method of claim 12 wherein said encryption keys are generated based on randomized information.
15. The method of claim 12 wherein said information unique to said computer comprises a network address.
16. The method of claim 12 wherein said information unique to said computer comprises a computer serial
number.
17. The method of claim 12 wherein said information unique to said computer comprises a disk serial
number.
18. The method of claim 12 wherein said information which is unique to a single computer is delivered, from
said computer to a location where said encrypting is done, as part of a request for access to said encrypted
information.
19. A method for enabling a publisher to control access to digital information items distributed to users in the
form of successive revisions of a high-capacity random access storage medium, comprising
encrypting said digital information items as distributed on said high-capacity random access storage medium,
giving a user access to selected ones of said items by providing decryption information for decrypting said
selected items,
storing information indicative of items to which users had been given access in earlier revisions of said
medium, and
enabling a user automatically to have access to items in a later revision of said medium if said user had access
to said items in an earlier revision.
20. A method for controlling access to items of digital information stored on a high capacity storage medium,
comprising
encrypting one group of said items by a mechanism which enables decryption based on a single decryption
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key not recorded on said medium, and
encrypting another group of said items by a mechanism which requires different decryption keys, not
recorded on said medium, for each of said other items.
21. The method of claim 20 further comprising
storing information on said medium which indicates which of said items belong to which of said groups.

Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to assembly, distribution, and use of digital information.
Assembly, distribution, and use of information in digital form is fast becoming the norm rather than the
exception to using "hard" copy. Virtually every kind of information may be treated in this way: sounds and
music, executable programs, databases, pictures, animations, and fonts. The devices for embodying the
digital information also vary widely. Examples include high-capacity storage media, like CD-ROMs, and
switched telephone network communication.
In the case of CD-ROMs, publishers often already have available bundles of digital information which are
being distributed in other modes (for example, on low-density diskettes). Because of the large capacity of
CD-ROMs many bundles of digital information may be stored on a single disk. The bundles may be related,
as in a set of different type fonts, or they may be unrelated. The publisher assembles the different bundles and
creates a master data file which is then used to produce multiple identical disks for distribution.
A bundle stored on the CD-ROM may include not only the content which interests the end user (e.g., the text
of an encyclopedia), but also executable programs which enable the user to find and make use of the content.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In general, in one aspect, the invention features a graphical user interface for aiding use of a group of items of
digital information. Hierarchically organized graphical representations of the items and groups of the items
which are available to be ordered by the user are displayed to the user. The user interactively explores the
representations and selects items or groups to be ordered, using a pointer. While the graphical representations
are being displayed, a list of items or groups which have been selected for inclusion in an order is also
displayed.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The graphical user interface enables a user to
preview additional detailed information concerning an item when a representation of an item is displayed,
using a pointer. Also displayed are representations of actions which may be invoked, using a pointer, to cause
an order to be effected and to enable a user to have access to an item that has been ordered.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features aiding a user in placing an order for access at a computer
to an item of digital information offered by a distributor. Stored configuration information which identifies
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configurations of computers sufficient to enable use of the item is distributed to the user. Software is executed
which automatically determines the configuration of the user's computer, and matches the computer
configuration with the stored configuration information. A signal is issued to the user, prior to the user
placing the order, if the configuration and the stored configuration infonnation do not match.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The item of digital information is distributed
on a high-capacity random access storage medium. The configuration information is also stored on the
medium, as is the software which automatically determines the configuration and matches the computer
configuration with the stored configuration information.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features enabling a publisher to control ordering of items of digital
information by a user from among a larger set of items of digital information made available by the publisher.
The publisher is enabled to store packaging information identifying packages of items which are available for
ordering. The user is enabled to select packages for ordering and is prevented from ordering items in bundles
other than packages included in the packaging information.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The bundles which the user is prevented from
ordering include individual items and supersets of the packages. The items in the larger set are made
available to the user as recorded information on a high-capacity random access storage medium. The
packaging information is recorded on the same storage medium. At least one of the items may belong to more
than one of the packages. The packaging information also defines packages of packages which are available
for ordering.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features controlling access to a subset of items arbitrarily selected
from among a larger set of items of digital information. Each of the items belonging to the set are encrypted
using an encryption key which is unique among the items belonging to the set. A decryption key is provided
which is sufficient to permit decryption of the items belonging to the arbitrarily selected subset of items.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The encryption keys are associated with
corresponding decryption keys, which are themselves encrypted using a single global encryption key (the
decryption key mentioned above) that is independent of the composition of the arbitrarily selected subset. A
request by the user (e.g., an order) for access to the items belonging to the subset incorporates a request
encryption key based on information unique to the request. The request encryption key has an associated
request decryption key. The global decryption key is encrypted in accordance with the request encryption key
and decrypted in accordance with the request decryption key. The information unique to the request
comprises information associated with the computer. The larger set of items is recorded on a high-capacity
random access storage medium and the decryption keys are also recorded on the medium. The decryption
keys are encrypted prior to recording on the medium.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features restricting use of a decryption key for the purpose of
decrypting an encrypted item stored on a high-capacity storage medium usable with more than one computer.
The decryption key is encrypted using information which is unique to a single computer and later decrypted
for use in the single computer to decrypt the encrypted item.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The information unique to the computer may
include a network address or a computer serial number, or may be based on random information derived from
the state of the computer system, or may incorporate a serial number of the storage medium. The information
which is unique to a single computer may be delivered, from the computer to a location where the encrypting
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is done, as part of a request for access to the encrypted item.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features aiding a publisher in assembling items of digital
information for mastering on a high-capacity random access storage medium by automatically verifying the
existence and integrity of each of the items prior to assembly for mastering.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features enabling a publisher to control access to digital
·information items distributed to users in the fonn of successive revisions of a highccapacity random access
storage medium. The digital information items are in encrypted form on the high-capacity random storage
medium. A user is given access to selected ones of the items by providing decryption information suitable for
decrypting the selected items, storing information indicative of items to which users had been given access in
earlier revisions of the medium, and enabling a user automatically to have access to items in a later revision
of the medium if the user had access to the items in an earlier revision.
Among the advantages of the invention are the following.
A wide range of benefits are provided by the invention both to the user and to the publisher. The publisher is
provided with powerful tools both for marketing and for controlling access to items to be distributed. For
marketing purposes, the publishers may include, e.g., on a CD-ROM, digital information implementing a
wide range of marketing approaches, including previews of items, information describing the items, disabled
versions of the items, and icons representing the items.
Publishers may easily maintain information regarding successive revisions of titles being distributed, and
may arrange for users to have automatic access in later revisions to items that they paid for in earlier
reVISIOnS.
The publisher can provide a large number and wide variety of items to a user, permitting the user to browse
and preview the items, giving the user the opportunity to pick and pay for only those items of interest. The
publisher need not fear that other items made available to the user, but not paid for, can be used.
The packaging of items in the system allows publishers to create item groupings that are sensible from a
marketing or other viewpoint, and to present those groupings to the user as products. The product groupings
can be revised and updated as needed.
The publisher can include the item grouping information and software for previewing, browsing, and
ordering all on a single CD-ROM.
Prechecking the items during pre-mastering assures that the final CD-ROM will include the items intended
and that they will be usable.
The user is provided with a powerful, easy-to-use interface to browse through and analyze the features of a
wide range of items and product groupings, to pick and choose those which it wishes to order, to place the
order, and then to install the items on his computer. This provides an easy and highly effective way to shop,
not only for software, and databases, but for virtually any product.
For items which are to be loaded into and used on a local computer, the user can be assured, prior to placing
an order, that the item will operate with the configuration represented by the local computer.
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Giving access to multiple items via a single decryption key provided to the user when the order is accepted
saves time and effort.
Other advantages and features will become apparent from the following description and from the claims.
DESCRIPTION
We first briefly describe the Figures.
FIG. 1 is an overall block diagram of a computer-based system for assembling, distributing, and using digital
information on a CD-ROM.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a computer-based system for pre-mastering a CD-ROM.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a database structure.
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of an encryption/decryption process.
FIGS. 5 through 25 are views of displays shown to an end user.
FIG. 26 is a view of a display shown to an order taker.
FIGS. 27 through 30 are views of displays shown to a pre-mastering user.
Referring to FIG. 1, in one example of the invention, a system 10 enables a publisher 12 to pre-master and
distribute digital information on CD-ROMs 14, and an end user 16 easily to make use of the information.
Generally, the result of the publisher's work is a set of pre-mastered data 22 which is in form to permit
mastering of multiple CD-ROMs 14 using a conventional mastering system 24. The pre-mastered data is set
up by a pre-mastering system 18 which includes software running on a workstation. The inputs to the
pre-mastering system 18 include end user system software 26, bundles of digital information 28, 30 (called
valued and non-valued items, respectively), facilities 32 associated with the end user system software, and
information entered by the user 12 using a keyboard or mouse (not shown). Valued items may be items which
the user may order and pay for, such as clipart images. Non-valued items may be items which need not be
paid for, such as free games, or marketing information describing a range of items. Among other things, the
pre-mastering system checks and verifies the valued items 28 being included in the pre-mastering data set.
The valued items are stored on the CD-ROM in encrypted form and are unusable by the end user until he has
paid for their use. The pre-mastering system also maintains a pre-mastering database 34 which maintains
infom1ation about the different sets of pre-mastered data 22.
The end user gets access to and makes use of digital information stored on the CD-ROM with the aid of end
user system software 36. End user system software 36 is a version of the original end user system software 26
which has been configured by the pre-mastering system 18, combined with selected facilities 32, and stored
on the CD-ROM. The software 36 is loaded into and runs on the user's workstation. Among other things, the
end user system software creates and maintains an end user database 38, e.g., on the workstation hard disk.
The end user system software includes code which allows the user to browse through information
representing the items, to preview certain items, to generate and send a purchase order 40 to an order taking
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system 42, to receive back an acknowledgment of the order, to "unlock" the order items, and to install them
on the workstation.
The purchase order indicates which of the valued items (or groups of valued items) the user wishes to order.
The order may also include information which is unique to the particular workstation being used and assures
that the acknowledgment returned in response to the order will permit use of the items only on the particular
workstation. The order may be delivered to the order taker under program control (e.g., via FAXmodem,
modem, network packet, or cable system) or under user control (e.g., via voice telephone call, FAX, or
printed matter)
Information stored on the CD-ROM with respect to a valued item includes information about which
computers and peripheral equipment are suitable for use with the item. Before an order is sent to the order
taker, the end user system checks the actual configuration of the user's workstation against the stored
compatibility information to make sure they match.
Once the order has been accepted, an order acceptance 44 is returned to the end user system. The order
acceptance includes decryption information which is based on information previously sent from the end user
system and aids in decryption of the valued items. The order acceptance also may include other information
(for example control data for controlling the collection of information on user activity). The system is
configured so that a single item of decryption information sent from the order taking system to the end user
system is enough to allow decryption of whichever valued items are chosen by the user even though each
valued item has been encrypted with a different encryption key and even though the order may specify an
arbitrary selection of valued items.
The order taking system 42 includes software running on a workstation. The software provides an
environment in which an order taker 46 can process the order and cause the order acceptance to be returned.
The order taking system software maintains an order taking database 50. Information generated by the order
taking system may be passed to accounting, order entry, and marketing analysis systems 52.
The end user system includes code which provides an integrated windowed graphical user interface through
which users may browse, preview, order, unlock, and install valued items and other infonnation stored on the
CD-ROM.
The pre-mastering system enables the publisher to manage successive revisions of a CD-ROMs to permit,
among other things, a user to have free access to revised versions of valued items which the user paid for via
an earlier revision.
Pre-mastering System
As seen in FIG. 2, the pre-mastering system manages the pre-mastering user interface 102. It provides a
windowed graphical user interface which enables the user to guide the processing of the items to be included
on the CD-ROM on an item by item basis.
Referring to FIG. 27, an Item Definition window 502 offers the user the ability to define an item for use in
pre-mastering an item efficiently. The user may enter a name for the item in box 504, a title for the item in
box 506, and a short description in box 508. The software automatically provides a revision number in box
512 to maintain a sequenced record of item changes.
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To initiate a new item, the user selects the New button on the item browser, and selects the type of item (e.g.,
atomic item or group item). The user enters a publisher ID which uniquely identifies the item for that title.
The system automatically assigns an internal ID and revision number to the item. Other than type, internal
ID, revision, number, and publisher ID, all other fields will initially have the value determined by inheritance
as follows. If the field has a value in a title which this title is derived from, that value is used. Otherwise the
value is marked as not specified. From the initial set of values, any further modifications to the item's fields
may override the inherited values or cause them to be used again (to undo an override).
When an item is initially created, its status is set to incomplete. Once the item is validated, if sufficient
information has been entered to allow a pressing the status is changed to complete. Once a pressing is
performed using this item, the status is set to locked and no further changes are allowed to this revision of the
item. A new revision must be created if edits are required. If a locked item is deleted its status is set to
obsolete.
The item type box is a field which allows the user to select from a restricted list of item classifications used
by the end user system.
A set of buttons 520 allows the user to call up other windows to provide additional information for an item.
The files button 522 invokes a window in which the user may indicate the source files that will make up an
item. The keywords button 524 invokes a window 526 (FIG. 28) which contains a box 528 that displays
available keywords for use with the item. A box 530 displays the list of keywords that have been selected
from box 528 for use with this item. Box 532 provides a place for the user to edit a keyword selected in box
530. In general, the keywords applicable to an item may already exist; if so they may be imported by the
pre-mastering system and displayed in box 528 for selection. Alternatively new keywords for the item may
be keyed in by hand in box 532 to build a keyword set for the item.
If the user selects Attributes button 534 (FIG. 27), he is presented with an Attributes window 536 (FIG. 29).
Window 536 includes a box 540 which displays available attributes for selection by the user. In general, the
attributes applicable to an item may already exist; if so they may be imported by the pre-mastering system.
Alternatively new attributes for the item may be keyed in by hand to build an attribute set for the item. Box
542 displays the attributes that have been selected. Box 544 provides a place for the user to edit or add new
attributes and box 546 enables the value of the attribute to be edited or added.
If the user selects the Facilities button 538 (FIG. 27), he is presented with a Facilities window that includes
boxes enabling the user to select facilities that are to be made available for the item being premastered.

If the user selects the Vendors button 550, he is presented with a Vendors window that allows the entry of
information about the vendor of the item.
If the user selects the Thumbnails button 552, the user is presented with a Thumbnail window 554 (FIG. 30).
A box 556 allows the selection of setup information for displaying the thumbnail associated with the item.
The setup information includes a resolution, and a label for the spreadsheet. A box 558 enables the user to
specify the source path of the file or files that make up the item. A box 560 enables the user to specify the
destination path on the CD-ROM. The user may enter or edit resolution information in box 562, label
information in box 564 and label font information in box 566.

In addition to providing a graphical user interface, the pre-mastering system processes end user system
software 104 to place it in condition to be recorded on the CD-ROM. The pre-mastering system verifies and
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moves to the CD-ROM pre-mastering area all executable, library, and data files required by the end user
system to be able to display, preview, order, decompress, decrypt, and install any items on the CD-ROM. The
pre-mastering software also produces relations which map specific methods for each of the above facilities to
each item on the CD-ROM. The pre-mastering software also generates all key tables required by the end user
system as well. as the order taker software.
The pre-mastering system maintains a pr~-~astering database 106 that contain; the following information
with respect to each revision and pressing of each title:
date of the revision and pressing
whether publisher has full rights or must pay royalty to manufacturer
the title number
the revision number
In the course of processing items for inclusion on the CD-ROM, the pre-mastering system creates a
CD-ROM database 108 in two versions; one is held by the publisher (we shall call it the Publisher's
Database); the other (a subset of the publisher's version) is included in the pre-mastered data to be stored on
the CD-ROM (the CD-ROM Database).
CD-ROM Database
As seen in FIG. 3, both versions of the CD-ROM database are organized on an item by item basis. An item
130 may be an atomic item 132 or a group item 136 which represents a collection of items.
Each item is identified by an internal ID number, a vendor ID number, a publisher ID number, an original
manufacturer ID number, a title for the item (for display at the end user's workstation), a description of the
item, and a list of properties of the item. Properties associated with an item include
original manufacturer
licensing rights due to manufacturer
whether the item is orderable or not
whether the item is valued or non-valued
whether the item is visible to the end user or not
comments
list fields, described below
Each item has associated with it file information 140 for the files which make up the item. For each file, this
includes where the file came from (its source path), where it is to be stored on the CD-ROM (its release path),
where it is suggested that the file be installed on the user's system, the file size, a checksum, and a file type.
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Each item also has associated with it infonnation concerning one or more thumbnails 142 which are
representative of the content of the item. An example of a thumbnail is a graphic of a single letter from an
item which contains the entire font. Multiple thumbnails may be needed for use with different display modes
(resolutions). The information concerning each thumbnail is its source path and its release path on the
·CD-ROM, a short title to appear under the thumbnail when displayed, font infonnation for the short title, and
identification of facilities needed to expose the thumbnail to the user.
Each item may also have associated with it one or more previews 144. Examples of previews are
demonstrations, animations, copyright infonnation, and bit maps. They are designed to enable a user to learn
about an item without actually having access to the item. The information which both versions of the
CD-ROM database hold with respect to previews for an item includes the identity of the primary preview ~nd
alternate previews, the files where the previews are located, the source path, the CD-ROM path, the title that
appears on menus which give the user a choice of previews, and type of preview.
The container link information 148 defines relationships between atomic items and group items. An atomic
item may be part of multiple packages, and packages may be linked in groups of items.
Each item may have an associated set of keywords 150 used for searching within the item. Because the same
keywords may be used for more than one of the items, rather than tie a separate dedicated set of keywords to
each item, keyword links I 52 are provided to point to the keywords applicable to a given item.
In the same vein, an item may have attributes 154, but as multiple items may share attributes, attribute links
156 are provided to point to the attributes applicable to a given item.
Comments 158 may be entered with respect to an item, for documentation purposes.
For purposes of keeping track of sets of pre-mastered data, a set of items intended to be recorded on
CD-ROMs is called a title. An example of a title would be images of major league baseball players. The
properties of a title and of a revision include its name, its date, and comments. Titles may have title previews
162.
Titles are hierarchical in the sense that certain titles may be derived from other titles. In the case of title
derivation, the derived title will inherit all the properties and items of the title from which it is derived. Any
changes or additions to the derived title will only apply within its own scope. Subsequent changes to the title
derived from will propagate to all derived titles dynamically.
Items are also hierarchical. An item within a particular title will inherit any unspecified properties from the
corresponding items with the same identity (same internal ID) in any titles from which the particular title is
derived. For example, if a title "Pictures of Cars" is derived from a title "Pictures of Machines" and one of the
items contained in both titles is a picture of a Porsche then for all properties not specified for the "Pictures of
Cars" title, the values specified for the same item in the "Pictures of Machines" title will be used. This
mechanism allows specific properties only relevant to an individual title to be specified while not requiring
general properties common to a group of titles to be re-entered.
When any change is made in a title, production of additional CD-ROMs represents a new revision. The
CD-ROM database includes information which indicates which revision of the title is presented and indicates
the upgradeability of each item. For a new revision, a new decryption key is generated for each item.
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A given revision of a given title may have multiple pressings 164. A pressing is an instance of a title as it is
recorded on multiple CD-ROMs which differs from the CD-ROMs of other pressings of the same title and
revision only by the decryption keys associated with the respective valued items. The properties of a pressing
include the date of pressing, a description of the pressing, and a seed for the encryption key. The seed is an
encryption key used to encrypt the decryption keys generated for the first pressing of the given title and
revision. A pressing could be a run of say 1000 CD-ROMs. In each new pressing, the encryption key and
corresponding decryption key for the decryption key file is changed, but the underlying decryption keys for
the items are not changed. This provides an additional security feature versus a system in which a pressing
covers many thousands of CD-ROMs.
Upgrade tables 167 in the CD-ROM database indicate the extent to which an end user is permitted access to
items to which he previously had access in an earlier revision. There is an upgrade table with respect to each
prior revision or pressing. Each upgrade table includes a list of new item numbers. Each new item number is
associated with an old item number and with a key. The key is the actual decryption key for use with the item
on the current CD-ROM, encrypted with the original encryption key for that item on the revision or pressing
to which the table pertains. Thus the tables, together with information previously obtained by the end user
with respect to the earlier pressing or revision, is sufficient to permit decryption of items to which the user
previously had access.
The version of the CD-ROM database recorded on the CD-ROM is identical to the publisher's version except
that it only includes the one title which relates to the items stored on the CD-ROM and all hierarchical
information has been resolved to produce a single independent set of records.
In addition to the general title information and the information concerning each item in the title, the
CD-ROM database includes vendor information, keyword information, and attribute information which are
referenced by items in the title.
An example of a possible database definition for the CD-ROM database is set forth in Appendix A,
incorporated by reference.
Returning to FIG. 2, the pre-mastering system also generates encryption keys and key files for use for a given
pressing. The encryption scheme is described in more detail below.
The pre-mastering system also processes 112 the original items to generate processed items. This is done
after the CD-ROM database has been set up and the encryption keys and key files have been generated. The
title information in the database indicates the items to be included in the pre-mastering data. Items to be
included are processed one after another. To process an item, first the files which make up and which are
associated with the item are located and fetched.
Each file is verified by the following steps. A check is made to be sure the file exists and is the same version
as the one that the user originally specified when populating the database. This check is made on the basis of
size, checksum, and modification date. A check is also made that the item includes (and has accessible) all
required fields (for example, bitmaps may always require an x-size and a y-size).
After verification, the files making up the item are compressed (if called for) and encrypted (if cal1ed for).
Compression and encryption may use any appropriate compression and encryption schemes. The files making
up the item are compressed and/or encrypted if the database so indicates (which will be typical for large
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items, to be compressed, or valued items, to be encrypted).
Referring to FIG. 4, the sequence of steps involved in encryption and decryption of an item in the
pre-mastering, order taking, and end user systems begins with the generation of a unique item encryption key
for the item 170. Encryption keys may be generated by any of a variety of known schemes. The unique item
encryption key 170 is applied to the valued item 172 to generate an encrypted valued item 174. It is that
encrypted item that is recorded on the CD-ROM 176. The CD-ROM may carry an encrypted version of an
item decryption key file 178. The encrypted item decryption key file is an encrypted file which lists the
encrypted items on the disk and associates with each item an item decryption key 180 which corresponds to
the item encryption key used to encrypt the file. The actual item decryption key file 182 is encrypted using a
unique key file encryption key 184. Thus, the CD-ROM contains all of the decryption keys needed to decrypt
all of the items contained on it, but they cannot be used without decrypting the file which holds them. That
decryption requires an actual key file decryption key 186 which corresponds to the key file encryption key
for decryption key file. The actual key file decryption key is not included on the CD-ROM but rather is
obtained by the end user as part of the process of ordering and paying for use of selected valued items, as
follows.
The actual key file decryption keys are provided by the publisher to the order taker and maintained in the
order taking system. Each order from an end user to the order taker includes a unique request number 188 and
a list of IDs of selected valued items 190. The request number identifies the CD-ROM in a way that enables
the order taking system to fetch the actual key file decryption key. The order taking system uses the request
number to generate an encrypted key file decryption key 192 which is delivered to the erid user system. The
end user system has access to the request number in that the request number was generated at the end user
workstation. The end user system uses the request number to decrypt the encrypted key file decryption key
192, thus recovering the actual key file decryption key 186. This is used to generate (unlock) the actual item
decryption key file 182 from the encrypted version 178. Then the IDs for the selected valued items 190 are
used to control the retrieval of the selected decryption keys. They are stored on the hard disk of the end user's
workstation and used to decrypt the valued items for subsequent use. Alternatively they may be stored on a
network file server (for example, when an enterprise license or bulk license and software for counting active
copies is used) or on other media such as Flash RAM, EEPROM (EEROM) or even ROM (for example when
the key is pre-encoded in a PCMCIA card).
Part of the key file decryption key is a set of check sum/hash totals on the item decryption keys for the items
in the order. This provides an additional layer of protection, making it more difficult for the end user to use
the key file decryption key to free up item decryption keys for items not ordered.
Referring again to FIG. 2, the finished CD-ROM contains processed items 200 (which include valued items
and information other than valued items, e.g., marketing materials), configured end user executables 202, the
end user CD-ROM database and the key files 206.
The system may be used to distribute a title which spans multiple volumes (e.g., multiple physical
CD-ROMs). The CD-ROM database is then duplicated on each of the volumes and the thumbnails and
selected non-valued items may be duplicated on some or all of the CD-ROMs. The database includes volume
number as an identifier so that the end user system will not be confused as to which physical volume is
currently in place. As a result, the publisher may virtually ignore size constraints and the user may compose
an order which spans several volumes.
End User System
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When the user starts the end user system, the main menu (FIG. 5) appears. Among the menu choices are
Preview and Search 302 (which leads to the main browsing and searching facilities); Order, Unlock, and
Install 304, which leads to the processes for generating orders, and unlocking and installing items; Samples
and Other Info 306, which provides the same functions as Preview and Search, for free product and general
information; and System Setup 308, where users can review and modify infonnation about themselves, their
system, and the publisher.
When the user invokes the System Setup item, the submenu of FIG. 6 appears. The Customer Information
selection 310 leads to a window of information about the end user which is needed when an order is to be
placed. The Vendor Information selection 312 leads to information about the name, address, phone, FAX,
customer support technical support and related numbers from the publisher. The Computer Information
selection 314 provides system configuration information needed to run the end user system, such as the
location of the CD-ROM reader.
The Samples and Other Info selection 306 on the main menu gives the user access (through a sub-menu (FIG.
7) to self-running demos 316, try-out (disabled) products 318 orfree products 320.
The Preview and Search selection 302 of the main menu gives the user access (through a sub-menu, FIG. 8)
to alternative choices for previewing 322 or searching 324 through items on the disk for the purpose of
locating those which the end user wishes to purchase. The search functions are a subset of the preview
functions described below.
The Order, Unlock, and Install selection 304 of the main menu leads to a sub-menu (FIG. 9) which enables
the user to Place Order 326, Unlock Order 328, or Install Unlocked Order 330.
When the Preview selection 322 is invoked, a multiple window screen 332 (FIG. 10) appears. The screen
provides constant simultaneous viewing of three important aspects of the content of the CD-ROM and makes
navigation, previewing, and ordering or items easy and simple. The three aspects are displayed in three
windows. The Viewer window 334 continually provides graphical illustrations 336 of one or more items
stored in the CD-ROM. The user may use the scroll bar 338 to navigate through the items which to finds ones
of interest.
The Position window 340 illustrates the hierarchy of the items on the CD-ROM and the position of each item,
or category, or package within the hierarchy. The hierarchy does not depend on the physical location of the
items on the CD-ROM but rather is governed by a marketing hierarchy imposed by the publisher in the
course of pre-mastering and embodied in the CD-ROM database. The scroll bar 342 permits easy navigation
through the hierarchy and the Position and Viewer windows are synchronized so that scrolling in one causes
corresponding scrolling in the other.
An Order Pad window 344 gives the user access to the ordering facilities and displays information about
orders.
The lowest level in the hierarchy of items illustrated in the Viewer and Position windows are the items. Items
(e.g., individual clipart images) may be bundled into packages for purposes of sale. Each package typically
contains items of a broader category (e.g., sound effects), and there are typically different packages within a
given category. Categories typically are not subject to being purchased in a single transaction. Only the
packages within a category may be purchased in a single transaction. There may be packages of packages and
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so on. Furthermore packages may contain items of different types.
The user may easily switch what is shown in the Viewer window between all of the items stored on the
CD-ROM (using the disk contents button 345) and the items which were generated in the most recent search
(using the search results button 347).
The type of each thumbnail is indicated in the upper right corner, for example by a "C" 350 for Category, or
by a "P" for package, or blank for an individual item. At the lower right comer of each thumbnail is an
indication of whether the item or package has been ordered (a"?"), ordered and unlocked (a checkmark),
ordered, unlocked, and installed (filled circle) or not yet ordered (blank). The status indicator for a package or
group indicates the highest level of status achieved by all items in the package or group.
Each thumbnail is accompanied by an textual title 354 which includes one line of content and a second line
repeating in text what is indicated in the hierarchical symbol 350. Initially the Viewer displays thumbnails
346 of the highest level bundles in the hierarchy, in this case categories.
When the user double clicks on a category thumbnail, the category is opened to reveal thumbnails 360 (FIG.
11) corresponding to all of the entries at the next lower level of the item hierarchy. As shown, this next lower
level may itself include categories.
Double clicking on one of the thumbnails at this lower level (e.g., the "Type 1 Category") opens that category
and displays package thumbnails 362 (FIG. 12). In this case, each thumbnail is a sample of one of the font
letters. Clicking on one of the package thumbnails leads to display (in this case) of the thumbnails 364 (FIG.
13) for individual items (here individual fonts).
The hierarchy may be navigated in the reverse direction simply by clicking on the Previous button 366.
By clicking an individual item thumbnail, the user may cause display of additional information about that
item (for example more comprehensive displays of the font (FIG. 14)).
Clicking on the Info button 368 (FIG. 13) provides other detailed marketing information (FIG. 15) about
items represented by selected thumbnails.
The information for every item includes the item identifying number 370, the version number 372, the size
374, the title 376, a description 378, a file format 380, the status 382, and the installed path 384. Of these
items all but the last two are derived from the CD-ROM database. The last two are derived from the end user
database.
The middle of the window provides information 386 (derived from the CD-ROM database) specific to the
particular type of item. The keywords subwindow 388 shows keywords assigned to the item (either by the
publisher via the CD-ROM database, or by the end user).
The end user may click the order item button 390 (FIG. 13) at any time to add a selected item to an order, and
may click the install item button 392 at any time to install a selected item that has been ordered and unlocked.
Thus the windowed graphical user interface enables the user to engage in browsing, previewing, ordering,
searching, and installation activities easily and quickly while viewing and interacting with a single screen of
three windows and control buttons.
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SEARCHING/BROWSING
The end user may search the content of the CD-ROM using keyword information and the values of attributes.
Keyword information may be stored on the CD-ROM as part of the CD-ROM database, as a result of
pre-mastering, or may be added by the end user and stored in the end user database. Attribute information is
supplied by the publisher in the course of pre-mastering and stored in the CD-ROM database. Attributes are
publisher specified information categories which apply to all items of a given type. The attribute values for an
item appear in the window that is displayed when the info button is clicked (reference numeral 386 in FIG.
15.
The end user invokes the search function by clicking on the Search button 390 (FIG. 13). When the search is
completed the results are represented by thumbnails displayed in the Viewer window. The Search is replaced
with a Search Again button. When the search again button is pressed searching is restricted to the field of
results of the prior search.
When the Search button is clicked, a window 400 (FIG. 16) is displayed enabling the user to specify the
search criteria and control the progress of the search. At the top of the window are four pull down menus. The
first pull down menu 402 permits selection from all of the groups of items recorded on the CD-ROM. The
second pull down menu 404 permits selection from a list of all of the attributes defined for the selected group.
The third pull down menu 406 permits selection of a logical search operator (e.g., greater than). The fourth
pull down menu 408 permits selection of one of the possible values which exist for the selections made in the
other three pull down menus.
If the user wishes to apply a combination search, he then clicks on the Apply button 409. Then he selects a
combinational operator in the Combination Rule pull down menu 410. And then he enters the next search rule
in the menus 402, 404, 406, 408, and finally clicks on the Start button 412. The search criteria are displayed
in box 414 for review. The Where is it function (described below) may also be used to locate a desired item.

Being able to locate a desired item is especially useful at the end of the searching process. The search may
have led to items which are individually not orderable (so that the user needs to find the package which
contains the item and which is orderable) or to items which are orderable in multiple packages (so that the
user needs to determine which package is most suitable to order).
Ordering
The end user uses the Order Pad window 344 (FIG. 10) to compose a new order, place an order, review an
order that has been composed or an order that has been placed, to unlock the items of an order that has been
placed and accepted, and to install the items of an order that has been unlocked.
An order is composed by assembling in the Order Pad window a list of orderable items, packages, and
categories. The list is assembled in any one or more of three ways. One way is to drag and drop the entity
from the Viewer window. A second way is to select the item in the Viewer window and then click on the
Order Item button (390, FIG. 3). A third way is to select the item in the Viewer window and then select Add
to Order from the Contents pull down menu 391 (FIG. 10). The Contents pull down menu is shown in FIG.
24. As seen in FIG. 25, when the Where is it entry 421 is selected in the Contents pull down menu, a list is
displayed showing the packages and categories in which the selected item is found. This aids the user in
deciding which package may be the best to buy to get the desired item.
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Returning to FIG. 10, the entities which make up the order are listed 420 in the order pad window in the same
order as in the Position Window and may be expanded or contracted in the same way.
If an attempt is made to order a collection of items that was not intended by the publisher to be sold as an
entity, an error message like the one shown in FIG. 18 is displayed. A similar error message (FIG. 19) is
displayed when the user attempts to order an item which is too low in the hierarchy to be separately ordered.
If the user double clicks on an entry in the list displayed in the Order Pad window, thumbnails of the items
which make up the entry are displayed in the Viewer window.

The user deletes an entry from the order list by selecting it and then clicking on the Remove Item button 422
(FIG. 17).
To move on to the process for placing the order, the user clicks on the Place Order button 424 (FIG. 17). The
Clear Order button deletes the entire order list from the window.
Clicking on the Place Order button causes a order information window 426 (FIG. 20) to be displayed.
Sections at the top of the window show the customer number (received from the order taker and entered after
the first order is placed), and the customer name, company name, voice and FAX phone numbers, and disk
serial number (all entered by the user during setup and subject to change by clicking on the Set Up button
428). The disk title is automatically provided from the CD-ROM database. The request number is generated
by the end user system as described earlier and is unique to the order. This may be achieved either using the
serial number or network address of the computer on which the end user system is running or by using
randomized information (e.g., information derived from the state of the computer system) that makes it
highly unlikely that two requests will be the same. In some implementations the request number can
incorporate a disk serial number. Information about payment 430 is user editable by clicking on the Set Up
button. Ordering information 432 is also editable through the Set Up procedures.
The Cancel button 436 removes the order from the system and returns the user to the Viewer. A placed order
may be saved by clicking on the Save button 438. Clicking on the Unlock Order button 440 advances the user
to the unlock and install routines after the order has been placed and the key has been returned. The Help
button 442 does what its name implies.
The user may view, unlock, and install orders previously composed using the scroll bar 444 (FIG. 17). When
the user clicks on an order shown in the scroll bar list, that order is displayed in the Order Pad window. That
order may then be viewed or unlocked.
The ordering may be done by several methods. In a telephone conversation the user may read the information
to a clerk and receive back the decryption key. In a FAX order the information and key are passed by in FAX
format. In a printed order the order and key are printed on paper and the papers are FAXed. Modem to
modem communication is also possible. The purchased item list is not editable (because it is permanently
associated with the request number) and is copied from the list in the Order Pad window.
Unlocking
When an order has been placed and the decryption keys have been returned, the user enters the keys in the
Unlock Order window 450 (FIG. 21) which is displayed by clicking on the unlock button 440 (FIG. 20).
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Alternatively the user may select an entry in the Order pull-down menu. The user enters the keys in the key
fields 452. The end user system checks the keys and tells the user if a mistake has been made in entering
them. Once valid keys have been entered, the unlocking step has been completed and a corresponding
message is displayed to the user.
The user may then click on the Save button 454 if he wishes to wait until later to perform the installation of
the unlocked items, or on the Install button 456 if he wishes to proceed immediately to installation.
Installing
When the user indicates his wish to install the items of an unlocked order, the installation window 460 (FIG.
22) is presented. The installation window shows the request number 462 and date 464 of the order and lists
466, allows the user to control whether packages or items are displayed, and whether installed or uninstalled
items or both are displayed 468. The user may select items or packages on the display and the system shows
the required diskspace to install the displayed items 469.
When the display shows the items and packages which the user wishes to install, he clicks on the Install
button 470. This leads to display of a control window 472 (FIG. 23). In window 472 the user may choose the
location for storing each item in the order. The Next Item button 476 controls the contents of the Item box
474. A Recommended Target box 478 shows the recommended location as indicated in the CD-ROM
database. The user indicates the actual directory desired in box 480 in the usual way for Windows
applications. The Install All Here box allows the user to handle installation of all items to the same directory
at once,
Installation of each item involves decryption using the decryption key for that item found in the decryption
key file on the CD-ROM database, and decompression.
Alternatively it is possible to arrange for the unlocked items on the CD-ROM to be used directly with
on-the-fly decryption and decompression if appropriate facilities are provided.
Other interfaces, not so heavily dependent on the mouse actions by the user, may also be provided.
End User Database
Appendix B (incorporated by reference) includes an example of a database structure for use in the end user
database. The end user database is created and maintained on the user's computer with the aid of routines
included in the end user system stored on the CD-ROM.
As seen Appendix B, the end user database includes information such as the customer's number, name,
address, telephone numbers, credit card information, disk information, and order and key information.
Order Taking System
In order to generate keys for delivery to the end user in response to an order, the order taker is presented with
a screen 490. A box 491 contains the unique request number associated with the order. This number may be
obtained electronically over a telephone line or entered manually by the order taker when the request number
is spoken to the order taker over the phone by the end user. The disk title and disk description boxes 492, 493,
display information that is derived automatically by the order taking system from the request number.
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Box 494 contains the list of items being ordered. In one implementation this information would be derived
automatically over the telephone line as part of the order. In another, the user would read the list of items to
the order taker who would then enter them by keyboard or by selection from a scrolled item list 495.
Once the order is completed, the order taker selects "Generate Keys" and the "keys" are computed and
displayed in boxes 496 and 497. The two entries in boxes 496 and 497 together comprise the decryption key
for the decryption key file discussed earlier. They are displayed as two "keys" for convenience in delivering
them by voice. The keys could either be delivered electronically or by voice to the user.
The order taking database is derived from order taking information sent from the pre-mastering system (see
FIG. 1) The order taking database includes tables for each revision. A table for a given revision includes a list
of item numbers, the title of each item, the decryption key for each item, and optional information such as
accounting information. The database also includes a section for each pressing of each revision. That section
contains, for each pressing, the key that was used to encrypt the decryption key of a prior pressing.
Other embodiments are within the scope of the claims.
For example, the nomenclature of the discussion above has centered on a commercial implementation in
which a publisher wishes to distribute items in exchange for payments associated with user orders. But the
system is also useful for non-commercial applications, such as for internal use within a corporation to
distribute information (e.g., marketing information, manuals, product specifications) to employees. Many
organizations are beginning to use CD-ROMs for internal distribution of proprietary information such as
architectural drawings, financial transaction histories, and CAD/CAM/CAE designs. In those contexts the
"order" is not associated with a payment, and encryption may or may not be needed.
The arrangements for decryption may be varied. For example, the decryption keys for selected items may not
be included in the item decryption key file 182. This will be indicated in the CD-ROM database. When an
end user orders such an item, the order acceptance will include an individual decryption key for each ordered
item.
Alternatively, a single encryption key may be used to encrypt all items in a title, and a single corresponding
decryption key may be provided to decrypt all items.
Furthermore, a hybrid scheme could be used in which some items on a title (e.g., less valuable ones) are
protected by a single encryption key while others are protected on a one key per item basis.
The medium in which the digital information is conveyed need not be CD-ROM but could be floppy disks,
tape, magnetic-optical storage, ROM chips, flash-RAM chips, normal hard disks, and other high-capacity
media that may be developed in the future.
Furthermore the digital information may be distributed by a non-storage medium, including computer
network media and side-band broadcasting. In the latter case, for example, side-band information sent by TV
network, cable networks, and syndicators to their affiliates could be used more extensively if the transmitter
knew that only authorized affiliates would be able to decrypt the broadcast signal and extract the original
information. Similarly, broadcast frequency or cable channels could be used to distribute secure information.
The invention is likely to be applicable to other non-storage media not yet developed.
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Appendix C contains source code for an implementation of the invention which may differ in some respects
from the implementation described above. The code in Appendix C was built using the following tools:
Borland C++ Version 3.1, Raima dbVista version 3.21, Blaise CPalette Library version 1.0, and Symantec
Object Graphics Library version 1.01. In Appendix C, DDKEYEXE is the executable for the order taker
system; DD.EXE is the executable for the end user system; the pre-mastering system is embedded in
DD.EXE; CRYPTIT.EXE and KEYIT.EXE are part of the pre-mastering process. A portion of the disclosure
of this patent application contains material which is subject to copyright protection. The owner has no
objection to facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent application, as it appears in the Patent and
Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever.
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System and methods for generating trusted and authenticatable time stamps for
electronic documents
Abstract
A trusted time infrastructure system provides time stamps for electronic documents from
a local source. The system comprises a trusted master clock, a trusted local clock, and a
network operations center. The trusted master clock and network operations center are
located within secure environments controlled by a trusted third party. The trusted local
clock may be located in an insecure environment. The trusted master clock is certified to
be synchronized with an accepted time standard, such as a national time server. The
trusted local clock, which issues time stamps, is certified to be synchronized with the
trusted master clock. Time stamps and certifications are signed by the issuing device
using public key cryptography to enable subsequent authentication. The network
operations center logs clock certifications and responds to requests for authentication of
time stamps.
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Parent Case Text

RELATED APPLICATlONS
This is a continuation-in-part application of a copending application entitled "System and
Method for Providing a Trusted Third Party Clock and Trusted Local Clock," U.S.
application Ser. No. 09/338,074, filed Jun. 23, 1999, which is hereby incorporated by
reference.

Claims

What is claimed is:
I. A system for providing a source of time certified to be synchronized with an accepted
standard, the system comprising:
a trusted master clock certified through a first certificate to be synchronized to the
accepted standard, the trusted master clock maintained within a secure environment under
control of a trusted third party;
a trusted local clock certified by the trusted master clock through a second certificate to
be synchronized with the trusted master clock, the trusted local clock being a tamperresistant device configured to be located in an insecure environment; and
a network operations center configured to provide verification information for verifying
the certification of the synchronization of clocks within the system, the network
operations center maintained within a secure environment under control of a trusted third
party.
2. The system of claim I, wherein the first and second certificates are cryptographically
signed and wherein the first certificate and the second certificate can be the same
certificate.
3. The system of claim I, wherein the verification information comprises a public key of
a clock.
4. The system of claim 1, wherein the trusted local clock is configured to provide trusted
temporal tokens that cryptographically bind data to time.
5. The system of claim 4, wherein the verification information comprises an indication of
the validity of a submitted trusted temporal token.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the network operations center is further configured to
receive certification information from the trusted master clock.
7. The system of claim 6, wherein the certification information comprises a time
calibration certificate of a certified clock.
8. The system of claim 1, wherein the network operations center is further configured to
log time calibration certificates.
9. A system for time stamping digital documents, wherein the time foot which the time
stamp is derived is certified to be synchronized to an accepted standard the system
comprising:
a trusted master clock certified to be synchronized to the accepted standard through a first
cryptographically signed certificate, the trusted master clock maintained within a secure
environment under control of a trusted third party;
a trusted local clock certified by the trusted master clock to be synchronized with the
trusted master clock through a second cryptographically signed certificate, the trusted
local clock configured to provide time stamps, the trusted local clock being a
tamperresistant device configured to be located in an insecure environment; and
a network operations center configured to provide time stamp verification information,
the network operations center maintained within a secure environment under control of a
trusted third party.
10. The system of claim 9, wherein the verification information comprises a time
calibration certificate of a certified clock.
11. The system of claim 9, wherein the verification information comprises a public key of
a clock.
12. The system of claim 9, wherein the verification information comprises an indication
ofthe validity of a submitted time stamp.
13. The system of claim 9, wherein the network operations center is further configured to
log time calibration certificates.
14. A method of providing trusted temporal tokens, the method comprising:
maintaining a red master clock within a secure environment;
causing the trusted master clock to be certified through a first certificate as synchronized
with a trusted time server;
certifying a trusted local clock through a second certificate to be synchronized with the

trusted master clock, the trusted local clock being configured to provide trusted temporal
tokens, the trusted local clock being a tamper-resistant device configured to be located in
an insecure environment; and
providing busted temporal token verification information in response to verification
requests.
15. The method of claim 14, further comprising providing trusted temporal tokens
through the trusted local clock in response to time stamping requests.
16. The method of claim 14, wherein the first and second certificates are
cryptographically signed and wherein the first certificate and the second certificate can be
the same certificate.
17. The method of claim 14, wherein the verification information comprises a public key
of a clock.
18. The method of claim 14, wherein the verification information comprises an indication
of the validity of a trusted temporal token.
19. The method of claim 14, wherein the verification information is provided by a
network operations center, the network operations center being maintained within a
secure environment.
20. The method of claim 14, further comprising logging the certifications of the clocks.
21. The method of claim 14, fiber comprising logging the number of trusted temporal
tokens issued by the trusted local clock.
22. The method of clam 14, further comprising billing a client based on the number of
temporal tokens issued to the client.
23. The method of claim 14, further comprising billing a client in exchange for certifying
the synchronization of the trusted local clock.
24. A system for providing time certified to be synchronized with a trusted source, the
system comprising:
a trusted clock configured to provide time, the trusted clock certified through a chain of at
least two signed certificates to be synchronized to the trusted source, wherein each of the
signed certificates certifies that two clocks are synchronized; and
a verification module configured to provide verification information for verifying the
synchronization of thee trusted clock with the trusted source, wherein the verification
module provides the verification information based at least upon the chain of signed
certificates.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the signed certificates are digitally signed.
26. The system of claim 24, wherein the signed certificates are cryptographically signed.
27. The system of claim 24, wherein the verification infonnation comprises at least one
of the signed certificates.
28. The system of claim 24, wherein the verification infonnation comprises the signed
certificates.
29. The system of claim 24, wherein the verification infonnation comprises an indication
that the trusted clock has been certified to be synchronized to the trusted source.

Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field ofthe Invention

This invention relates generally to methods and systems for providing and verifying a
trusted source of certified time, and, more particularly, the invention relates to digitally
time stamping electronic documents wherein the time stamp can be validated and verified
as synchronized with an accepted standard.
2. Description ofthe Related Art
Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) is a rapidly expanding aspect ofthe economic world
and demands the use of Electronic Commerce transactions. Such transactions, however,
have outgrown the policies and controls that regulate traditional Paper Commerce. For
example, a paper document can be typed, signed in ink, and mailed through the post
office. The post office can then affix a time stamp and receipt at the destination. There
are long standing legal and accounting policies that authenticate this type of transaction.
When an electronic document is sent between two computers, however, it does not leave
behind the same degree oftangible evidence. Even if the electronic document is stored in
a computer's memory, the contents, signature, and time stamp can be manipulated by
anyone with access to the computer.
Accounting and legal regulatory bodies are currently developing and mandating
Electronic Commerce certification processes to provide reliable authentication for
electronic transactions much like those available for paper transactions. Many of the
certification processes depend on the creation of a digital signature using public key
cryptography that authenticates the "Who," "What," and "When" of a document.

Public key cryptography was developed in the 1970s to solve problems involved with
symmetric key cryptography. In public key cryptography systems, two corresponding
keys are generated. One key, called a private key, is held privately by the keyholder. A
second key, called a public key, is published openly for anyone that wants to secretly
communicate with the keyholder or verify the authenticity of messages sent by the
keyholder. Because the sender and the receiver use different keys, public key
cryptography is also known as asymmetric key cryptography.
To send a secret message with public key cryptography, an entity "A" encrypts a message
using the public key of an entity "B." "A" then transmits the encrypted message to "B."
"B" decrypts the encrypted message with "B"'s corresponding private key. Since the
message encrypted with "B"'s public key can only be decrypted with the corresponding
private key, held only by "B," the privacy of the communication is ensured.
To authenticate the content and origin of a message, "A" uses a one-way hash function to
create a message digest. A message digest is a fixed length data element that uniquely
represents the source message. Since the hash function is one-way, nothing about the
content of the source message can be inferred from the message digest. For example, two
message digests from two messages that differ by only one character would appear to be
a completely random reordering of characters. "A" then signs the message by encrypting
the digest using "A"'s private key. The signature is typically appended to the message
itself. "A" then transmits the signed message to "B." In order to authenticate the received
message, "B" uses the same one-way hash functions used by "A" to create a message
digest from the received message. "B" then decrypts the encrypted digest using "A "'s
public key. If the decrypted digest matches the digest created from the received message,
then the received message must be the identical message from which the decrypted digest
was originally derived. Furthermore, that the decrypted digest was decrypted using "A "'s
public key ensures that the decrypted digest was originally encrypted with "A"'s private
key. The successful matching of digests, therefore, ensures that the message received by
"B" is the identical message signed by "A."
Encrypting a message itself establishes secrecy. Signing a message provides for message
authentication and establishes the "who" and "what" of a message. Encryption and
signatures can also be combined by encrypting a message before creating a message
digest and signature. By combining encryption and signatures, secret, authenticatable
communications can be accomplished.
A very significant attribute of public key cryptography is that there is no need to share a
secret key or to transmit a secret key from the keyholder to a proposed communication
partner. It is, however, necessary to establish credibility for who owns public and private
keys. For instance, "C" could claim to be "A" and send a message to "B." To prevent
being fooled, "B" needs to be sure that "A"'s public key, is in fact paired with the private
key owned by a real "A." A Certification Authority (CA) solves this problem. (Note: The
use ofthe word "certification" in certification authority relates to the association of public
keys with particular owners and is distinct from the concept of a Time Calibration
Certificate (TCCert), as used herein, which relates to the certification of a clock as

synchronized with an accepted standard.) CAs provide digital certificates which contain
public keys and are used to transmit the public keys in a secure, authenticated manner to
participants in e-commerce transactions.

In addition to the cryptographic techniques and digital certificates provided by CAs,
security and authentication of transactions is also supported by an extensive body of
protocol standards. It is necessary for "A" to format messages, signatures, message
digests, etc., with protocols that can be recognized by "B." Cryptography, digital
certificates, protocols, and standards together make up what is termed the Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI). With PKI, one can easily guarantee the "who" and "what" of a
transaction.
"When" is a measure of the time at which an event occurred and is a concept easily taken
for granted. A worldwide system of time standardization is in operation. Each country
that is signatory to the Treaty of the Meter maintains a National Timing Laboratory
(NTL), which houses the local country's standard time clock. These clocks are kept
synchronized to the world standard oftime maintained in Paris, France. The world
standard for commercial time is Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). In the United States,
Congress has mandated that official United States "time" follow the clock maintained by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), located in Boulder, Colorado.
This standard is referred to as UTC-NIST. Any time stamp for a transaction that must
survive technical, auditing, or legal scrutiny must be made by a clock that is synchronized
to UTC-NIST, and the synchronization process must be "traceable." Throughout this
document, reference is made to UTC-NIST but the invention described is applicable to
. operation in any country and with standard time clocks maintained by any country's
respective national timing laboratory.
The use of "traceable" clocks in paper commerce has been sufficient to provide the
"when" of ordinary paper transactions. While there have been numerous cases of
falsification of dates on paper documents, the risk to commerce has been relatively small.
In the case of e-commerce, however, falsification of dates creates a much greater risk
because it is possible to invade computer-directed processes and effect fraud on a very
large scale. Such computer crimes frequently involve falsification of electronic time
stamps; and for this very reason, protection of the electronic clocks that generate those
time stamps from tampering is a high priority in Electronic Commerce.
Current network procedures provide for the synchronization of all workstation clocks in a
network. NIST and other agencies provide network time servers that have clocks
traceable to UTC-NIST. Client workstations can synchronize their time with the network
time servers through a common protocol. The Network Time Protocol (NTP) is
commonly used in TCP/IP networks such as the Internet, but other protocols are also
used.
Unfortunately, once a local workstation clock is synchronized to the network time server,
its time may be subject to manipulation regardless of the reliability of the source network
time server. Thus far, little work has been done to ensure that the source of the time used

to generate time stamps can be trusted. Today, the majority of applications utilizing time
stamps simply use the system clock from their host system. Procedures for setting or
offsetting a system clock are commonly known. Thus, there is no inherent trust in a
system clock in a conventional system.
Attempts to overcome this problem include time stamp sequencing wherein the time
stamp incorporates information regarding the order in which documents are time stamped
in relation to other time-stamped documents. (See, for example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,136,647
to Haber et al.) Other attempts to overcome the problem incorporate the use of other time
sources such as NTP or Global Positioning System (GPS). While these attempts are
significant improvements over using the system clock, the improvements still fall short of
fitting into the trust models required for electronic business today.
Still other systems employ the use of certified time that is maintained by a trusted third
party's system located outside the local network. The trusted third party system remains
synchronized with UTC-NIST through a common protocol. The local network
application server then establishes communication with the third party's system whereby
a data object (document or message digest) is sent to the third party system where a "time
stamp" is affixed to the data object, either in clear text or in cryptographically embedded
text. Such a system may be impractical, however, considering the need for external
communication for each instance oftime stamping, especially when many time stamps
are required by the local network.
Another system introduces a local clock into the local network, thus avoiding the
problems associated with obtaining time stamps from an outside source. The local clock
must be periodically synchronized with a UTC-NIST traceable clock. In order to avoid
frequent certification and calibration between the local clock and the UTC-NIST
traceable clock, the local clock is advantageously a cesium atomic clock. Cesium atomic
clocks are commercially available and their frequency, and hence time, is derived from
an atomic phenomena caused by the energy difference of certain cesium atom electron
orbits. Thus, as long as the cesium atomic clock is operating, it will be accurate enough to
satisfy most practical applications. Such clocks only lose one second in 30,000 years of
normal operation. For this reason, cesium atomic clocks are termed "primary reference
sources." Unfortunately, when used locally, there is still the possibility that the time value
in the clock could, through system malfunction or intentional manipulation, be altered to
an incorrect value that would not be apparent to a user.
Trusted time, in the context of the present invention, is time that is certified to be
traceable to the legal time source for the application in which it is being used. The legal
time source for commercial applications operating in the United States, as legislatively
mandated by Congress, is the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
The infrastructure for providing trusted time must provide a strong trust model, including
a certification log for auditing and to prevent repudiation at a later date.
The need for trusted time has become recognized over the last two years as marked by the
launch of standardization activities in the The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). In

addition, most Certification Authority (CA) product and service vendors have announced
development activities and new products in this area. The present disclosure describes a
Trusted Time Infrastructure (TTl) that meets the requirements for providing trusted time.
The present disclosure also shows how the TTl fits in with the trust models and
cryptographic standards that have been developed to ensure that secure and legally
binding electronic transactions can take place today.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
A Trusted Time Infrastructure (TTl) system provides time stamps, in the form of trusted
temporal tokens, for electronic documents from a local source. A preferred embodiment
of the system comprises a trusted master clock, a trusted local clock, and a network
operations center. The trusted master clock and the network operations center are located
within secure environments controlled by a trusted third party. The trusted local clock
may be located in an insecure environment. The trusted master clock is certified to be
synchronized with an accepted time standard, such as a national time server. The trusted
local clock, which issues time stamps, is certified to be synchronized with the trusted
master clock. Time stamps and certifications are signed by the issuing device using
public key cryptography to enable subsequent authentication. The network operations
center logs clock certifications and responds to requests for authentication of time
stamps.
The delivery of trusted time by the trusted local clock is ensured by: (1) the physical
security of the devices in the system; (2) authentication of communications between the
devices in the system; (3) the link of certifications through which time can be traced to an
accepted standard; and (4) the specified accuracy of clocks within the system.
In an alternative embodiment, each issued time calibration certificate incorporates the
time calibration certificate of the issuing clock. The time calibration certificate of the
trusted local clock is then incorporated into the issued trusted temporal tokens.
Accordingly, the chain of certifications from which trusted time is derived from an
accepted source is incorporated into each trusted temporal token.
In another embodiment, the system provides a local source of trusted time through a
trusted local clock. In still another embodiment, methods of billing clients are based upon
the number of trusted temporal tokens issued or, alternatively, based upon the number of
clock certifications performed. Billing features of the system support the billing methods.
These and other aspects of the present invention will be further described in the detailed
description that follows.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The preferred embodiments of the present invention are described below in connection
with the drawings in which like reference numbers represent corresponding components
throughout, and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates the four principal levels of the global timing hierarchy;
FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic of the key components of a preferred embodiment of the
TTl and the key transactions between these components;
FIG. 3 illustrates a functional block diagram of the Network Operations Center;
FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a TTI system including a network of clocks and
applications;
FIG. 5 illustrates an overview of the process by which a preferred embodiment of the TTl
system generates trusted temporal tokens;
FIG. 6 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the process by which an upper clock certifies
the time of a lower clock;
FIG. 7 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the process by which trusted temporal tokens
are generated by a Trusted Local Clock; and
FIG. 8 illustrates a process by which an application can verify the authenticity of a trusted
temporal token.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings, which
form a part hereof, and which show, by way of illustration, specific embodiments in
which the invention may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may
be utilized and structural changes may be made without departing from the scope of the
present invention. Where possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout
the drawings to refer to the same or like components. Numerous specific details are set
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it
will be understood by one skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced
without the specific details or with certain alternative equivalent devices and methods to
those described herein. In other instances, wellknown methods, procedures, components,
and devices have not been described in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects
of the present invention.
1. Global Timing Hierarchy
As illustrated in FIG. 1, the global timing hierarchy has four principal levels:
1. International Timing Authority (BIPM) Layer
2. National Timing Authority (NTA) Layer
3. Timing Distribution Layer

4. Application Layer
The Trusted Time Infrastructure (TTl) provides a system for commercial or private
timing distribution services to deliver to the application layer a "trusted temporal token"
or "trusted time stamp" that cryptographically binds the current time of day derived from
the NTA to a unique data request submitted by an application. Such a request may be
made in response to events, transactions, or document submittals. public key digital
signatures are preferably used as the binding mechanism to ensure the identity of the time
distribution service and to protect the temporal token from undetected manipulation.
The time delivered by the TTI is preferably Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). The
means by which the NTAs synchronize their UTC clocks (e.g., UTC(NIST)) with the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) in France is outside of the scope
of this disclosure. However, the UTC delivered by most of the major NT As can be
expected to be within nanoseconds of UTC (BIPM), while any of the other NTAs are still
within microseconds of UTC (BIPM). Thus, for trusted time applications, where time is
typically certified to be accurate to within 100 milliseconds at the application layer, the
choice of which NTA to use is a legal issue for a particular country and not one of
accuracy.
2. Trusted Time Infrastructure (TTl)
FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic of the key components of a preferred embodiment of the
TTl and also illustrates the key transactions between these components. The embodiment
of FIG. 2 comprises an NT A Trusted Time Server (NTTS) 202, a Trusted Master Clock
or Trusted Third Party Clock (TMC) 204, a Network Operations Center (NOC) 210, a
Trusted Local Clock (TLC) 206, and an application 208. Although only one instance of
each component is depicted in FIG. 2 for instructive purposes, numerous instances of
each element may be present in an actual TTI system.
2.1 Secure Communication Through Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
The various elements in the TTI system communicate securely using PKI. Although PKI
is often used to encrypt confidential communications, PKI can also be used to verify the
origin of a communication through digital signatures. In the TTI system, the privacy of
the communication between elements is generally not an issue. Instead, it is the
authenticity ofthe communication that is generally of concern.
PKI authentication supports two aspects of the TTl system. First, PKI authentication
supports authentication of communications between elements in the TTI system in order
to maintain the integrity of the system as a whole. For example, if a Trusted Master Clock
(TMC) 204 communicates with a Trusted Local Clock (TLC) 206 in order certify its time
calibration, the TMC 204 must know for sure the identity of the TLC 206 that it is
certifying. In another example, if a TMC 204 notifies the Network Operations Center
(NOC) 210 of a time calibration certification of a TLC 206, the NOC 210 must be able to

authenticate the identity of the certifYing TMC 204. In an additional example, if a TMC
204 is capable of adjusting the time of a TLC 206, the TLC 206 must be able to verifY
that it is indeed a valid TMC 204 that is adjusting its time. In accordance with this first
aspect, trusted temporal tokens preferably include the signed time calibration certification
of the certifying clock. The NOC 210, through its PKI authentication capabilities,
provides a system through which trusted time can be traced to the NTA Trusted Time
Server (NTTS) 202 from any TLC 206 through authenticated time calibration
certifications. In other words, the source of time from which a trusted temporal token has
been derived can be traced back through signed time certifications to the NTTS 202.
A second aspect in which PKI authentication supports the TTl system is in authentication
of temporal tokens themselves. The trusted temporal token includes a signed
concatenation of a digest of the message to be time stamped as well as the time
calibration certification of the issuing TLC 206. This signed concatenation allows the
authenticity of the temporal token itself to be verified as being unaltered and issued by a
particular TLC 206.
2.2 Key System Elements
2.2.1 Trusted Time Server
The NTA Trusted Time Server (NTTS) 202 is the highest level clock in the TTl and is
preferably located in a secure environment under government control. The NTTS 202 is
the source of legal time from which the TTl derives its trusted time. The secure
environment should be accessible only to trusted agents of the government timing
authority (e.g. NIST), in order to ensure the integrity of the NTTS 202. The NTA is
responsible for monitoring the accuracy of the NTTS-produced time and the operation of
the NTTS 202 itself.
The NTTS 202 is responsible for measuring the clock offsets of the TMC 204 units. The
NTTS 202 preferably performs this measurement over the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN). To measure the clock offsets of the TMCs, the NTTS 202 preferably
supports a variant of Network Time Protocol (NTP) called Secure NTP (SNTP). NTP has
been in use as a standard Internet Protocol since the early 1980s. SNTP is currently
before the IETF as a draft protocol. It differs from NTP primarily in the establishment of
a more robust authentication scheme based on more modern PKI techniques. For
redundancy, two NTTS units are preferably located at the NTA, preferably at
geographically separate locations.
2.2.2 Trusted Master Clock
The Trusted Master Clock (TMC) 204 is an intermediary clock that serves to pass a
trusted source of time from the NTA Trusted Time Server (NTTS) 202 to the Trusted
Local Clock (TLC) 206 where the trusted time is actually used. The TMC 204 is
preferably a stand-alone server located in a secure environment under the control of a
trusted third party. This trusted third party can be the entity or organization implementing

the whole TTI system or part of the TTl system. Again, the secure environment is
preferably accessible only to trusted agents ofthe trusted third party to prevent tampering
with the TMC 204.
Only one TMC is illustrated in FIG. 2 for teaching purposes. Typically, however, the TTl
network will contain a minimum of two TMCs. In some configurations, two or more
TMCs may be linked in series between the NTTS 202 and the TLC 206. These and other
configurations will be shown below.
The TMC 204 preferably comprises a Rubidium oscillator; a GPS receiver for monitoring
the oscillator; cryptographic hardware; and a timing engine that generates trusted time.
Each TMC 204 has a set ofTLCs that it is responsible for time certifying. These sets of
TLCs will be assigned by the Network Operations Center (NOC) 210. Preferably, the
NOC 210 will ensure that at least two TMCs will be assigned to each TLC. This structure
ensures sufficient redundancy so that the failure of a single TMC will not affect the
operation and trust of the TLCs. It should be understood that a non-redundant
configuration can be advantageously used when redundancy is not a concern.
The TMC 204 preferably uses the NT operating system configured for enhanced security.
The TMC housing is designed to meet NIST Federal Information Processing Standard
(PIPS) 140-1 Level3 physical protection and tamper detection requirements (FIPS 140-1
is titled "Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules"). Cryptographic
calculations, including key generation, are performed by dedicated hardware. In the
preferred embodiment, the private signing key of the TMC 204 is never exported from
the cryptographic card. The cryptographic device also contains a high quality random
number generator that can be used to generate new PKI key pairs. Sensitive
cryptographic information is preferably contained in battery-backed memory, which will
be erased in the event of a tamper alarm. The TMC 204 is preferably designed to receive
a NIST validation rating of FIPS 140-1 Level 1 overall and Level 3 for physical security.
Audit trails are created for all TMC events, including all operator actions (logs include
operator IDs), alarms, time certifications, and all remote NOC communications. These
logs are digitally signed to prevent (by detection) subsequent forgery or alteration. The
TMC 204 will typically include a GPS receiver that can be used to initialize the TMC 204
and to monitor the health of the TMC 204. If any abnormalities are detected in the TMC
time source, the TMC 204 goes off line, attempts to isolate the problem, and shuts down.
The TMC 204 uses Secure NTP (SNIP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to access
each of its assigned TLCs periodically to measure its time offset. If the time of TLC 206
is within a certain offset (typically 100 ms) from the NITS 202, the TMC 204 certifies
the TLC 206 to be within that offset. The TMC 204 may also send small time corrections
to the TLC 206 that can be used to make adjustments to the TLC 206 clock to keep it
within specification. If a TMC 204 finds that a TLC 206 has a valid, recent Time
Calibration Certificate (TCCert) then it takes no action.
2.2.3 Network Operations Center

The Network Operations Center (NOC) 210 serves as the central control facility for the
TTl system. The NOC 210 is preferably located in a secure environment under the
control of a trusted third party.
FIG. 3 illustrates a functional block diagram of the NOC 210. The NOC 210
communicates with the various elements of the TTl through a communications network
302. The communications network 302 may comprise the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN), the Internet, and/or other computer networks. A firewall 304 protects
the internal systems of the NOC 210 from external attack through the communications
network 302. The NOC 210 comprises an element manager 306, which is a configuration
and maintenance system that has the ability to remotely configure and monitor the NTTS
202, TMCs 204, and TLCs 206 using a secure management protocol. In addition, the
NOC 210 comprises a central database 308 that is used to store all TMC and TLC time
certification logs.
The NOC 210 also comprises a web server 310 that handles temporal token verification
requests sent via the World Wide Web. The web server 310 interfaces with the element
manager 306 to initiate a verification action and to return the response to the requester.
The web server 310 preferably uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) with server
authentication in order to encrypt and authenticate the server data exchanged between the
client and the server. The NOC 210 further comprises a billing system 312 for trusted
time service subscribers. The billing system 312 logs data regarding the number oftokens
issued by a TLC 206.
The NOC 210 comprises three additional functional components that implement the PKI
authentication capability of the TTl system. The Registration Authority (RA) 312
associates each device in the TTl system with a name. In this manner, TTl devices can be
identified, monitored, and controlled. The Certification Authority (CA) 314 associates a
public key with each device using the name ofthe device provided by the RA 312. The
Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) responder 316 responds to requests for digital
certificates for devices in the TTI system. The OCSP responder 316 serves as a trusted
source of digital certificates. Digital certificates provide a data structure associating a
public key with a signing device and allow verification/authentication of the signed
communications ofTTI devices. Since the NOC 210 knows all elements comprising the
TTl, the NOC 210 acts as an RA 312 to the CA 314 for the issuance of digital certificates
to the TTl elements. The TTl preferably uses ITU-T X.509v3 digital certificates. Each
element within the TTl preferably has a distinguished name so that it may be uniquely
identified. The name structure is preferably aligned with the International
Telecommunications Union--Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
X.SO l/X.520 standards for distinguished names. The use of an RA, a CA, and an OCSP
responder is known in the art and information regarding this topic is available from
entities such as the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force).
The NOC 210 preferably also comprises a billing system 318 that interacts with the
element manager 306 and the database 308 in order to assemble client billing

information. A number of different billing schemes will be discussed in the section on
billing below.
2.2.4 Trusted Local Clock
The Trusted Local Clock (TLC) 206 provides trusted time, preferably in the form of a
trusted temporal token, to the application 208 on request. The TLC 206 is hosted in a
customer-owned server and is preferably a PCiv2.1 compliant card that is tamperresistant and is assumed to be operating in an insecure host in an insecure environment.
The TLC 206 comprises an oscillator and a timing engine, which generates trusted time.
A Time Calibration Certificate (TCCert) typically has a period during which it is valid.
The range of accuracy specified by the TCCert during the valid period accounts for the
accuracy of the TLC's oscillator and timing engine. The TCCert therefore, serves as
assurance of the accuracy, during the valid period, of the certified clock.
The TLC 206 preferably uses a real time operating system to control the on-card
functions. The TLC 206 preferably has its own Ethernet TCP/IP connection for
communications with the TMC 204 and NOC 210.
Cryptographic calculations in the TLC 206 are preferably performed using a dedicated
hardware PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card International Association)
cryptography engine. This cryptographic device preferably also contains a high quality
pseudorandom number generator. Key generation is performed on the PCMCIA device.
The private key for the TLC 206 will preferably never be exported from the PCMCIA
cryptography engine. Sensitive cryptographic information is contained in battery-backed
memory that is preferably erased in the event of a tamper alarm. The TLC 206 preferably
has a NIST validation rating ofFIPS 140-1 Level 1 overall and Level 3 for physical
security. Audit trails are preferably created for all TLC events, including all operator
actions (logs include operator IDs), alarms, time certifications performed, temporal
tokens issued, and all remote NOC 210 communications. These logs are digitally signed
to prevent (by detection) subsequent forgery or alteration.
Like the TMC 204, the TLC 206 can include a GPS receiver to initialize the TLC 206 and
to monitor the health of the TLC 206. If any abnormalities are detected in the TLC time
source, the TLC 206 goes off line, attempts to isolate the problem, and shuts down.
2.2.5 Application
The application 208 is any process or device that requests trusted temporal tokens from
the TLC 206. The application 208 can run on the same server that hosts the TLC 206 or
the application 208 can run on any other machine in communication with the host server.
The application 208 can request verification of a time stamp through the NOC 210.
Alternatively, a time stamp obtained by an application 208 can be passed to another
application. The other application can then perform the verification of the time stamp
through the NOC 210.

Client applications 208 access the TLC 206 using a Trusted Time Application Program
Interface (TTAPI). The TTAPI will communicate with its associated TLC 206 using the
Transport Layer Security/Secure Sockets Layer (TLS/SSL) protocol. Server applications
co-located with a TLC 206 access the TLC 206 using a Trusted Local Clock Application
Program Interface.
2.3 TTl System FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a TTl system 400 including a
network of clocks and applications. The system 400 comprises two NTTSs 202A-B for
redundancy, preferably located in separate locations. Two TMCs 204A-B are directly
certified by the NTTSs. The TMC 204A directly certifies a TLC 206A, while the TMC
204B directly certifies a TLC 206D. The TMC 204A also certifies another TMC 204C,
which in turn certifies a TLC 206B, and similarly TMC 204B certifies TMC 204D, which
in turn certifies TLC 206C. As illustrated, time certification logs are passed from the
TLCs 206 up to the highest level TMCs 204 and then on to the NOC 210.
In the case that any clock fails, the device below that clock in the TTl can request service
from an alternate clock. If the NTTS 202A fails, for example, the TMC 204A can request
certification from the NTTS 202B. Similarly, if the TMC 204A fails, the TLC 206A and
the TMC 204C can request certification from the TMC 204B.
Applications 208A, 208B, and 208C request trusted time tokens from their respective
TLCs. Upon receiving trusted time tokens, the applications then can route verification
requests to the NOC 210.
2.4 Application Bounded Time Service
Another embodiment of the TTl system or a portion thereof may be configured as an
application bounded time service. In application bounded time service, trusted time is
provided to a specific application offered by a single third party. For example, if
Company X wants to sell certified e-mail gateway servers, each equipped with a TLC, the
TLCs will be synchronized by TMCs operated by Company X. Company X's TMCs in
turn are certified by TMCs of a trusted third party. Depending on the particular
application, application bounded time service may require a separate NOC.
3. Calibration and Certification
This section describes how clock calibration and certification is performed in the TTL
Individual timing elements in the TTl are enabled for operation when they possess a
Time Calibration Certificate (TCCert). In the preferred embodiment, TLCs cannot issue
trusted temporal tokens unless they have been issued a valid TCCert. Also in the
preferred embodiment, a TMC cannot certify a lower clock unless the TMC has been
issued a valid TCCert.
After measuring the calibration of a lower clock, an upper clock issues a TCCcert to the
lower clock to certify that the time of the lower clock is within a certain tolerance with

respect to the upper clock. The upper clock signs the TCCerts to assure authenticity.
3.1 Procedural Overview
FlG. 5 illustrates an overview of the process by which a preferred embodiment of the TTl
system generates trusted temporal tokens. The steps illustrated in FIG. 5 are also depicted
by the arrows between elements in FIG. 3.
At a first step 502, the NTTS 202 certifies a TMC 204, sends a TCCert to the TMC 204,
and records the certification locally. The TMC 204 then sends the TCCert to the NOC
210 for logging at a step 504. At this point, the TMC 204 possesses a valid TCCert and is
capable of time certifying other lower clocks. At a step 506, the TMC 204 time certifies a
TLC 206, sends a TCCert to the TLC 206, and records the certification. The TMC 204
also retrieves from the TLC 206 the number of trusted temporal tokens that the TLC 206
has issued since the last certification. This number is preferably used for billing purposes.
At a step 508, the TMC 204 sends the TCCert and the token count of the TLC 206 to the
NOC 210 for Jogging.
Once the TLC 206 has been certified, the TLC 206 is ready to issue trusted temporal
tokens under its new TCCert. At a step 512, an application requests and the TLC 206
issues a new trusted temporal token. At a step 514, the application verifies the
authenticity of the temporal token through the NOC, possibly at a future date.
3.2 TCCERT Generation
FIG. 6 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the process by which an upper clock certifies
the time of a lower clock, as in steps 502 and 506 of FIG. 5. In the context of this
illustration, an upper clock is intended to represent the NTTS or a TMC, while a lower
clock is intended to represent another TMC or a TLC that is further down the chain of
trusted time from the NTTS than the upper clock. When a higher level clock measures the
offset of a lower clock and finds it within specification, a TCCert is created to record this
determination. At a step 602, the lower clock creates a TCCert Request (TCCertReq)
which preferably comprises:
Upper Clock ID;
Lower Clock ID;
Lower Clock Accuracy;
Lower Clock Signature Parameters; and
Lower Clock Signature (across above fields).
The lower clock then sends the TCCertReq to the upper clock. At a step 604 the upper
clock receives the TCCertReq from the lower clock. The upper clock validates the

signature of the lower clock and verifies that the lower clock lD is correct at a step 606.
At a step 608, the upper clock measures the time offset of the lower clock using Secure
NTP (SNTP).
The upper clock determines whether the offset of the lower clock is within acceptable
limits at a step 610. If the lower clock is within acceptable limits, control passes to a step
614. At the step 614, the upper clock calibrates or adjusts and again measures the offset
of the lower clock if necessary. At a step 616, the upper clock creates the TCCert by
appending preferably the following fields to the TCCertReq:
TCCert Time;
Class of Service ID;
Lower Clock Offset;
TCCert Accuracy;
TCCert Expire Time;
Delay;
TCCert of Upper Clock (optionally); and
Upper Clock Signature Parameters.
To create the final TCCert, the upper clock appends its digital signature across the
TCCertReq and the above-appended fields. By optionally including the TCCert of the
upper clock in the TCCert of a lower clock, the complete trace of trusted time from the
NTTS down to the lowest level can be encapsulated in each TCCert. At a step 618, the
upper clock stores and records the TCCert and sends the TCCert to the lower clock.
If, at step 610, the time ofthe lower clock is found to be out of acceptable limits, it is
possible that the clock has failed or has been tampered with. In this case, control passes to
step 612. At step 612, the field TCCert Time is set to an illegal value, and the field Class
of Service ID is set to "Out of Calibration." If a lower clock has been found to be out of
calibration, any TCCerts or trusted temporal tokens issued by the lower clock since its
last TCCert issuance should be considered suspect. Accordingly, the NOC 210 should be
notified of the out of calibration measurement so that its database can reflect the
invalidity of the previous TCCert and any trusted temporal tokens derived from it. If the
NOC 210 has been notified of the out of calibration measurement, control is optionally
passed back to step 614 for recalibration and recertification ofthe lower clock.
3.2.1 NTIS to TMC Calibration
The NTTS measures the clock offsets of the TMCs using PSTN connections and the

SNTP protocol preferably once per day. The TMC clock offsets are expected to be within
10 milliseconds ofUTC as provided by the NTTS. For successful clock offset
measurements, the NTTS returns a TCCert indicating the TMC is enabled for time
calibration of lower clocks. The NTTS TCCert Expiration Date is preferably seven (7)
days from the date of TCCert issuance. In order to keep the NT A implementation simple,
an NTA-level CA may not be used. Therefore, the NTTS may not explicitly verify the
validity of the TMC certificates that it receives via SNTP with the respective CAs that
produced them. Rather, the NTTS simply verifies that the received certificate matches the
one that was loaded in its internal database during initialization for that timing service.
Should a certificate be received via SNTP that is not in the NTTS database, the NTTS
will log an error message with the received certificate and will refuse the connection.
The NTTS preferably logs all clock offset measurement information to paper. The printed
records preferably contain the following information:
UTC Time of Calibration;
Trusted Master Clock Name;
Measured Offset;
NTTS Certificate Serial Number; and
Trusted Master Clock Certificate Serial Number.
3.2.2 TMC to TLC Calibration
Each TMC has a set ofTLCs that it is responsible for certifying. Using SNTP, each TMC
contacts each ofthe TLCs in its set once per day and requests its TCCert. If the received
TCCert is less than 24 hours old, the TMC skips certification of that unit, closes the
SNTP session and moves on to query the next TLC on its list. If the received TCCert is
equal to or greater than 24 hours old, the TMC measures the TLC's time offset, computes
the time correction, and sends this correction to the TLC clock to keep it within
specification. The offset is again measured, and if the TLC clock is within specification,
the TMC issues a TCCert to the TLC stating that it is within a certain offset from UTC. It
is expected that the TMC will certify the TLC to be within 100 ms ofUTC.
3 .3 Trusted Time Guarantee
The preferred embodiment of the TTI system combines a number of aspects to guarantee
that the time stamp on a trusted temporal token has been derived from a source of time
that is synchronized with an accepted standard, or that the TTI system provides "trusted
time." The first aspect is that the physical devices of which the TTI system is comprised
are either located in physically secure, trusted, facilities, or are designed to be physically
tamper proof. The second aspect is that communications between elements in the TTI
system are authenticated, and, if necessary, encrypted using the PKI system. The third

aspect is that the time maintained by a TLC can be linked, through certifications using
SNTP calibrations of a chain of trusted clocks, all the way to the NTTS or to another
commonly accepted source of time. The fourth aspect is that each clock to be certified is
specified to maintain at least a certain accuracy over the duration of a valid TCCert.
Accordingly, each TCCert can guarantee that the certified clock's time will be within its
specified accuracy during the valid period of its TCCert plus the possible temporal
variations introduced by the variations due to the accuracy of the foregoing certifying
clocks during the valid periods of their respective TCCerts.
4. Trusted Temporal Token Generation and Verification
Once a TLC 206 has a valid TCCert, the TLC 206 is capable of issuing valid trusted
temporal tokens. The tokens preferably include a concatenation of the data to be timestamped and a time stamp supplied by a trusted source of time, in this case, the internal
clock of the TLC 206. The signing of the complete message by the TLC 206 functions to
bind the data to the time stamp such that the time stamp cannot be altered without
detection.
Once a token is generated, it is retained to the requesting application. The requesting
application can then verify the authenticity of the token. In addition or in the alternative,
the application may pass the token on to another application that may choose to verify the
token again in the future.
An application can confirm the authenticity of the token by (1) checking with the NOC
210 that the issuing TLC 206 was in possession of a valid TCCert at the time of token
issue, and (2) verifying the signature of the token by obtaining, preferably from the NOC
210, a digital certificate containing the corresponding public key of the TLC 206.
4.1 Token Generation
FIG. 7 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the process by which trusted temporal tokens
are generated by a TLC 206. At a first step 702, an application 208 sends a request,
including the data to be time stamped, to the issuing TLC 206. The data, in most cases,
will comprise a digest, created by a one-way hash function, of the electronic document to
be time stamped. At a step 704, the TLC 206 receives the data and concatenates the data
with the current time with a TCCert Log Pointer (typically an upper clock ID, a lower
clock ID, and the time of the TCCert). The TLC 206 then signs the concatenation to form
the trusted temporal token. In an alternative embodiment, the TCCert itself is included
rather than the TCCert Log Pointer. At a step 706, the TLC 206 returns the trusted
temporal token to the application 208. Thereafter, the TLC 206 increments its internal log
ofthe number of tokens issued for billing purposes. The number is subsequently
transmitted, either directly or through a TMC 204, to the NOC 201 for processing and
billing.
4.2 Token Verification

FIG. 8 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the process by which an application can
verify the authenticity of a trusted temporal token. At a first step 802, the application
connects to and authenticates the identity of the NOC 210. Next, the application sends a
verification request, including the token to be verified, to the NOC 210 at a step 804. The
NOC 210 maintains a database of all of the TCCerts of all of the clocks in the TTl
system. In addition, the NOC 210 either includes or has access to the CA for all of the
TTl elements. The CA is the source of digital certificates through which the signatures of
the TTl elements can be verified.
From step 804, the preferred embodiment of the present process proceeds to a step 806.
At the step 806 the NOC 210 determines the authenticity of the submitted token using the
TCCerts in its database and the digital certificate associated with the issuing TLC 206. At
a subsequent step 808, the NOC 210 supplies a signed verification notification, indicating
the status of the submitted token, to the requesting application.
In an alternative embodiment, the process proceeds to a step 810 from the step 804. At
the step 810, the NOC 210 determines whether the issuing TLC 206 was in possession of
a valid TCCert. If so, the NOC 210 supplies a digital certificate of the issuing TLC 206 to
the requesting application at a step 812. At a step 814, the application confirms the
authenticity of the token using the digital certificate to verify the token's signature. If, at
step 810, the NOC determines, by checking its databases, that the issuing TLC 206 did
not possess a valid TCCert or that the TCCert is suspect, the process proceeds to step
816. At step 816, the NOC 210 sends notification to the requesting application that the
token cannot be authenticated.

5. Security Schemes
A number of different schemes can be used in conjunction with the disclosed TTl to
ensure that the time stamp contained in a trusted temporal token is indeed derived from a
source of trusted time. The schemes have varying advantages and disadvantages and
balance increased security with increased verification, processing, and storage costs. The
objective of these schemes is to ensure that a trusted temporal token has been issued by a
TLC with a valid TCCert.
5.1 Basic Scheme A
A first security scheme relies upon the fact that a TLC has been issued a TCCert within a
fixed period previous to the token issue in order to guarantee the validity of an issued
time stamp. A TCCert is given a valid duration, such as, for example, seven days, during
which the certified TLC can issue time stamps. If a TCCert expires or the TLC is issued a
new TCCert, the old TCCert is destroyed by the TLC. In order to check the validity of a
token, an application or the NOC 210 checks that the time of a time stamp corresponds to
a valid period of the TCCert included in or referenced by the trusted temporal token. The
NOC 21 0 must also check that the TCCert itself is valid by tracing the source of trusted
time through additional TCCerts of higher clocks up to the NTTS 202.

5.2 Basic Scheme B
A variation of the previous scheme relies upon the alternative fact that a TLC was issued
a valid TCCert within a certain time after issuing a trusted temporal token. In this case,
TCCerts are considered valid for a fixed duration, such as seven days, before they are
issued. Here, it is assumed if a TLC keeps time to within acceptable limits of NTIS time,
the TLC has maintained this time for a reasonable period previous to the certification. In
order to implement such a system, the TLCs would have to incorporate a reference to a
TCCert that has not yet been issued in each trusted temporal token. The NOC 210 could
then associate the references with the later issued TCCerts upon their issuance. The
checking of trusted temporal tokens under this scheme could be achieved in a manner
similar to the previous scheme.
5.3 High Trust Scheme
A high trust scheme combines the aspects of Basic Schemes A and B above. In this
scheme, the NOC checks that a TCCert has been issued to the issuing TLC within a fixed
period before and within a fixed period after the issuance of the trusted temporal token. In
this case, the trusted temporal token need only contain a reference to the TCCert issued
the TLC before the token issue. The NOC can then determine whether a subsequent
TCCert has been issued within the requisite time period following the token issuance.
5.4 Alternative Scheme
An alternative scheme provides a similar trust guarantee to scheme A, particularly, that a
TLC has been issued a TCCert within a fixed period prior to issuing a trusted temporal
token. This scheme, however, eliminates the necessity of archiving all of the individual
TCCerts for all of the TLCs in the TTl system. Instead, each TCCert contains the
complete TCCert of the issuing clock. In this manner, each TCCert will contain a
complete, authenticatable chain of certifications from the NTTS all the way down to the
issuing TLC. Instead of cataloguing the TCCerts of all of the individual clocks, each
trusted temporal token will contain the complete chain of TCCerts linking the trusted
time, from which the token was derived, to the NTTS. The public keys of each of the
certifYing or issuing clocks would then be made available through the CA 314 of the
NOC 210, possibly using an Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) responder 316, so
that individual applications can independently verifY the validity oftrusted temporal
tokens and the chain of trusted time leading to its creation.
6. Business Model
A billing scheme can also be integrated into the disclosed invention in order to facilitate
the operation of the TTl as part of an on-going business concern. A number of different
billing schemes providing various benefits can be used in conjunction with the TTl
system.
6.1 Per Stamp Billing

The disclosed system provides mechanisms for TLCs to transmit to the NOC the number
of time stamps issued. The NOC can be adapted to log this information and create billing
reports for individual clients automatically. In this case clients could be billed for each
time stamp issued.
6.2 Flat Rate Certification
An alternative scheme is based upon billing clients for time certification of each TLC
located on the clients' premises. In this case, a client pays for each issued TCCert and
receives a flat rate on all of the time stamps issued during the valid TCCert period. ln this
case, the NOC coordinates and automates billing procedures.
6.3 Charges for Verification
In one business model, verification services for issued time stamps are provided free of
charge to any entity wanting to check the validity of a time stamp. Alternatively,
verification services could be provided for a fee through the NOC.
While certain exemplary preferred embodiments have been described and shown in the
accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that such embodiments are merely
illustrative of and not restrictive on the broad invention. Further, it is to be understood
that this invention is not limited to the specific construction and arrangements shown and
described since various modifications or changes may occur to those of ordinary skill in
the art without departing from the spirit and scope ofthe invention as claimed. It is
intended that the scope of the invention be limited not by this detailed description but by
the claims appended hereto.
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Controlling access to stored information based on geographical location and date and time
Abstract
Access to stored information by a user is controlled by comparing an actual geographic position and/or an
actual date/time with a geographic region and/or a date/time interval within which access to the stored
information is authorized. The actual geographic position where the stored information is located, and the
actual date/time can be determined, for example, based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable
position and time information, such as a GPS receiver. Access to the stored information is authorized if the
actual geographic position and/or date/time falls within the authorized geographic region and/or date/time
interval. The position and date/time information supplied by the receiver may be cryptographically signed
and encrypted.
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Claims

What is claimed is:
1. A method for controlling access to stored information comprising:
determining an actual geographic position where said stored information is located based on signals received
at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
cryptographically signing said actual geographic position with a receiver encryption key;
verifying the signature of said actual geographic position;
determining that said actual geographic position is within a geographic region within which access to said
stored information is authorized; and
permitting access to said stored information.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said receiver comprises a GPS receiver.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein said information is stored on a computer-readable medium.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein said computer-readable medium is portable.
5. The method of claim 3, wherein said computer-readable medium comprises a high-capacity disk.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein said stored information comprises files and each of said files has an
associated geographic region within which access is permitted, and further permitting access to said file if
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said actual geographic position is located within said authorized geographic region for said file.
7. The method of claim 6, further comprising denying access to said stored information if said actual
geographic position does not match said authorized geographic region·.
8. The method of claim 6, wherein said association of the files with the authorized geographic regions is
stored as a policy file together with said stored infonnation.
9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
encrypting said stored information using an encryption key; and
providing a decryption key which permits decryption of said stored information if said actual geographic
position is located within said authorized geographic region.
10. The method of claim 1, wherein said stored information is divided into subsets of information and
wherein at least one the subsets has a different authorized region from the other subsets, so that access is
authorized to the subset whose authorized geographic region is located within the actual geographic position,
but not to the subsets whose authorized geographic region is not located within the actual geographic
position.
11. Apparatus for controlling access to stored information comprising:
a receiver supplying reliable position information for determining an actual geographic position where said
stored information is located, wherein the receiver comprises a receiver encryption mechanism providing a
receiver encryption key for cryptographically signing data comprising the actual geographic position; and
a computer for comparing said actual geographic position with a geographic region within which access to
said stored information is authorized,
wherein said computer permits access to said stored information if said actual geographic position is located
within said authorized geographic region.
12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein said receiver is a GPS receiver.
13. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising a reader for reading said stored information wherein said
reader comprises a receiver decryption key for verifying the data comprising said cryptographically signed
actual position.
14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein said reader generates an initialization vector which is transmitted to
the receiver and included in the signed data.
15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein said signed initialization vector is verified by the reader before said
computer permits access to said stored information.
16. A method for controlling access to a subset of files belonging to a larger set of files of stored information
comprising:
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associating a unique file encryption key with each file from the larger set of files and encrypting the files
using the associated encryption keys;
associating each of the files from the larger set of files with at least one authorized geographic region within
which access to said stored information is authorized;
determining an actual geographic position where said stored information is located based on signals received
at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic position at the receiver;
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position;
comparing said actual geographic position with said authorized geographic region; and
providing a file decryption key which authorizes access to and permits decryption of said files belonging to
said subset of files, provided that the actual geographic position is located within the authorized geographic
region for the files belonging to said subset of files.
17. The method of claim 16, wherein said association of the files with the authorized geographic regions is
stored as a policy comprising policy files wherein each policy file is accessible with a user password and
authorizes, if the user password is valid, access to the files listed in said policy file, if the actual geographic
position is located within the authorized geographic region associated with the files.
18. The method of claim 17, wherein said policy is stored with the stored information.
19. A method for controlling access to stored information comprising:
determining an actual date or time at the location of said stored information based on signals received at a
receiver supplying reliable time information;
cryptographically signing at least the actual date or time at the receiver;
verifying the signature of the actual date or time;
comparing said actual date or time with a predetermined date or time interval at which access to said stored
information is authorized; and
permitting access to said stored information if said actual date or time occurs within said authorized date or
time interval.
20. The method of claim 19, further comprising denying access to said stored information if said actual date
or time does not occur within said authorized date or time interval.
21. The method of claim 19, wherein said information comprises files and each of said files has an associated
authorized date or time interval within which access is permitted, and further permitting access to said file if
said actual date or time occurs within said associated authorized date or time interval.
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22. The method of claim 19, wherein said stored information is divided into subsets of information and
wherein at least one of the subsets has a different authorized date or time interval from the other subsets, so
that access is authorized to the subset whose authorized date or time interval matches the actual date or time,
but not to the subsets whose authorized date or time interval does not match the actual date or time.
23. A method for controlling access to stored information comprising:
forming a policy associating said information with authorized geographic regions and authorized time
intervals;
cryptographically signing said policy and said information;
storing said signed policy together with said signed information;
providing a password for unlocking said policy;
determining an actual geographic position where said stored information is located based on signals received
at a receiver supplying reliable position information;
determining an actual time;
cryptographically signing at least the actual geographic position and the actual time at the receiver;
verifying the signature of the actual geographic position and the actual time;
comparing said actual geographic position and said actual time with said authorized geographic regions and
authorized time interval of said policy; and
permitting access to said stored information if said actual geographic position and actual time falls within
said authorized geographic regions and authorized time interval of said policy.
24. The method of claim 23, wherein position and time are determined through a Global Orbiting
Navigational Satellite System.
25. The method of claim 23, wherein position is determined through an inertial navigation system.
26. The method of claim 23, wherein position is determined through a satellite based location determination
system.
27. A method for controlling access to stored information, the method comprising:
(a) determining a position;
(b) cryptographically signing data comprising at least a representation of the position;
(c) verifying the signature of the data comprising at least a representation of the position;
(d) determining that access to the stored information is authorized at the position; and
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(e) permitting access to the information based at least upon (c) and (d).
28. The method of claim 27, further comprising
(f) providing the cryptographically signed data to an information accessing device, wherein (c) and (e) are
performed by the information accessing device.

29. The method of claim 28, further comprising:
(g) identifying a token;
(h) incorporating the token in the data that is cryptographically signed; and
(i) verifying that the cryptographically signed data comprises the token.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein (g) and (i) are performed by the information accessing device.
31. The method of claim 29, wherein (a), (b), and (h) are performed by a position determining device.
32. The method of claim 29, further comprising
(j) providing the token to the position determining device.

Description

BACKGROUND
This invention relates to controlling access to stored information.
Data distribution media, such as a CD-ROM, can store a large number of files. The producer of the CD-ROM
may wish to control access by users to particular files, either because they are confidential or because access
is subject to payment by the user.
Access may be controlled by requiring a user to enter a password obtained from the CD-ROM producer.
Different passwords may unlock different files or different subsets of files. The files may be
cryptographically signed and for added protection, may be encrypted. In the scheme discussed in U.S. Pat.
No. 5,646,992, incorporated herein by reference, each file is encrypted by the producer with a unique key
known only to the producer. The user receives the encrypted items and, after his request for access is
processed by the producer, also receives decryption keys, i.e., passwords, which are used to decrypt the
respective encrypted files. The passwords unlock only those files for which access has been requested.
SUMMARY
In general, in one aspect of the invention, the invention features controlling access to stored information by
determining an actual geographic position where the stored information is located based on signals received
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at a receiver supplying reliable position information. The actual geographic position is then compared with a
geographic region within which access to the stored infonnation is authorized. The user is pem1itted access to
the stored information if the actual geographic position is located within the authorized geographic region.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The receiver that supplies the position
information can receive the position information from a satellite-based location determination system or an
inertial navigation system. The information can be stored on a computer-readable medium, such as a
high-capacity disk. The stored information includes files and each of these files has an associated geographic
region within which access is permitted. The user has access to a specific file or files if the actual geographic
position is located within the authorized geographic region for this file. The stored information can be
encrypted, and the user has access to the decryption key only if the actual geographic position is located
within the authorized geographic region. The stored information can also be divided into subsets of
information and wherein at least one the subsets has a different authorized region from the other subsets. The
association of the files with the authorized geographic regions can be stored as a policy file together with the
stored information.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features determining an actual date or time at the location of the
stored information based on signals received at a receiver supplying reliable time information. The actual
date or time is compared with a predetermined date or time interval at which access to the stored information
is authorized. The user can access the stored information if the actual date or time occurs within the
authorized date or time interval.
In general, in another aspect, the invention includes a receiver supplying reliable position information for
determining an actual geographic position where the stored information is located. A computer receives the
position information with a geographic region within which access to the stored information is authorized and
permits access to the stored information if the actual geographic position is located within the authorized
geographic region.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The receiver includes a receiver encryption
mechanism for cryptographically signing the actual geographic position with a receiver encryption key and
verifying the receiver signature with a receiver decryption key before the actual geographic position is
compared with the authorized geographic region.
In general, in yet another aspect, the invention includes a reader with a corresponding receiver decryption key
for verifying the cryptographically signed actual position.
Embodiments of the invention include the following features. The reader generates an initialization vector
providing a position offset which is transmitted to the receiver and added to the actual geographic position.
The reader crytographically signs the position offset with a reader encryption key. The receiver verifies the
position offset signature with a corresponding reader decryption key before the position offset is added to the
actual geographic position.
In general, in another aspect, the invention features forming a policy associating the information with
authorized geographic regions and authorized time intervals and cryptographically signing the policy and the
information. The signed policy is stored together with the signed information. The user obtains from the
producer a password for unlocking the policy and obtains access to the stored information if the actual
geographic position and actual time falls within the authorized geographic regions and authorized time
interval of the policy.
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Among the advantages of the invention are one or more of the following.
A producer of stored information can restrict use of that information to designated geographic regions or can
exclude designated regions where use is not permitted. For example, a service manual for an automobile
stored on a CD-ROM may contain different sections of information which are applicable to corresponding
specific countries and/or regions. A user may be pennitted to see only the pmtion of the information which is
applicable to his current geographic location. Likewiese, access to a sensitive corpoarte report may be limited
to specific plant location. Access to time-sensitive information may be denied before or after a certain date or
limited to a permitted period. By associating information about authorized geographic regions and time
intervals with policy files stored on the CD-ROM and accessed with a user password, the CD-ROM producer
can issue a new password to permit the user to access a particular set of policy files, and therefore the
information authorized, for a conesponding region and date/time.
Other advantages and features will become apparent from the following description and from the claims.
DESCRIPTION
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a computer system;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a computer-based system for controlling access to stored information;
FIGS. 3 through 5 are flow diagrams;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of cryptographic elements.
As seen in FIGS. 1 to 3, access to information which is stored on a portable computer-readable CD-ROM
which serves as a data distribution media 35, may be controlled based on an actual geographic position of a
computer system 10 on which the information is to be accessed and the time when it is to be accessed.
In computer system 10, a computer 20 is connected to a keyboard 50, a mouse 60, a monitor 40, and a
CD-ROM drive 30. A GPS receiver 70 serves as a source of reliable position and time information. The
receiver 70 is located at the actual geographic position of the computer system 10 and receives signals 75
from orbiting GPS satellites 90 (only one shown). The receiver 70 converts the received signals 75 to
geographic position data 71 to an accuracy of several meters in longitude, latitude and height and to date/time
data 71 to an accuracy of microseconds. The data 71 are transmitted to the computer 20 via a device driver
72.
A receiver crypto-board 80 may contain a public-key certificate 81 signed by the producer and a
corre,sponding private key 82, as shown in FIG. 6. The geographic position and date/time data 71 may then be
signed with the private key 82 to authenticate the data.
The CD-ROM drive 30 may also include encryption and signature capabilities (decoder 32) which may be
implemented either in hardware or in software. The decoder 32 includes a crypto-board public-key certificate
83 which is identical to certificate 81, a producer certificate 84 for verification of the producer's identity, and
a distribution media policy decryption key 86 signed by the producer, as shown in FIG. 6. The crypto-board
certificate 83 verifies the signature of the crypto-board 80 signed with the private key 82. The policy
decryption key 86 decrypts the access policy 155 stored on the CD-ROM 35.
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The computer system 10 can have several levels of security, such as Level 1 and Level 2, described in the
following examples.
In a system with Level 1 security, the receiver 70 communicates with the computer 20 via a conventional
device driver 72 and the CD-ROM drive 30 is a conventional CD-ROM. Neither the receiver 70 nor the
CD-ROM drive 30 have additional encryption/decryption capabilities. For increased security, the computer
20 in a Level 1 system can be a "trusted" computer which can authenticate and/or encrypt data. In a more
secure, Level 2 system, the receiver 70 may include a crypto-board 80 and the CD-ROM drive 30 may
include a decoder 32. The Level 2 system is designed to provide data authenication and encrypted data
transmission between the receiver 70 and the decoder 32. The computer 20 can then be any commerical
computer without data authentication and encryption.
Data entered via the keyboard 50 and mouse 60 may include typical command and data input 130 entered via
a user interface 95 (provided by an application program 34) and one or more passwords 130 that permit a
user to gain access to information stored on the data distribution media 35.
The CD-ROM 35 stores different types of information, such as files with information 144, a list 150 of
authorized geographic regions, a list 154 of authorized date/time intervals, one or more file decryption key
files 146, one or more policy files 152 and a signature 147 for the entire CD-ROM 35. As seen in FIG. 3, the
files 144, 146, 150, 152, 154 and 155 may be signed and encrypted.
The files 144 may be grouped in subsets 141, 142 and 143. Files may belong to more than one subset. (In the
following discussion, the term file refers to both files and subsets of files.) Each file 141, 142 and 143 may be
encrypted with a unique file encryption key 51 (E.sub.l, E.sub.2, E.sub.3). The corresponding file decryption
keys 52 (K.sub.1, K.sub.2, K.sub.3) are stored on the CD-ROM 35 in the file decryption key file 146.
Additional information about the decryption keys and the decryption key file are found in U.S. Pat. No.
5,646,992.
Each file 141, I 42 and 143 on the CD-ROM 35 is associated with zero, one or more of the authorized
geographic regions stored in the list 150 of authorized geographic regions. For example, a region may be
bordered by latitudes and longitudes corresponding to the extent of the Empire State Building in New York
City and an altitude of between 50 and 60 meters, so that the file associated with that region can only be
opened if the receiver 70 is located in a certain office area inside the Empire State Building.
Likewise, each file 141, 142 and 143 is associated with zero, one or more of the authorized date/time
intervals stored in the list 154 of authorized date/time intervals.
Each GPS satellite 90 maintains an extremely accurate clock. The receiver 70 receives the GPS clock signals
as part of signals 75, or a local atomic clock can provide similar clock signals. The clock signals enable
control of access to the information based on the actual time when access to the information is attempted. For
example, the producer can specify that access is to be granted only (1) before a predetermined date/time; (2)
after. a predetermined date/time; or (3) only during a predetermined date/time period.
The producer can associate the files 141, 142 and 143 with specific items in the lists 150 and 154 via a
password 130 which the user enters via keyboard 50. The password 130 can be a user password valid for
more than one access, or can be a one-time password. Alternately, the producer can associate specific
geographic region/date/time information of lists 150 and 154 with the files 141, 142 and 143 via the policy
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files 152. A valid user password 130 may unlock one or more policy files 152. If the user's actual geographic
position and the current date and time are within the authorized geographic region and the authorized
date/time corresponding to the user password 150, then the user can access the selected files via the user
interface 95. The selected information is then displayed on output device 40.
Table 1 shows, as an example, how five encrypted files, A to F, stored on the CD-ROM 35 and associated
with corresponding authorized geographic regions and dates/times, can be accessed. Each file is associated
with one of four different file decryption keys K1 to K4. Ll and L2 are two different authorized geographic
regions and Tl, T2 and T3 are three different authOiized date/time intervals. The user who is in possession of
the file decryption key K1, e.g., a password, can decrypt Manual A within the geographic regions L1 and L3
at time Tl. The same user can also decrypt Manual D at the same time T1 in regions L2 and L3, but not
within region Ll. Likewise, the user who has key K2 can decrypt Image Band Image E within the region L2,
but not at the same time. Drawing C can be decrypted with key K3 at any location, but only at time T3, while
the Business Report F requires key K4 and can be decrypted at any time, but only within the region Ll.
TABLE 1 Authorized Authorized Encrypted File Geographic Date/Time File Decryption Key Regions
Intervals Manual A Kl Ll, L3 Tllmage B K2 L2 T1, T3 Drawings C K3 -- T3 Manual D K1 L2, L3 Tl
Image E K2 L2 T2 Report F K4 Ll -As shown in FIG. 3, for purposes of cryptographic signature with optional encryption, the producer selects
source files 144' to be written on the CD-ROM 35 and specifies a list of authorized geographic regions 150'
and a list of authorized date and time intervals 154'. The producer associates (as shown in Table 1) each file
or subset of files with zero, one or more geographic regions 150' and zero, one or more date/time intervals
154' and stores this association in a policy file 152'. Each of the files 144', 150', 152', 154' can be signed and
encrypted in steps 53,340,350 and 360 with corresponding encryption keys 51,345,355 and 365,
respectively. The corresponding encrypted files 150, 152 and 154 are then stored together on the CD-ROM
35 as a signed, encrypted region/time/file access policy 155. Also stored on the CD-ROM 35 are, as
mentioned above, the signed/encrypted files 144, the signed/encrypted symmetric file decryption key file 146
and the signature 147 used by the producer to sign the entire CD-ROM 35.
As seen in FIGS. 4 and 5, to gain access to the signed/encrypted files 144, the user obtains a password 130
(FIG. 2) from the producer (step 400), and enters the password 130 via the keyboard 50 (step 410). The
password 130 is assumed to be a one-time password, although user passwords valid for more than one
session can also be used.
As seen in FIG. 4, the early portions of the process flow for Level 1 and Level 2 are almost identical.
Step 420 checks the password 130 and the process then executes either 440 (for Level 1, with no additional
security) or to 450 (for Level 2, with receiver/CD-ROM drive security), depending on the system
configuration. Details of steps 440 and 450 are shown in FIG. 5 and will now be discussed.
As seen in FIG. 5, in process 440 the user password 130 is sent to the device driver 72 (step 510). In response
to the one-time password 130, the device driver 72 generates from the user's password 130 its own one-time
password (step 520) and verifies (step 530) that the user did indeed enter a correct one-time password 130,
thus authenticating the user for the interactive session (step 532). Otherwise, access is denied (step 535).
Once the password 130 has authenticated the user, the device driver 72 interrogates the receiver 70 for the
current position and date/time (step 540). The device driver 72 then compares the time and position data
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returned by the receiver 70 with the policy 155 which applies to the files 144 or a subset 141, 142 and 143 of
files (step 460). If the user is authorized to access the files 144, then the data is unlocked, decrypted (step
470, FIG. 3) with decryption keys 52 (step 480) and supplied to the user's application program 34 (step 490)
and displayed.
In a Level 2 system, the receiver 70 includes the cryptographic receiver board 80, hereafter referred to as
"crypto-board". As mentioned before, crypto-board 80 can sign and encrypt/decrypt messages. The CD-ROM
drive 30 includes decoder 32 to decode the position data signed by and received from the crypto-board 80.
As seen in FIG. 5, in process 450, the user's password 130 is sent to the device driver 72, which accepts the
password 130 and passes it through unaltered to the decoder 32 (step 550). The driver 32 then internally
generates with the private key 86 its own one-time password corresponding to the user's password (step 560)
and verifies (step 570) that the correct password 130 was communicated by the device driver 72, thus
authenticating the user for the interactive session (step 572). Otherwise, access is denied (step 575).
Once the encryption circuit 32 has authenticated the user, the driver 32 interrogates the crypto-board 80 via
the device driver 72 for the current time and position information from receiver 70 (step 580). The decoder
unit 30 provides the crypto-board 80 with a signed random or other bit pattern to form an "initialization
vector" (step 590), i.e., a position offset, which the device driver 72 passes through the crypto-board 80 along
with the request for the time and position (step 590).
The crypto-board 80 responds by preparing a packet according to a pre-established data format which
includes the current time and the actual geographic position in latitude and longitude and altitude (step 600).
Also included may be information identifying the satellites transmitting the position data as well as other data
necessary for the computations. The crypto-board 80 also stores the provided initialization vector at a known
offset within the packet and applies a cryptographic signature to the contents of the packet. The cryptographic
signature can be, for example, a message digest/hash of the packet data, plus an encryption of the message
digest according to some predetermined key, and may be symmetrical or asymmetrical, depending on the key
or certificate stored on the crypto-board 80.
The crypto-board 80 then transmits (step 605) the signed time/location packet to the device driver 72 which
relays the packet to the decoder 32/CD-ROM drive 30. The decoder 32 compares the signature of the packet
received from the crypto-board 80 with a signature stored in the decoder 32 (step 61 0). If the signature
verifies properly (step 620), the initialization vector within the packet is examined to determine if the
initialization vector is indeed the same initialization vector which the decoder 32 provided to the
crypto-board 80 in step 590. If this is the case, then the packet received by the decoder 32 is recent and
genuine, and the time and position data are accepted as valid.
Once the packet from the crypto-board 80 is authorized based on the signature and the initialization vector,
the decoder 32 compares the time and position data received from the crypto-board 80 with the policy 155
which applies to the files 144 or to a subset of files 144 (step 460). If the user is authorized to access the files
144, then the data is unlocked (step 4 70), decrypted with decryption keys 52 (step 480) and supplied to the
user's application program 34 and displayed (step 490).
Other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims. For example, the GPS receiver need not be
located at the exact position of the data distribution media reader but could be in a known location (such as a
room containing a control server providing computer service to a local area network in a building) relative to
the reader.
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The policy files 152' may also designate geographic regions where access to certain files 144 is denied.
Control over access to files need not be limited to the use of passwords provided by the producer and entered
via a keyboard. For example, certain biometric attributes, such as facial features, finger prints and/or voice
prints may be substituted for or used in addition to passwords.
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May it please the Comt, the following is an extract from the SEARCH function inside the
IETF.ORG Intellectual Property Rights Webpage (http://www.ietf.org/ipr) listing
statements from search term "GLASSEY"; As you can see from the listing Glassey and
McNeil filed numerous documents pertaining to Glassey's and McNeil's _rights for the
Standards Agency's unauthorized use of the protected Phase-II Intellectual Properties in
its publications.

Patent Owner/Applicant Search Result
Total number of IPR disclosures found: 20
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3161, "Internet X.509 Public

Key Infrastructure Time-Stamp Protocol (TSP)"
2013-10-27

• ID # 2224 "Todd- S. Glassev's'Statement about IPR related to RFC
3161"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to draft-ietf-geopriv-local-civic-03,

"Specifying Civic Address Extensions in the Presence Information Data Format
Location Object (PIDF-LO) 11
2012-07-18

• ID # 1829 "Giassev's Statement about IPR related to draft-ietfgeopriv-local-civic-03"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to draft-ietf-geopriv-deref-protocol-07,

''A Location Dereference Protocol Using HTTP-Enabled Location Delivery (HEW) 11
2012-07-15

• ID # 1825 "Todd S. Glassev's Statement about JPR related to draftietf-eeopri v-deref-protocol-07"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to draft-ietj-geopriv-deref-protocol-06,

"A Location Dereference Protocol Using HTTP-Enabled Location Delivery (HELD) 11
2012-07-12

• ID # 1818 "Patent Recoverv Com (Giassev/McNei])'s Statement about
IPR related to draft-ietf-eeopriv-deref-protocol-06 and
(most all GeoPriv. DNSSec and timcstampine protocols
will also infringe)"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is not related to a specific IETF contribution.
• ID # 1669 "Todd Glassey's Statement about IPR related to
2012-01-24
Informational Publication"
IPR that was submitted byglassey, and is related to RFC 4776, "Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol (DHCPv4 and DHCPv6) Option for Civic Addresses
C01ijiguration Information"
2008-06-24

• ID # 963

2008-06-19

• ID # 954

"Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 4776 and IPR claimed in Glassev GeoSpatial
Kevin£ and Evidentiary Dieital Testimony Models"
IPR disclosure ID# 963 "Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 4776 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiarv Di£ital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to JPR claimed in Glassey

GeoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiary Digital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3694, "Threat Analysis of the

Geopriv Protocol"
"Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 3694 and TPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Kevin£ and Evidentiary Di£:ital Testimony Models"
2008-06-19
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 962 "Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about fPR related to RFC 3694 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiary Di2ital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey, IP owner's
Statement aboul TPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 5139, "Revised Civic Location
2008-06-24

• ID # 962

· Format for Presence Information Data Format Location Object (PIDF-LO)"
2008-06-24

• ID # 961

"Todd S. Glassey, IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 5 I 39 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keying and Evidentiarv Digital Testimony Models"
2008-06-19
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 961 "Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC S 139 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiarv Di2:ital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey, IP owner's
Statement about IPR related Lo IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3693, "Geopriv Requirements"
2008-06-24
• ID # 960 "Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 3693 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keving and Evidentiary Digital Testimonv Models"
2008-06-19
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 960 "Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 3693 and IPR claimed
in Glassev GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital
Testimonv Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey, IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiarv Di2:ital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 4589, "Location Types

Registry"
2008-06-24

• ID # 957

2008-06-19

• ID # 954

"Todd S. Glasscv, IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 4589 and IPR claimed in Glassev GeoSpatial
Kevin£ and Evidentiarv Digital Testimonv Models"
IPR disclosure ID# 957 "Todd S. Glassev, IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 4589 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiary Digital

Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to TPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Keying and Evidentiary Dir:ital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3825, "Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol Option for Coordinate-based Location Configuration
Information"
2008-06-24

• ID # 956

"Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's Statement about TPR related
to RFC 3825 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keying and Evidentiary Digital Testimony Models"
2008-06-19
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 956 "Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about TPR related to RFC 3825 and IPR claimed
in Glassev GeoSpatial Keyine and Evidentiary Digital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey. TP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Kevinsc and Evidentiary Digital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 4745, "Common Policy: A

Document Format for Expressing Privacy Preferences"
2008-06-24

• ID # 955

"Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 4745 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keying and Evidentiary Digital Testimonv Models"
2008-06-19
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 955 "Todd S. Glassey. TP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 4745 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey. TP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatiaJ Kevins: and Evidentiarv Digital TestimonY
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3161, "Internet X.509 Public

Key Infrastructure Time-Stamp Protocol (TSP)"
2004-07-15

• ID #461

"Glassey's Statement aboul possible IPR claimed in RFC
3161"

Additionally since the computers it operates to provide these publication services execute
code which implements this 'description of the infringement' as real-world code, it
directly infringes itself in its operations.
There is no copyright section 107 exemption for patent protected technologies whether
enforced directly against the US patent or a license providing for those same controls to
another party, as is the case in this shared-patent case.
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Date

To

Facsimile number
From

May 5, 1999
Ms. Jennifer Eilers

Web Site

-www.fr.cotn

06157 00600001 350..6878
Lesley J. Armdy
Secreta:ry to David L. Feigenbaum

Re

06157/006001

GPS
Number of pages
including tltis ~gg·

Message•

Jennifer: Here is a copy

of the recorded assi~ment

Lesley

flfOTE: Jbis facsimile is irmndad for. the addressee on tv and mny contain, prillilaged or confidential
informvtion. If you fllavo receiwiJ

Ul~

fQQimila in error, please

illll1Tediately to arrange for it: return. Tharuf you.

~:all

u:s

.~>g1Jec1: a1:

817

54~·'5070
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UNITED STATES DEPAm'MEi\IT OF COMMERCE
!Patent: and Trademark Offic:e
ASSSTAf\IT ss::JoEMY MIO COMMIS510NtR
OF PAT!!NiSANO TRADEMtiRKS
Waslling:on, D.C. 20231

1999

PTAS
FISH

& RICHARDSON P.C.

tm:~1J:D' !.: . ·~IGmmAUM

225 FRANKLIN STREET
BOSTON, MA

02li0-2804

UNITED

STATES

PATENT AND TRADEMARK

OFFICE

NOTICE OF RECoRDATION OF ASSIGNMENT DOCUMENT
THE ENCLOSED DOCUMENT HAs BEEN RECORDED BY TXE ASSIGNMENT DIVISION OF
'!HE U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE.
A COMPLETE MICROFILM COPY IS
AVAILABL:E AT Tim ASSIGNMENT. SEARCH ROOM ON THE REEL AND FRAME NUMSER
REFERENCED BELOW.
PLEASE REVIEW ALL INFORMATiON C:..>NTAINED Ol~ T.!US tlO'l'!CE.
Tf!E
INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS RECORDATION NOTICE REFLECTS THE DATA
PRESENT rn THE PATENT AND TRADEMARK ASSIGNMENl'' SYSTEM.
IF YOU SHOULD
FIND ANY ERRORS OR HAVE QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS NOTICE, YOU MAY
CONTACT THE EMPLOYEE WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THIS NOT.ICE AT 703-308-9723.
PLEASE SEND R:EQ'DEST FOR CORJ<,ECTION TO:
U. S . PATENT AND TRAD~ OFFICE,
ASSIGNMENT DIVISION, BOX· ASSIGNMENTS, CG-4, 1213 JEFFERSON DAVIS HWY,
Stri'I'.E: 320, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231..

RECORDATION DATE: 10/29/1998
BRIEF:

REEL/FRAME: 9555/0985
NUMBER OF PAGES: 4

ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNOR'S INTE:REST (SEE DOCU21EN'l' FOR. DETAILS) .

ASSIGNOR:
HASTINGS, THOMAS MARK

DOC DA'r:E: l0/28/1998

ASSIGNOR:

MCNEIL, MICHAEL E.

DOC DATE: 10/27/1998

ASSIGNOR:

DOC DATE: J.0/27/19.96

GLASSEY, TODD S.
.ASS!GNO~;

DOC DATE: 10/28/1..998

WILLETT, GERALD L.

ASSIGNEE:
DIGITAL DELIVERY, INC.
54 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE'
BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
SERIAL NUMBER: 091.82342
PATENT NtJMBER:
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Name of conveying party(ies):
Thomas Marl( Hastings, Michael E. McNeil, Todd
S. I:;Jassey and Gerald L. Willett
Additional name(s) attached?

~

'X

o

P.35

AUomey Docket No.: 06157/006001

~ rmmm~~~.~~~~lfill~~

1.

\
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SHt...../r
•Cument.

2.. Name and address of re<:eiving party(les):
Digital Delivery~ Inc.
54 Middlesex Turnpike'
Bedford, i\llassachuaetts

Yes Iii No
Additional names/addr_esses attached? 0 Yes Iii

3.

I

~

Nature of conveyance:
Iii Assignment

No

0 Merger
0 Security Agreement
0 Change of Name
CJ Other:

f:xecution Date: Oc.tobel' 2.7, 199B, Mic:hael E.
McNeil and Todd S. Glassey and October 28,
1998, Thomas Marlt Hastlngs. and Gerald L.
Willett
4.

Application number(s) or patent number(s):
lf1his document is being filed with a new application. the execution date of the application is: October 27, 1998.
Michael E. McNeil and Todd s. Gl~y, and Qc:tober 28, 1998, Thomas Martt Hastings and Gerald L. Willet
A. Patent Application No.(s):
8. Patent No.(s):
Additional numbers attached"? 0 Yes

5. Name/address ofparty to wham correspondence
concerning document should be mailed:

6.

~

No

Total number of applications/patents involved: 1

7. Total tee (37 CFR :3-41); $4()

li Endosed
·0 Authorized

David L. Feigenbaum
Fish & Richardson P _c.
225 Frank.lln Street
Boston, MA 02110-2804

a.

to charge

deposit account

Deposit a~unt number. 06--1050
If the fee above is being charged to deposit
account. a duplicate oopy of this cover sheet is
attached. Please apply any additional charges, or
any credits. to. our Deposit· Account No. 06-1050.

DO NOT USE THIS SPACE

9.

Statement and signature: To the best of my knowledge end belief, the foregoing Information is true and correct
aiJI'f the attached is the on"gmal document.

David L Feigenbaum

~

la/13/il

Name of Person Signing
Signature
Date
Total number of pages including cover•~l'liUM]~ ~ f:!~ent: 4

Datcof~sit 68f7> ~ U.,.. ..$q}., f9CJ/

I hereby c:crd{y under 37 CFR 1.10 that.lh.is ccnt:fJlondm= is ~g
dc:vaQICd wtdt !be Uai~ SlO\!eS Postnl SeMcc 3.S "Exprer Mllll
Ofllc• TD AG.,..,.,re•• ·"'\m.sumo!C!I< pcsmsc on me d.IIU:
ln~d4reuod to llu: A•si~n~ Cornm!&ion<r fmPJli>!ftn:_; W~ing~~n~, D.C. .10231.
l'w>l

irulica!Z:>i 2"oo'<1! and

l1Mb(l)se1~
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ASSIGNMENT
For valuable consideration, we, Thomas Mark Hastings, of Lexingron.. MassachusettS;
Michael E. McNeil of Felton, Califgum; Todd S. Giw:e:t of Scotts Va1ley._Califomia; and Geral.d L.

Wjllen. of Malden, Massacbusens; hereby assign to DIGITAL

PE!JVBRY,

INC., a Massachusetts

corporation .having a place of business at 54 Middlesett TU.r.npike .. ~rd. Massachusetts, and its
successors and assigns (collectively hereinafter called Rthe Assignee"}. the entire right, title and intereSt
throughout the· world in the inventions and improvements which are subject of an application for United
Stares Parent signed by us, entitled CONTROLLING ACCESS TO STOREJ) INFQRMA]lON, filed _ _

_

, and assigned U.S. Serial Number
, :md we authorize and request the attorneys
appointed in said application to hereafter complete this assignment by inserting above the filing date and
serial number. of said application when known; this· assignment including said application 1 any and all
United Srates and foreign par:enrs. utility ·models, and design registrations granted for any ofsaid inventions
or improvements, and the right to claim priority based on the filing dare of said application under the
Imerilational Convention for tb.e Prorec:tion of InC.ustrial Propmy, the Patent Cooperation Treaty, the .
European Patent Convention. and all other tteaties of like purposes; and we authorize the. Assignee to apply
in all countries in our name or in its. own llalile for patents, utility models, and design registrations and .like
rights of exclusion and for inventors' certificates for said inventions and improvements; and we agree for
ourselves and our respective heirs, legal representatives and assigns, without f'uiUler compensation ro
perform such lawful acts and to sign such :further applications, assignments, Preliminary Statements and
other lawful documents as the Assignee may reasonably reque3t ·to effectuate· fully this assignment.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I herero set: my band and seal at
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:ss.
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,M

Ml.Ckoe\ ~
c..Wi\ _knOwn to me to be the person whose name is subscribed ro the
foregoing Assigmnem, and acknowledged that~she executed the same as ~er free act and deed for t.be
da:~

purposes therein contained.

Notary Public

My

Commi~ion

[Nowy's Seal Here]
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pmpaoes thfrein contained.
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From: Todd S. Glassey <Todd.Giassey@www.GMTsw,com>
To: jbook@SCLAWFIRM.COM
Subject: Re: The proposed GM/DD deal. ..
Date: Wednesday, April 28, 1999 6:05 PM
Mark,
sounds like you want to rattle your saber too, OK I'll draw too butthis is
silly and wasteful. Justfor the fun of it I am carboning our counsel on
this matter so you know I am ready to rock and' roll if you want to.

So- you read my responses, and then when you done fuming up, have a cup of
coffee, take a day or so and we can talk.

I really do want to work this out with you without any legal entanglements,
and am willing to come to a lump sum or structured settlement·on these
issues and potentially to lump them all into the same deal, but, Mark - you
wanna draw any more blade - go ahead and my response will be fotal1 00%
commitment to the battle and I will pervail, becuase winning for me doesn't
necessarily mean winning $$$;
It means being proved legally right; and as such - ! have a substantially
different agenda thanyou.do. Lets not escalate this any farther than we
have to.

Todd
----- Original Message From: Mark Hastings <mark@digifaldelivery.com>
To: 'Todd S. Glassey' <Todd.Giassey@GMTsw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April28, 1999 9:20AM
Subject:. RE: The proposed GM/DD deal. ..
> I am in receipt of your documents. Interestingly, they both state that
.
they
>are to be sent by U.S. Mail and Fax. Clearly, you did not do either.
That was my fault there,.sorry.
>
> I have only read them quickly, and my first comment is that on numerous
> occasions in discussions with you and your attorneys, Mary. Lee Crooks and
>Jason Book, GMTis to share half of the expense of actually creating the
> patent application.

No No No -there is no agreement that GMT is going to pay you squat unless
we see substantially more than the three precent we are talking about now,
and that's what the discovery proves. I have the email.
>The total wasjustunder$15;000.00. Consequently, GMT
> should be prepared to send a check· to cover GMT share of the expense of
>filing the patent. This isand has always been a condition of the royalty
> arrangement between GMT and DOl as discussed in the presence of your
> attorneys and subject to discovery.
BS Mark- You personally.made the decision to take your side ofthe process
and tum it over to your lawyers that spent a considerable amount of •your"
money having them draft the same documentwe were in the process of working
on becuase we were not movingfast' enough for you - and you chose to do so
without a clear contract in place with us as to what you would actually own
of our core technologies, or to our, finaicial culpability on your-expenses,
Page 1

for filing a patent against our core IP. No, the responsibility for that
decision and its expense rests soley on you.
However, not to stop you since you demanded that we work with your lawyers
on reviewing and editing the draft. Further, since the specific use of the
technology that McNeil and I were authorizing you to use as part of our our
broader GeoPositional datapoint systems, was part of a larger system, we had
to also in the process fully review your original patent to validate that
the things we were claiming were true and provable. All this. work was of
course reviewed by our counsel as well and the costs of that has been borne
totally by us at this point.
So, the actuality ofit is that we paid our attorneys and staff
substantially more than your $15K.to date and you should be camping us for
halflhe costing on our side as well. Want to trade checks? (or maybe we
should we draw blades a little more)
>
> I also am concerned about some of the claims is this agreement. But I
will
> elaborate on those when I have had time to more closely review the
documents
> and consult with counsel.

Please do, they represent the terms of.the original agreementto agree,
which now based on Datum's acquiring your company is worth a whole lot more
that you originially thought it would be. But that's not the point: We
signed over the patent to you for considerations already agreed upon in the
Coinventors agreement, or we can take it up with both the Court and the
Patent Office.
Also realize that you are forcing the merging the Datum and DO matters into
one homogenous mass, that you may as such force a number of issues that you
as the presidenLof the new division won't like the answers to.

I am not the naive little boy that came into this process, and I have a
number of issues that .. will* be addressed between us privately or in open
court.
These issues include:
1) The royalty and compensation agreement between myself and Datum on
the sale of materials in to the EC product domain and thats aiiEC products.
Also all the boiler plate on what Datum has to do to prove best efforts for
the development of the business line, base level compensation; etc, etc.

and in the interest of creating a harmonious universe, i'll make of point of
using Datum .. gear in my toys and inventions as long as it is the right.
decision for the product effort. Same with the. standards efforts, I'll also
surrender as part of the settlement, a number of the. relationships I have
introduced you to in the form of
However, one of the key terms will have to. not be bound to purchase only
datum equipment, if datum cannot supply what I need to address my. specific
req(Jirements.
Also both parties will have a mutual gag order as part of the settlement;
unless we decide that we need to work on a common standards approach (which
I BTW, strongly suggest we do). Glassey and McNeil in this process will
continue to work with any of the standards teams they are.
2)

Any further royalties that Datum will wind up oweing to GMT

3) The completion ofthe Digital Delivery contracts and compensation
for our licensing you the geoPositlonal policy use for Confidential Courier
ONLY: Also the memorialization of the Coinventors agreement.
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4) The commissions on the presentation of Coastek and Digital
Delivery for acquisition by Datum at industry standard rates (Lehman Rates)
If not, then lets just leave it to the lawyers and the Federal Government
(did you know that a provable conspiracy doesn't take direct knowledge, just
lhe commission of an act in the collective furtherance of a Feleony - check
with counsel on that one if you like) and if you force. the issue I could
prove that is what "you folks" did, you conspired to "do me".
Surely you must know that the totality of the email between Robinson and I
is so damning, especially Robinson's letter to us saying that we could only.
be Marketing People since we were not competent as. engineers in late
November of 1998. Its funny he never bothered to say that to me when I
introduced you to Judah Levine or put the federally funded timeserver into
your computer room ....
Or when I introduced you to Verisign under the terms of our pre-existing
Intellectual Property agreements (The NDA and the PPT presentation that
Mitch has on what GMTwas claiming ownership. of at the outset of the
relationship. You will see the timestamper is covered there as well) , or
Entrust or Digital Signature Trust.
It clearly says we are there for one purpose and that's. market development,
butthen how could we have developed any of the core Datum IP then?
And when you really look at it, it's really funny how the TTl looks like the
concept I came into Datum with when i left Coastek. Funny, also how the
Robinson Report to Erik van der Kaay of fast December is a mere two pages
long. Showing 4 servers and. 4 communications protocols. But that was the
extent of it. Two lousy pages. What it meant is that there was no Datum
product yet, what there was, was a two page outline in Dave's head.
So when we proposed the TTI2, a.2 server, I protocol modef,as·our response
to Dave with several approaches, Both SWand HW based service models, Dave
immediately stands up and say's
"Hey that';:; mine.", but the truth of the matter is that it just isn't his
work. There is no "Dave" and certainly not any Datum in it anywhere.

It is a generic board level product with a standard industry clock chip.
There doesn't need to be any fancy logic in the TLC at all to make the trust
process models work-and that was something that they just never got. Anyone
could build it; that was the point. It, our TTI2, uses the Secure ACTS
protocol we are working on with NIST now so there is no Trusted Third party
timing provider in this model, just.the Timing providers at lhe-Govemmentaf
·
levels. This flattens the timing model :and is totally different than the
Datum DRobinson architecture description as of Dec 22, 1998.

The bottom line is that there was at the·time. we split in.mid October, 1998,
no specific Datum IP's had been developed, except that of porting the BC635.
architecture to new secure timebase model.
The relationships, including the one with Digital Delivery are protected
under the terms of the Datum NDA I executed since they predated the
Datum!Giassey relationship therewill be no problem proving this.
This is further demonstrated by my telling Mitch Stone about you, Digital
Delivery, under the terms that I was comp'd. I did the same with Coastek.
Mitch's response was to pass the information along to the powers that be,
Eric and Dave Robinson, who decided that they would not honor the terms
under which the introduction was given to Mitch, becuase Mitch was not-an
officer of Datum Corporation, just the vp of the division of the company I
was assigned to work with, they seem to feel this will fly. However, there
are two problems with this.
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The first is that I was. told by everyone at Datum including Erik van der
Kaay that Mitch. was my go between, that is between the company and myself.
He approved my invoices and everything I did, was at his direction. So, if
that is the case and under the NDA terms, Mitch, Datum Corporation's
Representitive to Glassey, et al., was.contaminated and bound by the
company's agreement to honor my intellectual properties, so by violating the
terms of the NDA by revealing.the name.of Digital Delivery before finding
out whether they, they, the Datum executive management team would comply
with the terms underwhich it was submitted, and since of ccurse Mitch Stone;
the vice president of sales for Ban com Division at tha time, I think that
the courts will have this wrapped up without to much bloodshed. It also is a
key concept to bring out that the original proposal to Datum was made to
Davey Briggs of the FTS division, because that is where I see the bulk of
the profit beingderived. Yes the board business is· good, but the board
level system is infrastructure and selling. core infrsatructure without a.end
to end product plan is a loser and so we approached Datum with particular
interest in the cesium devices. With that in mind, we need to make sure that
the compensation plan adequately addresses moneys earned from extra Cesium
and Rubidium product sales as welL
Here's how it worked. Mitch was legally obligated to not- reveal the name of
DigitafDelivery or the interests in the company until the terms of the
agreement were ratified or consumated regarding a purchase position in
Digital Delivery and Coastek. But this didn't happen and since he was the
legally binding representitive of the corporation for me, itwas appropriate
to present the opportunity through him and so by that take - I am owed
compensation for the.acquisition.
I am not being unreasomible here and have asked for what everyone in the
industry gets as a baseline. That is "Standard Lehman numbers", which are
calculated at 5% first million. or fraction thereof, 4% on the seccnd
million, and 3% thereafter for each whole or fractional million, which for.
example if the stock trade was at.a 5M valuation, the commission would come
to somewhere in the $180K.range.

Now that we have had our tirades, Mark, don't try and play me for a fool, I
know exactly what cards I am holding and so do you. So.before we make this a
pissing match and each spend considerable moneys on our "Fighting Cocks"
lets look at the situation. Clearly I can prove that there was "some deal"
done verbally between me an Datum./ I presented Datum at .the beginning of
the relationship with a specific list of the things that we. (GMT) and I
(Todd Glassey) owned and that were noOt part of the agreement between us.
This included every relationship I had that was. pre-existing the signing of
the GMT Datum contractors contract. The reason. Mitch demanded this is
becasue he didn't have the power to rewrite the contractors contract and
Robinson wanted paper between me and Datum before I went anywhere else to
shop my technology Ideas and market development ideas around.
That I presented you to Datum for acqusition is easily provable and that I
did it under the guise that I wanted separate compensation for it is a no
brainer since it, my relationship with you, was specifically excluded from
Datum's ownership as part of any IP's that are or were to be developed under
the contracting agreement.
As to the mad rush to get us to sign something, He, Robinson, was real clear
that he had nothing without me, he commented on how much he wanted to cut
his monthlong vacation short, so he could get back to the farm and star work
on what Datum. was going to do about this new possibility I had presented to
them.
SO NOW THAT YOUR PROBABLY'PRETTY PISSED LETS LOOK AT THE CONSEQUENCES
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So what is the short side of a lawsuit between us? at the very least the PR
damage to you and Datum in the industry will be "catastrophic", BUT If I am
at all successful in the Conspiracy matter, some of ''you" people may be
doing time in the CampFed. Let alone the potential damage to Datum Stock
prices and the like. Oh and the patent; that will be tied up for years.
My mistake in the Datum matter is clearly that I trusted Dave Robinson at.
his word and this is not panning out at this point, but based on a number of
easily. demonsterable events, and Dave!s clearly provable intent to "not
honor his agreements", this matter might just as well go to court,
My damage is that I have to spend a bunch of my ihheretence money on a
·
lawsuit and
>
> I have also explicitly told. you that this and any other agreements between.
> GMT and Datum will have to be executed simultaneously.
·
>

> I will speak with you soon regrading a resolution to this agreement.
>
> Siceerely,
>
> Mark Hastings
> President
·
>
>
>
>
> > ----Original Message-->> From: Todd S. Glassey [mailto:Todd.Giassey@www.GMTsw.com]
> > Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 1999 2:34 PM
> > To: T. Mark Hastings
> > Subject: Fw: The proposed GM/DD deal ...
>>
>>
>>

>>Original Message -'-> > From: Todd S. Glassey <Todd.Giassey@GMTsw.com>
>>To: Jason Book <JBook@SCLAWFIRM.COM>; Mark
> > Hastings<Mark@DigitaiDelivery.COM
> > >; Michael E Mcneil <MEMcNeii@GMTsw.COM>
>>Sent: Saturday, April17, 1999 6:55PM
> > Subject: The proposed GM/DD deal. ..
>>
>>
> > > Mark, here are those two files I thought I had sentto you
> > in January ...
> > > These. are the rough copies and my feeling is that as to the
> > content of the
> > > agreement itself; we just need to back end the content of
> > the reciprocity
> > > sections into the main agreement.
>>>
>>>Let me know if you have any problem with the content of the
> > main body of
>>the
> > > agreement and we can talk about it.
>>>
>>>
> > > Regards,
>·> >
> > >Todd S. Glassey, President and CTO
> > > GMTiabs, Inc~
> > > (831} 438-7811
>>>
>>
>
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From: Todd S. Glassey <Todd.Giassey@www.GMTSw.com>
.
To: Jason Book <JBook@SCLAWFIRM.COM>; Michael E Mcneil <MEMcNeil@www.GMTsw.ccm>
Subject: The proposed GM/00 deal. ..
Date: Saturday, April17, 1999.6:55 PM
Mark, here are those two files I thought I had sent to you in January ...
These are the rough copies. and my feeling is that as to the content of the
agreement itself, we just need to back end the content ofthe reciprocity
sections into the main agreement.
Let me know.if you have any problem with the content of the main body of the
agreement and we can talk about it.
Regards,
Todd S. Glassey, Presidentand CTO
GMTiabs,.lnc.
(831) 438-7811
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May 1,1999

Via Facsimile
and U.S. Mail

T. Mark Hastings
President & C.E.O.
Digital Delivery, Inc.
54 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730-1417
Re:

Draft Agreementbetweel1 Todd S. Glassey, Michael E. McNeil.
and Digital Delivery, Inc.

Dear Mr. Hastings:
Enclosed please find the above..:referenced Agreement (the "Agreement") for your
review and comment. The Agreement incorporates the terms set forth in the Co-Inventor
Agreement between the parties dated October 26, 1999.
As I know you are aware, the last term to be finalized in the Agreement is the
compensation to be paid to Glassey-McNeil. Please review the following alternative
. compensation structures and provide us with your comments regarding same. In the
event that one of the alternatives set forth below is acceptable to you, please let us know
and we will insert the appropriate text into Paragraph 6 of the Agreement. Other
alternatives are possible and should be suggested in the event that the alternatives set
forth herein are not acceptable.

Alternative 1
In consideration for the Assignment under which Glassey-McNeil assigned
to. Digital all rights, title. and interest in and to certain intellectual property
essential to the Controlling Access to Stored Information patent, GlasseyMcNeil shall receive from Digital the total sum of Three Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00), payable in ca.Sh or certified funds of the
US shall be paid to. Glassey-McNeil within 2 calendar years from the

T. Mark Hastings
May1, 1999
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execution of this- agreement That this payment is made in lieu of a formal
licensing agreement and shall be the totality of financial resiprocity for the
conveyance of the intellectual properties as specified in the body of this
agreement.
In the event that Digital fails to perform according to. the foregoing
payment terms for any reason, then all rights, i.e. patent, trade secret, etc.,
to the inventions and technology covered under the Controlling Access
Patent, which includes the Confidential Courier, shall revert to GlasseyMcNeil as Co-Inventors along with Digital. In such event, each party shall
have all. right to exploit said inventions and technology without any notice,
obligation or accounting to the other: The parties shall, nevertheless, each
execute and deliver such further documents and shall take such other
actions as may be reasonably necessary to effect this reversion of rights.
Alternative 2

In consideration for the Assignment-underwhich Glassey.:.McNeil assigned
to Digital all rights, title andinterestin. and to certain intellectual property
essential to the Controlling Access to Stored Information patent, GlasseyMcNeil shall receive from Digital a royalty equal to Three Percent (3%} of
gross sales of all products sold by Digital which incorporate the technology
contained in the Controlling Access Patent or otherwise relate to such
technology. Such royalty shall be payable by Digital to Glassey-McNeil
over the entire useful life of the Controlling Access Patent (the "Royalty
Period") .. Within thirty (30) days following any month that ends during the
Royalty Period, Digital shall submit a written report to Glassey-McNeil,
setting forth all gross sales of the products described in this Paragraph 6
during any part of said month within the Royalty Period. All such reports
shall accurately set forth the basis for all royalties due under this
Agreement. Payment of all royalties due in respect of each monthly
reporting period shall be submitted to Glassey-McNeil with the report for
such period.
We look forward to your prompt response and cooperation in fmalizing the
Agreement as soon as possible. Thank you.
F:\WPDA TA\JASON\gmtdd l.ltr

T. Mark Hastings
May], 1999
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Very truly yours,

Todd Glassey, president
TSG:tsg
Enclosure

l':\WPDATA\JASON\gmtdd l.ltr

AGREEMENT
This Agreement ("Agreement") is made effective as of October 26, 1998, by and
between, on the one hand, TODD S. GLASSEY and MICHAEL E. McNEIL, each an
individual (collectively "Glassey-McNeil''), and on the other hand, DIGITAL
DELIVERY, INC., a Massachusetts corporation ("Digital"). The Agreement is made
with reference to the following recitals:.

Recitals
A.

Digital is the holder of U.S. Patent Number 5,646,992 for certain data and
file
protection and. encryption technology, described further as encryption and decryption
technology employing the use of passwords to control. access to stored infof!Jlation on
various distribution media. The product produced by Digital under this patent is
generally referred to as the Confidential Courier, which is described in non-technical
terms as a transmittal envelope which can be opened only by specifically designated
persons having the encoded passwords. This patent was issued to Digital on July 8, 1997
(the "Courier Patent").
B.
Digital employees Thomas Mark Hastings and Gerald L. Willet, along with
Glassey-McNeil, have further developed the Courier Patent technology to expand its
identification and verification enablement policies by adding the new technology of geoc
positioning and tirrie/da:te encryption with respect to data and file storage and access. The
intent of Digital and Glassey-McNeil has been that Digital would file for a patent on such
new technology, as applied to and integrated with the Courier Patent, such new patent. to
be titled "Controlling Access to Stored Information". In accord with this intent, GlasseyMcNeil, along with Thomas Mark Hastings and Gerald L. Willet, have executed that
,)998 (the "Assignment"), under which
certain Assignment dated
Glassey-McNei1 assigned to Digital all rights, title and interest in and to certain
intellectual property essential to the Controlling Access to Stored Information patent, for
the consideration set forthin this Agreement.

C.
Digital then filed~ on
, 1998, the Controlling
Access to Stored Information patent, said patent having been assigned U.S. Serial
Number
.
. At this time, the Controlling Access to Stored
Information patent is being prosecuted through the United States Patent and Trademark
Office.
D.
Glassey-McNeil and Digital also entered into that certain Co-Inventor
Agreement, dated October 26, 1998 (the "Co-Inventor Agreement").
E.

By this Agreement, Glassey'-McNeil and Digital desire to reduce .to writing
the·

compensation to be paid by Digital to Glassey-McNeil in consideration for the
Assignment, to supercede the Co-Inventor Agreement in its entirety, and to memorialize
their rights with respect to other inte1lectual property as described in this Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing Recitals, and for other
good and valuable consideration receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, GlasseyMcNeil and Digital hereby agree as follows:

AGREEMENT
L

Definitions. The following terms shall have the following meanings for purposes
ofthis Agreement:
A.

"Confidential Courier" means that technology developed by Digital under
the Courier Patent which is embodied in the product produced and sold by
Digital under the name Confidential Courier, which contains certain
encryption and decryption technology to control and limit access to the
information and date contained in specific files.

B.

"Geo-positioning and time/date technology" means the enablement policy
which allows data or an event to be pinpointed to occur at a certain time
and physical place.

C.

"GPS Phase Ir' means that geo-posrtloning and time/date enablement
technology invented and developed by Glassey-McNeil that specifically
includes a cryptographic signing and verification process with the
transmittal of time and geographic positioning information that allows a
legally indemnifiable degree of trust to be established in the time and
geographic positioninginformation thus conveyed.

2.

Rights to GPS Phase IL Digital acknowledges that the GPS Phase· II technology
is solely and exclusively the idea and invention of Glassey-McNeil.
Notwithstanding, Digital shall have the rights to utilize the GPS Phase II
technology but limited to the Confidential Courier product and product derivatives
thereof; and Digital grants to Glassey-McNeil a perpetual, royalty-free, nonexclusive worldwide license for the GPS Phase U technology and derivatives
thereof, with rights to sublicense.

3.

Rights to Courier Patent. Glassey-McNeil shall have no rights to any part of the
Courier Patent, or to the claims regarding the Courier Patent which are
incorporated in the Controlling Access Patent or to the Confidential Courier
product notproduced by Digital.

4,

No Opposition to Patents.

Digital shall not file any opposition in the United
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States Patent and Trademark Office or similar offices of any other country, or take
any action adverse to the filing of a patent application by Glassey-McNeil for any
geo-positioning and time/date technology or technology implementing GPS Phase
II, including potential patentable subject matter or products e.g., frrewalls, e-mail
gateways, protocol bridges, database servers, file servers, hardware based
appliances, and the like.

5.

Product Development. Digital shall begin and continue the development of
products which shall embody the technology ofthe Controlling Access Patent in
order to enhance or compliment the existing Confidential Courier. product as well
as new products exploiting the Controlling Access Patent which are to be sold and
distributed by Digital. Glassey-McNeil may develop products which utilize the
gee-positioning and/or time/date enablement or GPS Phase II technology,
provided that any such products do not include the technology infrastructure
covered by the Courier Patent.

6.

Compensation to Glassey-McNeiL

TO BE INSERTED AS PER COVER

LETTER.
7.

Amendment. This Agreement may be supplemented, amended, or modified only
by the mutual agreement of Giassey-McNeil and Digital. No supplement,
amendment, or modification of this Agreement wiii. be binding unless it is in
writing and signed by Glassey'-McNeil and Digital.

8.

No Waiver.

9.

Attorney's Fees.

If either party to this Agreement undertakes litigation or
arbitration against the other party arising out of or in connection with this
Agreement, the successful or prevailing party or parties will be entitled to recover
from the other party, as an element of his costs of suit, and not as damages,
reasonable attorney's fees, arbitration costs, and court costs incurred. The
"prevailing party" shall be determined under California Civil Code § l717(b )( 1) or
any successor statute ..

10.

Govemiitg Law; This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accord

No waiver of a breach, failure of any condition, or any right or
remedy contained in or granted by this Agreement will be effective unless it is in
writing and signed by the party waiving the breach, failure, right, or remedy. No
waiver of any breach, failure, right, or remedy, will be deemed a waiver any other
breach, failure, right, or remedy,, whether or not similar, nor will any waiver
constitute a continuing waiver unless the writing so specifies,

with the laws of the State of California.
11.

Venue. Any dispute, including litigation or arbitration, that arises under or relates
to this Agreement (whether contract, tort, or both) shall be resolved in the Santa
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Cruz County Superior Court, Santa Cruz, California, or by way of an arbitration in
the County of Santa Cruz, State of California.
12.

Severability. If any provision in this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, that
provision shall be construed, limited, modified, or if necessary severed to the
extent necessary to eliminate its invalidity or unenforceability, without
invalidating the remaining provisions of this Agreement.

13.

Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the. benefit of
the parties hereto, and any permitted heirs, executors, administrators; successors,
and assigns thereof.

14.

Entire Agreement; This Agreement constitutes the final, complete, and exclusive
statement of the terms of the agreement between the parties· pertaining to the
subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes all prior arid contemporaneous
understandings of the parties. No party has been induced to. enter into this
Agreement by, nor is any party relying on, any representation or warranty outside
those expressly set forth in this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF AND WITH INTENT TO BE BOUND, GlasseyMcNeil and Digital have executed this Agreement on. the dates set forth opposite their
signatures below:
Glassey-MeNeil:

March_, 1999.
TODD S. GLASSEY

March_, 1999.
MICHAEL E. McNEIL

Digital:
DIGITAL DELIVERY, INC., a Massachusetts corporation

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
THOMAS MARK HASTINGS, President
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March_, 1999.

Admin
From: Mark Hastings <mark@digitaldelivery.com>
To: Todd S. Glassey' <Todd.Giassey@www.GMTsw.com>
Cc: jbook@SCLAWFIRM .COM; .memcNeil@www .GMTsw.com
.Subject: Royalty agreement between .DOl and GMT
Date: Friday, April 16, 1999 5:32 AM

doc.
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Admin

From: Mark Hastings <mark@digitaldelivery.com>
To: 'Todd S. Glassey' <Todd.Giassey@wv.tW.GMTsw.com>
Cc: jbook@SCLAWFIRM.COM; memcNeil@wv.tW.GMTsw.com
Subject: Royalty agreement between DOl and GMT
Date: Friday, April16, 1999 5:32AM
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From: Todd S. Glassey <Todd.Giassey@www.GMTsw.com>
To: Mark Hastings <mark@digitaldelivery.com>
Cc: jbook@SCLAWFIRM.COM; memcNeil@www.GMTsw.com
Subject: Re: Need to get some closure on the DO/GMT deal ...
Date: Thursday, April15, 199910:47 PM
Hi Mark how is the family, well I hope ...
As to meeting here, yes absolutely - lets do that. Re: I sent you the edited
proposal for your review about a month ago. If you need another copy I can
resend it or Jason can ... u
What I had proposed was that we structure the deal in two segments. The
first is the conveyance of the derivative and core GeoPositionaiiP and the
extend policy interface it creates. The second is how we do the
licensing/royalties agreement.
BTW, I have been looking at.the structure and form of software license deals
and they, in my mind, to be effective. need some kind of audit and proofing
plan, .as well as a lot of language to protect us from lying to each other.
While I have no reason to believe that this would happen, we both deal
straight up, the lawyers will not let me "not have this language" in the
contract.
So I would propose, since I really don't want to be auditing your books
every year and we still can't really put a demonstrative value on the
addition of the GeoPositional Policy Interface to the abilities of Digital
Delivery, that maybe some structured settlement would .be easier for all
concerned ...
What do you think?
Todd
---- Original Message --From: Mark Hastings <mark@digitaldelivery.com>
To: 'Todd S. Glassey' <Todd.Giassey@GMTsw.com>; Mark Hastings
<mark@digitaldelivery.com>
Cc: <jbook@SCLAWFIRM.COM>; <memcNeii@GMTsw.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April13, 1999 4:56PM
Subject RE: Need to get some closure on the DO/GMT deal ...
>Hi Todd:
>.

> Long time no hear. Hope all is going well for you at GMT.
>

> I too would like to complete our agreement. However, I am not sure about
> having received a deal from you. When was it sent?
>
> I would also like to forward copies of the email and fax messages that
were
> exchanged prior to your input into the application to your attorneys
office
> so that they have a complete record.
>
> I will be in the S.F. Bay Area the week of April 26 and possibly we could
> meet at that time to work out some of the details.
>
> Later,
>

> Mark Hastings,
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>President
> Digital Delivery, Inc.
>

> > -----Original Message---> > From: Todd S. Glassey [mailto:Todd.Giassey@www.GMTsw.com]
>>Sent: Monday, April12, 1999 7:30PM
> > To: T. Mark Hastings
> > Cc: jbook@SCLAWFIRM.COM; memcNeil@www.GMTsw.com
> > Subject: Need to get some closure on the DD/GMT deal. ..
>>
>>

> > Mark, we are about to file the core technology patent for the
.
> > geopositional.
> > timestamping tools and need to get our deal finished, or at least the
> > non-financial portions thereof concluded.
>>
> > Let me knowwhat your comments on the deal I forwarded to you
>>were .. The
> > terms and conditions of the. components exclusive of the financial
> > compensation were just as we had agreed so in the very least
> > I want to get
> > that completed at the earliest convince.
>>

>>Todd Glassey, President
> > GMTsw, Inc.
>>

>>
>
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From: Mark Hastings <mark@digitaldelivery.com>
To: 'Todd S. Glassey' <Todd.Giassey@www,GMTsw.com>; Mark Hastings <mark@digitaldelivery.com>
Cc: jbook@SCLAWFIRM.COM; memcNeil@www. GMTsw.com
Subject: RE: Need to get some closure on the DO/GMT deal ...
Date: Tuesday, April13, 19994:56 PM
Hi Todd:
Long time.no hear. Hope all is going well for you.at GMT.
I too would like to complete our agreement. However, I am not sure about
having received a deal from you. When was it sent?

i would also like to forward copies of the email and fax messages·that were
exchanged prior to your input into the application to your attorneys office
so that they have a complete record.
I will be in the SF Bay Area the week of April 26 and possibly we could
meet at that time to work out:some ofthe details.
Later,
Mark Hastings;
President
Digital Delivery, Inc.
> ----Original Message----> From: Todd S. Glassey [mailto:Todd.Giassey@www.GMTsw.com)
>Sent: Monday, April12, 1999 7:30PM
> To: T. Mark Hastings
> Cc: jbook@SCLAWFIRM.GOM; memcNeil@www.GMTsw.com
>Subject: Need to get some. closure on the DD/GMT deal. ...
>
>
> Mark, we are about to file the core technology patent for the

> geopositional
> timestamping tools and need to get our deal finished~ or at least the
> non-financial' portions thereof concluded.
>
>Let me know what your comments on the deal! forwarded to you
>were. The
>.terms and conditions of'the components exclusive.of the financial
> compensation were just as we had agreed so in the very least
>lwant.to get
> that completed at the earliest convince.
>
> Todd Glassey, President
> GMTsw, Inc.
>
>
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From: Todd S. Glassey <Todd.Giassey@WW'N.GMTsw.com>
To: T. Mark Hastings <mark@digitaldelivery.com>
Cc: jbook@SCLAWFIRM.COM; memcNeii@WWIN.GMTsw.com
Subject: Need to get some closure on the DO/GMT deal. ..
Date: Monday, Apri112, 1999 4:29PM
Mark, we are about to file the core technology patentfor the geopositional
timestamping tools and need to get our deal finished, or at least the
non-financial portions thereof concluded.
Let me know what your comments on the oeall forwarded to you .were. The
terms and conditions of the components exclusive of the financial
compensation were just. as we had agreed so in the very least I wantto get
that completed at the earliest convince.
Todd,Giassey; President
GMTsw, Inc.
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From: Admin <admin@sclawfirm.com>
To: Michael E. McNeil <memcneil@got.net>; Todd S. Glassey <todd.glassey@gmtsw;com>
Subject: Second Draft of Agreement between Glassey-McNeil and Digital Delivery, Inc:
Date: Wednesday, March 03, 1999 4:13PM
Dear Todd and Michael,
Attached in rtf format please find the above-referenced Agreement, as well
as a draft of a "cover letter'' to Mark Hastings for Michael's signature.
These documents are revised and drafted in accord with ciur brief conference
of Thursday, February 25, 1999. Please review the attached documents and
let me know your comments.
Best Regards,
Jason R. Book, Esq.
BOSSO, WILLIAMS, SACHS, BOOK, ATACK & GALLAGHER, P.C.
133 Mission Street, Suite 280
P.O: Box 1822, Santa Cruz, CA
95061-1822
(v.) (831) 426-8484
(f.) (831)423-2839
(f.) (831) 458-9172
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From: Admin <admin@sclawfirm.com>
To: Michael E. McNeil <memcneil@got.net>; Todd S. Glassey <tgsman@earthlink.net>
Subject: Second Draft of Agreement between Glassey-McNeil and Digital Delivery, Inc.
Date: Wednesday, March 03, 1999. 3:44 PM
Dear Todd and Michael,
Attached in rtf format please find the above-referenced document, as well
as a draft of a "cover letter" to Mark Hastings for Michael's signature.
Please review the attached documents and let me know your comments.
Best Regards,
Jason R. Book, Esq.
BOSSO, WILLIAMS, SACHS, BOOK, A TACK & GALLAGHER, P.C.
133 Mission Street, Suite 280
P.O. Box 1822, Santa Cruz, CA
95061-1822
(v.) (831) 426-8484
(f.) (831) 423-2839
(f.) (831) 458-9172
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CONDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT OF PATENT
(for Filing and Management)
Conditional Assignment per terms of attached Co-Inventor Agreement
Whereas, we (Todd S Glassey)( and Michael E. McNeil) establish this conditional assignment per the
terms of the Co-Inventor Agreement for Patent Filing and Management Services from Mr. Mark
Hastings and Mr. Gerald Willets as individuals and through their Corporation, Digital Delivery Inc.
Period for Conditional Assignment
Said assignment is for the period of one calendar year as described in the Original Contract for Patent
Filing Services called the Co-Inventor Agreement. Said assignment is for the filing of the US Patent
and its foreign instances per the Co-Inventor Agreement and theAgreed-Upon group of foreign nations.
Hastings and Willets *(individually as named INVENTORS and as Digital Deliveey inc)
As part of this assignment per the terms of the executed Co-Inventor Agreement Mark Hastings and
Gerald Willets agree to act as our Agent(s) through their company Digital Delivery Inc (as individuals
and professionally as Digital Delivery Inc).
Assignment by Agents
As a conditional assignment any reassignment of these rights must be properly documented per USPTO
filing requirements. Further any and all re-assignment of these rights is per the terms of the
Assignment Section of the Co-Inventor Agreement's Assign per the Terms and Conditions of the
attached Co-Inventor Agreement. Without this release for Assignment from Glassey and McNeil no
such reassignment may take place.
Paymentfor Assignment creates Pre-Paid legal Services Contract for Patent Agent Services
It is further stated in this assignment that as the sole compensation for "limited rights to use" as
described in the Co-Inventor Contract between Hastings/Willets and Glassey/McNeil that the document
constitutes a formal Pre-Paid Legal Service Agreement in the form of the Patent Filing and
Management Services contemplated in the International Filings per the Co-Inventor Agreement
Executed this lOth day of July, 2013 Boulder Creek California, witness our signatures
'Michael E McNeil

ore me personally appeared said Todd S. Glassey and Michael E. McNeil and acknowledge the
ment to be their free act and deed this lOth day
foregom ·

?l~><a:

of july, 2013
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Seal:

(Notary Public) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:=.-.....:;:,-Date: _____________ Location: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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CO-INVENTOR AGREEMENT
.

.

~

~

.2..b

_}his is Co-Inventor A&reement ("Agreement"), is made this
day of
, 19~ by and between Todd S. Glassey an individual, and
Michael E. McNeil an individual, together herein "Glassey-McNeil", whose mailing
address is 109A Bluebonnet Lane, Scotts Valley, CA 95066 and Digital Delivery, Inc.,
Massachusetts corporation, having a place of business at 54 Middlesex Turnpike,
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730-1417 ("Digital"). This Agreement is made with
reference to the facts in the following recitals:

(L?-TlZ.r_f!1!:.-

a

RECITALS

A. Digital is the holder of U.S. Patent Number 5,646,992 for certain data and file
protection and encryption technology, described further as encryption and decryption
technology employing the use of passwords to control access to stored information
on various distribution media. The product produced by Digital under this patent is
generally referred to as the Confidential Courier, which is described in non-technical
terms as a transmittal envelope which can be opened only by specifically designated
~ons hav!.9 the encoded;.:asswords. This patent was issued to Digital on
~{'! Ci
, I9U (the "C:Sourier Patent").
B. Digital employees Thomas Mark Hastings and Gerald L. Willett, along with
Glassey-McNeil have further developed the Courier Patent technology to expand its
identification and verification enablement policies by adding the new technology of geopositioning and time/date encryption with respect to data and file storage and access. It is
the intent of Digital to file for a patent on this new technology to the Courier Patent by
means of a subsequent patent entitled "Controlling Access to Stored Information" which
incorporates the Courier Patent, and is referred to herein as the "Controlling Access
Patent".
C. During the course of the development of the technology for the Controlling
Access Patent by the parties, it was discussed and agreed in principal that Digital would
undertake the submission of the Controlling Access Patent application and that GlasseyMcNeil would assign certain rights under the patent with respect to the underlying
Courier Patent, provided that certain terms and conditions regarding the mutual rights
and exclusive rights to the gee-positioning and time/date encryption policies in the
Controlling Access Patent were defined and determined, and that adequate compensation
from Digital to Glassey-McNeil was agreed.

D. The purpose of this Agreement is to allow the Controlling Access Patent
application to be submitted as early as possible and prior to a definitive agreement
between the parties with respect to each party's rights to exploit the Controlling Access
Patent, the respective mutual and exclusive rights to the underlying or derivative
technology, methodology, or other patentable subject matter contained or referenced in
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the Controlling Access Patent, and the compensation to be paid by Digital to GlasseyMcNeil for assignment of certain rights therein to Digital.
In consideration of the foregoing facts and recitals, the mutual covenants and
undertakings contained therein and herein, the parties agree as follows:
1. PATENT APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY
For purposes of this Agreement, the term:
A. "Conftdential Courier" means that technology developed by Digital under the
Courier Patent which is embodied in the product produced and sold by Digital under the
name Confidential Courier, which -contains certain encryption and decryption technology
to control and limit access to the information and data contained in specific files.
B. Geo-positioning and time/date technology means the enablement policy which
allows data or an event to be pinpointed to occur at a certain time and physical place.

C. GPS Phase ll means that geo-positioning and time/date enablemen1
technology invented and developed by Glassey-McNeil that specifically includes
a cryptngraphic signing and verification process with the transmittal of time and
geographic positioning information that-allows a legally indemnifiable degree of trust
to be established in the time and geographic positioning information thus conveyed.

2. AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE
The parties are entering this Agreement to set forth certain terms and conditions
with respect to the mutual -and exclusive rights of each party to the Controlling Access
Patent. Although Digital developed, produces and sells the Confidential Courier, which
embodies the Courier Patent, there is no prototype nor product yet developed utilizing ·
the new technology of gee-positioning and time/date policies to be patented under the
Controlling Ac~ess Patent. In view -of the uncertainties relative to the cost of developing
a product under the Controlling Access Patent and the market potential of such a product,
the parties have insufficient information to agree on the compensation to be paid by
Digital to Glassey-McNeil for their ideas, inventions, proprietary information and
contributions to the Controlling Access Patent.
It is intended that, with-in one year from the date hereof, a definitive agreement
between the parties will be made with respect to this compensation and the mutual and
exclusive rights to the Controlling Access Patent. Provided that said compensation can
be negotiated by the parties or established by binding arbitration as provided herein, the
definitive agreement will include the following terms and conditions:
A. Digital acknowledges that the GPS Phase II technology is solely and
exclusively the idea and invention of Glassey-McNeil. Notwithstanding, Digital shall
have the rights to utilize the GPS Phase ll technology but limited to the Confidential
Courier product and product derivatives thereof; and Digital grants to Glassey-McNeil

2
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-a perpetual non-exclusive worldwide license for the GPS Phase II technology and

derivatives thereof, with rights to sublicense.
B. Glassey-McNeil shall have no rights to any part of the Courier Patent, orto the
claims regarding the Courier Patent which are incorporated in the Controlling Access
Patent or to the Confidential Courier product now produced by Digital.
C. Digital shall not file any opposition in the United States Patent and Trademark
Office ~r patent offices of any other country, or take any action adverse to the filing of a
patent application by Glassey-McNeil for any gee-positioning and time/date technology
or technology implementing GPS Phase II, including potential patentable subject matter
or products e.g., firewalls, email gateways, protocol bridges, database servers, file
servers, hardware based appliances, and the like.
D. Digital shall begin and continue the development of products which shall
embody the technology of the Controlling Access Patent in order to enhance or
compliment the existing Confidential Courier Product as well as new products exploiting
the Controlling Access Patent which are to be sold and distributed by Digital.
E. G!assey-McNeil may develop products which utilize the gee-positioning and/or
time/date enablement or GPS Phase II technology, provided that any such products do not
include the technology infrastructure covered by the Courier Patent.
Provided that a definitive agreement is negotiated and made by the parties which
incorporates the foregoing terms, conditions, covenants, licenses, and compensation to
Glnssey-McNeil, Glassey-McNeil will execute assignments to Digital with respect to the
Controlling Access Patent.
3. FAILURE TO MAKE DEFINITIVE AGREEMENT
A. The parties expressly agree that each of them will negotiate in good faith the
terms o.f a definitive agreement, in light of the provisions in Section 2 above, regarding
the patent rights to the Controlling Access Patent and the compensation to be paid by
Digital to Glassey-McNeil for the assignment of rights therein as named co-inventors on
the Controlling Access Patent application. The parties expressly agree that if they are
unable or fail to make a definitive agreement before the anniversary date hereof, then
each party shall have aH rights as a co-inventor to fully exploit the Controlling Access
Patent without accounting or control by the other.
B. If after the one year anniversary hereof, the parties are unable to make a
definitive agreement as provided herein, then upon the written request of either party
to the other the unresolved issues, terms and conditions wit} be subrrritted (i) first to
mediation conducted by a qualified mediator, mutually selected by the parties, who
has expertise in patent matters and practicable expertise in the commercial encryption
industry; and (ii) if mediation does not result in a definitive agreement, then upon written
request upon one party to the other, the parties shall submit all unresolved issues to
mandatory binding arbitration. The issues will be submitted in writing to the arbitrator,
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who shall be mutually selected by the parties, or if the parties are unable to select a single
arbitrator, then each party, viz., Digital and Glassey-McNeil shall each select an arbitrator
who shall then select a tillrd arbitrator to create an arbitration panel consisting of those
three arbitrators. If for any reason the first selected arbitrators cannot agree on a third
arbitrator, they may apply to the superior court of Santa Cruz County, California for
the name of a qualified neutral third arbitrator. The three arbitrators shall hear all the
evidence, anri a majority vote of the arbitrators shall make all decisions, determinations
and awards in the matters before them.
It is contemplated by the parties that the fundamental issue to be decided by this
mandatory arbitration is the amount and structure of the compensation to be paid to
Glassey-McNeil for their contribution to the Controlling Access Patent in full respect
of the terms set forth in the "AGREEivfENT IN PRINCIPLE" in Section 2 hereof. In
determining such compensation, the arbitrator(s) shall take into consideration the value of
the patent rights to Digital by Glassey-McNeil; the cost of Digital's product development
incurred by the parties; the contributions of the parties to Digital's product development;
the domestic and international market potential of Digital's new products to be produced
under the Controlling Access Patent, including the market potential of the Confidential
Courier enhanced by the addition of new features and improvements from the geopositioning and/or time/date technology in the Controlling Access Patent; the established
and potential profitability, commerciarsuccess and current or potential popularity of such
product(s); the rightful apportionment of profit among the inventors; nonpatented aspects
or elements of such product(s), including the costs of manufacturing, business risks.
Any mandatory binding arbitration of matters under this section 3, or consensual
arbitration of other matters arising out of this Agreement, shall be conducted by and in
accordance with then existing arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association
respecting the computer .and electronic commerce industry. Judgment on a binding
arbitration award rendered by such arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction. The parties shall each pay one half of all costs and expenses for the services
of any mediator and/or arbitrator(s).
4. DEFAULT IN COMPENSATION
If, after the compensation to be paid by Digital to Glassey-McNeil for their
contributions to the technological inventions under the Controlling Access Patent is
established by an agreement made by the parties or through a determination from binding
arbitration, Digital defaults in the payment terms thereof for any reason, then all rights,
i.e. patent, trade secret, etc., to the inventions and technology covered under the
Controlling Access Patent, which includes the Confidential Courier, shall revert to
Glassey-McNeil <~s Co-inventors along with Digital. In such event, and each party shall
have all right to exploit said inventions and technology without any notice, obligation or
accounting to the other. Notwithstanding, the parties shall each execute and deliver such further documents and shall take such other actions as may be reasonably necessary to
effect this reversion of rights.
5. NONASSIGNABll..ITY
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The parties hereto have entered i-nto this agreement in contemplation of personal
performance hereof by each other and intend that the rights granted and obligations
imposed hereunder not be extended to other entities without the other party's express
written consent, except that Glassey-McNeil may transfer their interests herein to a
corporation whose majority of voting shares are owned and controlled by them. This
Agreement shall be binding and shall inure to the benefrt of the parties and to their heirs,
successors, and assigns.
6. NOTICES

Notices under this Agreement shall be in writing and sent to the parties at the
addresses first above written, or to such other addresses as the parties may designate to
the other in writing.
7. ATTORNEY FEES
In the event that either party must take legal action, including arbitration, but
except for arbitration employed to determine the compensation referenced in Section 3
herein, to enforce or interpret this agreement, or any provision hereof, the prevailing
party sh.U.1 be entitled to recover its reasonable attorney fees and costs as determined by
the Court or arbitrator.

8. INTEGRATION
This agreement, any exhibits hereto, set forth the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties as to the subject matter hereof and merges all prior
discussions between them. Neither of the parries shall be bnund by any agreements,
understandings or representations with respect to such subject matter other than as
expressly provided herein or in a subsequent writing signed by the parties hereto.

9. SEVERABLILITY
Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted or construed as "an agreement to
qgree" such that this Agreement would be rendered unenforceable. Accordingly, any
provision of this Agreement prohibited by, or unlawful or unenforceable, under any
applicable law of any jurisdiction, shall be ineffective, without affecting any other
provision of this Agreement. To the extent, however, that the provisions of such
applicable law may be waived, they are hereby waived to the end that this Agreement
maybe deemed to be a vaiid and binding agreement enforceable in accordance with its
terms.

10. LAW
This agreement wiUbe governed and interpreted by the laws and courts of the
State of California.

5
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the
day and year first above written.

DIGITAL DELIVERY

GLASSEY -McNEIL
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ITEM 2. ACQUISITIONS OR DISPOSITION OF ASSETS.
Acquisition of Digital Delivery, Inc.
On July 29, 1999, Datum Inc., a Delaware corporation ("Registrant"),
acquired Digital Delivery, Inc., a Massachusetts corporation ("DDI"), pursuant
to an Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of July 29, 1999 (the "Merger
Agreement"), by and among Registrant, Datum Acquisition Sub., Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of Registrant (the "Merger Subsidiary") and DDI. The
acquisition was effected by the merger (the "Merger") of the Merger Subsidiary
with and into DDI, with DDI surviving the Merger. The Merger was approved by the
unanimous written consent of DDI's stockholders ("DDI Stockholders") on July 29,
1999. No vote by the Registrant's stockholders was required.
DDI is a leading provider of secure information and management software.
DDI's patented encryption models and leading-edge compression technologies
enable organizations to distribute data and conduct electronic commerce securely
via the Internet, intranet, Extranet, CD-ROM and digital versatile disk.
Pursuant to the r~e rger Agreement, the Registrant agreed to issue 214,286
shares of its Common Stock, par value $0.25 per share, in return for all the
issued and outstanding shares of DDI Common Stock held by the stockholders of
DDI Stockholders, and paid an aggregate total of $1,500,000 out of cash on hand
(the "Merger Consideration"). The DDI Stockholders will also receive additional
consideration based on certain performance criteria of the Registrant through
March 31, 2082.
The Merger Agreement is more fu11y described in Exhibit 2.1 to this
Current Report and is incorporated herein by reference.
ITEM 7. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, PRO FORMA FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND EXHIBITS.
(a) FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF BUSINESS ACQUIRED
The historical Financial Statements of DDI required
under this Item are not available at this time and,
not included herein. By an amendment to this Report
soon as practicable, the Registrant plans to submit
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statements.
(b) PRO FORMA FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The Pro Forma Financial Information to filed under this Item is not
avai1ab1e and, according1y is not inc1uded herein. By an amendment
to this Report to be filed as soon as practicab1e, the Registrant
p1ans to submit such pro forma information.
2
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(c) Exhibits
Exhibit Number
2.1

Agreement and Plan of Merger Agreement, dated July
29, 1999, among the Registrant, DDI and the Merger
Subsidiary. Exhibit A (Form of Escrow Agreement),
Exhibit B (Form of Investment Letter), Exhibit C (DDI
Disc1osure Schedule), Exhibit D (Datum Disc1osure
Schedule), Exhibit E (Form of Emp1oyment Agreement),
Exhibit F (Form of Opinion of Counse1 of DDI),
Exhibit G (Form of Opinion of Counsel to Datum),
Schedule I (Surviving Corporation Board of Directors
and Officers), and Schedule II (DDI Stockholders)
have been omitted pursuant to Rule 601(b)(2) of
Regulation S-K. A copy of any Exhibit or Schedule
will be submitted to the Commission supplementally
upon request.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
Date: July 29, 1999

DATUM INC.
/S/

DAVID A. YOUNG

David A. Young
Chief Financial Officer
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AGREEMENT AND PLAN OF

~lERGER

DATED AS OF JULY 29, 1999
BY AND AMONG
DATUM INC.,
DATUM ACQUISITION SUB, INC.,
AND
DIGITAL DELIVERY, INC.,
AND
THE DDI INDEMNITORS
(AS DEFINED HEREIN)
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2
AGREEMENT AND PLAN OF MERGER

This AGREEMENT AND PLAN OF MERGER, dated as of July 29, 1999 (this
"Agreement"), is made and entered into by and among Datum Inc., a Delaware
corporation ("Datum"), Datum Acquisition Sub, Inc., a Massachusetts corporation
and wholly-owned subsidiary of Datum ("Sub"), Digital Delivery, Inc., a
Massachusetts corporation ("DDI"), and, with respect to certain indemnification
provisions hereof, Mssrs. Hastings, Sub1er, Fishman, Rubbico, Timothy Bowe and
Morlock, each as further identified in Schedule II attached hereto, jointly and
~everally (the "DDI Indemnitors").
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of _each of Datum, Sub and DDI believes
it to be desirable and in the best interests of Datum, Sub and DDI and each of
their respective stockholders to merge Sub with and into DDI (the "Merger"); and
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WHEREAS, Datum, Sub, DDI and the DDI Indemnitors desire to make certain
representations, warranties and agreements in connection with the Merger and
also to prescribe various conditions to the Merger;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements
set forth in this Agreement, and for other good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto
agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1
THE MERGER
1.1 The Merger. At the Effective Time (as defined in Section 1.2), upon
the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Agreement, the Sub
shall be merged with and into DDI in accordance with the provisions of the
Massachusetts Business Corporation Law ("MBCL"). DDI shall be the surviving
corporation in the Merger (the "Surviving Corporation"). Sub and DDI are
sometimes referred to herein as the "Constituent Corporations". As a result of
the Merger, each outstanding share of capital stock of DDI shall be canceled and
converted into the right to receive the Merger Consideration, in the manner
provided in Article 2 hereof.
1.2 Effective Time. At the Closing (as defined in Section 1.3),
articles of merger (the "Articles of Merger") shall be executed by the parties
hereto and filed with the Secretary of the Commonwealth of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (the "Secretary of State"). The Merger shall become effective at
the time of filing of the Articles of Merger (the "Effective Time").
1.3 Closing. The closing of the Merger (the "Closing") shall take place
at the offices of Stradling Yocca Carlson & Rauth, 660 Newport Center Drive,
Suite 1600, Newport Beach, California 92660, at 10:00 a.m. (PST) on the date all
of the conditions set forth herein have been satisfied or waived in accordance
with this Agreement (the "Closing Date"). At the Closing, Datum, Sub and DDI
shall deliver the certificates and other documents and instruments required to
be delivered hereunder.
1.4 Articles of Organization, Bylaws and Purpose of the Surviving

At the Effective Time: (i) the Articles of Organization of DDI as
in effect immediately prior to the Effective Time, including, without
limitation, provisions related to the number, class and par value
Corporatio~.
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per share of authorized shares, shall be the Articles of Organization of the
Surviving Corporation until thereafter amended; and (ii) the Bylaws of DDI as in
effect immediately prior to the Effective Time shall be the Bylaws of the
Surviving Corporation until thereafter amended, and (iii) the purpose of DOI
immediately prior to the Effective Time shall be the purpose of the Surviving
Corporation until thereafter amended.
1.5 Directors and Officers of the Surviving Corporation. The directors
and officers of the Surviving Corporation from and after the Effective Time
shall be as set forth on Schedule I attached hereto, until their successors
shall have been duly elected or appointed and qualified or until their earlier
death, resignation or removal in accordance with the Surviving Corporation's
Article of Organization and Bylaws.
1.6 Effects of the Merger. Subject to the foregoing, the effects of the
Merger shall be as provided in the applicable provisions of the MBCL.
1.7 Further Assurances. Each party hereto shall execute such further
documents and instruments and take such further actions as may reasonably be
requested by one or more of the others to consummate the Merger, to vest the
Surviving Corporation with full title to all assets, properties, rights,
approvals, immunities and franchises of either of the Constituent Corporations
or to effect the other purposes of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 2
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EXCHANGE OF SHARES
2.1 Exchange of Shares. At the Effective Time, by virtue of the Merger
and without any action on the part of the ho1ders of the capita1 stock of Sub or
DDI:
(a) Cance11ation of Treasury Stock. A11 shares of capita1 stock
owned by ODI as treasury stock sha11 be cance1ed and no stock of Datum or other
consideration sha11 be de1ivered in exchange therefor.
(b) Determination of Merger Consideration. Each issued and
outstanding share of DDI common stock, $1.00 par va1ue ("DDI Stock"), issued and
outstanding immediate1y prior to the Effective Time, except as otherwise
provided in Section 2.1(a), sha11 be converted into the right to receive the
"Merger Consideration" determined as set forth in Section 2.2; provided,
however, that such Merger Consideration is subject to adjustment and set-off
pursuant to Sections 2.3 and 9.3 hereof.
(c) Conversion of Sub Common Stock. Each share of common stock, par
va1ue $0.01 per share, of Sub issued and outstanding immediate1y prior to the
Effective Time sha11 be converted into and exchangeable for 1,000 shares of
common stock, $1.00 par value per share, of the Surviving Corporation. It is the
intention of the parties that, immediately after the Merger, Datum sha11 own a11
of the issued and outstanding capital stock of the Surviving Corporation.
2.2 Merger Consideration. The Merger Consideration sha11 consist of the
Primary Consideration and the Additiona1 Consideration, if any, a11 as defined
below.
(a) Primary Consideration. At the Closing, the ho1ders of DDI Stock
issued and outstanding immediate1y prior to the Effective Time (each, a "DDI
Stockho1der" and listed on

2
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Schedu1e II attached hereto), without any action on the part of the DDI
Stockholders, sha11 be entitled to receive (subject to clause (b) be1ow) in the
aggregate in exchange for such ODI Stockholders' DOI Stock: (i) 214,286 shares
of Datum common stock, par._va1ue $0.25 per share ("Datum Common Stock", and such
amount of shares, the "Primary Stock Consideration"); and (2) $1,500,000.00 cash
(the "Primary Cash Consideration", and co11ective1y with the Primary Stock
Consideration, the "Primary Consideration").
(b) Escrow of Primary Stock Consideration. At the C1osing, 42,857
shares of Datum Common Stock (the "Escrowed Shares") shall be taken from the
Primary Stock Consideration and p1aced into an escrow account, substantia11y
similar to the form attached hereto as Exhibit A (the "Escrow Agreement"), for
the purposes of indemnifying Datum in accordance with Section 9.2(d). The
Escrowed Shares shan be held in escrow until the date (the "Release Date") of
the earlier to occur of (a) the final, fu11 settlement, whether through
negotiated settlement, arbitration or court proceeding, of a11 c1aims existing
as of the Effective Date among Todd S. G1assey and Michae1 E. McNeil (together,
"Glassey-McNeil") and DDI; and (b) March 31, 2002. Upon the Re1ease Date, the
Escrowed Shares sha11 be distributed direct1y to the DDI Stockholders at the
addresses and in accordance with the Ownership Percentages set forth on Schedu1e
II.
(c) Addi tiona1 Con side ration. "Additional Consideration" shan
consist of the First Earn-Out, the Second Earn-Out and the Hardware Sales
Earn-Out, a11 as defined below and payab1e by Datum to the DDI Stockholders as
fo11ows.
(i) Definitions. For the purposes of determining the Additional
Consideration:
(A) the term "Business" shall mean the development,
distribution, marketing and sale of software, software app1ications, software
development tools, systems solutions (including related hardware) and related
services, such as installation, customer training, systems integration and
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technical support, for electronic business and information security management
applications (including DDI's Confidential Courier, Title Builder and Catalogue
Builder software (all such software, the "Software")) (such Software and related
services and hardware, the "Software Products"), ·as conducted by Datum's
E·Business Solutions Division; provided; that Datum shall conduct all such
development, distribution, marketing and sale of Software Products through the
E-Business Solutions Division; and provided, further, however, that companies or
businesses acquired by Datum, or the businesses of any acquiror of Datum in the
event Datum is acquired, after the Merger shall be deemed excluded from the
"Business" unless otherwise agreed by Datum.
(B) the term "Attributable to the Business" shall mean
derived from or contributed to the Business, as reasonably determined by Datum's
independent certified public accountants in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles ("GAAP") and past Datum accounting practices consistently
applied.
(C) the term "Net Operating Income" shall mean, with
respect to the Business, pre-tax income as reasonably determined by Datum's
independent certified public accountants, in accordance with GAAP and past Datum
accounting practices consistently applied, as the difference obtained by
subtracting sales marketing expense, product development expense and general and
administrative expense from Gross Margin. "Gross Margin" shall mean the
difference obtained from subtracting cost of goods sold from sales revenue. In
addition, Net Operating Income shall be determined with adherence to the
following:
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( t) ·repayment of Advances, other than Advances used to make
Restricted Payments (both as defined in Section 2.3(b) below), and accrued,
unpaid interest thereon will be deducted from Gross Margin in calculating the
Net Operating Income for the First Earn-Out Period (as defined below).
(u) there shall not be subtracted any Glassey-McNeil/DDI
Damages (as defined in Section 9.2(d) below);
(v) sales of assets of the Business shall be included in
sales revenue; provided, however, that, subject to Section 9.8 below, proceeds
from the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Business shall
not be so included;
(w) there shall not be subtracted any amortization or other
expenses incurred by Datum, Sub or DDI in effecting the Merger, including
without limitation legal and accounting expenses;
(x) the effect of any transactions between Datum (or any of
its subsidiaries other than DDI) and the Business on other than an arm's-length
basis shall be recalcu1ated as if they had been on an arm's-length basis;
(y) subject to clauses (w) and (x) above, Datum may charge
the Business for any costs directly incurred by Datum (or any of its
subsidiaries other than DDI) on the Business's behalf; and
(z) payments of Additional Consideration, if any (and any
imputed or stated interest thereon) will be excluded;
(iii First Earn-Out. No later than March 31, 2001, Datum shall
pay to the DDI Stockholders an amount equa1 to the sum of (y) the product of 15%
of up to the first $2 million of Net Operating Income Attributable to the
Business during the period commencing on April 9, 1999, and concluding December
31, 2000, (the "First Earn Out Period") multiplied by six; and (z) the product
of 15% of Net Operating Income Attributable to the Business in excess of $2
million during the First Earn-Out Period mu1tiplied by three, in the manner set
forth in Section 2.2(v) be1ow.
(iii) Second Earn-Out. No 1ater than March 31, 2002, Datum
shall pay to the DDI Stockholders an amount equa1 to the sum of (y) the product
of 15% of up to the first $5 million of Net Operating Income Attributable to the
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Business during the period commencing January 1, 2001, and concluding December
31, 2001, (the "Second Earn Out Period") multiplied by six; and (z) the product
of 15% of Net Operating Income Attributable to the Business in excess of $5
million during the Second Earn-Out Period multiplied by three, in the manner set
forth in Section 2.2(v) below.
(iv) Hardware Sales Earn-Out. Datum shall also pay to the DDI
Stockholders an amount equal to 6% of revenue from sales Attributable to the
Business (determined in accordance with GAAP consistently applied) of Datum's
Trusted Local Clocks (Datum Part No. TLC-700), Trusted Third Party Clocks (Datum
Part No. TMC-7000) and Time Serve Models (the Datum Part No. 2100 family of
products) ("Designated Revenue") during the First and Second Earn Out Periods.
The Hardware Sales Earn-Out for the First Earn-Out Period shall be paid no later
than
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March 31, 2001, and the Hardware Sales Earn-Out for the Second Earn-Out Period
shall be paid no later than March 31, 2002, both in the manner set forth in
Section 2.2(v) below.
(v) Manner of Payment. Payments of Additional Consideration and
Hardware Sales Earn-Outs, if any, will be made directly to the DDI Stockholders
to the addresses set forth on, and in accordance with the Ownership Percentages
of each shown on Schedule II. Datum may, at its sole discretion, make any
payment of Additional Consideration to the DDI Stockholders in any combination
of cash and Datum Common Stock. For purposes of such payments, Datum Common
Stock shaH be valued on a Twenty Day Rolling Basis. "Twenty Day Rolling Basis"
means calculating the average of the closing prices of Datum Common Stock as
reported on the Nasdaq National Market System for the twenty trading days ending
on the trading day prior to the conclusion of the. First Earn Out Period or the
Second Earn Out Period, as applicable or, if shares of Datum Common Stock are
not listed or admitted to trading on such exchange at such time of valuation, on
the principal securities exchange on which such shares are listed or admitted to
trading, or if no such sales are then being reported, the average of the highest
reported bid and lowest reported asked prices as furnished by the National
Association of Securities Dealers, Inc., through NASDAQ or another organization
if NASDAQ is no longer reporting such information. If no price is determinable
as described above for the purposes required herein, the fair value of such
shares of Datum Common Stock, as reasonably determined by Datum's Board of
Directors, sha11 be used. Notwithstanding the foregoing, (A) the cash component
of any payment of Additional Consideration sha11 be no less than 25% and, unless
necessary to comp1y with clause (B) below, no more than 75%; and (B) in no event
sha11 the aggregate number of shares of Datum Common Stock issued to the DDI
Stockho1ders as part of the Merger Consideration exceed 10% of the outstanding
shares of Datum Common Stock as of the C1osing Date, as adjusted for
post-Closing stock dividends, stock sp1its and similar occurrences.
(d) Post-Closing Operations of DDI. Fo11owing the Closing, Datum shall
in its sole discretion have complete contro1 over all strategic and operational
decisions concerning DDI, the Business and the Software Products, including
without limitation decisions concerning the design, testing, manufacturing,
pricing, warranting, marketing, advertising, and distribution of the Software
Products, notwithstanding that such decisions may or will impact Net Operating
Income Attributab1e to the Business or Design~ted Revenue. Datum agrees to use
its discretion in making such decisions in good faith and without regard to any
effect such decisions may have on the amount of Additional Consideration, if
any, payable hereunder.
(e) Disputed Valuations. The DDI Representative (as described in
Section 7.2(i) be1ow) shal1 have the opportunity, after entering into a
confidentia1ity agreement reasonably satisfactory to Datum, to inspect the books
and records of Datum and DDI from time to time to verify the determinations of
Additional Income made hereunder. In the event of any dispute, the dispute sha11
be determined in accordance with Section 2.4 below. The costs of such inspection
sha11 be borne by the DDI Stockholders unless the amount of Additional Income
determined in accordance with Section 2.4 is more than 105% of Datum's
determination of Additional Income, in which event Datum shall bear such costs.
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2.3 Adjustments to Merger Consideration for Indebtedness.
(a) Closing Balance Sheet. No later than three (3) business days
prior to the Closing Date, DDI shall deliver to Datum DDI's unaudited balance
sheet, dated the Closing Date (the "Closing Balance Sheet"). Datum may, within
sixty (60) days after the Closing Date at its sole
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option with notice to the DDI Representative, prepare from DDI's books and
records (in accordance with GAAP consistently applied) its own version of such
Closing Balance Sheet, and if the two versions vary Datum and the DDI
Representative shall meet to reconcile the versions and arrive at a final
Closing Balance Sheet. In the event the parties cannot agree on a reconciled
version, the dispute shall be determined in accordance with Section 2.4 below.
The Closing Balance Sheet, if accepted by Datum at Closing, or in the
alternative the reconciled Closing Balance Sheet resulting from the procedure
described in the immediately preceding sentence, shall be the "Final Closing
Balance Sheet".
(b) Merger Consideration Adjustment.
(i) If the Final Closing Balance Sheet reflects indebtedness of
DDI in excess of the difference.of (a) $1 million plus DDI's aggregate accounts
receivable created during the period beginning April 8, 1998 and ending on the
Closing Date (such period, the "Pre·Merger Period"), less (b) any payments made
against accounts payable shown on DDI's payables listing dated April 8, 1999
during the Pre-Merger Period (such payments, the "Restricted Payments", and such
excess DDI indebtedness, the "Excess"), then the Primary Consideration shall be
reduced dollar-for-dollar by the amount of the Excess (applying the Excess first
against the Primary Cash Consideration until it is reduced to zero, then if
necessary against the Primary Stock Consideration at a valuation of $7.00 per
share). If the Excess amount exceeds the aggregate Primary Consideration, it
shall be grounds for termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 8.1. For
purposes of determining the Excess amount, indebtedness appearing on the Final
Closing Balance Sheet representing amounts owing Datum under the Bridge Loan
Agreement (as defined in Section 6.9 below) shall not be included, except if and
to the extent any bridge loan proceeds ("Advances") were used to make Restricted
Payments in which case such Advances and accrued unpaid interest thereon shall
be included as DDI indebtedness in the calculation of the Excess.
(ii) The parties acknowledge and agree that (A) the part, if
any, of the Advances which is not to be forgiven in accordance with Section 4(c)
of the Bridge Financing Agreement, but is to be due and payable, with accrued
interest thereon, on the Closing Date shall be deemed for the purposes of this
Agreement and the Bridge Financing Agreement to equal the Restricted Payments,
and DDI's obligations with respect to such indebtedness shall be deemed to be
satisfied in full by the adjustment made to the Primary Consideration pursuant
to this Section 2.3(b); (B) that such adjustment shall be deemed to have been
made as of the Closing Date; (C) Datum has extended Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000) more in Advances to DDI than the maximum "Loan Amount" provided for in
the Bridge Financing Agreement, and the principal amount of the Advances
outstanding thereunder on the date hereof equals Four Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($450,000); and (D) that the Bridge Financing Agreement is hereby
amended by Datum and DDI to incorporate the foregoing acknowledgements and
agreements as though originally incorporated into the terms thereof.
2.4 Valuation Dispute Resolution. To initiate a dispute between Datum
and any DDI Stockholder with respect to any valuation made hereunder, the DDI
Representative must notify Datum of such dispute within ten (10) business days
of payment by Datum to the DDI Stockholders of the disputed amount, except that,
if within such ten (10) business day period the DDI Representative requests to
perform an inspection pursuant to Section 2.2(d), notification. for the
initiation of a dispute relating to such payment shall ·be made within ten (10)
business days following the completion of such inspection. In the event the
parties disagree as to the reconciliation of the Closing Balance Sheet under
Section 2.3(a), this Section 2.4 shall be triggered automatically and the
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parties shall resolve the disagreement as set forth herein. In the case of such
challenge or disagreement, the amount in dispute (the "Valuation") shall be
determined as follows: (a) first, Datum and the DDI Representative shall engage
in good faith discussions of the Valuation, following which a definitive
Valuation may be agreed to; (b) if a definitive Valuation is not determined
pursuant to the foregoing, Datum and the DDI Representative shall agree on a
certified public accountant employed by a nationally recognized accounting firm
("CPA") to determine the calculation of the Valuation, in which case the amount
so determined shall control; (c) if the definitive Valuation is not set pursuant
to any of the foregoing, Datum and the DDI Representative shall each appoint
their own CPA, each of whom shall determine the calculation of the Valuation. If
the two calculations are within ten percent (10%) of each other, the average of
the two shall be the definitive Valuation; (d) if the definitive Valuation is
not set pursuant to any of the foregoing, the two CPAs shall together select a
third CPA to determine the calculation of the Valuation. The definitive
Valuation shall be equal to the average of the two closest calculations among
the three. If the Valuation ultimately determined is equal to or less than the
Valuation originally calculated by Datum (the "Original Price"), the DDI
Stockholders shall bear the costs of such third CPA. If such amount is greater
than the Original Price, but less than 105% of the Original Price, the costs of
such third CPA shall be borne equally by Datum and the DDI Stockholders. If such
amount is more than 105% of the Original Price, Datum shall bear the costs of
such third CPA.
2.5 Dissenting Shares.

(a) Dissenters' Rights. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in
this Agreement, each share of DDI Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior
to the Effective Time that is held by any DDI Stockholder who (i) has not voted
in favor of the Merger, (ii) has perfected it's right to an appraisal of it's
DDI Stock shares in accordance with the applicable provisions of the MBCL, and
(iii) has not effectively withdrawn or lost such right to appraisal (a
"Dissenting Share"), shall not be converted into the right to receive the Merger
Consideration pursuant to Section 2.2, but shall be entitled only to such rights
as are granted by the applicable provisions of the MBCL; provided, however, that
any Dissenting Share held by a person at the Effective Time who shall, after the
Effective Time, withdraw the demand for appraisal or lose the right of
appraisal, in either case pursuant to the MBCL, shall be deemed to be converted
into, as of the Effective Time, the right to receive the Merger Consideration
pursuant to Section 2.2.
'
(b) Notice to Datum. DDI shall give Datum (i) prompt notice of any
written demands for appraisal, withdrawals of demands for appraisal and any
other instruments served pursuant to the applicable provision of the MBCL
relating to the appraisal process received by DDI, and (ii) the opportunity to
direct all negotiations and proceedings with respect to demands for appraisal
under the MBCL, with the participation of DDI. DDI will not voluntarily make any
payment with respect to any demands for appraisal and will not, except with the
prior written consent of Datum, settle or offer to settle any such demands.
2.6 Fractional Shares. No fractional shares of Datum Common Stock shale
be issued, but in lieu thereof each holder of shares of DDI Stock who otherwise
would be entitled to receive a fraction of a share of Datum Common Stock (after
aggregating all fractional shares of Datum Common Stock to be received by such
holder) shall receive from Datum an amount of cash (rounded up to the nearest
whole cent) equal to the product of the fraction of a share of Datum Common
Stock to which such holder would otherwise be entitled times the valuation of
the Datum Common Stock being used for the related payment.
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2.7 Exchange of Certificates.
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(a) The Exchange. At the Closing, Datum shall deliver to each DDI
Stockholder, in accordance with such DDI Stockholder's instructions, an amount
equal to the sum of the Primary Cash Consideration due to such DDI Stockholder,
as set forth on Schedule II (as adjusted pursuant to Section 2.3 above, if
applicable). At the Closing, each DDI Stockholder shall deliver to Datum an
investment letter, executed by such DDI Stockholder, containing customary
representations and warranties to Datum with respect to the receipt of
unregistered stock, substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B (an
"Investment Letter"). From and after the Closing, each DDI Stockholder shaH
deliver to ChaseMellon Shareholder Services, Datum's transfer agent
("ChaseMellon"), stock certificates representing the DDI Common Stock held by
such DDI Stockholder, as set forth on Schedule II. Upon receipt of such DDI
stock certificates, ChaseMellon shall deliver to the surrendering DDI
Stockholder (i) certificates in the name of such DDI Stockholder representing
such DDI Stockholder's Primary Stock Consideration, which shall be equal to the
product of such DDI Stockholder's Ownership Percentage and 214,286 shares, as
shown on Schedule II (as adjusted pursuant to Section 2.3 above, if applicable);
provided, however, that the portion of such DDI Stockholder's Primary Stock
Consideration that constitutes Escrow Shares shall be delivered to the escrow
account; and (ii) the aggregate amount payable to such DDI Stockholder in lieu
of fractional shares in accordance with Section 2.6. No transfer of ownership of
DDI Stock which is not registered in the transfer records of DDI shall be
recognized by Datum at the Closing, and Datum shall bear no liability with
respect to such unrecorded transfer.
(b) No Further Ownership Rights in DDI Stock. Each holder of DDI
Stock that has been converted into the Merger Consideration, upon surrender to
Datum of the DDI Stock certificates in accordance with the terms hereof and
other customary documentation, will be entitled to receive the Merger
Consideration payable in respect of such DDI Stock. As of the Effective Time,
all such DDI Stock shall no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be
canceled, and each holder of DDI Stock certificates previously representing any
such DDI Stock shall cease to have any rights with respect thereto, except the
right to receive the Merger Consideration upon surrender of the certificates
representing such DDI Stock as contemplated hereby. From and after the Effective
Time, the stock transfer books of DDI shall be closed and there shall be no
further registration of transfers on the stock transfer books of the Surviving
Corporation of the shares of DDI Stock.
ARTICLE 3
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF DDI
Except as disclosed on the DDI Disclosure Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit c
(the "DDI Disclosure Schedule"), DDI represents and warrants to Datum and Sub as
follows.

3.1 Organization and Qualification. DDI is a corporation duly
organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and has all requisite corporate power and
authority to carry on its business as now conducted and as proposed to be
conducted. DDI is duly qualified and licensed to do business and is in good
standing in each jurisdiction in which the nature of its business or the
ownership or leasing of its properties makes such qualification or licensing
necessary, other than in such jurisdictions where the failure to be so qualified
or licensed or to be in good standing (individually or in the aggregate) would
not have a materially adverse effect on the business, condition (financial or
otherwise), properties, assets
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(including intangible assets), liabilities (including contingent liabilities),
prospects, or results of operations (such effect, a "Material Adverse Effect")
of DDI.
3.2 Subsidiaries. DDI does not own, directly or indirectly, any capital
stock or other ownership interest in any corporation, partnership, joint
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3.3 Authority Relative to this Agreement. DDI has full corporate power
and authority to enter into this Agreement, to perform its obligations hereunder
and, subject to obtaining the approval of the DDI Stockholders, to consummate
the transactions contemplated hereby. The execution, delivery and performance of
this Agreement by DDI and the consummation by DDI of the transactions
contemplated hereby have been duly and validly approved by DDI's Board of
Directors, and DDI's Board of Directors has directed that this Agreement be
submitted to the DDI Stockholders for their consideration and has recommended to
the DDI Stockholders that the Agreement be approved. No other corporate
proceedings on the part of DDI are necessary to authorize the execution,
delivery and performance of this Agreement by DDI and the consummation by DDI of
the transactions contemplated hereby other than such stockholder approval. This
Agreement has been duly and validly executed by DDI and constitutes a valid and
legally binding obligation of DDI, enforceable in accordance with its terms
except (i) as limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization,
moratorium, and other laws of general application affecting enforcement of
creditors' rights generally, and (ii) as limited by laws relating to the
availability of specific performance, injunctive relief, or other equitable
remedies (regardless of whether such enforceability is considered in a
proceeding in equity or at law).
3.4 Capital Stock of DDI.

(a) Capitalization. The authorized capital stock of DDI consists
solely of 200,000 shares of DDI Common Stock. As of the date hereof, 2,917.82
shares of DDI Common Stock were issued and outstanding, and owned as set forth
in Schedule II, and no shares of DDI Common Stock are held as DDI treasury
stock. All outstanding shares of capital stock of DDI are duly authorized,
validly issued, fully paid, and nonassessable and not subject to preemptive
rights. There are no bonds, debentures, notes, or other indebtedness of DDI
having the right to vote (or convertible into securities having the right to
vote) on any matters on which shareholders of DDI may vote. As of the date
hereof, there are no securities, options, warrants, calls, rights, commitments,
agreements, arrangements, or undertakings of any kind to which DDI is a party or
by which it is bound obligating DDI to issue, deliver or sell, or cause to be
issued, delivered or sold, additional shares of capital stock or other voting
securities of DDI or obligating DDI to issue, grant, extend or enter into any
such security, option, warrant, call, right, commitment, agreement, arrangement
or undertaking (together, "DDI Options"). As of the date hereof, there are no
outstanding contractual obligations of DDI to repurchase, redeem, or otherwise
acquire any shares of capital stock of DDI . DDI has furnished to Datum true and
correct copies of DDI's Article of Organization and Bylaws as in effect as of
the date hereof. The offers and sales of all of the outstanding shares of
capital stock of DDI were at all relevant times either registered under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act") and applicable state
securities laws or exempt from such requirements.
(b) DDI Stockholders. Each DDI Stockholder is, and at the Closing
will be the owner, beneficia11y and of record, of the number of shares of DDI
Common Stock set forth opposite such DDI Stockholder's name on Schedule II (the
"Shares"). All of the Shares are currently, and will be at the Closing, free and
clear of all liens, claims, encumbrances, security interests, pledges,
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equities, options, charges, restrictions and defects in title of any nature
whatsoever ("Liens"), other than restrictions imposed by federal and applicable
state'securities laws which do not constitute an impediment to the exchange and
cancellation described in this Agreement. Each DDI Stockholder has,. and at the
Closing will have, fu11 legal right, capacity'and power to deliver the Shares to
Datum without obtaining the consent or approval of any other person or of any
court, tribunal, arbitrator, authority, agency, commission, official or other
instrumentality of the United States or any state, county, city or other
political subdivision (a "Governmental or Regulatory Authority"). No DDI
Stockholder has granted, and as of the Closing no DDI Stockholder shall have
granted, and no DDI Stockholder is a party to, and as of the Closing no DDI
Stockho1der shall be a party to, any agreements, commitments or understandings
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providing for the grant of any options to purchase or rights to acquire any of
the Shares, obl1gating a DDI Stockholder to sell any of the Shares, or
restricting such DDI Stockholder's right to transfer the Shares.
3.5 Non·Contravention; Consents.
(a) Non·Contravention. Except for the filing of the Articles of
Merger and other appropriate merger documents required by the MBCL and
appropriate documents with the relevant authorities of other states in which the
Constituent Corporations are qualified to do business, the execution and
delivery of this Agreement by DDI does not, and the performance by DDI of its
obligations hereunder and the consummation of the transactions contemplated
hereby will not, conflict with, result in a violation or breach of, constitute
-(with or without notice or lapse of time or both) a default under, result in or
give to any person any right of payment or reimbursement, termination,
cancellation, modification or acceleration of, or result in the creation or
imposition of any lien upon any of the assets or properties of DDI under, any of
the terms, conditions or provisions of (i) the Articles of Organization or
Bylaws of DDI, or (ii)(A) any statute, law, rule, regulation or ordinance
(together, "Laws"), or any judgment, decree, order, writ, permit or litense
(together, "Orders"), of any Governmental or Regulatory Authority applicable to
DDI or any of their respective assets or properties, or (B) any note, bond,
mortgage, security agreement, indenture, license, franchise, permit, concession,
contract, lease or other instrument, obligation or agreement of any kind
(together, "Contracts") to which DDI is a party or by which DDI or any of its
assets or properties is bound, excluding from the foregoing clauses (A) and (B)
conflicts, violations, breaches, defaults, payments, reimbursements,
terminations, cancellations, modifications, accelerations and creations and
impositions of liens which, individually or in the aggregate, could not be
reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Effect on DDI, taken as a whole,
or on the ability of DDI to consummate the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement.
(b) Consents. No consent, approval or action of, filing with or
notice to any Governmental or Regulatory Authority or other public or private
third party is necessary or required under any of the terms, conditions or
provisions of any Law or Order of any .Governmental or Regulatory Authority or
any contract to which DDI is a party or by which DDI or any of its assets or
properties is bound for the execution and delivery of this Agreement by DDI, the
performance by DDI of its obligations hereunder or the consummation of the
transactions contemplated hereby, other than such consents, approvals, actions,
filings and notices which the failure to make or obtain, as the case may be,
individually or in the aggregate, could not be reasonably expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect on DDI , taken as a whole, or on the ability of DDI to
consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.
3.6 Financial Statements. DDI has delivered to Datum a true and
complete copy of the following financia1 statements: (i) the unaudited balance
sheets of DDI as of December 31, 1998 and
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the related unaudited statements of operations for the fiscal year then ended;
and (ii) the unaudited balance sheet of DDI as of April 8, 1999 (the "DDI
Financial Statements"). As of their respective dates and for the respective
periods then ended, the DDI Financial statements (including, in each case, the
notes, if any, thereto) (A) were prepared applying a tax-basis accounts method
(as m~re fully described in the accountant's letter included in the DDI
Disclosure Schedule) on a consistent basis during the periods involved ( except
as may be indicated therein or in the notes thereto); (B) fairly present the
financial position of DDI as at the respective dates thereof and the results of
its operations and cash flows for the respective periods then ended; and (C) did
not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material
fact required to be stated therein or necessary in order to make the statements
therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading.
3.7 Absence of Changes. Since December 31, 1998, DDI has conducted its
business only in the ordinary course, consistent with past practice and there
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has been no change and no development in the business, properties, operations,
condition (financial or otherwise), or results of operations of DDI taken as a
whole, that had or could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect other than those occurring as a result of general economic or financial
conditions or other developments that are not unique to DDI but also affect
other persons who participate or are engaged in the lines of business in which
DDI participates-or is engaged, or other than those occurring as a result of
this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby.
3.8 Absence of Undisclosed Liabilities. Except for matters reflected or
reserved against in the DDI Financial Statements, DDI did not have at December
31, 19g3, nor has DDI incurred since that date, any liabilities or obligations
(whether absolute, accrued, contingent, fixed or otherwise, or whether due or to
become due) of any nature, except liabilities or obligations {a) which were
incurred in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice, and
(b) which have not had, and could not be reasonably expected to have,
individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on DDI.
3.9 Legal Proceedings. There are no actions, suits, arbitrations or
proceedings pending or, to the knowledge of DDI, threatened against, relating to
or affecting, nor are there any Governmental or Regulatory Authority
investigati'ons or audits pending, or to the knowledge of DDI, threatened
against, relating to or affecting, DDI or any of its assets and properties
which, individually or in the aggregate, could be reasonably expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect on DDI, or on the ability of DDI to consummate the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

3.10 Contracts and Commitments. The DDI Disclosure Schedule contains a
true and complete list of each of the following types of written or oral
contracts to which DDI is a party (such contracts, the "Material Contracts"):

(a) all contracts (excluding DDI Employee Benefit Plans (as defined
below) which can be terminated at will without subjecting DDI to cost or
penalty) providing for a commitment for employment or consultation services for
a specified or unspecified term to, or otherwise relating to employment or the
term1nation of employment of, any employee;
(b) all contracts with any person or entity containing any
provision or covenant prohibiting or limiting the ability of DDI to engage in
any business activity or compete with any person or entity in connection with
their respective businesses or prohibiting or limiting the ability of any person
or entity to compete with DDI in connection with their respective businesses;
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(c) all partnership, joint venture, shareholders' or other similar
contracts with any person or entity in connection with DDI;
(d) all contracts relating to the future disposition or acquisition
of assets of DDI, other than dispositions or acquisitions in the ordinary course
of business;
(e) all other contracts with respect to DDI that (i) involve the
payment or potential payment, pursuant to the terms of any such contract, by or
to DDI of more than $10,000 annually; and (ii) cannot be terminated within sixty
(60) days after giving notice of termination without resulting in any material
cost or penalty to DDI; and
(f) all contracts between DDI and any of (i) DDI's directors,
officers, or employees, or any member of any such person's family, or (ii) the
DDI Stockholders or any member of any such DDI Stockholder's family.
DDI has not received notice of a default under any Material Contract by any
party thereto, nor has there occurred any event that with notice or lapse of
time, or both, would constitute a material default by DDI under any of the
Material Contracts to which it is a party. Each of·the Material Contracts is
enforceable against DDI thereto in accordance with its terms, except as such
enforceability may be limited by general principles of equity or by bankruptcy,
insolvency or other similar laws relating to rights of creditors. DDI has not
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received notice that any party to any of the Material Contracts intends to
cancel or terminate any of the Material Contracts or to exercise or not exercise
any options under any of the Material Contracts
3. ll Taxes.
(a) Tax Returns. DDI has delivered to Datum correct and comp1ete
copies of a11 federal income tax returns, examination reports and statements of
deficiencies assessed against or agreed to by DDI since its inception. No DDI
tax returns have been audited by the Internal Revenue Service (the "IRS"), or
are currently subject to an IRS audit.
(b) Time1y Filing and Payment. DDI has filed all tax returns
(incLuding, without Limitation, with respect to a11 property, income, payro11,
sa1es, use, excise and franchise taxes) that are required to have been fi1ed by
it in any jurisdiction for a11 periods ending on or prior to the date hereof and
such tax returns are true, correct and comp1ete in a11 material respects, and
DDI has paid a11 taxes shown to be due and payab1e on such returns and a11 other
taxes and assessments payab1e by it to the extent the same have become due and
payab1e and before they have become de1inquent, except for any taxes and
assessments the amount, app1icabi1ity or va1idity of which is current1y being
contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings and with respect to which DDI
has set aside on its books reserves (segregated to the extent required by GAAP,
consistentLy applied throughout the specified period and in the immediately
comparabLe period) deemed by it in its reasonab1e discretion to be adequate. DDI
is not currently the beneficiary of any extension of time within which to fi1e
any tax return, nor has it waived any statute of Limitations in respect of taxes
nor agreed to any extension of time with respect to a tax assessment or
deficiency. DDI has not received written notice of any c1aim made by any
GovernmentaL or Regulatory Authority in a jurisdiction where DDI does not file
tax returns that DDI shou1d fi1e tax returns.
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(c) Withho1ding. DDI has withhe1d and paid a11 taxes required to
have been withhe1d and paid in connection with amounts paid or owing to any
emp1oyee, independent contractor, creditor, stockholder or other third party.
(d) Assessments and Liens. DDI has no knowledge of any proposed tax
assessment, obligation or other c1aim against DDI and an tax liabilities of DDI
are adequately provided for on the books of DDI. There are no 1iens for taxes
upon any property or assets of DDI, except for 1iens for taxes not yet due.
(e) Controversies. There are no unresolved issues of 1aw or fact
arising out of a notice of deficiency, proposed deficiency or assessment from
the IRS or any other Governmenta1 or Regu1atory Authority with respect to taxes
of DDI which, if decided adverse1y, sing1y or in the aggregate, wou1d have a
Materia1 Adverse Effect on DDI.
(f) Tax Sharing Agreements. DDI is not a party to any agreement
providing for the a11ocation or sharing of taxes with any entity other than
agreements the consequences of which are adequate1y reserved for in the DDI
FinanciaL Statements.
(g) Section 34l(f). DDI has not fi1ed a consent under Section
341(f) of the Code concerning co11apsib1e corporations.
(h) Affi1iated Group. DDI has never been a member of an "affi1iated
group" as that term is described under Section 1504 of the Code, fiLing a
consolidated f~dera1 income tax return, and is not 1iable for the taxes of any
other person under Treasury Regulation Section 1.4502·6 (or any similar
provision of state, 1oca1 or foreign law), as a successor or transferor, by
contract or otherwise.
(i) Pending Ru1ings. There is
agreement or gain recognition agreement to
contemplated concerning taxes from or with
Authority which wi11 have an effect on DDI
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(j) Extraordinary Payments. DDI has not made any payments, and is
not a party to any agreement that obligates it to make any payments, that would
not be deductible, in whole or in part, under Sections 280G or 162(m) of the
Code.
(k) Foreign Person. DDI is not a foreign person subject to
withholding under Section 1445 of the Code.
3.12 Employee Benefit Plans; ERISA
(a) No prohibited transaction within the meaning of Section 406 or
407 of the Employee. Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended
("ERISA"), or Section 4975 of the Code with respect to any DDI Employee Benefit
P1an (as defined below) has occurred during the five-year period preceding the
date of this Agreement,
(b) There is no outstanding liability (except for premiums due)
under Tit1e IV of ERISA with respect to any DDI Emp1oyee Benefit Plan.
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(c) Neither the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation nor DDI has
instituted proceedings to terminate any DDI Employee Benefit Plan,
(d) Fu11 payment has been made of all amounts which DDI was
required to have paid as a contribution to DDI Employee Benefit P1ans as of the
last day of the most recent fiscal year of each of DDI Employee Benefit Plans
ended prior to the date of this Agreement, and none of DDI Employee Benefit
Plans has incurred any "accumulated funding deficiency" (as defined in Section
302 of ERISA and Section 412 of the Code), whether or not waived, as of the 1ast
day of the most recent fiscal year of each such DDI Employee Benefit P1an ended
prior to the date of this Agreement.
(e) The value on a termination basis of accrued benefits under each
of DDI Employee Benefit Plans which is subject to Title IV of ERISA, based upon
the actuarial assumptions used for funding purposes in the most recent actuarial
report prepared by such DDI Employee Benefit Plan's actuary with respect to each
such DDI Employee Benefit Plan, did not, as of its latest va1uation date, exceed
the then current value of the assets of such DDI Employee Benefit Plan.
(f) Each of DDI Employee Benefit Plans which is intended to be
"qua1ified" within the meaning of Section 401(a) of the Code has been determined
by the IRS to be so qualified and such determination has not been modified,
revoked or limited.
(g) Each of DDI Employee Benefit Plans is, and its administration
is and has been during the five-year period preceding the date of this Agreement
in all materia1 respects in compliance with, and DDI has not received any claim
or notice that any such Company Employee Benefit Plan is not in compliance with,
all applicab1e laws and orders and prohibited transaction exemptions, including,
without limitation, the requirements of ERISA.
(h) There are no materia1 pending or, to the knowledge of DDI,
threatened or anticipated claims involving any of DDI Emp1oyee Benefit Plans
other than c1aims for benefits in the normal course.
(i) To the knowledge of DDI, during the five-year period preceding
the date of this Agreement, DDI has not entered into any transaction which could
subject such entity to 1iability under Section 302(c)(ii), 4062, 4063, 4064, or
4069 of ERISA and no "reportable event" within the meaning of Section 4043 of
ERISA has occurred with respect to any DDI Employee Benefit Plan,
(j) DDI is not in default in performing any of its contractual
obligations under any DDI Employee Benefit Plan or any related trust agreement
or insurance contract.
(k) There are no material outstanding liabilities of any DDI
Employee Benefit P1an other than liabilities for benefits to be paid to
participants in such DDI Employee Benefit Plan and their beneficiaries in
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accordance with the terms of such DDI Empeoyee Benefit Pean.
(1) DDI does not maintain and is not obeigated to provide benefits
under any eife, medicae or heaeth p1an which provides benefits to retirees or
other terminated empeoyees other than benefit continuation rights under the
Consoeidated Omnibus Reconci1iation Act·of 1985, as amended.
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(m) Neither the execution and deeivery of this Agreement nor the
consummation of the transactions contempeated hereby wie1 acce1erate benefits
under any DDI Empeoyee Benefit Plan.
As used herein:
(i) the term "DDI Empeoyee Benefit P1an" means any Pean entered
into, estabeished, maintained, contributed to or required to be contributed to
by DDI and existing on the date of this Agreement or at any time subsequent
thereto and on or prior to the Effective Time and, in the case of a Pean which
is subject to Part 3 of Titee I of ERISA, Section 412 of the Code or Titee IV of
ERISA, at any time during the five-year period preceding the date qf this
Agreement; and
(ii) the term "Plan" means any empeoyment, bonus, incentive
compensation, deferred compensation, pension, profit sharing, 'retirement, stock
purchase, stock option, stock ownership, stock appreciation rights, phantom
stock, eeave of absence, eayoff, vacation, day or dependent care, eegae
services, cafeteria, eife, heaeth, medicae, accident, disabieity, workers'
compensation or other insurance, severance, separation, termination, change of
controe or other benefit plan, agreement, practice, poeicy or arrangement of any
kind, whether written or orae, including, but not limited to any "empeoyee
benefit pean" within the meaning of Section 3(3) of ERISA.
3.13 Titee to Assets. DDI is in possession of and has good title to, or
has vaeid eeasehoed interests in or vaeid rights under contract to use, aee of
its properties and assets used in its business and materiae to the condition
(financiae or other) of such business, free and ceear of ae1 mortgages, eiens,
peedges, charges or encumbrances of any nature whatsoever, except (a) eiens for
current taxes, payments of which are not yet deeinquent; (b) such imperfections
in titee and easements and encumbrances, if any, as are not substantiae in
character, amount or extent and do not materiaely detract from the vaeue of or
interfere with the present use of the property subject thereto or affected
thereby, or otherwise materiaeey impair DDI's ' business operations in the
manner presentey carried on by DDI; or (c) as disclosed in the DDI Financia1
Statements, and except for such matters which, individua1ly or in the aggregate,
would not have a Materiae Adverse Effect on DDI. Ale eeases under which DDI
leases any substantiae amount of real or personae property have been delivered
to Datum and are in good standing, valid and effective in accordance with their
respective terms, and there is not, under any of such leases, any existing
defauet by DDI or event· which with notice or lapse of time or both wou1d become
a defauet by DDI, other than defaults under such leases which in the aggregate
would not have a Materiae Adverse Effect on DDI.
3.14 Inteelectua1 Property. In addition to the representations and
warranties contained in Section 3.13 above and without dupeication, DDI hereby
represents and warrants to Datum and Sub as follows.
(a) Titee to Intellectual Property. DDI owns a valid right, titee,
interest or license in and to the inteeeectua1 property set forth in the DDI
Disc1osure Schedule (except as disceosed thereon) (the "DDI Inteeeectual
Property") and any Third Party Technoeogy (as defined be1ow) used in or
necessary for the conduct of the business of DDI as present1y conducted ("DDT's
Operations"), including, without eimitation, the right to bring actions for
infringement of the DDI Intellectual Property. The conduct of DDI's Operations
currentey does not confeict with and in the past has not conf1icted with the
inteleectual property rights of others and no person or entity other than DDI
owns any right, title or interest in the DDI Inteleectual Property, including
without limitation any right to
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manufacture, use, copy, distribute or sublicense any object code or source code
thereof. All DDI Intellectual Property used or held for use in the conduct of
DDI's Operations which is owned by DDI is so owned free and clear of all liens
and no other person, including any present or former employee, shareholder,
officer of DDI, has any right whatsoever in such DDI Intellectual Property. DDI
has the right to convey the DDI Intellectual Property being used or held for use
to conduct DDI's Operations and such conveyance will not violate any of the
intellectual property rights of any other person or entity. Neither DDI nor any
present or former DDI employee has violated or, by conducting DDI's Operations
in the ordinary course would violate, any of the intellectual property rights of
any other person or entity. DDI does not have any obligation to compensate any
person or entity for the use of any DDI Intellectual Property, nor has DDI
granted to any person or entity any license, option or other rights to use in
any manner any DDI Intellectual Property, whether requiring the payment of
royalties or not.
(b) Third Party Technology. "Third Party Technology" shall mean
all intellectual property and products owned by third parties and licensed
pursuant to Third Party Licenses as defined below. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, Third Party Technology shall not include any "off-the-shelf" software
program if the use of such program by DDI is in accordance with any applicable
shrink wrap license and no portion of such program is distributed or licensed by
DDI to third parties or incorporated into products distributed by DDI or
licensed to third parties. "Third Party License" shall mean all licenses and
other agreements with third parties relating to any intellectual property or
products that DDI is licensed or otherwise authorized by such third parties to
use in connection with the DDI Intellectual Property identified as software in
the DDI Disclosure Schedule (the "DDI Software") (including, without limitation,
all quality assurance systems or technology), market or distribute along with or
as part of the DDI Software, or to distribute or incorporate into the DDI
Software, in each case as the DDI Software exists on the date hereof.
(c) Public Domain. No DDI Intellectual Property is in the public
domain.
(d) Copyrights. All of DDI's copyright registrations related to
any and all of DDI's copyrights relating to the Software are valid and in full
force and effect. DDI has valid copyrights in all material copyrightable
material included in the DDI Intellectual Property whether or not registered
with the U.S. Copyright Office, and consummation of the transactions
contemplated hereby will not alter or impair the validity of any such copyrights
or copyright registrations.
(e) Claims. DDI has not received notice of any claims asserted
against DDI by any person challenging DDI's use or distribution (including
manufacture, marketing license, or sale) of the Software Products or any Third
Party Technology, or challenging or questioning the validity or effectiveness of
any license or agreement relating thereto (including, without limitation, the
Third Party Licenses). To the knowledge of DDI, there is no valid basis for any
such claim.
(f) Infringement. To DDI's knowledge, no third party is violating,
infringing, or misappropriating any right or contract of DDI as related to DDI's
Operations.

(g) Continuity of Rights. To DDI's knowledge, no party to any
contract, commitment or restriction relating to any right of DDI, including any
Third Party Technology, intends to cancel, withdraw, modify or amend such
contract as related to DDI's Operations.
(h) Sole Right to Third Party Technology. No DDI Stockholder,
employee or contractor, nor any of their respective affiliates, has any right,
title or interest in or to any Third Party
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Technology, other than rights pertaining to the Third Party Techno1ogy obtained
from one or more third party licensors.
(i) So1e Right to Inte11ectua1 Property and Software Products. (i)
No third party has any right to manufacture, reproduce, distribute, se11,
sublicense, market or exp1oit any of the DDI Inte11ectua1 Property rights, or
any adaptations, trans1ations, or derivative works based on such rights, or any
portion thereof, other than rights pertaining to Third Party Techno1ogy obtained
from the third party 1icensor; (ii) DDI has no agreements, contracts or
commitments that provide for the manufacture, reproduction, distribution, sa1e,
sub1icensing, marketing, deve1opment, exploitation, or supply by DDI of the DDI
Intellectual Property or Software Products or any adaptation, translation, or
derivative work based on the DDI Inte11ectua1 Property or Software Products, or
any portion thereof; (iii) DDI has not granted to any third party any exc1usive
rights of any kind with respect to any of the DDI Intellectual Property or
Software Products, including territorial exclusivity or exc1usivity with respect
to particu1ar versions, imp1ementations or translations of any of the DDI
Inte11ectua1 Property or Software Products; and (iv) DDI has not granted any
third party any right to market any product utilizing any Software under any
"private 1abe1" arrangements pursuant to which DDI is not identified as the
source of such goods. Each document or instrument reflecting any such
arrangements is 1isted in the DDI Disc1osure Schedule and true and correct
copies of such documents or instruments have been furnished to Datum. Except
with respect to the rights of third parties to the Third Party Techno1ogy, no
third party has any right to manufacture, reproduce, distribute, sub1icense,
market or exploit any works or materia1s of which any of the DDI Inte11ectua1
Property are a derivative work.
(j) Preservation of Software. DDI has not knowing1y a1tered data
re1ated to the Software in a manner that may damage the Software, whether stored
in electronic, optica1, or magnetic or other form.

(k) End-User Documentation. DDI has furnished to Datum, or wi11
furnish to Datum at C1osing, true and accurate copies of a1l end user
documentation that exists re1ating to the use, maintenance or operation of the
DDI Software.
(l) Year 2000. The DDI Inte11ectua1 Property, the Third Party
Technology used in DDI's Operations and the DDI Software (as it exists on the
date hereof) sha11 record, store, transmit, receive, process (which inc1udes
ca1cu1ations, comparisons, sequencing, display or storage), and present date
data and 1eap year calcu1ations from, into and between the 20th and 21st
centuries, and during the years 1999 and 2808, in the same manner, and with the
same functiona1ity, as the same does for ca1endar dates on or before December
31, 1999.
3.15 Permits, Etc. DDI owns or validly holds a11 1icenses, permits,
certificates of authority, registrations, franchises and simi1ar consents
granted or issued by any app1icab1e Governmenta1 or Regulatory Authority, used
or he1d for use which are required to conduct and materia1 to the condition of
their respective businesses.
3.16 Comp1iance with Laws. DDI is not in violation of, nor has it
vio1ated, any app1icab1e provisions of any Laws or any term of any Order binding
against it, except for vio1ations which do not have and would not have,
individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on DDI. The DDI
Disc1osure Schedu1e sets forth a complete 1ist of DDI's licenses, permits and
authorizations other than those not material to DDI's business or operations
("Permits"). No Governmenta1 or Regulatory Authority has revoked or materially
1imited any Permit of DDI, and no investigation or
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proceeding is pending or, to DDI's know1edge, threatened, which involves the
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revocation or material limitation of any Permit. DDI is not in possession of any
information which would lead it to believe that any Permits will not remain in
full force and effect for the complete duration of their respective terms. DDI
has made available to Datum all material filings made to, and all inspection or
compliance reports or correspondence received from, Governmental and Regulatory
Authorities for the last three years and will make available to Datum all other
Perm1ts as requested by Datum. Each of such filings was in material compliance
will all applicable laws and regulations.
3.17 Labor Controversies. There are no material controversies pending
or, to the knowledge of DDI, threatened between DDI and any representatives of
any of DDI's employees. There are no material organizational efforts presently
being made involving any of the presently unorganized employees of DDI. DDI has
complied in all material respects with all Laws relating to the employment of
labor, including without limitation, any provisions thereof relating to wages,
hours, collective bargaining, and the payment of social security and similar
taxes. No person has asserted that DDI is liable in any material amount for any
arrears of wages or any taxes or penalties for failure to comply with any of the
foregoing, except for such controversies, organizational efforts, non-compliance
and liabilities which, individually or in the aggregate, could not be reasonably
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect on DDI.
3.18 Insurance. The DDI Disclosure Schedule lists all policies of fire,
liability, life and employee health, environmental, errors and omissions,
workers' compensation and other forms of insurance currently held and maintained
by DDI ("DDI Insurance· Policies"). The DDI Insurance Policies are commercially
reasonable in amount and coverage. All DDI Insurance Policies are in full force
and effect, all billed premiums with respect thereto covering all periods up to
and including the Closing Date have been paid or will have been paid on or prior
to the Closing Date and no written notice of cancellation or termination has
been received with respect to any DDI Insurance Policy, except for failures to
pay or cancellations or terminations which would not reasonably be expected to
have a Material Adverse Effect on DDI.
3.19 Guaranties. DDI has not executed any guaranty or otherwise agreed
to be a guarantor of any liability or obligation (including indebtedness) of any
other person.
3.20 Brokers or Finders. Neither DDI nor the DDI Stockholders has any
obligation to pay any agent, broker, investment banker, financial advisor or
other firm or other person any broker's or finder's fee or any other commission
or similar fee in connection with any of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement.
3.21 Full Disclosure. No information furnished by or on behalf of DDI
to Datum pursuant to this Agreement and any information contained in the DDI
Disclosure Schedule and the other schedules and exhibits to this Agreement, at
any time prior to the Closing Date, contains nor will contain any untrue
statement of a material fact and does not and will not omit to state any
material fact necessary to make any statement, in light of the circumstances
under which such statement is made, not misleading.

REPRESENTATIONS AND 1-/ARRANTIES OF DATUM AND SUB
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Except as disclosed on the Datum Disclosure Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit
D (the "Datum Disclosur~ Schedule"), Datum and Sub jointly and severally
represent and warrant to DDI as follows.
4.1 Organization and Qualification. Each of Datum and Sub is an entity
duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of their
respective jurisdictions. Datum and Sub each have full corporate power and
authority to own or lease and to operate and use their respective properties and
assets and to carry on their respective businesses as now conducted and as
proposed to be conducted pursuant to this Agreement. Each of Datum and Sub are
duly qualified or licensed to do business and is in good standing in each
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jurisdiction in which the nature of their respective businesses or the ownership
or leasing of their respective properties make such qualification or licensing
necessary, other than in such jurisdictions where the failure to be so qualified
or licensed or to be in good standing (individually or in the aggregate) would
not have a Material Adverse Effect on Datum and its subsidiaries, taken as a
whole.
4.2 Authorization. Each of Datum and Sub has full corporate power and
authority to execute, deliver and perform this Agreement and to consummate the
transactions contemplated hereby. The execution, delivery and performance of
this Agreement by Datum and Sub has been duly authorized and approved by the
respective Boards of Directors of Datum and Sub and does not require any further
authorization or consent of Datum or Sub. This Agreement has been duly
authorized, validly executed and delivered by both Datum and Sub and constitutes
the legal, valid and binding obligations of each enforceable in accordance with
its terms, except as the enforceability thereof may be subject to or limited by
(i) bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, arrangement, moratorium or other
similar laws now or hereafter in effect relating to or affecting creditors'
rights, and (ii) general equitable principles, regardless of whether the issue
of enforceability is considered in a proceeding in equity or at law.
4.3 Capital Stock of Datum and Sub.
(a) Datum. The authorized capital stock of Datum consists of
10,000,000 shares of Datum Common Stock and 1,000,000 shares of preferred stock.
As of April 23, 1999, there were 5,549,264 shares of Common Stock and no shares
of preferred stock issued and outstanding. No shares of Datum Common Stock are
held by Datum in its treasury. Except for additional grants made in the ordinary
course of business consistent with past practices, as of the Effective Time,
outstanding options to purchase shares of Datum Common Stock and the shares of
Datum Common Stock reserved for issuance upon the exercise of Datum Options (as
defined below) shall be as disclosed in the Datum Reports (as defined below).
All outstanding shares of capital stock of Datum are duly authorized, validly
issued, fully paid, and nonassessable and not subject to preemptive rights, and
such capital stock has been issued in full compliance with all applicable
federal and state securities laws. There are no bonds, debentures, notes, or
other indebtedness of Datum having the right to vote (or convertible into
securities having the right to vote) on any matters on which stockholders of
Datum may vote. Except as set forth above, as of the date hereof, there are no
securities, options, warrants, calls, rights, commitments, agreements,
arrangements, or undertakings of any kind to which Datum is a party or by which
it is bound obligating Datum to issue, deliver or se11, or cause to be issued,
delivered or sold, additional shares of capital stock or other voting securities
of Datum or obligating Datum to issue, grant, extend or enter into any such
security, option, warrant, call, right, commitment, agreement, arrangement or
undertaking (together, "Datum Options"). Except as are entered into in the
ordinary course of business consistent with past practices, as of the date
hereof the outstanding contractual obligations of Datum to repurchase,.
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redeem, or otherwise acquire any shares of capital stock of Datum are as
disclosed in the Datum reports. Datum has furnished to DDI true and correct
copies of Datum's Certificate of Incorporation and Bylaws as in effect as of the
date hereof.
(b) Sub. The authorized capital stock of Sub consists solely of 100
shares of common stock, $0.01 par value, all of which shares are issued and
outstanding and owned of record by Datum. There are no outstanding options,
warrants, or other rights to subscribe for or purchase from Datum any capital
stock of Sub, or securities convertible into any capital stock of Sub.
4.4 Non-Contravention; Consents.
(a) Non-Contravention. Except for the filing of the Articles of
Merger and other appropriate merger documents required by the MBCL with the
Secretary of State and appropriate documents with the relevant authorities of
other states in which the Constituent Corporations are qualified to do business,
the execution and delivery of this Agreement by Datum ·and Sub does not, and the
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performance by Datum and Sub of their respective obligations hereunder and the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby will not conflict with,
result in a violation or breach of, constitute (with or without notice or lapse
of time or both) a default under, result in or give to any person any right of
payment or reimbursement, termination, cancellation, modification or
acceleration of, or result in the creation or imposition of any Liens upon any
of the assets or properties of Datum under, any of the terms, conditions or
provisions of (i) the Certificates of Incorporation or Bylaws of Datum, or the
Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws of Sub, or (ii)(A) any Laws or Orders of any
Governmental or Regulatory Authority applicable to Datum or Sub or any of their
respective assets or properties, or (B) any contracts to which Datum or Sub is a
party or by which Datum or Sub or any of their respective assets or properties
is bound, excluding from the foregoing clauses (A) and (B) conflicts,
violations, breaches, defaults, payments, reimbursements, terminations,
cancellations, modifications, accelerations and creations and impositions of
Liens which, individually or in the aggregate, could not reasonably be expected
to have a Material Adverse Effect on Datum and its subsidiaries, taken as a
whole, or on the ability of Datum or Sub to consummate the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement.
(b) Consents. No consent, approval or action of, filing with or
notice to any Governmental or Regulatory Authority or other public or private
third party is necessary or required under any of the terms, conditions or
provisions of any Law or Order of any Governmental or Regulatory Authority or
any contract to which Datum or Sub is a party or by which Datum or Sub or any of
their respective assets or properties is bound for the execution and delivery of
this Agreement by Datum and Sub, the performance by Datum and Sub of their
respective obligations hereunder or the consummation of the transactions
contemplated hereby, other than such consents, approvals, actions, filings and
notices which the failure to make or obtain, as the case may be, individually or
in the aggregate, could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect on Datum and its subsidiaries, taken as a whole, or on the ability of
Datum or Sub to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.
4.5 No Litigation or Regulatory Action. Except as disclosed in the
Datum Reports (as defined below), there are no actions, suits, arbitrations or
proceedings pending or, to the knowledge of Datum, threatened against, relating
to or affecting, nor are there any Governmental or Regulatory Authority
investigations or audits pending, or to the knowledge of Datum, threatened
against, relating to or affecting, Datum or Sub or any of their respective
assets and properties which, individually or in the aggregate, could be
reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Effect on
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Datum and its subsidiaries, taken as a whole, or on the ability of Datum to
consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.
4.6 SEC Documents. Datum has filed with the SEC true and correct copies
of each registration statement, report, definitive proxy statement or definitive
information statement and all exhibits thereto filed (including exhibits and any
amendments thereto) required under or pursuant to the Securities Act or the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act", and together
with the Securities Act, the "Securities Laws"), (collectively, the "Datum
Reports"). As of their respective dates, or as subsequently amended prior to the
Closing Date, the Datum Reports complied in all material respects with the
requirements of the Securities Laws applicable to such Datum Reports, and none
of the Datum Reports contained any untrue statement of a material fact or
omitted to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary in
order to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which
they were made, not misleading. The financial statements of Datum included in
the Datum Reports comply in all material respects with applicable accounting
requirements in the published rules and regulations of the SEC with respect
thereto, have been prepared in accordance with GAAP applied on a consistent
basis (except as may be indicated in the notes thereto) and fairly present the
consolidated financial position of Datum and its consolidated subsidiaries as of
the dates thereof and the consolidated results of their operations and cash
flows for the periods then ended (subject, in the case of unaudited statements,
to normal year-end audit adjustments, the absence of notes and as permitted by
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Form 10-0 of the Exchange Act). As of their respective dates, the Datum Reports
complied as to form in an material respects with the applicable requirements of
the Securities Laws.
4.7 Brokers and Finders. Neither Datum nor Sub have employed any
broker, finder, consultant or intermediary in connection with the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement who would be entitled to a broker's, finder's or
similar fee or commission in connection therewith or upon the consummation
thereof.
4.8 Datum Stock Issued in Merger. The shares of Datum Common Stock to
be issued in the Merger will, when issued and delivered to the DDI Stockholders
as a result of the Merger and pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, be duly
and validly authorized and issued, fully paid, non-assessable and free of
preemptive rights of any securityholder of Datum, and issued in compliance with
applicable federal and state securities laws.
4.9 Datum Intellectual Property. To its knowledge Datum owns, or is
licensed or otherwise has the full and exclusive right to use, all patents,
trademarks, trade names, copyrights, technology, know-how and processes used in
or necessary for the conduct of the Business as presently conducted and, other
than with respect to those matters addressed in Section 9.2(e), as currently
contemplated to be conducted by Datum and DDI (except for such property intended
for use in the Business that is currently owned or licensed by DDI), and for the
sale of the hardware referenced in Section 2.2(c)(iv).
4.18 Full Disclosure. No information furnished by or on behalf of Datum
or Sub to DDI pursuant to this Agreement nor any information contained in the
Datum Disclosure Schedule and other schedules and exhibits to this Agreement, at
any time prior to the Closing Date contains nor will contain any untrue
statement of a material fact and does not and will not omit to state any
material fact necessary to make any statement, in light of the circumstances
under which such statement is made, not misleading.
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ARTICLE 5
COVENANTS

5.1 Covenants of DDI. At all times from and after the date hereof until
the Effective Time, DDI covenants and agrees that (except as expressly
contemplated or permitted by this Agreement, or to the extent that Datum shall
otherwise consent in writing):
(a) DDI shall conduct its business only in, and DDI shall not take
any action except in, the ordinary course consistent with past practice.
(b) Without limiting the generality of paragraph (a) of this
Section, except as otherwise disclosed in Section 5.1 of the DDI Disclosure
Schedule, as applicable, and except as contemplated or permitted by this
Agreement, (i) DDI shall preserve intact in all material respects its present
business organization and reputation, keep available the services of T. Mark
Hastings, use commercially reasonable efforts to keep available services of its
other key officers and employees, maintain its assets and properties in good
working order and condition (ordinary wear and tear excepted), maintain
insurance on its tangible assets and business in such amounts and against such
risks and losses as are currently in effect, use commercially reasonable efforts
to preserve its relationships with customers and suppliers and others having
significant business dealings with it and to comply in all material respects
with all Laws and Orders of all Governmental or Regulatory Authorities
applicable to them, and (ii) DDI shall not:
(A) amend or propose to amend its Articles of Organization
or Bylaws;
(B) (w) declare, set aside or pay any dividends on or make
other distributions in respect of any of its capital stock, (x)
split, combine, reclassify or take similar action with respect to
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any of its capital stock or issue or authorize or propose the
issuance of any other securities in respect of, in lieu of or in
substitution for shares of its capital stock, (y) adopt a plan of
complete or partial liquidation or resolutions providing for or
authorizing such liquidation or a dissolution, merger,
consolidation, restructuring, recapitalization or other
reorganization or (z) directly or indirectly purchase, redeem or
otherwise acquire any shares of its capital stock or any DDI Optionwith respect thereto;
(C) issue, deliver or sell, or authorize or propose the
issuance, delivery or sale of, any shares of its capital stock or
any DDI Option with respect thereto, or modify or amend any right
of any holder of outstanding shares of capital stock;
(D) acquire (by merging or consolidating with, or by
purchasing a substantial equity interest in or a substantial
portion of the assets of, or by any other manner) any business or
any corporation, partnership, association or other business
organization or division thereof or otherwise acquire or agree to
acquire any assets which are individually or in the aggregate
material to DDI;
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(E) other than dispositions of assets which are not
individually or in the aggregate material to DDI, sell, lease,
grant any security interest in or otherwise dispose of or encumber
any of its assets or properties;
(F) except to the extent required by applicable law, (x)
permit any material change in (I) any pricing, marketing,
purchasing, investment, accounting, financial reporting, inventory,
credit, allowance or tax practice or policy or (II) any method of
calculating any bad debt, contingency or other reserve for
accounting, financial reporting or tax purposes or (y) make any
material tax election or settle or compromise any material income
tax liability with any Governmental or Regulatory Authority;
(G) (x) incur any indebtedness for borrowed money or
guarantee any such indebtedness other than in the ordinary course
of its business consistent with past practice, or (y) purchase,
cancel, prepay or otherwise provide for a complete or partial
discharge in advance of a scheduled repayment date with respect to,
or waive any right under, any indebtedness for borrowed money other
than in the ordinary course of its business consistent with past
practice;
(H) enter into, adopt, amend in any material respect
(except as may be required by applicable law) or terminate any DDI
Employee Benefit Plan or any other agreement or arrangement, plan
or policy between DDI and one or more of its directors, officers or
employees, or, except for normal increases in the ordinary course
of business consistent with past practice that do not result in a
material increase in benefits or compensation expense to DDI,
increase in any manner the compensation or fringe benefits of any
director, officer or employee or pay any benefit not required by
any plan or arrangement in effect as of the date hereof;
(I) enter into any contract or amend or modify any
existing contract, or engage in any new transaction, outside the
ordinary course of business consistent with past practice and, with
respect to any affiliate of DDI, on other than an arm's length
basis;
(J) make any capital expenditures or commitments for
additions to plant, property or equipment ~onstituting capital
assets except in the ordinary course of business consistent with
past practice;
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(K) make any change in the lines of business in which it
participates or is engaged;
(L) file a consent under Section 34l(f) of the Code
concerning collapsible corporations; or
(M) enter into any contract, agreement, commitment or
arrangement to do or engage in any of the foregoing.
5.2 Covenants of Datum. At all times from and after the date hereof
until the Effective Time, Datum covenants and agrees as to itself and its
subsidiaries that (except as expressly contemplated or permitted by this
Agreement, or to the extent that DDI shall otherwise consent in
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writing): (a) Datum shall not make any material changes to its business or
structure which could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect
on the consideration to be received by DDI's stockholders; (b) Datum shall use
all reasonable efforts to take all such actions as are necessary to effectuate
the transactions contemplated hereby and to fulfill and cause to be fulfilled
the conditions to Closing under this Agreement; and (c) Datum agrees to make all
filings it is required to make pursuant to the Exchange Act on a timely basis.
5.3 Advice of Changes. Each party shall confer on a regular and
frequent basis with the other with respect to its business and operations and
other matters relevant to the Merger, and shall promptly advise the other,
orally and in writing, of any change or event, including, without limitation,
any complaint, investigation or hearing by any Governmental or Regulatory
Authority (or communication indicating the same may be contemplated) or the
institution or threat of litigation, having, or which, insofar as can be
reasonably foreseen, could have, a Material Adverse Effect on DDI, or Datum and
its subsidiaries taken as a whole, as the case may be, or on the ability of DDI
or Datum and Sub, as the case may be, to consummate the transactions
contemplated hereby.
ARTICLE 6
ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS
6.1 Access to Information; Confidentiality.
(a) Access to Information. DDI shall, throughout the period from
the date hereof to the Effective Time, (i) provide Datum and its directors,
officers, employees, legal, investment banking and financial advisors,
accountants and any other agents and representatives (collectively, "Datum
Representatives") with full access, upon reasonable prior notice, and during
normal business hours, to DDI and its assets, properties, books and records, but
only to the extent that such access does not unreasonably interfere with DDI's
Operations, and (ii) furnish promptly to the Datum Representatives (x) a copy of
each material report, statement, schedule and other document filed or received
by DDI pursuant to the requirements of federal or state securities laws or filed
with any other Governmental or Regulatory Authority, and (y) all other
information and data (including, without limitation, copies of Contracts and DDI
Employee Benefit Plans and other books and records) concerning DDI's Operations
as the Datum Representatives shall reasonably may request. No investigation
pursuant to this paragraph or otherwise shall affect any representation or
warranty contained in this Agreement or any condition to the obligations of the
parties hereto.
(b) Confidentiality. Each party will hold, and will use its best
efforts to cause its representatives to hold, in strict confidence, unless (i)
compelled to disclose by judicial or administrative process or by-other
requirements of applicable Laws or Governmental or Regulatory Authorities
(including, without limitation, in connection with obtaining the necessary
approvals of this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby of
Governmental or Regulatory Authorities), or (ii) disclosed in an action or
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proceeding brought by a party hereto in pursuit of its rights or in the exercise
of its remedies hereun.der, an documents and information concerning the other
party and its subsidiaries, if applicable, furnished to it by such other party
or its representatives in connection with this Agreement or the transactions
contemplated hereby, except to the extent that such documents or information can
be shown to have been (x) previous1y known by DDI or Datum, as the case may be,
or their respective representatives, (y) in the pub1ic domain (either prior to
or ~fter the furnishing of such documents or information hereunder) through no
fau1t of DDI or Datum, as the case may be, or their respective representatives
or (z) 1ater acquired by DDI or Datum, as the case may be, or their
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respective representatives from another source if the recipient is not aware
that such source is under an ob1igation to DDI or Datum, as the case may be, to
keep such documents and information confidential. In the event that this
Agreement is terminated without the transactions contemplated hereby having been
consummated, upon the request of DDI or Datum, as the case may be, the other
party wi11, and wi11 cause its representatives to, prompt1y (and in no event
1ater than five (5) business days after such request) redeliver or cause to be
rede1ivered a11 copies of documents and information furnished by DDI or Datum,
as the case may be, or their respective representatives to such party and its
representatives in connection with this Agreement or the transactions
contemplated hereby and destroy or cause to be destroyed aLL notes, memoranda,
summaries, ana1yses, compiLations and other writings related thereto or based
thereon prepared by DDI or Datum, as the case may be, or their respective
representatives.
6.2 Registration of Datum Common Stock. Datum shalL use its best
efforts to register for re·sale the shares of Datum Common Stock issued pursuant
to the payment of the Merger Consideration (including Datum Common Stock
issuab1e as AdditionaL Consideration) and fi1e a registration statement with
respect to such registration with the SEC within ninety (90) business days after
the Closing Date; provided, however, that, if the Board of Directors of Datum
determines in good faith that such fiLing shou1d in the best interests of
Datum's stockhoLders be de1ayed past such period, then, upon written notice to
the DDI Representative and the DDI Stockholders within such ninety (90) day
period so stating, then Datum's ob1igation to file such registration statement
sha11 be deferred, but such fi1ing sha11 in any case be required within one
hundred eighty (180) days after the C1osing Date. Datum sha11 use its best
efforts to cause the registration statement filed in accordance with the
foregoing (the "Registration Statement") to become effective as promptly as
practicab1e after filing and to keep the Registration Statement effective at
least unti1 March 31, 2003.
6.3 Nasdaq Listing. Datum sha11 file an application for origina1
listing of the shares of Datum Common Stock that constitute Merger Consideration
on the Nasdaq National Market prior to the issuance thereof.
6.4 ReguLatory and Other Approva1s. Subject to the terms and conditions
of this Agreement, each of DDI and Datum wi11 proceed diligently and in good
faith and wi11 use all commercia11y reasonable efforts to do, or cause to be
done, a11 things necessary, proper or advisable to, as promptly as practicable,
(i) obtain a11 consents, approva1s or actions of, make all fi1ings with and give
all notices to Governmenta1 or Regulatory Authorities or any other pub1ic or
private third parties required of Datum, DDI or any of their Subsidiaries to
consummate the Merger and the other matters contemplated hereby, and (ii)
provide such other information and communications to such GovernmentaL or
Regulatory Authorities or other pubLic or private third parties as the other
party or such Governmenta1 or Regu1atory Authorities or other pub1ic or private
third parties may reasonably request in connection therewith.
6.5 Employment Agreement. At and upon the Effective Time, Datum shall
have entered into an emp1oyment agreement with Mark Hastings on substantia11y
the terms as set forth in the form of employment agreement attached hereto as
Exhibit E (the "Employment Agreement").
6.6 Expenses. Datum sha11 bear a11 of its costs and expenses incurred
in connection with this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby;
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provided, however,
obtain Stockholder
in connection with
costs and expenses
transactions

that if the Merger is not consummated due to DDI's failure to
Approval, DDI shall reimburse the expenses of Datum incurred
this Agreement and the Merger. DDI shall bear all of DDI's
incurred in connection with this Agreement and the
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contemplated hereby (the "DDI Merger Expenses") and an such expenses shaH be
paid by DDI at or prior to the Closing.
6.7 Notice and Cure. Each of Datum, Sub and DDI will notify the other
in writing of, and contemporaneously will provide the other with true and
complete copies of any and all information or documents relating to, and will
use best efforts to cure before the Closing, any event, transaction or
circumstance, as soon as practical after it becomes known to such party,
occurring after the date of this Agreement that causes or will cause any
covenant or agreement of Datum, Sub or DDI, as the case may be, under this
Agreement to be breached or that renders or will render untrue any
representation or warranty of Datum, Sub or DDI, as the case may be, contained
in this Agreement as if the same were made on or as of the date of such event,
transaction or circumstance. Each of Datum, Sub and DDI also will notify the
other in writing of, and will use best efforts to cure, before the Closing, any
violation or breach, as soon as practical after it becomes known to such party,
of any representation, warranty, covenant or agreement made by Datum, Sub or
DDI, as the case may be, in this Agreement, whether occurring or arising prior
to, on or after the date of this Agreement. No notice given pursuant to this
Section 6.7 shall have any effect on the representations, warranties, covenants
or agreements contained in this Agreement for purposes of determining
satisfaction of any condition contained herein.
6.8 Fulfillment of Conditions. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this Agreement, each of Datum, Sub and DDI will take or cause to be taken all
steps necessary or desirable and proceed diligently and in good faith to satisfy
each condition to the other's obligations contained in this Agreement and to
consummate and make effective the transactions contemplated by this Agreement,
and neither Datum nor DDI will, nor will it permit any subsidiary, if any, to,
take or fail to take any action that could be reasonably expected to result in
the non-fulfillment of any such condition.
6.9 Bridge Financing Agreement. Datum and
certain Bridge Financing Agreement, dated April 9,
Agreement"). Any breach by DDI of the terms of the
shall be grounds for termination of this Agreement

DDI have entered into that
1999 (the "Bridge Financing
Bridge Financing Agreement
pursuant to Section 8.1.

ARTICLE 7
CONDITIONS
7.1 Conditions to Each Party's Obligation to Effect the Merger. The
respective obligation of each party to effect .the Merger is subject to the
fulfillment, at or prior to the Closing, of each of the following conditions:
(a) No Injunctions or Restraints. No court of competent
jurisdiction or other competent Governmental or Regulatory Authority shall have
enacted, issued, promulgated, enforced or entered any Law or Order (whether
temporary, preliminary or permanent) which is then in effect and has the effect
of making illegal or otherwise restricting, preventing or prohibiting
consummation of the Merger or the other transactions contemplated by this
Agreement.
(b) Governmental and Regulatory Consents and Approvals. Other than
the filing provided for by Section 1.2, all consents, approvals and actions of,
filings with and notices to any Governmental or Regulatory Authority or any
other public or private third parties or Datum or DDI
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Stockholders required of Datum, DDI or any Subsidiary which are to be taken
prior to the Effective Time to consummate the Merger and the other matters
contemplated hereby, shall have been obtained.
3.2 Conditions to Obligation of Datum and Sub to Effect the Merger. The
obligation of Datum and Sub to effect the Merger is further subject to the
fulfillment, at or prior to the Closing, of each of the following additional
conditions (all or any of which may be waived in whole or in part by Datum and
Sub in their sole discretion):
(a) Representations and Warranties. Each of the representations and
warranties made by DDI in this Agreement shall be true and correct in all
material respects as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the Closing
Date or, in the case of representations and warranties made as of a specified
date earlier than the Closing Date, on and as of such earlier date, and DDI
shall have delivered to Datum a certificate, dated the Closing Date and executed
on behalf of DDI by its Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer,
President or any Executive or Senior Vice President, to such effect.
(b) Performance of Obligations. DDI shall have performed and
complied with, in all material respects, each agreement, covenant and obligation
required by this Agreement to be so performed or complied with by DDI at or
prior to the Closing, and DDI shall have delivered to Datum a certificate, dated
the Closing Date and executed on behalf of DDI by its Chairman of the Board,
President or any Executive or Senior Vice President, to such effect.
(c) Orders and Laws. There shall not have been issued, enacted,
promulgated or deemed applicable to DDI, the Surviving Corporation or the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement any Order or Law of any Governmental
or Regulatory Authority which is then in effect and which could be reasonably
expected to result in a material diminution of the benefits of the Merger to
Datum, and there shall not be pending or threatened on the Closing Date any
action, suit or proceeding in, before or by any Governmental or Regulatory
Authority which could be reasonably expected to result in any such issuance,
enactment, promulgation or deemed applicability of any such Order or Law or of
any Order or Law.
(d) Contractual Consents. DDI shall have received all consents (or
in lieu thereof waivers) from parties to each Contract disclosed pursuant to
Section 3.10, to the extent required pursuant to the terms of each such
Cant ract.
(e) No Material Adverse Change. Since the date of this Agreement,
there shall have been no changes in the business, condition (financial or
otherwise), properties, assets (including intangible assets), liabilities
(including contingent liabilities) or results of operations of DDI, which have
had or may be reasonably expected to have, a Materia1 Adverse Effect on DDI.
(f) Proceedings. All proceedings to be taken on the part of DDI in
connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and all
documents incident thereto shall be reasonably satisfactory in form and
substance to Datum, and Datum shall have received copies of all such documents
and other evidences as Datum may reasonably request in order to establish the
consummation of such transactions and the taking of all proceedings in
connection therewith.
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(g) Opinion of Counsel. Datum shall have received the opinion of
Lucash, Gesmer & Updegrove, LLP, counsel to DDI, dated the Closing Date, in form
reasonably acceptable to Datum and covering the matters set forth on Exhibit F
hereto.
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(h) Emp1oyment Agreement. The Emp1oyment Agreement sha11 have been
entered into by and between Datum and Mark Hastings.
(i) DDI Representative; Power of Attorney. Datum sha11 have
received an instrument acceptab1e to it executed by the DDI Stockholders, naming
T. Mark Hastings as the DDI Representative and authorizing such person to act on
beha1f of the DDI Stockho1ders for purposes of Sections 2.2(e), 2.3(a), 2.4,
6.2, 9.2(c) and 9.4 hereof, and to enter into agreements with Datum binding upon
the DDI Stockho1ders for purposes of Section 2.4.
(j) DDI Disc1osure Schedu1e. Datum sha11 have received the DDI
Disc1osure Schedu1e, true and comp1ete as of the date hereof, and such DDI
Disc1osure Schedu1e shall remain true and complete as of the Closing Date.

(k) DDI Merger Expenses. Datum sha11 have received instruments
reflecting the payment of, or the arrangements for payment of, DDI 's Merger
Expenses, in form and substance reasonably acceptab1e to Datum.
(1) Clerk Certificate. A copy of the votes of the Board of
Directors and Stockho1ders of DDI, certified by its C1erk, authorizing and
approving the execution, de1ivery and performance of this Agreement and the
transactions contemplated hereby and the acts of the officers and emp1oyees of
DDI in carrying out the terms and provisions hereof.
(m) Escrow Agreement. The Escrow Agreement sha11 have been executed
by Datum, Mark Hastings and the DDI Stockholders.
7.3 Conditions to Obligation of DDI to Effect the Merger. The
obligation of DDI to effect the Merger is further subject to the fu1fiL1ment, at
or prior to the CLosing, of each of the foL1owing additiona1 conditions (a11 or
any of which may be waived in whole or in part by DDI in its sole discretion):
(a) Representations and Warranties. Each of the representations and
warranties made by Datum and Sub in this Agreement shaLL be true and correct in
aLL material respects as of the C1osing Date as though made on and as of the
C1osing Date or, in the case of representations and warranties made as of a
specified date earLier than the C1osing Date, on and as of such earLier date,
and Datum and Sub sha1L each have de1ivered to DDI a certificate, dated the
C1osing Date and executed on beha1f of Datum by its Chairman of the Board, Chief
Executive Officer, President or any Executive or Senior Vice President and on
beha1f of Sub by its President or any Vice President, to such effect.
(b) Performance of Ob1igations. Datum and Sub shall have performed
and comp1ied with, in a11 materia1 respects, each agreement, covenant and
ob1igation required by this Agreement to be so performed or comp1ied with by
Datum, or Sub at or prior to the C1osing, and Datum and Sub sha11 each have
de1ivered to DDI a certificate, dated the C1osing Date and executed on behaLf of
Datum by its Chairman of the Board, President or any Executive or Senior Vice
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President and on behalf of Sub by its Chairman of the Board, President or any
Vice President, to such effect.
(c) Orders and Laws. There sha11 not have been issued, enacted,
promu1gated or deemed app1icab1e to the Datum, its Subsidiaries, the Surviving
Corporation or the transactions contemp1ated by this Agreement any Order or Law
of any Governmental or Regu1atory Authority which is then in effect and which
cou1d be reasonably expected to resu1t in a material diminution of the benefits
of the Merger to DDI or its stockho1ders, and there sha11 not be pending or
threatened on the Closing Date any action, suit or proceeding in, before or by
any Governmental or Regu1atory Authority which couLd be reasonab1y expected to
result in any such issuance, enactment, promu1gation or deemed app1icabi1ity of
any such Order or Law or of any Order or Law.
(d) No Materia1 Adverse Change. Since the date of this Agreement,
there shall have been no changes in the business, condition (financia1 or
otherwise), properties, assets (inc1uding intangibLe assets), liabi1ities
(inc1uding contingent Liabilities) or resu1ts of operations of Datum and its
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Subsidiaries taken as a whoLe, which have had or may be reasonabLy expected to
have, a MateriaL Adverse Effect on Datum and its Subsidiaries taken as a whoLe.
(e) Proceedings. ALL proceedings to be taken on the part of Datum
and Sub in connection with the transactions contempLated by this Agreement and
aLL documents incident thereto shaLL be reasonabLy satisfactory in form and
substance to DDI, and DDI shaLL have received copies of aLL such documents and
other evidences as DDI may reasonabLy request 1n order to estabLish the
consummation of such transactions and the taking of aLL proceedings in
connection therewith.
(f) EmpLoyment Agreement. The EmpLoyment Agreement shall have been
executed by Datum and deLivered·to Mark Hastings.
(g) Datum Disclosure Schedule. DDI shall have received the Datum
DiscLosure ScheduLe, true and complete as of the date hereof, and such Datum
DiscLosure ScheduLe shall remain true and complete as of the CLosing Date.
(h) Opinion of CounseL. DDI and the DDI Stockholders shaLL have
received the opinion of StradLing Yocca CarLson & Rauth, counseL to Datum, dated
the CLosing Date, in form reasonabLy acceptabLe to DDI and covering the matters
set forth on Exhibit G hereto.
(i) Secretary/CLerk Certificate. A copy of the resoLutions of the
Board of Directors of Datum and the Board of Directors and stockhoLder of Sub,
certified by their Secretary or CLerk, as the case may be, authorizing and
approving the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and the
transactions contempLated hereby and the acts of the officers and empLoyees of
Datum and Sub in carrying out the terms and provisions hereof.
ARTICLE 8
TERMINATION, AMENDMENT AND WAIVER
8.1 Termination. This Agreement may be terminated, and the transactions
contempLated hereby may be abandoned, at any time prior to the Effective Time:

(a) by mutuaL written agreement of the parties hereto duLy
authorized by action taken by or on behaLf of their respective Boards of
Directors;
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(b) by either DDI or Datum upon notification to the non-terminating
party by the terminating party:
(i) at any time after August 1, 1999, if the Merger shaLl not
have been consummated on or prior to such date and such faiLure to
consummate the Merger is not caused by a breach of this Agreement by
the terminating party;
(ii) if any GovernmentaL or ReguLatory Authority, the taking
of action by which is a condition to the obLigations of either DDI or
Datum to consummate the transactions contempLated hereby, shaLL have
determined not to take such action and aLL appeals of such
determination shaLL have been taken and have been unsuccessfuL;
(iii) if there has been a materiaL breach of any
representation, warranty, covenant or agreement on the part of the
non-terminating party set forth in this Agreement which breach has not
been cured within ten (10) business days foLLowing receipt by the
non-terminating party of notice of such breach from the terminating
party or assurance of such cure reasonabLy satisfactory to the
terminating party sha11 not have been given by or on behaLf of the
non-terminating party within such ten (10) business day period; or
(iv) if any court of competent jurisdiction or other competent
GovernmentaL or Regu1atory Authority shaLL have issued an Order making
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illegal or otherwise restricting, preventing or prohibiting the Merger
and such Order shall have become final and non·appealable; or
(c) by Datum, upon notification to DDI:
(i) if the requisite stockholder vote of DDI approving the
principal terms of this Agreement, the Agreement of Merger and the
Merger in accordance with applicable law and the Articles of
Organization and Bylaws of DDI is not obtained; or
(ii) pursuant to Sections 2.3 and 6.9 hereof.
8.2 Effect of Termination. If this Agreement is validly terminated by
either DDI or Datum pursuant to Section 8.1, this Agreement will forthwith
become null and void and there will be no liability or obligation on the part of
either DDI or Datum (or any of their respective representatives or affiliates),
except that the provisions of Sections 6.1(b), 6.6 and 6.9 will continue to
apply following any such termination.
8.3 Amendment. This Agreement may be amended, supplemented or modified
by action taken by or on behalf of the respective Boards of Directors of the
parties hereto at any time prior to the Effective Time. No such amendment,
supplement or modification shall be effective unless set forth in a written
instrument duly executed by or on behalf of each party hereto.
8.4 Waiver. At any time prior to the Effective Time any· party hereto,
by action taken by or on behalf of its Board of Directors, may to the extent
permitted by applicable law (i) extend the time for the performance of any of
the obligations or other acts of the other parties hereto, (ii) waive any
inaccuracies in the representations and warranties of the other parties hereto
contained herein or in any document delivered pursuant hereto or (iii) waive
compliance with any of the covenants, agreements or conditions of the other
parties hereto contained herein. No such extension or waiver shall be effective
unless set forth in a written instrument duly executed by or on behalf of the
party
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extending the time of performance or waiving any such inaccuracy or
non-compliance. No waiver by any party of any term or condition of this
Agreement, in any one or more instances, shall be deemed to be or construed as a
waiver of the same or any other term or condition of this Agreement on any
future occasion.
ARTICLE 9
GENERAL PROVISIONS
9.1 Sole Remedy; Survival.
(a) Sole Remedy. The indemnification provisions contained in this
Article 9 shall serve as the only remedy of the parties hereto seeking recovery
for claims arising under this Agreement.
(b) Survival of Representations, Warranties, Covenants and
Agreements. The representations, warranties, covenants and agreements contained
in this Agreement or in any instrument de1ivered pursuant to this Agreement
sha11 survive the Effective Time and shall continue in full force and effect
until December 31, 2001 (the "Indemnification Period"); provided, however, that
Datum shall have until March 31, 2002, to assert any breach of the same that
occurred before the expiration of the Indemnification Period.
9.2 Indemnification.
(a) Indemnification of Datum. Subject to the provisions of this
Article 9, the DDI Indemnitors shall indemnify Datum from and against (i)
subject to clause (d) be1ow, any and all damage, loss, liability and expense
(including without limitation reasonable expenses of investigation and
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reasonable attorneys' fees and reasonable expenses in connection with any
action, suit or proceeding) ("Damages") incurred or suffered by Datum arising
out of any breach of the representations, warranties, covenants or agreements of
DDI set forth herein; and (ii) any DDI Merger Expenses not paid pursuant to
Section 6.6 or accounted for in any adjustment made to the Merger Consideration
pursuant to Section 2.3 (collectively, "Datum Indemnifiable Damages"). Datum may
obtain indemnification for any Datum Indemnifiable Damages to which this Section
9.2(a) relates only (A) if it makes a claim or claims for indemnification within
the period specified in Section 9.1 above, and (B) solely with respect to Datum
Indemnifiable Damages described in clause (i) above, such claim or claims
aggregate in excess of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) (the "Indemnification
Threshold"); provided, that upon passing such Indemnification Threshold, all
Datum Indemnifiable Damages in excess of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000)
shall be subject to indemnification hereunder. Any Datum Indemnifiable Damages
shall be recovered first pro rata from any unpaid Additional Consideration owing
to the DDI Stockholders, and thereafter from the DDI Indemnitors; provided,
however, that the liability of each DDI Indemnitor for indemnification of any
claim made hereunder shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the product of
the aggregate liability of the DDI Indemnitors with respect to such claim and
such DDI Indemnitor's Ownership Percentage; and provided, further, that the
aggregate liability of each DDI Indemnitor for indemnification hereunder (such
DDI Indemnitor's "Liability Cap"), including any indemnification pursuant to
Section 9.2(d), shall not exceed the value of the Merger Consideration received
by him pursuant to this Agreement. For purposes of determining a Liability Cap,
the Merger Consideration shall be valued (i) for cash consideration, at face
value, and (ii) for Datum Common Stock (AJ if issued as Primary Stock
Consideration, seven dollars ($7) per share,
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and (B) if issued as Additional Consideration, the value of the shares as
determined pursuant to Section 2.2(c)(v).
(b) Indemnification of DDI. Subject to the provisions of this
Article 9, Datum agrees to indemnify the DDI Stockholders after the Effective
Time from and against any and a11 Damages incurred or suffered by the DDI
Stockholders arising out of any breach of the representation, warranties,
covenants or agreements of Datum and Sub set forth herein (the "DDI
Indemnifiable Damages"). The DDI Stockholders may obtain indemnification for any
DDI Indemnifiable Damages to which this Section 9.2(b) relates only if (i) a
claim or claims for indemnification is made within the Indemnification Period,
and (ii) such c1aim or claims aggregate in excess of the Indemnification
Threshold; provided, that upon passing such Indemnification Thresho1d, all DDI
Indemnifiable Damages in excess of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) shall
be subject to indemnification hereunder.
(c) Indemnification Procedures. A party seeking indemnification
(the "Indemnitee") shaH use its reasonable best efforts to minimize any
1iabilities, damages, deficiencies, claims, judgments, assessments, costs and
expenses in respect of which indemnity may be sought under this Agreement. The
Indemnitee sha11 give prompt written notice to the party from whom
indemnification is sought (the "Indemnitor") of the assertion of a claim for
indemnification, but in no event longer than twenty (20) days after service of
process in the event litigation is commenced against the Indemnitee by a third
party, or sixty (60) days after the assertion of such claim, whichever shall
first occur. No such notice of assertion of a claim shall satisfy the
requirements of this Section 9.2(c) unless it describes in reasonable detai1 and
in good faith the facts and circumstances upon which the asserted claim for
indemnification is based. If any action or proceeding shall be brought in
connection with any 1iabi1ity or claim to be indemnified hereunder, the
Indemnitee shall provide the Indemnitor (or, in the case the DDI Stockholders or
the DDI Indemnitors are the Indemnitor, the DDI Representative) twenty (20)
calendar days to decide whether to defend such liability or claim. During such
period, the Indemnitee sha11 take a11 necessary steps to protect the interests
of itse1f and the Indemnitor, including the filing of any necessary responsive
p1eadings, the seeking of emergency relief or other action necessary to maintain
the status quo, subject to reimbursement from the Indemnitor of its expenses in
doing so. The Indemnitor shall either (i) (with, if necessary, reservation of
rights) defend such action or proceeding at its expense, using counsel selected
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by the insurance company insuring against any such claim and undertaking to
defend such claim, or by other counsel selected by it and approved by the
Indemnitee, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, or
(ii) decline to undertake to defend such action, in which case Indemnitee shall
have sole discretion to defend or settLe such CLaim and seek indemnification
from the Indemnitor therefore. The Indemnitor shaLL keep the Indemnitee fULLY
apprised at all times of the status of the defense and shall consult with the
Indemnitee prior to the settlement of any indemnified matter. The Indemnitee
agrees to use reasonable efforts to cooperate with the Indemnitor in connection
with its defense of indemnifiable claims. In the event the Indemnitee has a
claim or claims against any third party arising out of or connected with the
indemnified matter, then upon receipt of indemnification, the Indemnitee shall
fully assign to the Indemnitor the entire CLaim or cLaims to the extent of the
indemnification actually paid by the Indemnitor and the Indemnitor shall
thereupon be subrogated with respect to such claim or claims of the Indemnitee.
Subject to Datum's right of set-off against Additional Consideration pursuant to
Section 9.2(a) above, the Indemnitor shall pay any undisputed indemnity in
immediately available funds no later than ten (10) business days after the later
to occur of the making of a claim for such indemnity and such indemnity's
assuming undisputed status. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in
this Agreement, the DDI Indemnitors (or any of them) may, at their sole
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option, in lieu of payment in immediately available funds for any
indemnification liability under this Agreement, indemnify Datum by transferring
back to Datum shares of Datum Stock received by them as Merger Consideration
(and only such shares), and for this purpose such returned shares shall be
valued against such liability at the greater of their market value at the time
of indemnification and their value as determined pursuant to the last sentence
of Section 9.2(a) above.
(d) Indemnification by DDI with respect to GLassey-McNeil. In
addition to, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Section
9.l(a) above, Datum shall be indemnified pursuant to this clause (d) for Damages
1ncurred or suffered by it in the course of satisfying the claims of DDI and
Glassey-McNeil arising from that certain Co-Inventor Agreement, dated October
26, 1998, by and among Glassey-McNeil and DDI (the "Glassey-McNeil/DDI
Damages"). Pursuant to the terms of the Escrow Agreement, Datum shan be
entitled to recover from the proceeds of the sale of all or any portion of the
Escrowed Shares indemnification for Glassey-McNeil/DDI Damages, as follows:
(i) Datum shaLL be indemnified for fifty percent (50%) of the
first Two Hundred Thousand DolLars ($200,000) of Glassey-McNeil/DDI Damages
incurred; and
(ii) Datum shall be indemnified in full for the next Two
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000) of Glassey-McNeil/DDI Damages incurred.
For purposes of paying such indemnification, the share price of the Escrowed
Shares shall be their share price as of the time the applicable
Glassey-McNeil/DDI Damages are incurred, determined on a Twenty Day Rolling
Basis. If no share price is determinable on such basis, the fair value of such
shares of Datum Common Stock, as reasonably determined by Datum's Board of
Directors, shall be used. In the event the Glassey-McNeil/DDI Damages aggregate
an amount in excess of Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($400,000), Datum shall be
entitled to indemnification for fifty percent (50%) of such excess
Glassey-McNeil/DDI Damages pursuant to clause (a) above as though such excess
damages were Datum Indemnifiable Damages. Datum shall use its reasonable best
efforts to minimize the Glassey-McNeil/DDI Damages, and shall keep the DDI
Representative fuLly apprised at all times of the status of the settlement
efforts.
(e) Indemnification by Datum with respect to Glassey-McNeil. In
addition to, and notwithstanding anything to the .contrary contained in Section
9.l(b) above, the DDI Stockholders shall be indemnified pursuant to this clause
(e) if and to the extent any Additional Compensation otherwise due them under
this Agreement is reduced in the course of satisfying the claims of
Glassey-McNeil against Datum arising from the relationship evidenced by those
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certain Consulting Agreements, dated as of May 12, 1998, by and between among
Glassey-McNeil (each as individuals) and Datum; provided, however, that any
indemnification pursuant to this clause (e) shall not exceed Five Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($500,000) in the aggregate.
9.3 Knowledge. With respect to any representations or warranties
contained herein which are made to the knowledge of DDI, Datum or Sub, as the
case may be, the actual knowledge of the officers and directors of DDI, Datum or
Sub, as the case may be, shall be imputed to DDI, Datum or Sub, as the case may
be.
9.4 Notices. All notices, requests and other communications hereunder
must be in writing and will be deemed to have been duly given only if delivered
personally or by facsimile transmission or a nationally recognized overnight
courier service (such as Federal Express) or
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mailed by registered or certified mail (postage prepaid) to the parties at the
following addresses or facsimile numbers:
If to Datum, Sub or the Surviving Corporation, to:
Datum Inc.
9975 Toledo Way
Irvine, California 92618-1605
Facsimile No.: 949/598-7555
David A. Young
Attn:
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
with a .copy to:
Stradling Yocca Carlson & Rauth
660 Newport Center Drive, Suite 1600
Newport Beach, California 92660-6441
Facsimile No.: 949/725-4100
Attn:
Lawrence B. Cohn
If to DDI, to:

DDI Delivery, Inc.
54 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730
Facsimile No.: 781/275-3883
Mark Hastings
Attn:
Chief Executive Officer
with a copy to:
Lucash, Gesmer & Updegrove, LLP
40 Broad Street
Boston, MA 02109
Facsimile No.: 617/350-6878
William Contente, Esq.
Attn:
If to the DDI
a copy to the
referenced in
address given

Stockholders, to the addresses given for each on Schedule II, with
DDI Representative at the address given in the instrument
Section 7.2(i) and to Lucash, Gesmer & Updegrove, LLP, at the
above.

All such notices, requests and other communications will (i) if delivered
personally to the address as provided in this Section, be deemed given upon
delivery, (ii) if delivered by facsimile transmission to the facsimile number
provided in this Section, but on1y (A) where the transmitting party includes a
cover sheet identifying the name, location and identity of the transmitting
party, the phone number of the transmitting device, the date and time of
transmission and the number of pages transmitted (including the cover page), (B)
where the transmitting device or receiving device records verification of
receipt and the date and time of transmission receipt and the phone number of
the other device, and (C) where the facsimile transmission is immediately
followed by delivery of the original of the relevant notice in the manner
provided in clause (i), (iii) or (iv) hereof, be deemed given upon
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receipt; (iii) if delivered by nationally recognized overnight courier to the
address as provided in this Section 9.4, be deemed given the business day
following mailing; and (iv) if delivered by mail in the manner described above
to the address as provided in this Section 9.4, the fourth business day
following mailing. Any party from time to time may change its address, facsimile
number or other information for the purpose of notices to that party by giving
notice specifying such change to the other parties hereto.
9.5 Entire Agreement. This Agreement supersedes all prior discussions
and agreements among the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter
hereof and contains the sole and entire agreement among the parties hereto with
respect to the subject matter hereof.
9.6 Public Announcements. So long as this Agreement is in effect, DDI
will not, and will not permit its representatives to, issue or cause the
publication of any press release or make any other public announcement or
otherwise cause or permit the release in any manner which could reasonably be
expected to cause such information to be known to the public with respect to the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement without the written consent of
Datum; provided, however, that DDI may make such announcements and releases to
the extent. the content of such announcements or releases was contained in a
prior approved announcemen~ or release. Datum and DDI will cooperate with each
other in the development and distribution of all press releases and other public
announcements with respect to this Agreement and the transactions contemplated
hereby, and Datum will furnish DDI with drafts of any such releases and
announcements as far in advance as practicable.

9.7 No Third Party Beneficiary. The terms and provisions of this
Agreement are intended solely for the benefit of each party hereto and their
respective successors or permitted assigns, and it is not the intention of the
parties to confer third-party beneficiary rights upon any other person.
9.8 No Assignment; Binding Effect.

(a) Prior to Closing. Prior to Closing, neither this Agreement nor
any right, interest or obligation hereunder may be assigned by any party hereto
without the prior written consent of the other parties hereto and any attempt to
do so will be void, except that Sub may assign any or all of its rights,
interests and obligations hereunder to another direct or indirect wholly-owned
subsidiary of Datum.
(b) Post-Closing. After the Closing, Datum may transfer the
Business or an or su-bstantially an of the assets of the Business (a "Sale of
the Business") in its sole discretion; provided, that in such event, Datum,
pursuant to a written instrument delivered to the DDI Stockholders, shall assign
to the transferee, and the transferee shall assume, the obligation to pay
Additional Consideration as set forth herein; and provided, further, that Datum
shall remain liable to the DDI Stockholders for such obligation to pay
Additional Consideration in the event such transferee fails to perform such
obligation. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Datum's aggregate liability for
payments of Additional Consideration not made by such transferee shall be
limited to an amount not to exceed thirty percent (30%) of the Profit received
by Datum in the Sale of the Business. The term "Profit" shall mean the excess
after taxes of the purchase price paid to Datum in the Sale of the Business over
the sum of the Merger Consideration paid by Datum (net of Datum Indemnifiable
Damages paid to Datum) through the effective date of the Sale of the Business
plus
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net expenses AttributabLe to the Business incurred by Datum from ApriL 8, 1999
through the effective date of the Sale of the Business.
(c) Successors and Assigns. Subject to the foregoing, this
Agreement is binding upon, inures to the benefit of and is enforceabLe by the
parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns.
9.9 ~eadings. The headings used in this Agreement have been inserted
for convenience of reference only and do not define or limit the provisions
hereof.
9.10 InvaLid Provisions. If any provision of this Agreement is heLd to
be ilLegal, invalid or unenforceable under any present or future law, and if the
rights or obligations of any party hereto under this Agreement will not be
materiaLly and adversely affected thereby, (a) such provision will be fulLy
severable, (b) this Agreement will be construed and enforced as if such iLLegaL,
invalid or unenforceable provision had never comprised a part hereof, (c) the
remaining provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force and effect and
will not be affected by the iLlegal, invalid or unenforceable provision or by
its severance herefrom, and (d) in lieu of such illegal, invalid or
unenforceable provision, there will be added automaticalLy as a part of this
Agreement a Legal, vaLid and enforceable provision as similar in terms to such
iLlegal, invalid or unenforceable provision as may be possible.
9.11 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts applicable to a
contract executed and performed there, without giving effect to the conflicts of
laws principLes thereof.
9.12 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed by the parties in
separate counterparts hereof and, provided that each party has executed and
delivered a counterpart hereof, this Agreement shall be effective despite the
fact that the parties have not executed the same counterpart hereof. All such
counterparts shall constitute one and the same agreement.
9.13 Arbitration. ALl claims, controversies, differences or disputes
between or among any of the parties hereto arising from or relating to this
Agreement shall be determined solely and exclusively by arbitration in
accordance with the ruLes of commercial arbitration then in effect of the
American Arbitration Association, or any successors hereto ("AAA"), in Orange
County, California, unless the parties otherwise agree in writing. Each of the
parties consents to venue for such arbitrations in Orange County, California and
to service of process by certified or registered mail. Upon commencement of any
arbitration pursuant hereto, the parties shall jointly select an arbitrator. In
the event the parties fail to agree upon an arbitrator within twenty (20) days,
then each party shall select an arbitrator and such arbitrators shall then
select a third arbitrator to serve as the sole arbitrator; provided, that if
either party, in such event, fails to select an arbitrator within seven (7)
days, such arbitrator shall be selected by the AAA upon application of either
party. The arbitrator thus selected shall conduct a hearing within twenty (20)
days of such selection, at which hearing the arbitrator shall, with the mutual
agreement of the parties, (a) schedule pre-hearing conference, discovery and
hearing dates, and (b) determine the scope and procedures to be used for
discovery; provided, however, i f the parties cannot mutually agree to such dates
or discovery rules, they shall be set by the arbitrator. Judgment upon the award
of the agreed upon arbitrator or the so chosen third arbitrator, as the case may
be, shall be binding and shall be entered into by a court of competent
jurisdiction. The parties agree to abide by any decision rendered in any such
arbitration as final and binding and waive the right to submit the dispute to a
public tribunal for a jury or non-jury trial. The
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prevailing party shall be entitled to recover from the non-prevailing party
reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the prevailing party in
connection with such arbitration.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each party hereto has caused this Agreement to be
signed by its officer thereunto duly authorized, under seal, as of the date
first above written.
DATUM INC.

DIGITAL DELIVERY, INC.

By; ----~--------------------
Name; Erik van der Kaay
Title; President and Chief Executive
Officer

By;
Name; Thomas Mark Hastings
Title; Chief Executive Officer,
President and Treasurer

DATUM ACQUISITION SUB, INC.

THE DDI INDEMNITORS

By;
Name; David A. Young
Title: President and Treasurer

Timothy Bowe

Gil Fishman

T. Mark-Hastings

Steven D. Morlock

Ronald Rubbico

Ronald Subler
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May it please the Court, the following is an extract from the SEARCH function inside the
IETF.ORG Intellectual Property Rights Webpage (http://www.ietf.org/ipr) listing
statements from search term "GLASSEY"; As you can see from the listing Glassey and
McNeil filed numerous documents pertaining to Glassey's and McNeil's rights for the
Standards Agency's unauthorized use of the protected Phase-II Intellectual Properties in
its publications.

Patent Owner/Applicant Search Result
Total number of IPR disclosures found: 20
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3161, "Internet X.509 Public

Key Infrastructure Time-Stamp Protocol (TSP)"
• ID # 2224 "Todd S. Glassey'~ Statement about IPR related to RFC
3161"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to draft-ietf-geopriv-local-civic-03,
2013-10-27

"Specifying Civic Address Extensions in the Presence Information Data Format
Location Object (PIDF-LO)"
2012-07-18

•. ID # 1829 "Glassev's Statement about IPR related to draft-ietf£>:eopriv-local-civic-03"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to draft-ietf-geopriv-deref-protocol-07,

"A Location Dereference Protocol Using HTTP-Enabled Location Delivery (HEW)"
2012-07-15

• ID # 1825 "Todd S. Glassev's Statement about IPR related to draftietf- £>:eopri v-deref- protoco1-07"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to draft-ietf-geopriv-deref-protocol-06,

"A Location Dereference Protocol Using HTTP-Enabled Location Delivery (HELD)"
2012-07-12

• ID # 1818 "Patent Recoverv Corp (Giassev/McNeil)'s Statement about
IPR related to draft-ietf-geopriv-deref-protocol-06 and
(most all GeoPriv. DNSSec. and timestamping protocols
will also infringe)"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is not related to a specific IETF contribution.
2012-01-24
• ID # 1669 "Todd Glassey's Statement aboutlPR related to
lnfonnational Publication"
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 4776, "Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol (DHCPv4 and DHCPv6) Option for Civic Addresses
Configuration Information"
2008-06-24

• ID # 963

2008-06-19

• ID # 954

"Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 4776 and IPR claimed in Glassev GeoSpatial
Kevin£ and Evidentiary Di£>:ital Testimony Models"
IPR disclosure ID# 963 "Todd S. Glassey, IP owner's
Statement about lPR related to RFC 4776 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Keyinrr and EvidentiarY Dirrital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassev

GeoSpatial Kevinrr and Evidentiary Dirrital Testimonv
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3694, "Threat Analysis of the

Geopriv Protocol"
2008-06-24

• ID # 962

"Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's Statement about lPR related
to RFC 3694 and IPR claimed in Glassev GeoSpatial
Keying and Evidentiary Dirrital Testimonv Models"
2008-06-19
• 1D # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 962 "Todd S. Glassev. lP owner's
Statement about fPR related to RFC 3694 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Keying and Evidentiary Digital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 5139, "Revised Civic Location

Format for Presence Information Data Format Location Object (PIDF-LO)"
2008-06-24
• ID # 961 "Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's Statement about lPR related
to RFC 5139 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keying and Evidentiarv Di!!ital Testimonv Models"
2008-06-19
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 961 "Todd S. GlasseY. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 5139 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiary Digital
Testimonv Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3693, "Geopriv Requirements"
2008-06-24
• ID # 960 "Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 3693 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keving and Evidentiarv Dirrital Testimonv Models"
2008-06-19
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 960 "Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 3693 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GcoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiary Digital Testimonv
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 4589, "Location Types

Registry"
2008-06-24

• ID # 957

2008-06-19

• ID # 954

"Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 4589 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keying and Evidentiary Digital Testimonv Models"
IPR disclosure ID# 957 "Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 4589 and IPR claimed
in Glassev GeoSpatial Keying and Evidentiary Dirrital

Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassev
GeoSpatial Keying and Evidentiary Dirrital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3825, "Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol Option for Coordinate-based Location Configuration
Information"
2008-06-24

"Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 3825 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Kevin£ and Evidentiary Digital Testimony Models"
2008-06-] 9
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 956 "Todd S. Glassev. lP owner's
Stmement about IPR related to RFC 38'15 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Keving and Evidentiary Digital
Testimony Models" Updates Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Kevin!! and Evidentiary Digital Testimony
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 4745, "Common Policy: A
• ID # 956

Document Format for Expressing Privacy Preferences"
2008-06-24

• ID # 955

"Todd S. Glassey. IP owner's Statement about IPR related
to RFC 4745 and IPR claimed in Glassey GeoSpatial
Keying and Evidentiary Digital Testimonv Models"
2008-06-] 9
• ID # 954 IPR disclosure ID# 955 "Todd S. Glassev. lP owner's
Statement about IPR related to RFC 4745 and IPR claimed
in Glassey GeoSpatial Keying and Evidentiarv Digital
Testimonv Models" Updates Todd S. Glassev. IP owner's
Statement about IPR related to IPR claimed in Glassey
GeoSpatial Kevin£ and Evidentiary Digital Testimonv
Models
IPR that was submitted by glassey, and is related to RFC 3161, "Internet X.509 Public

Key Infrastructure Time-Stamp Protocol (TSP)"
2004-07-15

• ID # 461

"Glassev's Statement about possible IPR claimed in RFC
3161"

Additiona1ly since the computers it operates to provide these publication services execute
code which implements this 'description of the infringement' as real-world code, it
directly infringes itself in its operations.
There is no copyright section 107 exemption for patent protected technologies whether
enforced directly against the US patent or a license providing for those same controls to
another party, as is the case in this shared-patent case.
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Datum Completes Acquisition of Digital Delivery
Acquisition of Leading Provider of Secure Information Disoibution And
Management Software Provides Datum With a Gateway toE-Business Marketplace

IRVINE, Calif., July 29 /PRNewswire/ -- Datum Inc. (Nasdaq:
DATM), a
worldwide leader in synchronization and timing, today announced that it has
closed its acquisition of privately held Digital Delivery, Inc., a leading
provider of secure information distribution and management software. The
acquisition will form the core of a new Datum business unit, titled E-business
Solutions, demonstrating Datum's commitment to driving its core advanced
timing solutions technology into emerging markets, including e-business
applications. Mark Hastings, former President of Digital Delivery, will lead
the new division.
Under the terms of the agreement, Datum acquired all of the outstanding
shares of Digital Delivery for the initial purchase price of approximately
$4.0 million, which includes a combination of cash and stock and the
assumption of liabilities in the aggregate amount of approximately
$1.0 million. In addition, Datum will be responsible for earn-out payments
due on December 31 of 2000 and 2001, which will be valued by future profits
and payable in a combination of cash and stock. The acquisition will be
accounted for as a purchase and is expected to be accretive in calendar year
2000.
For more than thirty years, Datum has established itself as a leader .in
providing advanced timing solutions for the world's emerging technologies.
Datum's Trusted Time initiative aims to use these advanced timing technologies
as a comprehensive solution for authenticating, notarizing, tracking,
distributing and securing electronically transmitted data. By integrating
Datum's Trusted Time and Global Positioning System (GPS) technologies with
Digital Delivery's Confidential Courier, a secure electronic information
delivery solution, Datum will offer corporations one of the most secure
methods for transferring information, regardless of the communication method.
one of the strategic initiatives that Datum plans to concentrate its
efforts on is the e-business marketplace. Digital Delivery's proven secure
distribution and management software provides Datum with the applications
necessary to capitalize on the explosive use of the Internet, where security
and authentication are critical success factors.
"We have signed a number of partnership agreements in the past year that
have positioned Datum as the Trusted Time source for a-business security, but
this acquisition marks our most aggressive and dramatic step to entering the

marketplace, 11 said Erik H. van der Kaay, President and Chief Executive Officer
of Datum.
Increasing e·commerce transactions represents a tremendous
opportunity to leverage Digital Delivery's technology to conduct business over
the Internet. Datum has more than thirty years experience helping synchronize
the world S most complex telecommunications and computer networks. It is a
natural evolution for this technology to migrate to the next generation of
business networks, specifically the Internet. We currently plan to
demonstrate our first product at Networld + Interop in Atlanta in september
1999 followed by customer beta testing in the fourth quarter."
Mark Hastings stated, "The charter of the E-Business Solutions business
unit is to provide software and hardware products that authenticate the
exchange of information in the digital age by irrefutably binding transactions
to times, users and locations. By merging Datum's trusted time technologies
with Digital Delivery's expertise in secure information management, this new
division is well positioned to lead the growing market for authenucation and
tracking of electronic transactions."
Datum designs, manufactures and markets high-performance timing and
frequency solutions for telecommunications, computer networks, satellite
systems, electronic commerce and test and measurement applications. Datum is
the only company in the world that supplies the full range of timing
technologies. Additional information about Datum is available at
www. datum. com.
This press release contains forward-looking statements. The
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forward-looking statements, which reflect management's best judgment based on
factors currently known, involve a number of risks and uncertalnties,

including the following: competition, uncertainty of intellectual property
protection and uncertainty of acceptance of the Datum's products and
technology. These factors and other risks inherent in Datum's business are
described from time to time in datum's SEC filings, including its Annual
Report Form ~0-K for the year ended December 3~, 1998 and Form ~0-Q for the
quarter ended March 31, 1999. Actual results may vary materially. Datum
undertakes no obligation to revise the forward-looking statements contained
herein to reflect events or circumstances after the date hereof or to reflect
the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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BREACH OF CONTRACT and
COMPLIANCE DEMAND NOTICE
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

7/23/2014
Custodian of Records, General Counsel and CEO through Service Channel
Todd S. Glassey
Merger between Microsemi and Symmetricom has contractual
requirements which must be agreed to PRIOR to the merger or the merger
is not perfected.

To whom it may concern,
There is a very serious problem with the new Microsemi corporations status which
breached the settlement contract between GLASSEY and your new corporation which
apparently now is in breach of certain key provisions of the settlement agreement
outlined in this breach notice.
Microsemi's Options
We need to clear this up immediately and have a number of proposals we would like to
speak with corporate officers about without legal counsel (litigation support) involvement
unless the corporation would rather take this immediately back into court.
These claims are caused by the improper transfer of the Patent US6370629 from
Symmetricom to Micro semi in violation of the Settlement Terms in the attached
document.

Notice of Breach
Please be advised under the Glassey/McNeil Settlement agreements (attached) that your
company has a number of responsibilities it to date has failed to meet in managing the
umbrella patent which protects our rights and perfects your role per the terms of the
contract.
These must be completed PRIOR to Glassey and McNeil "certifying the merger" between
Microsemi and Symmetricom.
These are as follows:

Formal Notice of Assignment to a new party is required based on ongoing FIDUCIARY ROLE
There is a direct requirement to accept the terms of this contract since under it the party
in the FIDUCIARY ROLE (your company) sits now. Without accepting this role
formally the merger is incomplete and is open to ongoing litigation pe11aining to the
fraudulent transfer of this contract to the new Micro semi in violation of the following
term.

BREACH NOTICE
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COMPLIANCE DEMAND NOTICE
8.4

The parties may assign all right:-; and delegate all duties hereunder to an entity acquiring

that portion of each parties· business to which this Agreement relates, or to any corporate successor by
way of merger or consolidation. provided that the assignee delivers to DATUM or
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL, as appropriate, a statement that the assignee assumes the assigning party's
obligations hereunder. GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL may assign its right to receive the royalty payments
provided in paragraph 3.2 to any person or entity provided that DATUM receives notice in writing of
such assignment signed by GMT. GLASSEY and MCNEIL.

The Roles were intended to be permanent - that's why all nonpayment terms survive forever
The ROLES in this contract are FIDUCIARY (Microsemi) and Benefiting Party
(Glassey and McNeil). In this role your company is required to protect and defend any
basic claims to the IP you licensed back to us under the Settlement Agreement your
predecessors (DATUM INC) are the sole authors of. This is setup forever by section 3.15
of the Settlement Agreement and is directly tied to performance of the roles.
The same is true of the IP codified as derivatives of Glassey's TTl or Trusted Timing
Infrastructure which were built per the terms of the TTl Settlement itself.
All non-financial terms are permanent in form:
3.15

Termination of Pavment Ohli£ation and Survival of Non-Pavment Terms: The parties

agree and acknowledge that DATUM's royalty payment obligations terminate after the royalty payment
derived from the third year of the royalty. Nothwithstanding the foregoing, all other terms of this
Agreement will remain in full force and effect after tennination of DATUM's payment obligations.

This was done because the financial side of the settlement was structured to cover local
use levels for all devices and had a number of traps to force the renegotiation or adjust
the compensation for TTl and DDI technologies used by DATUM (and its successors)
which it licensed from Glassey.
As such there are a number of continuing responsibilities for the FIDUCIARY role in this
matter,

Microsemi must agree to accepting Fiduciary Role
Per section 8.4 of the Settlement Agreements Microsemi as successor to DATUM INC is
tied to this agreement and per that clause in the Settlement Agreement Microsemi "must
agree to become the formal IP Protector and assume the Fiduciary Role the transfer of the
IP to Microsemi requires" prior to the completion of the Merger or the Merger is
imperfect per US and Canadian law both. This requirement is codified in section 8 of the

BREACH NOTICE
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settlement agreements.

Come Home to California Clause
Additionally Microsemi per sections 8.1 and 8.3 of the contract, on a yearly basis an
affidavit is to be produced showing the agreement of the parties these technologies are
sold to "to be bound by the 8.1 and 8.3 controls therein".
8.1

This Agreement is subject to. governed by. and shall be constmed in accordance with the

laws of the State of California.

and
8.3

This Agreement is enforceable and binding upon the parties hereto. their successors and

assigns, and any agents or others under the control or direction of the parties. Moreover, both parties.

a~

well as the signatories. hereby warrant and covenant that their respective representative signing this
Agreement has full authority to bind the parties to the terms of this Agreement.

Periodic Reporting is required
What sections 8.4, 3.15, 8.1, and 8.3 require is a periodic reporting under section 8.8 of
all parties status in enforcing this contract. This is true of both Settlement Agreements
(DDI and TTl) and was put there to prevent the abuse of the limited use licensing paid by
Datum to Glassey (and McNeil).

Requirements
As such, and based on a number of previous acts we require the production immediately
(within 14 days) of the following:
1)
A fully notarized copy of all wet signed originals of the Settlement Agreement
with fully legible signatures of Mark Hastings and Gerald Willets for Digital Delivery
and Erik VanDer Kaay for DATUM.
2)
the below affidavit pertaining to third-party enforcement rights for PHASE-II
Technologies under the Settlement agreement. This is to be produced for 'demonstration
to any third parties' Glassey and McNeil's enforcement rights pertaining to PHASE-II
technologies. ; said document to be executed and notarized and returned within 14 days
per the terms of section 8.7 of this agreement.

Affidavit Text:

BREACH NOTICE
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"Under the perjury laws of the State of California I declare to the
following to be true and correct.
Further under our settlement and its testimonial requirement per section
8.7 we declare that Todd Glassey and Michael McNeil are the lawful
creators of all PHASE-II Technologies codified in the US6370629 patents
and its foreign filings; and as such hold direct legal power of attorney
pertaining to those IPs for all Third-Party and Sublicensing matters.
Witness my hand
II CEO or General Counsel (signer must also sit on corporations board as
well as be a C level officer)"

3)
Issue formal orders to Lathem Watkins its predecessor SYMMETRICOM's law
firm to release to Glassey and McNeil any and all communications between Lathem
Watkins and any corporation Glassey and McNeil tried to enforce the IP rights codified
in the Settlement Agreement against.
4)
Issue formal notice to each of those parties sending an executed copy ofthe above
affidavit text and a note that "Glassey and McNeil in fact do control the sublicensing and
all third-party enforcement rights for what are called PHASE-II technologies and as such
any of those parties infringements would need to be licensed through Glassey and
McNeils operations and not Microsemi".
4)
Formal notice to the USPTO that "Datum licensed a derivative of IP which
already existed from Glassey under the TTI Settlement and that he is the sole creator of
the original IP which Datum licensed to create the components for which the
US63393126 patent is filed for and as such is the true original inventor, something they
discovered through their diligence after the merger was completed.
Other periodic docu.ments and foreign submissions to the Patent Offices US63670629
will also be required to formally revive those filings. We will 'require those under ss8.7
· of the contract as well. We await return and production of this first set of requirements.
Witness my hand
Todd S. Glassey Signatory to Settlement and sole inventor of US6370629 and
US6393126.
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CONSULTING AGREEMENT
I. INTRODUCTION

This agreement is entered into byDutum Inc., Bancomm-Timing Division: 6781 Via Del Oro;
San Jose. CA 951 I 9, herein after referred tons DATUM, and:
Name/Organization: Todd Glassey
Address: 109A Bluebonnet Lane, Scotts Valley, Ca 95066
Ta.XJD/SSN#: 579-07-0748
herein after referred to ns CONSULT ANT for the
purpose ofsecuring teclmical consulting services as detailed in the STATEM.ENT OF WORK
anm:hed.
2. PERIOI>

The period of this ugreement is: 411' Mav 199&
.to 4 1h Julv 1998
. lf either
parrywislles lo discontinue this Agreement, either may do so upon thirty (30) days Notice to the
other party. The "Tem1inaiion bate" shall .l.Je the dale on which the thirtieth (J01h) day falls. If
one p<H1y breaches this Agreement, however, or license provided herein, the non~ breaching party
may, nt its option, provide the breaching party with Notice immediately and automatically
tenninating thi.~ Agreement. The date ofNoticc shall be the "Termination Dale". All work shall
he stopred on the Tem1ination Date.
3.CONFIDENTlALlTY

Each pany shall exercise due diligence to prcsciVe tl1e confidentiality of Trade Secrets and other
valuable proprietary information.providcd by the other in support of the contracted effort and

during the tenn of the Consuttiitg Agrecmcnl. All inFomHJtion designated US'<l Trade Secret or
Confidenti"l shall be maintained as confldenLial even aflenhc termination of this Consulting
Agreement.

I

l
I

\
I

./

of

3. I: "Trade Secret".rneuns the whole or any portion or phase any scientific qr tcc.:lmical
infomwtion, design, process, procedure, formula, improvemcnt.xonfidential business or
financial infom1ation, listing ofnumcs, addresses or te1ephone .numbers, or other infom~ation
' relating to uny business of profession which is secret and ofNaluc. To be a Tn1de Secret the
owner thereof musthave taken measures to preve11t the secret from becoming avuilablc to
persons other than those selected by the owner to liave,access'thereto for limited purposes.
!nformalron shall not be deemed to be aTrude Secret, confidential or proprietary which (I) is
known to the other parry before disclosure by owner ufthe information; {2) is now or hercaner
. becomes pnrt of the public domainwilhoutfault of the other party: (3) is disclosed to the other
party 011 n non-confidential basis by a lhirdparty .under no legal disability to make such a
disclosure. or (4) is disclosed pursuant ro judicial action or GovemmcHtal regulation, providing
c!TOits arc made to ensure that further disscniinntion will' not occur.
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4. NON COMPETITION
Duririg this Agreement :md for a period of6 months after the tennination of this Agreement,
CONSULTANT agrees not to provide \lilY original, Intellectual Property newly developedJor
Datwn during the course of this Agreement, and no I a Derivative Work of CONSULTANT's
lntellectual Property, to DATUM's competitors as detailed below. These competitors arc as
follows:

Hew! ell Packard, various locations.
Timing Solutions, Boulder, CO
True Time Inc. Santa Rosa, CA
Odetics, Anaheim, CA
Trak Microwave, various locations.
Arbiter Systems, San Luis Obispo, CA
DataChron, San Diego, CA
5. RJGHTS lN OATA

DATUM retains lill rights in dara inCluding, but notlimited to ownership of all materials,
information, software in any fonnal. and other properties genenited in whole or in parfby the
CONSULTANT during the tcrmsofthisconLract. Withoutlimiling the prior sentenc~. the term
properties includes specifications, documents, dntn., files, input/output, ideas, documcnration and
any related mutcrial. This pam graph shall survive the tenriinnlion oftltis agreement.
If Lhe CONSULTANT wants to retain data right ownership and license products and technologies
to DATUM, a separate licensing ugreemcnt shall be executed. CONSULTANT shallidentify
these products and technologies to DATUM prior to initiating anY work.

6. CllARGE RAl'E
CONSU I:rANT agrees to char~e, and DATUM agrees to pay,$ 75 per hour for
CONSULTANT'S service. Further. DATUM shall reimburse to CONSULTANTany nnd all
expenses. including travel, hotel, taxes, and or equipment purchases made in furtherance of this
Agreement. CONSULTANT will invoice DATUM for service.~ nnd expenses as outlined in
Paragraph ill below.

7. PAYMENT
CONSULTANT shall provide DATUM With an invoice ba~ed on compleled milestones or biweekly work completed. This invoice slmllincludc hours expended; a brief statement detailed
the nature of ll!e task completed; rate; total hourly billing; materials and service charges
expended (induded sales taxes, if any); Lravel and per diem as previously agreed; and total
invoice amount.
Normal payment schedule:

Pnge 2 ofJ
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Invoice processed at Banoomm-Timjng San Jose and submitted to
Accounting.

.

Weekn+t

Invoice processed. at

Weekn•2

Friday.
Payment received ..

Bancomm~Timing.

CA, and mailed on Thursday oi

8. LIMlTATIONS OF LIABlLITY
· 8.1 Limited perattached SpectraDynamics Limitmion of Liability Statement.
9. GENERAL

9.1 CONSULTANT is, and shall hold itself out only as, a11 independent contrnclor of DATUM.
9.6 All Notice!!, requests, demunJs, applications, services ofprocess, and other communications
which are required to be or may be given under this Agreement shalt be in writing and shall be
deemed to have been duly given ifsent by.telecopy or facsimile transmission. answer back
requested, or delivered by courier or mailed, certified first class mail, postage prepaid, return
. receipt requested, to the pcirtkos to this Agreementat the following addresses: .
To DATUM:
67R I Via del Oro
San Jose, CA 9.5 119

A ttu.: Presidenl
Telephone:----Telccopy:

Attn.: Presidenz: .. ) /::, -uJt i
Telephone:· ( fC~. ".'.)~,2.. • t
Telecopy:

This agreement is approved by:
·Datum Jnc, Bancomm-Timing Division

\.

.

Mitch Stone
By:
/dOiJ C;it1 )~if./
Tille.·
Tl.t[e: Vice President
Date: 4'hMay 1998
Date:-~-<);---j-::.~.::l)r-J.-.1--~-t:.H~'f-'- - - fiLE: j:\mruwgement\consult\glassey consulting Agreemcntdoc

By:
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CONSULTING AGREEMENT
1. iNTRODUCTION

This agreement is entered into by Diltum Inc., Bancomm-Timing Division; 678! Via Del Oro;
San Jose, CA 95119. herein after referred to as DATUM, and:
Name/Organization: MiChnel McNeil
Ad.dress: 1271 Lost Acre Drive, Felton, California 95018
TaxlD/SSN#: 516 54 6307
herein after referred to as CONSULT ANT Tor the
purpose of securing 1echnical consulting services as detailed in the STATEMENT OF WORK
attached.
2. PERIOD

The period ofthis agreement is: 4u1 Mav 1998
to 41h July 1998
. If either
party wishes to disconrinuc this Agreement, either may doso upon thirty (30) days Notice to the
other party .. The "Tennirullion Dale'\shall be the date on which the thirtieth (JO'h) day' falls. lf
one party breaches this Agreement, however, or liccnsc:provided herein, the non-brenching party
·may, ill its option, provide the breaching pnrty with Notice immediately nnd automuticully
tem1im1ting this·AgrcemcnL The d!ltc of Notice shall be the "Tennination Date"- Ali work shall
be slOpped on the Terminntion Date,

3. CONFIJ)ENTIA LJTY
Each party shall exercise due diligence to preserve the confidentiality of Trude Secrets and other
valuable propriela.ry infonnation provided by the other in support of the contracted effort nml
Juring the term ofthe Consulting Agreement. All information designated as a Trade Secret or
Confidential shrill be maintained ns confidential ev~:n after the tennination of this Consulting
Agreement.

J.l: "Trndc.Secrel" means the whole or nny portion or phase of any scienlilic or technical
information, design, process, procedure, fonnula, improvement, confidential'business or
financial information, listing ofnames, addresses or telephone numbers, .or other information
relating to any business of profession which is secret and of value. To be a Trade Secret the
owner thereofmust hnve taken measures to pre'vent the secret from becoming available to ·
persons other'than those selected by the' owner to buve access thcreto.Jor limited purposes.
Information shall noLbe deemed (O be u Trude Secret, confidential or propriet.ury which ( l) is
known to the other party before disclosure by owner oft he infocrnntion; (2) is·now or herenflcr
becomes part of the public domoin without faull ofthc other party: (J} is disclosed to the other
party on a non-confidential basis by n third purty under no legal disability to make such a
disclosure, or (4) is disClosed pursuant lo judicial action or Goverrunental regulation, providing
eiTorts nrc made to ensure thut further dissemination will not occur.
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4. NON COMPETITION

During this Agreement and for a period of 6 months after the tennination of this Agreement;
CONSULTANT agrees not to provide any original, lnlellectunl Property newly developed for
Datum during the course of this Agreement, and not a Derivative Work ofCONSULTANT's
Intellectual Property, to DATUM's competi!ors as detailed below. These. competitors are as
follows:
Hewlett Packard, various locations,
Timing Solutions 1 Boulder, CO
T11.1c Time Inc, Santa Rosa; CA
Odetics, Annhcim, CA
Trak Microwave, various locations.
Arbiter Systems, San Luis Obispo, CA
DataChron, San Diego, CA
5. RIGHTS IN DATA

DATUM retains all rights in data including, but not limited to ownership of all materials,
infonnntion, software in any forma~ and. other properties generated in whole or in part by the
CONSULTANT during the tenns.ofthis contract. Without limiting the prior sentence, the tenn
properties inCludes specifications, docwnents, data, files, inpuUoutput, ideas; documentation nnd
any related matcri~l. This paragraph shall survive the termination of this agreement.
lflhe CONSULT ANT wants to rei ain da!a right ownership and license products and technologies
to DATUM, a scparnte Jieensing agreement shall be executed. CONSULTANT shall identify
these products and technologies to DATUM prior to iniliatfng any work.
6. CHARGE RATE

CONSULTANT agrees to charge, anU DATUM agrees to pay,$ 75 per hour for

i

-j

I

·I

I
I
I

I

CONSULTANT'S service. Further, DATUM shllll reimburse to CONSULTANT.any :mtl a! I
expenses, including tmvel, hotel, taxes, and or equipment purchases made in furtherance of this
Agreement. CONSULTANT wi!LinvoiceDATUM for services arid expe11SCS as oullincd in
Paragraph #7 he low.
·

I

7. PAYMENT

I

CONSULTANT shall provide DATUM with an invoice based on completed milestones or bi~
weekly work completed. This invoice sbnll include hours expended; a brief statement detailed
the nature ofthe.task completed; rate; total hourly billing; mnterialsandseniiccchargcs
expended {included sales taxe.s, if any); travel and per diem as previously agreed; and total
invoice amount.
Nonnul payment schedule:
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Invoice processed at Banconun~Timing SM Jose and submitted lo
Accounling.
Invoice processed at Bancomm-Timing, CA, and mailed on Thursday or
friday.
Payment received.

LlMIT ATIONS OF LIABILITY

8.1 Limited per attached SpectraDynamics Limitation of Liability Statement.
9. GENERAL

9.1 CONSULTANT is, and shnll hold itself out only as, an independent.contmctor of DATUM.
9.6 All Notices, requests, demands, appiications, services of process, and other communications
\vhich are required to be or may be given under this AgreementshaiJ be in writing and shall he
deemed to have been duly given if sent by telccopy or facsimile transmission, ariswer back
requested, or delivered by courier or mailed, certified first class mail, postage prepaid, return
receipt requested, to .the parties to this Agreement at the following addresses:
To DATUM:
67&1 Via<lc! Oro
San Jose. CA 951!9

Attn.: President
Telephone: ---~
Telecopy:

To: CONSULTANT:

. IQ. ?1!

6orl f1cre :Dr:

fQ-l±oilj

ce

~sor8

Attn.: President
Telephone: .:4-QS ~33S:-2.06~
Telecopy:

This Hgrccmcnt is approved by:

Dntum Inc, I3ancomm-Timing Division

Consultant:

~vGiJ·
Ay:
Midt.ae( MeN PI l
.~

Mitch Stone
Vicc President
Title: ---r--f>!-.~-----'-Date: 4'11May 1998
Date; _S""'I:_..l2-r-/....
1=2---~FILE: j :\mrumgement\consult\glnssey consulting Agreement.YcK 1
By:

Title:

'
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CO-INVENTOR AGREEMENT

t2 lhis is Co-Inventor Aweement ("Agreement"), is made this

-rL

.gb

day of
C:
19~ by and between Todd S. Glassey an individual, and
Michael E. McNeil an individual, together herein "Glassey-McNeil'', whose mailing
address is 109A Bluebonnet Lane, Scotts Valley, CA 95066 and Digital Delivery, Inc.,
a Massachusetts corporation, having a place of business at 54 Middlesex Turnpike,
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730-1417 ("Digital"). This Agreement is made with
reference to the facts in the following recitals:

'--Ft£-

,

RECITALS
A. Digital is the holder of U.S. Patent Number 5,646,992 for certain data and file
protection and encryption technology, described further as encryption and decryption
technology employing the use of passwords to control access to stored information
on various distribution media. The product produced by Digital under this patent is
generally referred to as the Confidential Courier, which is described in non~technical
terms as a transmittal envelope which can be opened only by specifically designated
~ons hav:: the encoded_;.asswords. This patent was issued to Digital on
~~"t C2.
. I9IJ_ (the "6ourier Patent").

B. Digital employees Thomas Mark Hastings and Gerald L. Willett, along with
Glassey-McNeil have further developed the Courier Patent technology to expand its
identification and verification enablement policies by adding the new technology of geepositioning and time/date encryption with respect to data and file storage and access. It is
the intent of Digital to file for a patent on this new technology to the Courier Patent by
means of a subsequent patent entitled "Controlling Access to Stored Information" which
incorporates the Courier Patent, and is referred to herein as the "Controlling Access
Patent".

C. During the course of the development of the technology for the Controlling
Access Patent by the parties, it was discussed and agreed in principal that Digital would
undertake the submission of the Controlling Access Patent application and that GlasseyMcNeil would assign certain rights under the patent with respect to the underlying
Courier Patent, provided that certain terms and conditions regarding the mutual rights
and exclusive rights to the gee-positioning and time/date encryption policies in the
Controlling Access Patent were defined and determined, and that adequate compensation
from Digital to Glassey-McNeil was agreed.
D. The purpose of this Agreement is to allow the Controlling Access Patent
application to be submitted as early as possible and prior to a definitive agreement
between the parties with respect to each party's rights to exploit the Controlling Access
Patent, the respective mutual and exclusive rights to the underlying or derivative
technology, methodology, or other patentable subject matter contained or referenced in
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the Controlling Access Patent, and the compensation to be paid by Digital to GlasseyMcNeil for assignment of certain rights therein to Digital.

In consideration of the foregoing facts and recitals, the mutual covenants and
undertakings contained therein and herein, the parties agree as follows:
1. PATENT APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY
For purposes of this Agreement, the term:
A. "Confidential Courier" means that technology developed by Digital under the
Courier Patent which is embodied in the product produced and sold by Digital under the
name Confidential Courier, which contains certain encryption and decryption technology
to control and limit access to the information and data contained in specific files.

B. Gee-positioning and time/date technology means the enablement policy which
allows data or an event to be pinpointed to occur at a certain time and physical place.
C. GPS Phase II means that gee-positioning and time/date enablement
technology invented and developed by Glassey-McNeil that specifically includes
a cryptographic signing and verification process with the transmittal of time and
geographic positioning information thaot--allows a legally indemnifiable degree of trust
to be established in the time and geographic positioning information thus conveyed.
2. AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE
The parties are entering this Agreement to set forth certain terms and conditions
with respect to the mutual and exclusive rights of each party to the Controlling Access
Patent. Although Digital developed, produces and sells the Confidential Courier, which
embodies the Courier Patent, there is no prototype nor product yet developed utilizing ·
the new technology of gee-positioning and time/date policies to be patented under the
Controlling Access Patent. In view of the uncertainties relative to the cost of developing
a product under the Controlling Access Patent and the market potential of such a product,
the parties have insufficient infonnation to agree on the compensation to be paid by
Digital to Glassey-McNeil for their ideas, inventions, proprietary information and
contributions to the Controlling Access Patent.
It is intended that, within one year from the date hereof, a definitive agreement
between the parties will be made with respect to this compensation and the mutual and
exclusive rights to the Controlling Access Patent. Provided that said compensation can
be negotiated by the parties or established by binding arbitration as provided herein, the
definitive agreement will include the following tenns and conditions:
A. Digital acknowledges that the GPS Phase II technology is solely and
exclusively the idea and invention of Glassey-McNeil. Notwithstanding, Digital shall
have the rights to utilize the GPS Phase II technology but limited to the Confidential
Courier product and product derivatives thereof; and Digital grants to Glassey-McNeil
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a perpetual non-exclusive worldwide license for the GPS Phase II technology and
derivatives thereof, with rights to sublicense.
B. Glassey-McNeil shall have no rights to any part of the Courier Patent, or to the
claims regarding the Courier Patent which are incorporated in the Controlling Access
Patent or to the Confidential Courier product now produced by Digital.
C. Digital shall not file any opposition in the United States Patent and Trademark
Office or patent offices of any other country, or take any action adverse to the filing of a
patent application by Glassey-McNeil for any gee-positioning and time/date technology
or technology implementing GPS Phase ll, including potential patentable subject matter
or products e.g., firewalls, email gateways, protocol bridges, database servers, file
servers, hardware based appliances, and the like.
D. Digital shall begin and continue the development of products which shall
embody the technology of the Controlling Access Patent in order to enhance or
compliment the existing Confidential Courier Product as well as new products exploiting
the Controlling Access Patent which are to be sold and distributed by Digital.
E. G!assey-McNeil may develop products which utilize the gee-positioning and/or
time/date enablement or GPS Phase II technology, provided that any such products do not
include the technology infrastructure covered by the Courier Patent.
Provided that a definitive agreement is negotiated and made by the parties which
incorporates the foregoing terms, conditions, covenants, licenses, and compensation to
Glassey-McNeil, Glassey-McNeil will execute assignments to Digital with respect to the
Controlling Access Patent.
3. FAILURE TO MAKE DEFINITIVE AGREEMENT
A. The parties expressly agree that each of them will negotiate in good faith the
terms of a definitive agreement, in light of the provisions in Section 2 above, regarding
the patent rights to the Controlling Access Patent and the compensation to be paid by
Digital to Glassey-McNeil for the assignment of rights therein as named co-inventors on
the Controlling Access Patent application. The parties expressly agree that if they are
unable or fail to make a definitive agreement before the anniversary date hereof, then
each party shall have all rights as a co-inventor to fully exploit the Controlling Access
Patent without accounting or control by the other.
B. If after the one year anniversary hereof, the parties are unable to make a
definitive agreement as provided herein, then upon the written request of either party
to the other the unresolved issues, terms and conditions will be submitted (i) first to
mediation conducted by a qualified mediator, mutually selected by the parties, who
has expertise in patent matters and practicable expertise in the commercial encryption
industry; and (ii) if mediation does not result in a definitive agreement, then upon written
request upon one party to the other, the parties shall submit all unresolved issues to
mandatory binding arbitration. The issues will be submitted in writing to the arbitrator,
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who shall be mutually selected by the parties, or if the parties are unable to select a single
arbitrator, then each party, viz., Digital and Glassey-McNeil shall each select an arbitrator
who shall then select a third arbitrator to create an arbitration panel consisting of those
three arbitrators. If for any reason the first selected arbitrators cannot agree on a third
arbitrator, they may apply to the superior court of Santa Cruz County, California for
the name of a qualified neutral third arbitrator. The three arbitrators shall hear all the
evidence, an':! a majority vote of the arbitrators shall make all decisions, determinations
and awards in the matters before them.
It is contemplated by the parties that the fundamental issue to be decided by tills
mandatory arbitration is the amount and structure of the compensation to be paid to
Glassey-McNeil for their contribution to the Controlling Access Patent in full respect
of the terms set forth in the "AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE" in Section 2 hereof. In
determining such compensation, the arbitrator(s) shall take into consideration the value of
the patent rights to Digital by Glassey-McNeil; the cost of Digital's product development
incurred by the parties; the .contributions of the parties to Digital's product development;
the domestic and international market potential of Digital's new products to be produced
under the Controlling Access Patent, including the market potential of the Confidential
Courier enhanced by the addition of new features and improvements from the geepositioning and/or time/date technology in the Controlling Access Patent; the established
and potential profitability, commerciah;uccess and current or potential popularity of such
product(s); the rightful apportionment of profit among the inventors; nonpatented aspects
or elements of such product(s), including the costs of manufacturing, business risks.
Any mandatory binding arbitration of matters under this section 3, or consensual
arbitration of other matters arising out of this Agreement, shall be conducted by and in
accordance with then existing arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association
respecting the computer .and electronic commerce industry. Judgment on a binding
arbitration award rendered by such arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction. The parties shall each pay one half of all costs and expenses for the services
of any mediator and/or arbitrator(s).
4. DEFAULT IN COMPENSATlON
If, after the compensation to be paid by Digital to Glassey-McNeil for their
contributions to the technological inventions under the Controlling Access Patent is
established by an agreement made by the parties or through a determination from binding
arbitration, Digital defaults in the payment terms thereof for any reason, then all rights,
i.e. patent, trade secret, etc., to the inventions and technology covered under the
Controlling Access Patent, which includes the Confidential Courier, shall revert to
Glassey-McNeil as Co-inventors along with Digital. In such event, and each party shall
have all right to exploit said inventions and technology without any notice, obligation or
accounting to the other. Notwithstanding, the parties shall each execute and deliver such
further documents and shall take such other actions as may be reasonably necessary to
effect this reversion of rights.

5. NONASSIGNABILITY

4
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The parties hereto have entered into this agreement in contemplation of personal
performance hereof by each other and intend that the rights granted and obligations
imposed hereunder not be extended to other entities without the other party's express
written consent, except that Glassey-McNeil may transfer their interests herein to a
corporation whose majority of voting shares are owned and controlled by them. This
Agreement shaJ1 be binding and shaJl inure to the benefit of the parties and to their heirs,
successors, and assigns.
6. NOTICES

Notices under this Agreement shall be in writing and sent to the parties at the
addresses first above written, or to such other addresses as the parties may designate to
the other in writing.

7. ATTORNEY FEES
In the event that either party must take legal action, including arbitration, but
except for arbitration employed to determine the compensation referenced in Section 3
herein, to enforce or interpret this agreement, or any provision hereof, the prevailing
party shall be entitled to recover its reasonable attorney fees and costs as determined by
the Court or arbitrator.

8. INTEGRATION
This agreement, any exhibits hereto, set forth the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties as to the subject matter hereof and merges all prior
discussions between them. Neither of the parties shall be bound by any agreements,
understandings or representations with respect to such subject matter other than as
expressly provided herein or in a subsequent writing signed by the panies hereto.

9. SEVERABLILITY
Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted or construed as "an agreement to
agree" such that this Agreement would be rendered unenforceable. Accordingly, any
provision of this Agreement prohibited by, or unlawful or unenforceable, under any
applicable law of any jurisdiction, shall be ineffective, without affecting any other
provision of this Agreement. To the extent, however, that the provisions of such
applicable law may be waived, they are hereby waived to the end that this Agreement
may be deemed to be a valid and binding agreement enforceable in accordance with its
terms.
10. LAW
This agreement will be governed and interpreted by the laws and couns of the
State of California.
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IJ\1 WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement the

day and year first above written.

DIGITAL DELIVERY

[PI~ase

Prim Name!Titlc I
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE

This Settlement Agreement and Release ("Agreement') is entered into by and between
DATIJM, INC. ("DATUM) and DIGITAL DELIVERY INC. (''DDf'), on the one hand, and

GLASSEY -MCNEIL TECHNOLOGIES ("GMT'), TODD GLASSEY ("GLASSEY") and
MICHAEL E. MCNEIL ("MCNEIL") (collectively referred to as "GMT/GLASSEY/ MCNEIL"), on
the other hand.
SECTIONQNE
BACKGROUND

1.1

GLASSEY and MCNEIL and DDI entered into a Co-Inventor Agreement, dated

October 26, 1998 (the "Co-Inventor Agreement''), pursuant to which those parties agreed, on an

interim basis.. to certain rights and interests in intellectual property and to certain future payment
obligations of DDL pending the execution of a definitive agreement with respect to such intellectual
property.
1.2

On or ahaut July 29, 1999, DAnJM con.tununated a merger whereby DDI became a

wholly owned subsidiary ofDATIJM.
1.3

On or about August20, 1999, DATIJM filed a complaint (the "CCMPLAINT)

stating claims against GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL for, among other things, BreAch of Contract,

Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, MiaappropriatioD afTrade Secrets and
Proprietary Business Information, Trade Libel, Slander and Declaratoty Relief.
1.4

DA'llJM, DDI and GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL desire to definitively resolve and

terminate the interim ammgemeuts arising from the Co- Inventor ~t, to avoid the rislai and
expenses attendant upon litigation and to reach a mutual, full and finAl compromise and settlement
of the parties • matters, claims, causes of action and the like with respect the Co-Invartor AgreemeDt,
the Assembly, Distribution and Use ofDigi1al Information Patent. the Comrolling Access Patent and
the Phase II Teclmology (as defined below).

Exhibit E - Controlling Access Settlement
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This Settlement Agreement is a mutual and complete compromise between the

parties and i.s intended as a complete and flnal resolution and settlement of the respective
differences, positions and claims of DDI, DATUM and GMT!GLASSEY/MCNEIL, with respect the

Co-Inventor Agreement, the Assembly, Diirtrlbution and Use of Digital Information Patent, the
Controlling Access Patent and the Phase II Technology.

SECJJONTWO
PEPINJTIONS

2.1

The Assembly. Dimibution and Use of Digital Informatkm Patent: U.S. PMent No.

5,646,992 issued to DDI on July 8, 1997 for certain data and file protection and encryption
technology. One of the products produced under this patent is called the Confidential Courier,
which is descnoed as an electronic transmittal envelope which can be opened only by specifically
designated persons having the encoded passwords.

2.2

Controlling Access Patent A US and certain foreign countries patent pending

covering the expansion of technology covered by the Assembly, Distribution and Use of Digital
Information Patent to include the new technology of geo-po&itioning and time/data encryption with
respect to digital data and file assembly, distribution, use and access.
2.3

Phase ll Technology- Phase II Technology refers to the method ofauthentication,

encryption and tran.snlission of date/time and/or location data for the purpose of linking together two

or more disparate electronic components, such that a trust model is established between them. Such
physical elements must individually be capable of computational and cryptographic functionality,
but computationally may be isolated from one another. Such electronic components must be
physically secure, and communicate with each other over communications cbanncl(s) which may

themselves be insc:curc.

2
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SEcnON THREE

IERMS OF SEJJJ,.E.,M;ENJ:
3.1

In consideration of the mutual covenants set forth herein, and in full settlement of the

claims and causes of action asserted or held by DDI and/or GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL under the

Co-Inventor Agreement, the parties agree as follows;

3.2
~rights,

Ass1gmnept of Controlling Access Patent: GMf/GLASSEY/MCNEll... assign all

title and interest in the Controlling Access Patent and the application therefor, tn DATIJM.

3.3

Owner&l\W of and License to Use Phase ll Technolo{O': DDI and DATI1M

acknowledges that GMTIOLASSEYIMCNEIL owns all rights, title and interest in the Phase ll
Technology, but GMT/GLASSEY /MCNEIL hereby grants DATUM a perpetual, llOll-exclusive,

irrevocable, assignable, sub-licensable, worldwide license for tUiC of the Phase 0 Technology and
derivatives thereof, with rights to sublicense, in connection with the Confidential Courier product

and other products and technology covered by the Controlling Access Patent
3.4

Payment: DATUM will payto GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL $300,000 upon full

execution of this Agreement. Payment shall be wired within 24 hours of execution as follows:

Bank Routing No. 121139096
Bank Account No. 01-49350-S

Bank Name:

Coast Commercial Ban.k

Bank Address: 720 Front St:reet
Santa Cruz, Califumia 95060

3 .5

DiamisAA\ of CoumWnt DATUM agrees tD dismi.s1; with prejudice the

COMPLAINT within ten (10) days ofthe full execution of this Agreemem

3.6

~o'llVlec}gment of Rights

Under the Assembly. Dil!tribution and Use of Digital

Information Patent GMTIOLASSEYIMCNEIL disclaim and waive any rights to the Assembly,
3
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Distribution and Use of Digital Information Patent and the technology described therein and agree
not to make, use or sell any products developed using or derived from the Phase II Technology

which also include the technology described in or covered by the Assembly, Distribution and Use of

Digital Information Patent. GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIT.. explicitly acknowledge that they had no
participation in the invention or patent application process which resulted in the U.S. Patent No.
5,646,992 issued to DDI on July 8, 1997.

3.7

Co-Inventor Agreement Tc:rminated. In addition and without duplication, upon the

execution of this Agreement and payment of the amount specified in paragraph 3 .4, above the CoInventor Agreement shan be terminated, and this Agreement shall be the only agreement of the
parties with respect to the subject matter of the Co· Inventor Agreement and this Agreement Such
subject matter includes without limitation the future payment obligations Mid division of intellectual
property rights set forth in the Co-Inventor Agreement. The parties hereto acknowledge and agree
that the settlement payment constitutes the satisfaction in full of any claims by
GMT/GLASSEY!MCNEIL for compensation of any kind pursuant to the Co-Inventor Agreement.

3.8

Availab1lity ot:Injlll:!£tive Relief: GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL acknowledge and

agree that the covenants ofGMT/OLASSEYIMCNEIL and the restrictions on
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL contained in this Agreement are reasonable and necessmy in order to

protect the legitimate interests of DATUM, and that any violation thereofby
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL or any affiliates would result in irn:pamble injuries to DATUM. fur
which damages would not, in and of themselves, be an adequate remedy. Therefore,
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL acknowledge and agree that,

mtbe event of a violation or breach by

GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL or any affiliates of any of the covenants or any ofthe restrictions
contained in this Agreement, DATUM shall be entitled tn obtain, from any court of competent
jurisdiction. tempmmy, preliminAry and permanent injunctive relief: in addition to any other rights

or remedies to which DATUM may be entitled under applicable law OT equitable principles, without

the neoessity on the part of DATUM of having to post a bond or other security and without thereby
limiting any other rights and remedies, including the recovery of monetary damages. that DATUM
may have hereunder or under applicable law by reason of such violation Or breach.
4
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3.9

Release of Claims:
3.9.1

GMT/GLASSEY!MCNEIL's Release of Claims AgainstDATIJM and DPI

GMT, GLASSEY and MCNEIL, for themselves and for themselves and for and on behalf of GMT
and any affiliates, related entities, assigns and succeSS<lr& in interest, if any, now or in the future,

hereby irrevocably release, forgive and discharge DATUM and DDI and all of their officers,
directors, shareholders, partner&, agents, employees, representatives, affiliates,

parent. subsidiaries,

and related entities, assigns and succesliOrs 1n interest, if any, now or in the future (collectively, the
"Datum Parties"), from any and all obligations, responsibilities and liabilities relating to or &rising

out of the Co-Inventor Agreement against the Datum Parties. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
DATUM's obligations under this Agreement are expressly excepted from the foregoing release.

3.9 .2

pATUM's and DDI' s Release of Claims A gsin<rt

GM'f/GLASSEYIMCNEJ:L: DATUM Mid· DDI agree and acknowledge fur themaelvea and for
themselves and for and on behalf ofDATIJM and any affiliates, related entities, assigns and
successors in interest, if any, now or in the future, that GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL are released and
fully discharged from any and all obligations, responSibilities and liabilities to DAnJM or DDI

relating to or arising out of the Co-Inventor Agreement. Notwithstanding t1le foregoing,
GMT/GLASSEY!MCNEIL's obligations under this Agreement are expressly excepted from the

foregoing release.

3.9

Civil Code Section 1542: With respect to the matters herein stated as the subject of

rel.ease, the parties hereto do hereby mutually waive and relinquish any and all rights which any of
them may have unde1: the provisions of Section 1542 of the Civil Code of the State ofcalifomia,

which Section reads as follows:
"A GENERAL R.El.EASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAlMS
WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT

TO EXIST IN HIS FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING
THE RELEASE. WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM MUST HAVE

MATERIALLY AFFEcrED HIS SETI'LEMENT WITH THE
DEBTOR."
5
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Anomey's Fees: DATUM, DDI and GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL shall bear their own

costs and attorneys' f= in comu:ction with their respective diaputea and claims settled herein.
SECTION FOUR
WARMlSJJES AND REPRESENTATIONS

4.1

The parties hereto warrant and represent that no pronlise 01' ~t has been

offered or made for this Agreement except as herein set forth. tha1 this Agreement is executed
without reliance on any statements or any representations not contained herein, and that this
Agreement reflects the entire settlement among the parties. The attorneys of rocord warrant and
represent that they are &at:imed tha.t their re8pCCtive clients fully tmdaitand the eft'ect, significance
and consequence of this Agreement The terms, acknowledgments, warranties and representations
made herein shall survive the execution and delivery of this Agreement. and &hall be binding upon
the respective heirs, representatives, and assigns and successors of each of the parties and their

attorneys.

SECTION FIVE

NO ADM!SSJON OF lJABJJJIX

5.1

The parties hereto acknowledge and agree thAt tbi£ Agreerne:nt is entered into as a

mutual compromise and settlement which is not in any respect OT' fot any puxpose to be deemed or
construed as an admission or con.cession of any liability whatsoever on the part of any of the partie£

hereto.

6
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SECTION SIX
CONFIDENTIALITY

6.1

The parties agree that this Agreement and its terms are confidential The parties

further agree that the confidentiality of this Agroc:ment and its terms is a material term of this
Agreement without which the parties would not have consented to the Agreement The parties

expressly agree that they will not disclose or d.iscusg the terms oftlili Agreement with any person.
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL shall notify DA TIJM's legal counsel, in writing. of the receipt of any

request for the disclosure of any confidential infot!!Uition. GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL shall
coopenue with the efforts of DATUM to quash such subpoena or other legal process or ro obtain a
protective order, as DATIJM deem£ appropriate. The parties shall have the right to provide required
infonnation concerning this Agreement to investorn and potential investors, and to Affiliates in order
to enable them to carry out the activities contempl.md hereunder and in connection with

~

business needs. Any such disclosure shall be pumumt to a separate agreement of confidentiality
between DATUM or GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL and any such third parties.

6.2

The parties further agree to maintain the confidentiality of any document or

infonnatioo which bas been or is designated as confidential.

SECTJON SEVEN
ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENT

7.1

If any legal action or other proceeding is brought for the enforcement of this

Agreement, or because of an alleged dispute, breach, default, or miszeptesentation arising out of or
relating to any of the prow ions of this Agreement, the successful or prevailing party or parties shall
be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys' fees and other costs incurred in tbal action or proceeding.

in addition to any omer relief to which it or they may be entitled.

7
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SECTION EIGHT

M!SC£LLANEOUS

, This Agreement is subject to, governed by, and shall be construed in accofdance with

8.1

the laws of the State ofCalifomia.

GMT/ GLASSEY/MCNEIL represent and warrant that they are the sole and rightful

8.2

owners of the claims aswrted in the dispute described in this Agreement and !hat any such claims

have not been assigned or transferred to any unnamed party. DATUM and DDI repre$ent and
warrant that DATii'M is the sole and rightful owner of the clAims asserted in the COMPLAINT and

otherwise herein and that any such claims have not been assigned or 1r!ln5fernrl to any unnamed
party.

This Agreement is enforceable and binding upon the parties hereto, their successors

8.3

and assigns, and any agents or others under the control or dinx.JtiOD of the parties. Moreover, both
parties,

a~

well as the signatories, hereby warrant and covenant that their respective representative

signing this Agreement has full amhority to bind the parties to the tenns of this Agreement

8.4
~ that

Th.e parties may assign all rights and delegate all duties hereunder to an entity
portion of each parties' business to which this Agreement relates., or to any corpomte

successor by way of merger or C¢n!Olida1ion, provided that the assignee deliv~ to DATUM or
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL. as appropriate, a statement that the assignee asawnes the assigning
party's obligations heteUnder.

8.5

This Agreement constitutes and contains the entire understanding and agreement of

the parties and cancels and s~ any and all prior negotiations, corresponde;nce and
undenrtandings and agreements, whether verbal or written. between the parties respecting the subject

matter hereof. No waiver, modificatiOD or amendment of any provision of this Agreement shall be
valid or effective unless made in writing and &igned by a duly 81rthorized officer of each of the
parties.

8
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The provisions of this Agreement are severable, and if one or more provisions should

be determined tD be judicially unenforceable, in whole or in part, the remaining provisions aha11
nevertheless be binding and enforceable. The provisiOllB of this Agreement

~

be construed as

separate provisions covering their subject matter in each of the separate counties and mtes in the
United States in which DATUM transacts its business; to the extent that any provision shall be
judicially unenfOTCellble in any one or more of those counties or states, that provision shall not be

affected with respect to each other county or state, each provision with respect to each county and
sta!tl

being cons1l'ued as severable and independent.

8.7

The parties a.gree to take any acts, and execute any further documents., that may be

reasonably neceswy to acc<lmplish and effect the terms of this Agreement.

8.8

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and by fax, each of which shall be

deemed an original, and all of which together shall oonstitn1e one and the same instrument.

IN W'ITiffiSS WHEREOF, this Agreement bas
dates below indicated.

Dated: November

J1

Dated: November

ll_, 1999

Dated; November

if-.

1999

1999

Dated; ·November ·----'
·
1999

DATUM, INC

Dated: November ___, 1999

DIGITAL DELIVERY, INC.

9
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APPROVED AS TO FORM AND CONTENT:

Dated: November _ . 1999 By:

OSSO, WILLIAMS SACHS, BOOK, A TACK &
GALLAGHER

Dated: November JS_, 1999 By:
k, Esq.
ttorneV"iffor Glassey-McNeil Technologies, Inc.
Todd Glassey, and Michael McNeil.
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE

This Settlement Agreement and Release ( ..Agreement") is entered into by and between

DATUM; INC. (''DATUM"), on the one hand, and GLASSEY·MCNEIL TECHNOLOGIES
("GMT'), TODD GLASSEY ("GLASSEY"), and MICHAEL MCNEIL ("MCNEIL"), (sometimes

collectively referred to as «aMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL"),on the other hand.
SECTION ONE

BACKGROUND
1.1

This Agreement is a mutual and complete compromise between the parties and is

intended as a complete and final resolution and settlement of the IUpeetive diff'en:nces, positions

and claims of DATUM and GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL, as descnbed below.
1.2

All parties hereto desire tn avoid the risks and expenses attendant upon further

litigation and to reach a mutual, full anrl final compromise IUld settlement of the parties' disputes.

claims. causes of action and the like.
1.3

In or about February 1998 the parties began collaborating on the development of

certain technologies related to electronic commerce and time veri£cation, which included the
dcvelopm.cmt of certain intellectual property, technologies. trade sccrots and confidential and

proprietary information. The parties also collaborated on the development ofnw:kcting efforts
related to electronic commerce and time vermcation. The pmtica' collaborati~ ef'ibrtli continued
through the end of 1998/early 1999.
1.4

From the parties' business relationship a dispute arose between DATIJM and

GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL Among other things, the parties dispute ownership in and other rightB
to

certain of the i:nteUectual property, technologies, trade secreta and confidential and proprietary

information developed or coutributed during 1he parties relationship, including the Protected
Technology, defined below. When the parties were unable to resolve the dispute infonn.a.lly, on or

around AugUst 20, 1999, DATIJM filed a complaint (the "CCMPLAINlj stating· claim£ for, among
other things, Breach ofContnlct, Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing,

SYM00012

Misappxopriation of Trade Secrets and Proprietary Business Information, Ttade Libel, SlandeT and
Declaratory Relief.

SECTION TWO
DEFlNITIONS

2.1

Protected Technology:

Protected Technology includes any information, dam,

method, product, software, hardware, trade secrets, copyrights, documents, e-mails, technology,
ideas, or inventions, disclosed, provided, produced, created in any fom1 by
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL to, fur, or in conjunction with DATIJM between the initiation ofthe
parties' relationship on February 1, 1998 through March 1, 1999, including any derivatives thereof,
and any infonnation, data, method, product, software, ll2.rchwre, trade r>eerets, copyrights,

documents, e-mails, technology, ideas, or inventions, disclosed, provided, produced, created in any
form by DATIJM to which GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL bad, or was provided access to, or gained
knowledge of or worked on between February l, 1998 through Marob 1, 1999, including all
derivatives

thereof. including the Trusted Time Infrastructure ("TTTj, TTI II. or any further

derivative or variation thereof, including but not limited to the Trusted Local Clocks and Trusted
Master ClockS defi.nc:d below.

2.2

Trusted Local Clocks: The Trusted Local Clock \TLC'') is a particular

implementation of a trusted clock that is periodically certified to an upper clock. typically a Trusted
Master Clock (TMC). The TLC provides time stamp tokens and t.emporal tokeos. The TLC is a

PCiv2.1 compliant card and assumed to be opemting in an insecure host in an insecure enviromnent
It uses a real time openuiJlg system to ·control the on-card 1imctions.
2.3

I!y.sted M!!Ster Clock:s: The Trumd Master Clock ("TMCj is a particular

implementation of a trusted clock. synchronized to Coc:udinat.ed Universal Time and made

comparable to the time offered by a National Time Standard such as the National Institute of Science
and Technology, which generates trusted time data which is sent to TL.a; for time stamping and
other certification purposes. The TMC also monitors and calibrates the TLCs.

2.4

Trusted Time Infulstructure: The term Trusted Time I:nftutructure lTIT') descn"bes
2
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SECTION THREE

TERMS OF $EffiEMENT
3. 1

In consideration of the mutual covena.m.s set forth herein, and in full seUlement of the

claims and causes of action asserted or held by DATIJM and/or GMT/GLASSEYIMCNEU.., the
parties agree as follows:

3 .2

Royalty:
(a)

DATUM agrees to pay to GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL a three percent (3%)

royalty upon the Net Sales by DATUM of any DATUM Trusted Local Clocks and Trusted

Master Clocks. The royalty shall be calculated based upon final sales as of the end of the
calendar year in which a royalty may be calculated. The royalty shall be due within sixty
(60) days of the end of each year the royalty is due.

(b)

The duration ofthe royalty shall be three (3) yearll (yea;rs 2000, 2001 and

(c)

The royalty shall be subject to a ceiling of S 150,000 per year. Under no

2002).

circumstances shall DATUM be obligated to pay more than S 150,000 in royalties in any
calendar year irrespective of the amount of its Net Sales in any calendar year.
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL has no rights to any payment other than the 3% royalty and

subject to the ceiling of$150,000.
(d)

DATUM agrees to advance $50,000 of its royalty payment at the

commencement of each year for which a royalty may be paid. The fust adVIUlce payment
shall be made per the wiring iust:roctions below on or before .January 7, 2000. Thereafter, the
advance wll be paid within the fust thirty days of each calendar year per the instructions
below. Ea.ch of the three {3) $50,000 advances shail be nonrefundable and shai1 not be

subject to whether DATUM generates sufficient sales to generate the royalty payments but
shall be creditable against the royalty earned )'W'll1Wlt to this section. All other royalty

payments are subject to DATI.JM achieving sales of the two (2}products aubjec:t of the
royalty.
(e)

The~

I

advance payment, due on or before January 7, 2000, shall be made

by wire transfer to th£ ~flowing account:
'
4
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BankRoutingNo.l21139096

Bank Account No. 01-49350-5
Bank Name:

Coast Commercial Bank

Bank Address: 720 Front Street
Santa Cruz, California 95060

All further payments shall be by wire transfer to the following

~t

Bank Routing No.: 121139096
Bank Acoount No.: 04-50823-8
Bank Account Name: Glassey-McNt;i1 Techndogies

Bank Name: Coast Comtnercial Bank
Bank Address: 203 MoUIJt Hannon Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(f)

Unless notified in a writing signed by GMT, GLASSEY md MCNEIL, and

their legal counsel, cha.ngin.g the payees and/or destination of payment, DAruM will follow
these instructions for all payments and will not be subject to liability for following such
ins~tion.s.

32.1

Currency of Payments. All payments under this Agreement shall be made

U.S. Dollars by wire transfer to such bank account as designated herein. A:ny paynumts due
hereunder on Net Sales outside of the United Sta~ shall be payable in U.S. Dollars at the average of

the rate of exchange oftbe·currency of the country in which the Net Sales are made aa reported in
the New York edition of The Wall Street Jouma.l, fur the last three (3) bmines5 day!. of the period for

which the royalties are payable.
3~2

Tax Withholding. !flaws or regulAtions ~uil'e the withholding of income

taxes owed on account of royalties accruing under this Agreement, such taxes shall be deducted em a
country-by-coUlltry ba.ris by DATUM from such remittable royalty and will be twd by it to the
proper taxing authority. Proof ofpaymellt &ha.ll he secured and sent to GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL
as evidence of such payment.

s
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3 .2.3

Audit Rights re Royalty PaYIDC<DW:

To the extent

GMr/OLASSBYIMCNEU. in good faith dispute the runount of royalties to which they are entitled
pursuant to this Agreement, GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL may request an inspection ofDATIJM's
accounting records reflecting the calculation ofNet Sales. Such request may be made once per year
while Datum's royalty payment obligations continue under this Agreement. Unless such request is
made within thirty (30) days ofGMT/GLASSEYIMCNEIL's receipt of a royalty payment from
DATUM, the right to audit that payment is waived. The inspection shall be made only by a. Certified
Public Accountant ("CPA j, subject to DATIJM' s approval, which will not unreasonably be
withheld, and conditioned upon execution of a confidenti.a.lity agreement regarding the review of
DATUM's records, which shall include, among other things, a provision which prohibits the
disclosure by the CPA of any infunnation disclosed, learned or reviewed during the audit to
OMT/GLASSBYIMCNEIL except for the final calculation of the amount that the CPA contends
DATIJM owes under 1hU Agreement Unless otherwise mutually agreed to in writing, the inspection

by the CPA shall take place at the law offices of Stradling. Yocca ~lson & Rauth in Newport
Beach, California during normal busine&s hoW"&: No infonnation inspected during the audit may be

removed from the premises, other than that which is expressly permitted by this paragraph. For
pwposes of this audit, the CPA may review only the computer generated accounting rocords
necessary to make a final calculation of royalties owed and s.hall not be given 8.C¢es& to
manufacturing documents, inventory records or any underlying invoices and records.
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL ahall bear all its own costs and e-xpenses incurred to conduct any audits.

If the audit determina; that an amount is owed by DATUM to GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL and that
amount is within ten percent ( 10%) of the original amount paid by DATUM,
GMT/GLASSEY!MCNEIL, or if the audit determines that no amount is ~ or if DAn.rM has
overpaid, GMT/GLASSEY/DATUM shall

aoo reimburse DATUM for all of DATUM's COBt and

expenses in handling any audit. DATUM shall have the right to offset MY righl to reimbursement
under this provision from any future royalty payments.

3.3

Dismi.8SA1 ofCompW1¢ DATUM agrees to dismiss with prejudice the

COMPLAINT within ten (10) days of the full execution ofthi£ Agreement.
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3.4

futelkctual..fr:o!;!erty Right$ Regarding the Proy;cted Technology:

GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL disclaim any ownership in, or rights to, the Protected Technology and
hereby acknowledge, represent and warrant that wuch Protected Technology is owned solely and
exclusively by DATI.JM as its intellectual property, trade secrets and proprietary information.
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL agrees not to contest DATUM's ownership of any Protected Technology
or the labeling of the Protected Technology as intellectual property, trade secret.5, and/or proprietary

information.
3.5

Other Agreements Superseded and Terminated: GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL further

agree that, with the ex~on of this Agreement, which supersedes the terms of any prior
agreements of the parties, all ten:ns of all other agreements between the parties including, but not

limited to any consulting agreements between Ole parties, any confidentiality or non-disclosure
agreements, any value added reseller agreements and any other express, implied or oral agreements

are hereby terminated aDd hereafter void. The parties mutually agree that as between DATIJM and
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL no provision of any agreement between the parties, ·other 1han this
Agreement and the settlement agreement relating to the parties' prior co-inventor agreement, shall
be deemed to eurvive.

3.6

Protection of DATUM's Trade Secrets a.Mho,prietaty Information: From the

execution date of this Agreement and at all times thereafter, GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIT.- shall not,
and shall not permit any representatives, agents. assigns or affiliates, to use or disclose to any person
or entity any Protected Technology. GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL expressly agree, represent !1Dd
acknowledge that they shall not engage in, or be BliSOCiated with, any busine&s which uses, in any
Ill11nlleT,

any Protecled Technology.

3.7

Availabilityoflnjuncti.vc Relief Given the nature of DATUM's businea&,

GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL's involvement mDATUM's business and in the formulation and
implementation of its business plans and strategies relating to the Protected Technology, and
GMT/GLASSEYIMCNEIL's direct involvement with DATIJM clients., GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL
acknowledge and agree that the covenants of GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL and the restrictions on
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL contained in this Agrocm.c:nt are reasonAble and necessary in order to
proteCt the legitimate interests of DATUM. and that any violation thereof by
7
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GMT/GLASSEY /MCNEIL or any affiliates would result in irreparable injuries to DA TITM, for

which damages would not, in and of themselves be

IUl

adequate remedy. Therefore,

GMT/GLASSEY!MCNEIL acknowledge and agree that, in the eveot of a violation or breach by
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL or any affiliates of any oftbe covenants or any of the restrictions
contained in this Agreement, DATUM shall be entitled to obtain, from any court of competent
jurisdiction, temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief, in addition to any other rights
or remedies to which DATUM may be entitled under applicable law or equitable principles, without

the necessity on the part ofDA TIJM of having to post a bond or other security and without thereby
limiting any other rights and remedies, including the recovery of monetary damages., that DATUM

may have hereunder or under applicable
3.8

l~w

by reason of such violation or breach.

Representation ofNon-disclosure: GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL represent and warrant

that they have not disc:losed any Protected Technology to any party other than Datum, i1S employees,
agents, representatives.

3.9

Communication with Datum: GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL agree to refrain from any

contact or communication with DATUM or any affiliated entities, including any officen, employees,
former employees, agents, or representatives of DATI.T.M or its affiliated entities. All
communication on behalf of GMT /GLASSEY/MCNEIL which is directed at DATUM, its
employees, agents or repre&entatives must be directed to DATIJM's legal COtlllSel: John F. Cannon,
Esq., Stradling. Yocca, Carlson & Rauth, 660 Nevrport Center Drive, Suite 1600, Newport Beach,
California, 92660-6441. Further, all such communications mu.st be made by legal counsel for

GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL who is des:ignami a.s follows: Jason Book. Esq., Bos.so, Williams, Sachs,

Book. Attack & Gallagher, l33 Missiou Street, Suite 280, Santa Cruz, California 95061-1822.
3;10

No Communication Regarding Datum: GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL agree that they

wm not diSCUBli any aspect of DATUM. including hut not limited to DAlUM' s business, officc:ra,
employees, former employees. representatives, affiliated entities. tnmsactions, or products with any

person or entity, other than as expressly contemplated by this Agrec:meat.
3.11

BeJr;uu; of CJ.aims:

g
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3.11.1 GMT/GLASSEYIMCNE!L's Release of Claims Against DATIJM: GMT,
GLASSEY and MCNEIL, for themselves and fur and on behalf of GMT and any affiliated or related
entities, assigns and su~son in interest, if any, now or in the future, hereby irrevocably releue,
forgive and discharge DATiiM and all of its current and fanner officers, directors, shareholders,
partners, agentS, employees, representatives, affiliates, parent, subsidiaries, and related entities.,
assigns and successors in interest, if any, now or in the future (collectively, the "DATUM Parties"),
from any and all claims, demands, contracts, causes of action, obligations, debts, liabilities of my

kind or nature wbatsoeve:, whether known or unknown, which they now have or may have in the
future, against the DATUM Parties. This release expressly includes any claims for which DATUM

would bear an obligation of indemnity, pursuant to contract statute or otherwise to the person against
whom GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL would have a claim. This release may be asserted by any of the
Datum Panies and shall be a complete defense to any claim for whWh Datum would bear an
indemnity obligation. Notwithstanding the foregoing. DATUM's obligations under this Agreement

are expressly excepted from the foregoing release.
3.11.2 DATUM's Release of Claims Against GMr/GLASSEY/MCNEll..; DATI.TM
agrees and acknowl~es that DATUM on behalf of itself and any affiliated or related entities,
assigns and successors in interest, if any, hereby irrevocably rel~ fotgives· and discharges

OMTIGLASSEY/MCNETI... and all of its officers, directDrs, shareholders, partners, agents,
employees, representatives, affiliates, parents., subsidiaries, and related entities, assigns and
successors in interest, if any, now or in the future (collectively, the "GMT Parties"), from any and all

claims, demands, contracts, causes of action, obligations, debts, liabilities of any kind or nature

whatsoever, whether known· or unknown, which they now have or InAY have in tbe future, including
those claims stated in the. COMPLAlNT, against the GMT Parties, This release expressly includes
any claims forwhichGMf/GLASSEYIMCNEIL would beat an obligation of indemnity because
such claim arose during and out of GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL's employment of tbe person again&t
whom DATUM would have a claim. Notwi1:h&Wlding the foregoing. GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL 's

obligations under this A$feement are c:xpressly excepted from the foregoing release.
3 .12

Civil

Code Section 1542: With respect tn the matters herein stated as the subject of

release, the parties hereto do hereby mutually waive and relinquish any and all rights which my of
9
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them may have under the provisions of Section 1 542 of the Civil Code of the State of California,
which Section reads as follows:

"A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS
WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT
TO EXIST IN HIS FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING
THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM MUST HAVE
MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS SETTLEMENT WITH THE

DEBTOR."
3.13

SettlcmC!Jt of Claims Againf!t DATIJM: GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEil.. agree and

acknowledge thAt, upon perfonnance of this Agreement, DATUM shall have no further obligations

under any consulting agreements, non-disclosure agreementll, value added reseller agreement~ or any
other agreement with GMT/GLASSEY /MCNEIL and that GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL waive any
claims or causes of action any of them may have against DAnJM arising out of such agreements.
including, but oot limited to, claims fur Mmageti and cl.a.i!m for the return of any intellectual
properties allegedly disclosed to DATITM by GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL.
3.14

Mtorney's Fees: DATUM and GMT/GLASSEYIMCNEll.. shall bear their own costs

and attorneys' fees in connection with their respective 'disputeS and claims settled hc:rcin.
3.1 S

Termination of'Paymt;rrt Qblig&tion and Survival ofNon-Paym.e:pJ Ietm!i: The

parties agree and acknowledge that DA11JM's royalty payment obligations ternrinate after the
royalty payment derived from the third year of the royalty. Notbwithstanding the foregoing. all
other terms of this Agreement will remain in full force and effect after tennination ofDATIJM's
payment obligations.

SEC1JON FOUR
W A.R.RANTlES
4.1

AND REPRESBNTATIONS

Tb.e parties hereto warrant and represent that no promise or inducement has been

offer-ed or made ftrr this Agreement except as herein set forth. that this ~ is executed
without reliance on a.ny statements or any representations not contained herein, and thal this
10
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Agreement reflects the entire settlement among the parties. The attorneys of record warrant and
represent that they are satisfied that their respective clients fully understand the effect. significance
and

con.sequeo~

of this Agreement The terms, acknowledgments, warranties and representations

made herein shall SUI"Vive the execution and delivery of this Agreement, and shall be binding upon
the respective hein, represeotatives, and assigns and successors of each of the parties and their

attorneys.
SECTION FIVE
NO ADM1SSION OF LIABIT..ITY

5.1

The parties hereto acknowledge and agree that this Agreement i& entered into u a

mutual compromise and settlement which is not in any respect or for any purpo6C to be deemed or
construed as an admission or concession of any liability w\urtsoever on the part of any of the parties
hereto.

SECJJON..S.D<
CONFIDENTIALITY

11
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6.1

The parties agree that this Agreement and its

tennB

are confidential. The parties

further agree that the confidentiality of this Agreement and its tenns is a material term of this
Agreement without which the parties would not have consented to the Agreem.ent. The parties
expressly agree that they

wm not disclose or di&cuss the tenns of this Agreement with any person.

GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL shall notifY DATUM's legal counsel, in writing, ofthe receipt of any

request for the disclosure of any confidential information. GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL s.b.all
cooperate with the efforts of DATIJM to quash such subpoena or other leeal process or to obtain a
protective order, as DATUM deems appropriate. The partie$ shAll have the right to provide required
information concerning this Agreement to investors and potentiAl investors, and to Affiliates in order
to enable them to carry out the activities contemplated hereunder and in connection with stnttegic
business needs. AIJ.y such discl011ure shall be pUIWant to a separate agreement of confidentiality
between DATUM or GMT/GLASSEY /MCNEU.. and any such third parties.
6.2

The parties further agree to maintain the confidentiality of any document or

infonnation which has boen or is designated as confidential, including Protected Technology.

SECUQN SEVEN

ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENT
7.1

If any legal action or other proceeding U! brought fur the enforcement of this

Agreement, or because of an alleged dispute, breach, default, or misrepresentation arising out of or

relating to any of the provisions of this Agreement. the successful or prevailing party or parties slWl

be entitled to recover reasonable attorn.eys' fees and other costs incurred in that action or proceeding,
in addition to any other relief to which it or they may be entitled.

12
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SECTION EIGHT
MISCELLANEOUS
8.1

This Agreement is subject to, governed by, and ihall be construed in accordance with

the laws ofthe State of California.

8.2

GMT/ GLASSEY/MCNEIL represent and warrant that they are the sole and rightful

ownen~ of the claims asserted in the

dispute described in this Agreement and that any such claims

have not been assigned or transferred to any unnamed party. DATUM represents and warrants that

it is the sole and rightful owner of the claims asserted in the COMPLAINT and otherwise herein and
that any such claims have not been assigued or transferred to any unnamed party.
8.3

This Agreement is enforceable and binding upon the parties htxeto, their successora

and assigns, and any agents or others under the control or direction of the partie&. Moreover, both
parties, as well as the !rl.gnatories, hereby warrant and covenant that their respective representative
signing this Agreement has full authority to bind the parties to the terms of this Agreement

8.4

The parties may assign all rights and delegate all duties hereunder to an entity

acquiring that portion of each parties' business to which this Agreement relates., or to any corporate
successor by way of merger or consolidation, provided that the assignee delivers to DATIJM or
GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL, as appropriate, a statement that the assignee

88SUllle.S

the assigning

party'& obligations hereunder. GMT/GLASSEY/MCNEIL may assign its right to receive the royalty

payments provided in paragraph 3.2 to any person or entity provided that DATIJM receives notice in

writing of such assignment signed by GMr, GLASSEY and MCNEIL.

8.5

This Agreement constitutes and contains the entire understanding and agreement of

the partie10 and cancels and supersedes any and all prior negotiations, correspondence and

understandings and agreements, whether verbal or written, 'behl.reez:J the parties respecting the subject

matter here.of. No waiver, modification or amODdmcnt of any provision of this~ ehai1 be
valid or effective unless made in writing and signed by a duly authorized offiocr of each of the
parties.

13
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8.6

The provisions of this Agreement are severable, and if one or more provisions should

be determ.i.Md to be judiciAlly unenforceable, in whole or in part, the mtW.ning provisions sh&ll
nevertheless be binding· and enforceable. The provi!:iom of this Agreemont shall be construed aa
separate provisions covering their subject matter

in each of the separate counties and states in the

United States in which DA11JM transacts its business; to the extent that any provision shall be
judicially l.llletlforceable in any one or more of those counties or rrta~, that provision shall not be
affected with respect to each other county or sta.te, each provision with respect to each county and
91Bte

being construed as severable and independent.
8.7

The parties agree to take any acts, and execute any further documents, that may be

reasonably necessary
8.8

to

accomplish and effect the terms of this Agreement

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts IU1d by fax, each of which shAll be

deemed an original. and all of which together shall constitute one and 1ho same i.nstrumcnt.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed
dates below indicated.
Dated: November

ft_, 1999

Dated: November

.L:l, 1999

Dated: November ~ 1999

Dated: November_. 1999

DATIJM.lNC.

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND CONTENT:

14
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&.6

The proviJ:icml Clflbia ~ m aevcablc, ml4 if cma or mare~ ahould

be dmmminc4 to bojiJdiciaJJy ~11, in wbole orin Pafit Cbe ~~mill

ncvenheleu be bindhlJ and en!oroeahla. The~ of this Ap.emaat lbeil be c:cmmued u
~~~~heir aabj~ aw:or: Ut. OAa& Dtlbo ~

CO""UUec and Etl* in th.e

m~ IlJ..'l'UM mnucts hi budneu; to tbc =em lha n.y ~ lhall bt:
jlldiciAtly ~kin auy ~ o: more otmaao ~or--. u ~ aha11 'DIX be
atrected with rcspeo; to cac.b. ot1teT 001WY ct ~tate, cacb poroviaioJl 'lrilb ~to -a c;alt!1t)' IJ:Id
.nate beinJ CC!ltttUed M ~and~
~ Statea

8. 7

'l'U Pll1ies l£lCC to ~b my acta. aDd execute any !ln1ber doc:mnc!tl, 1bat may be

reat"'"•"o/ ~1ft ~CCC~roplilh aad eftilot the Cl.'lmll ofdzil ~
8.&

This Aan=mcm mKY be c:ceaned m~ axl 'by tax. each Of~ lhl1l be

daa:rnad aa ~aM. .U of'lllbich tagdbet lha11 c:ml1:itutts aut and 1hc same islstzuwca.t.

IN Wl"l'Nru!S WR'RllBOP, tbil Asmn-t hal beaD eocmlUtt(!JIY
dml~ow~
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ON&RAliTH
Dated; November __, 1999

By;

Dated: November~ 1999

By;
Jason Book, Esq.
Attorneys for GIMaey-McNeil Technologies. Inc.
Todd GlBBsey, and Michael McNeil.
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